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Preface to “Remote Sensing and Geosciences  
for Archaeology” 
The use of remote sensing techniques, by means of either ground-based instrumentations or 
airborne or space-borne sensors, for archaeological studies, namely, archaeological remote sensing, 
already has a long history of research, scientific publications, and implementation in the field. Therefore, 
archaeological remote sensing is not a novel discipline.  
However, the following three triggers are currently stimulating advances in methodologies for data 
acquisition, signal processing, and the integration and fusion of extracted information: 
(i) the technological development of sensors for data capture;  
(ii) the accessibility of new remote sensing and Earth Observation data;  
(iii) the awareness that a combination of different techniques can lead to the retrieval of diverse and 
complementary information to characterize landscapes and objects of archaeological value and 
significance.  
This book is the first volume of, hopefully, a series of MDPI books dedicated to Remote Sensing and 
Geosciences for Archaeology.  
I had the pleasure of assessing and recommending the publication of the twenty-one papers that are 
collected in this book, written by renowned experts and scientists from across the globe, to showcase the 
state-of-the-art and forefront research in archaeological remote sensing and the use of geoscientific 
techniques to investigate archaeological records and cultural heritage. 
In the hope that readers will use these contributions to learn new methodologies and take 
inspiration for new research and applications, I express my sincere gratitude to all the authors, editors and 
reviewers for their help during this editorial project and Ms Alma Wu, Geosciences™ Assistant Editor, for 
her dedication and continued support. 
Deodato Tapete 
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Abstract: Archaeological remote sensing is not a novel discipline. Indeed, there is already a suite of
geoscientific techniques that are regularly used by practitioners in the field, according to standards
and best practice guidelines. However, (i) the technological development of sensors for data capture;
(ii) the accessibility of new remote sensing and Earth Observation data; and (iii) the awareness that a
combination of different techniques can lead to retrieval of diverse and complementary information
to characterize landscapes and objects of archaeological value and significance, are currently three
triggers stimulating advances in methodologies for data acquisition, signal processing, and the
integration and fusion of extracted information. The Special Issue “Remote Sensing and Geosciences
for Archaeology” therefore presents a collection of scientific contributions that provides a sample of
the state-of-the-art and forefront research in this field. Site discovery, understanding of cultural
landscapes, augmented knowledge of heritage, condition assessment, and conservation are the main
research and practice targets that the papers published in this Special Issue aim to address.
Keywords: remote sensing; optical; SAR; geophysics; terrestrial laser scanning; point cloud; GIS;
archaeological prospection; pattern recognition; condition assessment
1. Introduction
The use of remote sensing techniques, by means of either ground-based instrumentations
or airborne or space-borne sensors, for archaeological studies—namely, “archaeological remote
sensing”—has already a long history of research, scientific publications, and implementation in the field.
Renowned advantages include, but are not limited to:
• The estimation of parameters and surface/subsurface properties without direct contact with the
object of study (i.e., non-invasiveness);
• The capability of making remote observations, thereby preventing risks for the operator and
reducing costs of in situ investigations;
• The possibility to revisit in time and carry out iterative workflows of data analysis for the purposes
of monitoring and condition assessment (e.g., multi-temporal change detection).
The abundant literature (also recently re-examined in review papers, e.g., [1,2]), the proliferation
of special issues in international journals (e.g., [3,4]), and the publication of specialist books and
manuals (e.g., [5–7]) are three clear indicators suggesting that remote sensing for archaeology is an
established discipline, which attracts great interest across different scientific communities (e.g., image
analysts, Earth observers, Geographic Information System (GIS) experts, archaeologists, heritage
conservators) and has reached a level of maturity by which we are now in the position to assess its
achievements and perspectives for future advances.
Therefore, while there is no doubt about the value and existing capability of remote sensing to
allow the discovery of new sites, investigation of cultural landscapes, condition assessment of heritage
assets, and monitoring and modeling of impacts due to natural hazards and human threats, there is
still the need for translating this expertise, spread across the globe, into capacity, best practices, and
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tools made available widely. In a recent book review [8], for example, I highlighted that this field still
lacks of shared standardized methods of data processing tailored for the specific requirements of users.
On the other side, remote sensing is commonly used in archaeology jointly with other geoscientific
methods, ranging from geophysical survey methods to GIS, not to forget traditional methodologies of
ground-truth and historical data collection. There is a variety of ways researchers and practitioners
combine remote sensing and geosciences. Frequently, this depends on local expertise and available
instrumentation. Workflows from data capture to data analysis are specifically designed by each
research team to suit the questions they aim to address in their case studies. However, lessons learnt
from implementation in specific geographic and research contexts can contribute to form a shared
methodological basis for wider application.
In the above scenario, the call for papers for publication in the Special Issue Remote Sensing and
Geosciences for Archaeology that I launched in March 2017 aimed to collect articles on recent work,
experimental research, or case studies outlining the current state-of-the-art in at least one of the
following topics of remote sensing and geosciences for archaeology:
• archaeological prospection
• digital archaeological fieldwork
• GIS analysis of spatial settlement patterns in modern landscapes
• assessment of natural or human-induced threats to conservation
• education and capacity building in RS for archaeology.
2. Facts and Figures of the Special Issue
A total of 27 submissions were received for consideration of publication in the Special Issue from
late April to early December 2017. After rigorous editorial checks and peer-review processes involving
external and independent experts in the field, the acceptance rate was 78%.
The published Special Issue contains a collection of 21 articles; one is a review paper on
piezoelectric/seismoelectric methods to identify near-surface targets [9], and six are feature papers
that were solicited for submission to provide either an overview of specific domains of archaeological
remote sensing (e.g., passive airborne optical imaging, [10]) or demonstrations of state-of-the-art
remote sensing data [11], research methodologies [12,13], and processing tools and workflows [14,15]
for landscape archaeology and archaeological prospection.
Figure 1 compares the geographic distribution of the authors and research teams publishing in
the Special Issue (Figure 1a) and of the case studies and demonstration sites (Figure 1b). This is, of
course, a sample of the whole scientific community working on remote sensing and geosciences for
archaeology and therefore not an exhaustive representation. However, it already provides a glimpse of
the widespread expertise of experimental research and field practice, and proves how widely remote
sensing is applied to investigate and preserve archaeological heritage.
Figure 2 is a word cloud of the disciplines and scientific domains the authors of the papers
published in the Special Issue belong to, as inferred from their affiliations. “Archaeology” is
predominant and “geosciences” is the second most populated discipline, as expected due to the specific
target of the Special Issue. Nevertheless, it appears that other disciplines are well represented, including
“remote sensing”, “engineering”, “environmental sciences”, “cultural heritage”, “history”, and
“geography”. This is a further proof of the multi-disciplinary nature of archaeological remote sensing.
In general, two situations are most frequently observed:
1. Groups of different professionals join their efforts to combine skills of image processing and
computing science with arts and humanities expertise;
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Figure 1. Geographic distribution of: (a) authors and research teams publishing in the Special Issue;
(b) case studies and demonstration sites that are discussed in the papers.
 
Figure 2. Word cloud of the disciplines and scientific domains the authors publishing in this Special
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Similar evidence has been found in review exercises of specific domains of archaeological remote
sensing based on decades of published literature [1]. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that the
Special Issue includes examples of international, collaborative efforts between teams of scholars,
academics, and/or cultural institutions for remote sensing-based studies on archaeology and heritage
of developing countries or crisis zones [12–14].
3. Overview of the Special Issue Contributions
The papers published in the Special Issue cover a wide spectrum of techniques: satellite Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging [11,16,17]; optical remote sensing from high to very-high resolution
space-borne sensors [12,13,18–21]; geophysics including magnetometer surveys, Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR), geoelectric resistivity measurements, multi frequency Electromagnetic Induction (EMI),
piezoelectric/seismoelectric methods [9,22,23]; photogrammetry [24]; terrestrial laser scanning and
three-dimensional (3D) point clouds [25,26]. Some of the papers also explore the benefits of combining
different approaches, e.g., optical remote sensing, aerial imagery and geophysical prospection [27,28],
3D surveys, and reconstruction in GIS environment [29]. In other cases, the focus is the demonstration
of automatic detection tools and workflows [14,15].
Each paper explores successes and challenges that are consequential from the use of the above
remote sensing and geoscientific techniques. In the following paragraphs, the main features of the
Special Issue papers are highlighted.
3.1. Satellite Optical Remote Sensing
Building upon the renowned capability of satellite optical imagery (mostly sourced from
commercial providers) to be an objective source of information to assess the condition of heritage at
risk, the contributions by Danti et al. [12] and Rayne et al. [13] demonstrate how archaeologists and
heritage professionals—with skills of remote sensing or supported by image analysts—can exploit
large volumes of very high-resolution images to undertake systematic regional-scale efforts of damage
mapping and assessment, leading to site-scale investigations and multi-temporal change detection.
Both the teams of scholars have addressed the challenge of building site databases that could enable
spatial and temporal querying of the results. These papers discuss how their experiences contribute
to the standardization of methodologies for digital recording and metadata compilation, the use of
shared terminology, and accurate classification with a logged level of uncertainty.
In particular, the implementation in the iconic sites of Nimrud in northern Iraq, Palmyra, and the
Old City of Mosul in Syria offers a selection of incidents that highlight the results that Danti et al. [12]
achieved with a methodology integrating satellite-based assessments with ground-based observations
and open-source information. The methodology is flexible enough for addressing aspects of cultural
heritage crises in other conflict zones, as it offers various alternatives for providing or publicly attributing
sources of reliable information in cases where direct ground-based observations are unfeasible.
Rayne et al. [13], instead, focus on the value of combining multi-temporal satellite imagery with
published data to create a detailed set of database records for a single site. They also discuss how
the mapping of site disturbances at an extensive scale across cultural landscapes should integrate
multi-temporal image interpretation, land-use mapping, and field surveys.
Anthropogenic impacts on the preservation of archaeological heritage are also the subject of the
other three papers, two of which present results achieved with very high-resolution (open-source)
optical satellite and aerial imagery [18,20], and the third paper freely accessible Landsat time series [19].
Interestingly, the geographic focuses of the studies by Chyla [19] and Parcak et al. [20] are located
in Egypt. Despite the different data and methodologies used, both papers show examples of impacts
on Egyptian archaeological heritage due to the expansion of agriculture and urbanization, which
represent sources of threat for conservation in addition to natural processes characterizing the local
fluvial environment. The authors of these papers demonstrate how satellite-based assessments can be
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For early warning and prevention, Agapiou et al. [18] propose a novel methodology for the
detection of archaeological looting incidents based on a set of indices and processing operations (e.g.,
vegetation indices, fusion, automatic extraction after object-oriented classification) of high-resolution
WorldView-2 multispectral satellite imagery and RGB high-resolution aerial orthorectified images.
3.2. Airborne Optical Remote Sensing
From the papers introduced in the previous section, it is clear how archaeologists rely on satellite
imagery. However, airborne optical remote sensing still stands as another important source of
information, especially for archaeological reconnaissance, prospection, and landscape archaeology.
Despite operational costs and permission to fly, airborne facilities are highly competitive solutions
for archaeologists who want to investigate cultural landscapes, owing to the spatial resolution of the
onboard sensors and the fact that targeted surveys can be undertaken instead of imagery acquisition
according to pre-defined observational scenarios and fixed acquisition parameters.
Nevertheless, inherent biases and limitations need to be accounted for. After a clear statement
about the concept of ‘landscape archaeology’ and an agile introduction to ‘passive’ remote imaging,
Verhoeven [10] provides an insightful discussion of these biases, in particular those caused by sub-par
sampling strategies, cost, instrument availability, and post-processing issues. Technological and
methodological aspects are clearly explained within the overall framework of the archaeological theory
relying on the capture, documentation, and interpretation of archaeological records, in conjunction
with field data, in order to corroborate an archaeological hypothesis. The paper therefore sets out
where we are in this domain of archaeological remote sensing. As such, it is worth reading not only by
mature scholars, but also by beginners who can learn research methodology and how to go beyond
the mere use of these technologies as black boxes.
3.3. Satellite and Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imaging
SAR imaging has been used for archaeology since the 1980s. A quick search through the specialist
literature proves that, already a decade ago, the remote sensing community had achieved a good
understanding of the capabilities of SAR for archaeological prospection, either via implementation on
real case studies or in laboratory experiments (see specific SAR papers in [6]). Furthermore, a recent
review exercise clearly highlighted a ramp-up in indexed peer-review publications using SAR data in
archaeology in the last 30 years [1]. Therefore, it cannot be stated that SAR is novel in archaeological
remote sensing. Instead, the novelty nowadays lies in the use of new imaging modes (mostly from
new or current space missions) and higher spatial resolution and more accurate derived products, as
well as the development of methodologies integrating multi-source SAR data. It is with regard to these
aspects that the papers published in the Special Issue [11,16,17] offer interesting evidence of scientific
research achievements.
Gade et al. [17] presents probably the first published example of the use of high- to very
high-resolution SAR images acquired by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) constellation TerraSAR-X,
including the Staring Spotlight mode, to detect and monitor the condition of lost coastal heritage in
intertidal flats. The application on a constantly changing environment—where conditions of visibility of
the archaeological remains and traces are discontinuous—proves how the tasking of satellite acquisitions
is as important as the capability to extract features from the images after signal processing.
The TerraSAR-X constellation is also an example of a SAR mission equipped with twin satellites
(TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X in this case) providing data for the generation of high-resolution and
accurate Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) with different spatial resolutions (e.g., processed at 2 m from
High-Resolution Spotlight mode). In Cilicia, Rutishauser et al. [11] were able to extract cross-sections of
height values (profiles) for the detailed analysis of the topography across riverbeds and paleo-channels
from the TanDEM-X DEM mosaic covering the study region. The DEM-based analysis of silted up
riverbeds and historic CORONA imagery allowed the first indications for the reconstruction of former
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In the current international scenario of SAR missions, the European Space Agency (ESA)
constellation Sentinel-1 cannot be forgotten. This is a space mission providing free and consistently
acquired time series of SAR images with a large swath, high revisiting time of up to six days and a
spatial resolution of 5 m by 20 m in Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode. Sentinel-1 data therefore
can be valuable to feed into studies of landscape archaeology and wide-area monitoring activities. It is
with this purpose that Comer et al. [16] experimented with Sentinel-1 images to detect and measure
landscape disturbance threatening the world-renowned archaeological features and ecosystems of the
Lines and Geoglyphs of the Nasca and Palpa World Heritage Site in Peru. Multi-scale and multi-band
analysis was also achieved thanks to targeted airborne surveys that were undertaken with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Uninhabited Aerial
Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) platform. In particular, these data allowed the authors to
assess the impact on local heritage due to a known event that occurred in December 2014.
3.4. Automated Methods of Data Processing
As recalled in Section 1, a step forward in the use of remote sensing data is the development
of robust automated methods for data processing to extract features of archaeological significance
or to estimate parameters, and ease their uptake by the user community. The contributions by
Sonnemann et al. [14] and Traviglia and Torsello [15] provide an interesting glimpse of the research
currently being carried out on this topic.
In particular, Sonnemann et al. [14] applied a chain of image registration with a set of
pre-processed, very diverse datasets, to combine multispectral bands to feed two different
semi-automatic direct detection algorithms: a posterior probability and a frequentist approach.
The method was tailored to generate maps that, with statistical significance, could address the question
about the probability of finding archaeological evidence across the landscape and identifying sites
in the Dominican Republic. Although not validated, the trials presented in the paper demonstrate
the experimental attempt made by the authors towards automation in the context of multi-source
data (e.g., satellite imagery, airborne surveys) which is one of the current challenges in remote sensing
and geosciences.
Traviglia and Torsello [15] instead applied a workflow of feature extraction and detection
implemented in ©Matlab to estimate the location and periodicity of dominant linear features on
georeferenced images depicting the cultural landscape in northern Italy that had been engineered
with land cadastration since Roman times. The trials suggest that this approach provides the accurate
location of target linear objects and alignments signaled by a wide range of physical entities with very
different characteristics, which also can be later interpreted against historical documentations, old
maps, and in situ archaeological evidence.
3.5. Geophysical Techniques of Archaeological Prospection
The level of penetration of geophysical techniques in archaeological practice is such that several
manuals and textbooks are published and disseminate best practices on how to carry out geophysical
surveys in archaeological field evaluation according to established and shared standards [30,31].
The type of information that these techniques collect to investigate sites of archaeological potential is
broadly classifiable as “geoscientific”, since the outputs from the field surveys are measurements of
parameters and properties of soil, subsurface materials, and buried objects.
In this regard, the contributions published in this Special Issue offer an interesting sample of case
studies scattered across Europe.
Garcia-Garcia et al. [22] analyze the validity of a geoarchaeological core survey to check the
archaeological interpretations based on geophysical results in the Roman site in Auritz/Burguete and
Aurizberri/Espinal, Navarre, Spain.
Křivánek [23] showcases examples from the Czech Republic where different geophysical
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remote sensing methods (e.g., aerial photo-documentation, LiDAR) to address archaeological questions
in different archaeological and environmental contexts. One of the sites is interestingly located close to
a modern infrastructure. Achievements and limitations are discussed.
In addition, Agapiou et al. [27] focus on integration. In particular, in the demonstration site of
Vésztő-Mágor Tell in the eastern part of Hungary, the authors run a workflow of data integration
and fusion consisting of nine steps, including data capture, regression models to examine more
than 70 different vegetation indices, cross-check and validation with GPR, and in situ magnetic
gradiometry measurements.
Kalayci et al. [28] integrated geomagnetic, electromagnetic induction and GPR, historic aerial
imagery, and Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems, as well as very high-resolution space-borne sensors,
to discover differences in layouts of Early and Neolithic settlements in Thessaly, central Greece, and
to investigate commonalities as a way to understand Neolithic use of space. In this way, the authors
detected and characterized different aspects of the hindered prehistoric settlements that could have
been overlooked by using only one geophysical approach.
The last contribution of the Special Issue focused on geophysics is a review by Eppelbaum [9] of
piezoelectric/seismoelectric methods to capture piezoelectric and seismo-electrokinetic phenomena
manifested by electrical and electromagnetic processes that occur in rocks under the influence
of elastic oscillations triggered by shots or mechanical impacts. Reporting some examples from
mining geophysics in Russia and an ancient metallurgical site in Israel, the author demonstrates that
piezoelectric/seismoelectric anomalies may be analyzed quantitatively via advanced and reliable
methodologies developed in magnetic prospection.
3.6. Laser Scanning, 3D Reconstruction, and GIS
Significant technological advancement is currently being achieved in the remote sensing and
geoscience domains of laser scanning, manipulation of cloud points, and modeling. As rightly recalled
by Poux et al. [26], point clouds and derivatives are changing the way curators, cultural heritage
researchers, and archaeologists investigate heritage and collaborate on its understanding.
Guidi et al. [29], in this regard, provide a demonstrative example. Based on a proper mix of
quantitative data originated by current 3D surveys and historical sources, such as ancient maps,
drawings, archaeological reports, restrictions decrees, and old photographs, the authors were able
to achieve a diachronic reconstruction of the ancient Roman Circus of Milan that, at present, is
completely covered by the urban fabric of the modern city. The hypothesis of temporal evolution and
transformation of the monument is presented via an easy-to-understand visual output.
The accessibility of information stored in point clouds and derived models is crucial for
dissemination among end-users. Poux et al. [26] propose a classification method that relies on
hybrid point clouds from both terrestrial laser scanning and dense image matching, and feeds into a
WebGL prototype enabling different heritage actors to interact in a collaborative way. The geometric
reconstruction, therefore, serves as a digital platform for storing and sharing relevant information and
for easing communication with and between end-users.
Multi-disciplinarity is also at the base of the paper published by Drap et al. [24].
Medieval archaeologists and computer science researchers collaborated towards a connection between
3D spatial representation and archaeological knowledge, by integrating observable (material) and
non-graphic (interpretive) data.
In addition to promoting understanding, digital 3D recording enables timely, iterative, and
repeatable documentation of heritage to inform decision-making on its conservation. Corso et al. [25]
show how terrestrial laser scanning can be used by practitioners and heritage bodies to document
and monitor the heritage for which they are responsible; to map present conditions and assess visible
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4. Key Messages for Future Research
The wide portfolio of methodologies, data, and techniques presented in the contributions
published in this Special Issue proves that remote sensing and geosciences for archaeology are currently
vibrant research and practice domains, with expertise spread across the globe and teams fully exploiting
the capability of remote sensing to investigate sites and landscapes in different geographic, social, and
environmental contexts.
It is clear that there is no barrier for techniques—based on either space-borne, airborne, or
ground-based instrumentation and sensors—to be employed in the field, to carry out experimental test
of new functions and facilities, or to exploit known capabilities to accomplish professional, research,
and institutional tasks (e.g., prospection, recording, condition assessment).
In this regard, satellite imagery (particularly from optical sensors and open-source platforms) is a
clear example, since it has become a facility fully embedded in standardized routines for mapping
and monitoring heritage. SAR, on the other side, is a stimulating research arena. While there are still
difficulties for this technology to be utilized by non-expert users, the technological developments
offering novel imaging modes and processing methods are triggering forefront research paving the
way for a wider spectrum of applications.
Landscapes remotely sensed using different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum are ideal
test sites for researchers and archaeologists to focus on signal processing and analysis to extract
information not otherwise achievable, except via ground investigations. When archaeologists have
access to different geophysical techniques, they tend to combine them to improve the level of data
acquisition and the amount of information. However, this abundance of information leads, on one
side, to the challenge of developing strategies and methods to fuse information and, on the other, to
the need to isolate and extract the relevant information from the unnecessary and redundant.
Automation plays an important role, since it allows the operator subjectivity to be counterbalanced,
and the time spent for data processing to be decreased. As a consequence, archaeologists and image
analysts can concentrate more on archaeological interpretation and product generation.
In this regard, more efforts should be made towards the sharing of processing routines tailored to
archaeological applications and their embedding within software or open platforms. Moreover, there
is a need for more publications showing successful stories of the conversion of experimental
methodologies into best practices, as well as the discussion of ‘bad practice’ examples where current
methodologies are not adequate enough and improvements are needed.
Interestingly, the majority of the Special Issue papers prove that different professionals tend
to team up to share expertise and technical skills to better address archaeological questions and/or
facilitate the dissemination and sharing of information.
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Abstract: The American Schools of Oriental Research Cultural Heritage Initiatives (ASOR CHI)
continues to address the cultural heritage crisis in Syria and Northern Iraq by: (1) monitoring,
reporting, and fact-finding; (2) promoting global awareness; and (3) conducting emergency response
projects and developing post-conflict rehabilitation plans. As part of this mission, ASOR CHI, through
a public–government collaboration with the United States of America (US) Department of State,
has been provided with access to hundreds of thousands of satellite images, some within 24 h of
the image being taken, in order to assess reports of damage to cultural heritage sites, to discover
unreported damage, and to evaluate the impacts of such incidents. This work is being done across an
inventory of over 13,000 cultural heritage sites in the affected regions. The available dataset of satellite
imagery is significantly larger than the scales that geospatial specialists within archaeology have
dealt with in the past. This has necessitated a rethinking of how the project uses satellite imagery and
how ASOR CHI and future projects can more effectively undertake the important work of cultural
heritage monitoring and damage assessment.
Keywords: endangered cultural heritage; remote sensing; large dataset; crowd-sourcing information;
condition assessment; real-time processing; Syria; Iraq; conflict; Nimrud; Palmyra; Mosul
1. Introduction
The American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR) established the Cultural Heritage Initiatives
(CHI) in 2014 to assist in addressing the current cultural heritage crises in the conflict zones of Syria
and Northern Iraq, the worst such catastrophe since the Second World War. Since that time, on a
daily basis, CHI has documented new incidents of looting, theft, damage, and destruction. Sustained
ground and aerial combat, intensified by long-standing ethno-sectarian tensions and international
intervention, have resulted in widespread damage and destruction to individual heritage sites and
whole urbanscapes. Extremists such as the so-called Islamic State (ISIS) have deliberately destroyed
hundreds of ancient monuments, mosques, churches, shrines, cemeteries, and other sites, as part of a
systematized campaign of cultural cleansing, enacted to advance radical ideologies and to achieve
more worldly military, political, and economic objectives. Years of warfare and instability have
subjected local populations to unspeakable suffering, abysmal living conditions, and abject poverty.
Millions of Syrians and Iraqis are internally displaced, living in makeshift camps or even archaeological
ruins, or have undertaken the perilous journey to live abroad. Criminal activity inevitably peaks
when such appalling conditions co-occur with rampant regional corruption, transnational organized
crime, and predatory terrorist networks. One seemingly inevitable tragedy has been the systematic
pillaging of the region’s renowned cultural repositories, private collections, and archaeological
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sites, as locals struggle to support their families by trading away irreplaceable cultural assets for
a pittance to exploitive mobsters, warlords, and terrorists, seeking easy profits from the global
illicit art and antiquities markets. Hundreds of archaeological sites have been mined for antiquities,
resulting in untold losses of archaeological data in the ancient Near East, home to the world’s earliest
known agricultural communities and literate state-level societies and the wellspring of several of the
world’s major religions and powerful empires. The loss to our global cultural patrimony is staggering
and highlights the importance of rethinking the current international response within the modalities
of cultural security and cultural property protection during conflicts (for recent overviews see [1–4]).
The CHI project began in August of 2014, with a focus on cultural heritage within Syria, but has
since expanded to include Northern Iraq and Libya. The core mission of CHI entails monitoring
and fact-finding activities, disseminating results to the United States of America (US) Department
of State (DOS) and the public, implementing emergency response projects, developing post-conflict
rehabilitation plans, and producing public outreach and education initiatives. In order to undertake
these activities, the project has synthesized expansive data collected by its wide-ranging international
network of heritage experts and analysts, including activists and institutions in the conflict zone of the
Middle East and North Africa, from three principal sources: news outlets and social media, in-country
contacts, and satellite imagery [5–8]. While the intersection of all three sources of information has
proven critical to CHI’s success, this article will primarily focus on the analysis enabled by the third of
these sources—satellite imagery—within the modality of monitoring and assessing cultural heritage
damage to the built environment, in Syria and Northern Iraq. CHI’s ongoing data acquisition and
analysis of the impacts of the Syrian and Iraqi conflicts on cultural heritage in real time, represents the
first such comprehensive effort borne out of a public–government collaboration.
Results of CHI have been made available since August 2014 in weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly
reports, submitted to the US Department of State and subsequently appearing on the CHI website
in redacted form [9]. Additional special reports have been compiled in response to particular events
or tactics of significance to cultural heritage, and some of these also appear on the CHI website.
In addition to reporting, public and private presentations in various venues form an important
component of promoting the awareness of impacts to cultural heritage. Our overriding vision entails
empowering local communities to preserve and protect cultural resources through the establishment
of broad and diverse coalitions. Such nimble, adaptive, and cost-effective responses appear to be the
future of the field and form an integral part of broader international humanitarian conflict resolution,
and post-conflict peacebuilding and recovery efforts [10].
The use of satellite imagery is not a new method in either cultural heritage monitoring or
archaeology. Since the 1970s, archaeologists have made use of satellite imagery—which has grown
out of extensive prior use of aerial photography—for discovering new cultural heritage sites and
contextualizing both newly discovered sites and known sites within their broader cultural, political,
and environmental landscapes ([11] (p. 33); [12] (pp. 18–28); [13] (p. 27)). However, fundamental
changes in access to geospatial data granted to the CHI team in 2014 have greatly facilitated this
work and have also offered a glimpse into future monitoring and research trajectories. Furthermore,
the methods implemented by CHI to analyze and present reliable and verifiable deliverables under
time-sensitive conditions represent a fundamental departure from traditional archaeological research
projects. This article will discuss these changes and how they enable the ongoing work of CHI. Cultural
heritage case studies, monitored by the project, will illustrate the importance of these developments
and the challenges faced in monitoring and assessing cultural heritage during times of instability
and conflict.
2. The ASOR CHI Methodology and Geospatial Data
The ASOR CHI methodology was initially developed in 2014, in response to a fundamental need
to integrate both the geospatial and non-geospatial portions of the project. The geospatial team was
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cultural heritage sites, or to confirm and, when possible, document the extent of reported damage
uncovered by the non-geospatial reporting teams, through their use of networks of individuals located
in-country, or by monitoring social and traditional media reports. This integrated method has proven
powerful in thousands of cases, including those discussed in greater depth in the results section.
The geospatial team has discovered unreported cases of cultural heritage destruction. They have
also supported the reporting team by confirming, detailing, and correcting information on heritage
incidents reported in the media or from private sources. Meanwhile, the reporting team has been able
to make use of in-country contacts to, when possible, visit the location and assess, on the ground,
the events first discovered by the geospatial team. Together this integrated pairing has provided
detailed and verifiable reports from within the conflict zones in a timely fashion.
It should be stressed that this methodology was developed within the context of an existing
conflict situation that encompassed a broad geographic area spanning all of Syria and large portions of
Northern Iraq. This is a major difference between ASOR CHI and the Endangered Archaeology in the
Middle East and North Africa (EAMENA) project, which started a year later, in 2015, and which strives
to monitor an even larger area, most of which falls in countries that have been relatively peaceful
during the past two years [14,15]. Both the open conflict, and the broad and expanding geographic
scope of the CHI project’s coverage, presented major challenges to successful implementation. Conflict
areas create limitations in communication with in-country contacts as well as risks to their lives. Data
from satellite platforms, high above the reach of the conflict, are necessary to provide information in
areas where communication is impossible or where there are significant physical risks to individuals
on the ground. The broad territorial expanse, encompassing many subregions lacking authoritative
or standardized heritage site inventories, necessitated an immense amount of constantly refreshing
geospatial data. From CHI’s inception, it was apparent that access to resources well beyond the
capabilities of freely provided satellite imagery, through platforms such as Google Earth or Bing Maps,
would be needed to keep up with the fast-moving conflict situation. At the request of ASOR, in 2014,
access to hundreds of thousands of satellite images, purchased by the US government, was granted
through the mechanism of the collaborative agreement between CHI and the DOS. This benefit, gained
from the public–government collaboration, went well beyond the access that had previously been
granted to other archaeological projects.
The core geospatial dataset provided to the project is comprised of a subset of all DigitalGlobe
orthorectified imagery available through the EV WebHosting service [16]. The imagery is available
for download or for direct linkage through an ArcMap add-on that provides web map and tile
services. The accuracy of the rectification of the imagery provided by the service has proven to be more
than sufficient in most cases for immediate overlay and analysis, without the need for subsequent
rectification by CHI. The geographic scope of the dataset has grown with CHI’s increasing scope of
work to encompass Syria and Northern Iraq, as well as more recently, Libya. The available image
sets include WorldView-1 to WorldView-4 and GeoEye-1 satellite collections and are available to
CHI as single band panchromatic and true-color pan-sharpened images at less than 50 cm resolution.
The subset of imagery frequently changes, both with older images being removed and newly-collected
imagery being added. Collection dates for the available imagery range from just prior to the start
of the Syrian conflict in 2011, to the present. The dataset also includes ongoing new data collections
and the regular tasking of satellites incorporating CHI’s requests and lists of endangered cultural
heritage sites—some requested sites have been collected and processed within 24 h of a major cultural
heritage event. This rate of incorporation of new imagery is essential to timely analysis and reporting
within the context of a rapidly and dynamically evolving conflict, and is not available through publicly
available platforms, such as Google Earth.
The amount of geospatial data, while essential, presents a significant change to prevailing imagery
analysis routines within archaeology. Typically, in terms of high resolution images, single images
or sets of up to a few dozen images have been used within archaeological research for detecting,
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rampant looting of southern Iraq following the second Gulf War raised the upper threshold of image
datasets to 1000–2000 images [19]. This functional cap can largely be attributed to the cost of the
imagery. Since the 1970s, freely available lower resolution satellite images, like Landsat, or higher
resolution satellite images from earlier decades, like the declassified US spy satellites, have seen much
more widespread use in regional archaeological applications involving higher numbers of images ([11]
(p. 33); [13,20–22]). Likewise, large amounts of periodically updated imagery, available freely through
online platforms, like Google Earth, have inspired archaeological projects on countrywide or larger
scales [15,23,24]. For CHI, access to hundreds of thousands of images through the public–government
collaboration necessitated some adaptation of prevailing methodologies, particularly in time-sensitive
analysis situations with a quick turnaround for reporting, and have been the catalyst for even further
methodological developments.
Initially CHI was tasked with simultaneously assessing large quantities of geospatial data and
assembling an inventory of cultural heritage sites within the area of work. To achieve the latter
objective and proceed with site monitoring and assessment activities, CHI required the locational and
descriptive data for thousands of cultural heritage sites. No available comprehensive inventory had
been undertaken for these areas, and so CHI compiled one from existing, overlapping inventories and
by sorting through centuries of published material. This task would have been impossible without
the support of collaborators within CHI, public inventories such as the ANE Placemarks for Google
Earth [25], and networks of contacts willing to share sizable inventories of subsets of the area such
as the Computational Research on the Ancient Near East (CRANE) Project [26], Ross Burns [27],
The Fragile Crescent Project [28], and the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (DAI) [29]. Merging
these datasets posed some challenges. In many cases, these different inventories and other published
sources did not agree on precise site locations or site names, which were inconsistently recorded
going back centuries. This necessitated significant cross-checking between the inventories and manual
reconfirmation of most locations using the imagery dataset at CHI’s disposal and the assistance of
personnel from the CRANE Project. It should be stressed that all of this inventory creation took place
in the midst of open conflict, which severely curtailed access on the ground to cultural heritage site
locations, unlike the impressive inventories that have been assembled by EAMENA in other portions of
the Middle East [14]. As of 30 June 2017, the inventory consists of 13,186 unique cultural heritage sites
across Syria, Northern Iraq, and Libya. While the core of the inventory consists of archaeological sites
and monuments, it also includes other important heritage sites, such as mosques and churches, historic
houses, and museums and libraries located within these geographic areas. This inventory continues to
be a work in progress, with site locations revised in light of new information and additional research.
It also remains of vital importance that access to this inventory is restricted, though the CHI project
has shared this expanding inventory with other groups undertaking cultural heritage monitoring such
as the United Nations Institute for Training and Research’s Operational Satellite Applications Program
(UNITAR-UNOSAT) [30], the CRANE Project, the Fragile Crescent Project, Shirín [31], Ross Burns,
the DAI, and EAMENA. An inventory like this would be of use to not only those monitoring cultural
heritage, but also by those seeking to intentionally loot or destroy these same sites. Balancing security
risks with the need for access to the inventory by CHI members, collaborators, and others is an issue
that will continue into the future.
With the inventory and access to geospatial data, CHI developed a cultural property protection
and preservation methodology, building on existing methodologies employed for archaeological
research projects, and workflows to analyze and present information gained from geospatial and
non-geospatial datasets, for use by local stakeholders, cultural heritage professionals, activists,
law enforcement, decision makers, and policy makers. Typical workflows depend on the source
of the report of damage, either originating with the satellite imagery that is being monitored by the
geospatial team, or with on-the-ground or media sources being monitored by the reporting team.
For damage reports originating from the geospatial team, typical workflows include using trained
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imagery becomes available within the EV WebHosting service. Changes impacting the cultural
heritage site detected between consecutive temporal images are recorded as spatial and attribute
data, and are categorized according to a CHI schema of threats and damage, which expanded on the
MEGA Jordan Guidelines’ Threats and Disturbances Schema developed by the Getty Conservation
Institute and World Monuments Fund [32,33]. The schema expansions by CHI included new threats
and damages categories to cover military conflict, looting, and intentional destructions of cultural
heritage. CHI chose the Middle Eastern Geodatabase for Antiquities (MEGA) - Jordan schema because
of its standardization, which facilitates data sharing with partnering projects, and because it underpins
the Arches open-source heritage inventory and management system, chosen by CHI and other projects
as a cross-collaborative data sharing platform [34]. In 2014–2015, an initial rapid assessment protocol
was used to quickly assess tens of thousands of images for the backlog of incidents that occurred
between 2011 and 2014. These initial assessments identified the presence of damage, bracketed
the dates of the damage incidents, identified damage type(s) according to the CHI schema, and
categorized the severity of damage, along with defining the extent of the cultural heritage location.
This initial rapid assessment protocol was altered as the backlog became more manageable. The current
protocol includes adding background information concerning the particular cultural heritage site
and cross-checking the incident against data being generated by the non-geospatial reporting team.
This cross-checking can also include engaging local in-country sources to visit the site and further
assess the damage if the dangers of the conflict allow such access.
Workflows are different in cases where the report of damage originates from in-country
individuals or the social and traditional media sources being monitored by the reporting team.
In these cases, the incorporation of these non-spatial sources of information are critical to the
overall CHI methodology and its ultimate reporting activities [6]. Not only must CHI rapidly and
regularly produce a diverse range of reports that cover a broad geographic area, subjected to intense
damage and destruction, but these reports must address the needs of a diverse range of cultural
property protection and preservation modalities and, most importantly, prove to be reliable and
verifiable under time-sensitive conditions. Given the irregularities in data dissemination on heritage
incidents in the conflict zone, new data may prove or disprove our published analyses in a matter of
a few days—a frequent potentiality for famous heritage sites such as Palmyra or urban environments
such as Aleppo and Mosul—or it may take months or even years for new information to surface, as is
often the case for remote rural sites under the control of radical extremist groups, such as the so-called
Islamic State.
To address these needs, information from conflict-zone sources or from media reports must
intersect the geospatial data assessment workflow at several points depending on circumstances of
data availability and reliability. CHI often develops initial reports of heritage incidents through these
other channels, and we then assess available satellite imagery using the standard workflow described
above to confirm, refine, or refute these reports. This is especially important since open-source streams,
such as social media and online news sites, often provide near-instantaneous coverage but frequently
contain inaccurate, propagandistic, and deliberately falsified information. Furthermore, ground-based
sources provide highly reliable information, such as reports from CHI in-country site assessment
teams, but they usually can only provide localized information, given the difficulty of travel and access
to sites in active war zones. The integration of information from each of these data streams is key
to establishing a higher confidence level in the reporting of a given incident during the assessment
process. Over a three-year period, we have steadily refined our methods and have continued to
achieve a high degree of verification and reliability, based on the constant re-evaluation of previous
CHI incident reporting. This does not mean that CHI has been able to identify every instance of cultural
heritage damage within the conflict, but it has expanded and reshaped knowledge of this important
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The integration between in-country sources and the satellite imagery also carries with it further
benefits and risks. Cultural heritage has regularly been at the center of conflicts in the Middle East
and North Africa, vastly elevating danger levels for in-country experts and activists attempting to
address looting and cultural heritage damage and destruction. Beyond the daily risks associated with
conducting cultural property protection and preservation initiatives in active war zones, multiple
radical extremist groups have enacted brutal campaigns of cultural cleansing, involving the deliberate
targeting of both cultural assets and personnel. Ethno-sectarian tensions fuel violence against
noncombatants and have created complex and constantly shifting zones of political and military
control—even short-distance travel can be perilous. Complex, entangled networks of terrorists,
criminal organizations, and highly corrupt state and non-state actors in the conflict zones of Syria and
Northern Iraq have engaged in the looting of archaeological sites, thefts of cultural property from
private and public collections, and smuggling—investigating these crimes is fraught with hazards.
At times the satellite imagery assessments have been used to keep people out of danger by assessing
areas that would have been too dangerous for a person to access, such as active combat zones, illegal
border crossings used by smugglers and terrorists, and archaeological sites occupied by military forces
or controlled by criminal gangs. At other times, satellite assessments have provided an alternative
and publishable source of information about an incident in which it would otherwise have been too
dangerous to reveal that an in-country contact had provided the original information. At the same time,
when the situation on the ground becomes less dangerous, even if months or years after the incident,
ground truthings of assessments have been an essential and powerful component in further verifying
information in the CHI satellite imagery assessments. This power of the integration of geospatial and
non-geospatial components within the methodology of CHI will, it is hoped, be a model which can be
replicated, customized, and enhanced for monitoring cultural heritage within future conflict situations.
In terms of refining methods, CHI has been working to address key issues encountered since
2014. With a distributed core team and numerous collaborators throughout the world, the sharing of
data, and especially geospatial data, is one key issue. A collaboration between the Getty Conservation
Institute and CHI allowed our team to assist in specifying key elements of Version 4 of the Arches
open-source heritage management software that was developed by the Getty Conservation Initiative
(GCI) and the World Monuments Fund [34]. This includes a tile server component that will allow
internal sharing of geospatial information among members of the team and their collaborators. Spatial
queries, as well as non-spatial queries, of the assembled information will also contribute to long-term
archival aspects of CHI.
A second new direction utilized by CHI in collaboration with University of California
San Diego’s Center for Cyber-Archaeology and Sustainability (CCAS) has been a pilot project, which
has crowdsourced preliminary assessments of cultural heritage through the TerraWatchers portal [35].
The project utilizes the inventory developed by CHI, and therefore the dozens of participants in the
crowdsourcing effort are vetted and trained prior to their participation. Participants do not directly
access the DigitalGlobe imagery available to CHI through EV Webhosting, given access limitations,
but rather work with Google Earth/Maps data and with a subset of DigitalGlobe data available
through Qualcomm Institute’s Big Pixel Initiative [36]. To date, the TerraWatchers collaboration
has trained 131 students from the Universities of California at San Diego, Merced, and Berkeley,
in assessing damage via satellite imagery. While the project is still assessing the overall results, during
the project’s first phase from 7 April 2016 to 5 May 2016, the participants made 4500 observations on
over 3500 individual sites. They correctly identified damage based on looting, modern development,
agricultural encroachment, and military-based earthworks and trenching. Students were most accurate
in identifying modern settlements and burials on sites, while they had more difficulty identifying
roadworks and mining or quarrying at archaeological sites. Through the process of training, students
learned to identify specific forms of damage; the crowdsourcing project went from 7% accuracy during
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Another new direction that has been developed by CHI in collaboration with the University of
Central Florida’s Center for Research in Computer Vision (CRCV), is automation of change detection
analysis within the hundreds of thousands of satellite images. The project has undertaken initial
change identification for incidents such as looting, bomb damage, and collapsed heritage, with the
primary goal of prioritizing new images for analysts’ attention based on the likelihood that a new
image contains evidence of such events. This would help to mitigate the bottleneck created by the
quantity of imagery in relation to the numbers of analysts (limited by cost factors) and is in line with
similar work being undertaken by archaeologists elsewhere in the world [38–40].
3. Results
While all of the redacted incident reports compiled by CHI are available online [41], a selection
of incidents that highlight the methodologies and results of this work are presented here by way of
illustration. In addition to the reporting series published online, our team of geospatial analysts has
also visually assessed 6662 heritage sites in Syria, Iraq, and Libya—assessments which are continually
being updated and refined. Utilizing the most recently available satellite imagery, each heritage site was
assessed for damage occurring since the start of the conflict and assigned a percentage of total visible
damage. Figure 1 displays these assessments, broken down by site type. Although our reporting series
focuses on damaged sites, the majority of assessed heritage sites display no visible damage—a total of
63%. The second highest percentage of damage falls under some damage, between 10% and 60%, at 26%
of total assessed sites.
 
Figure 1. Satellite based assessments of heritage sites within the Cultural Heritage Initiatives (CHI)
Inventory (mainly Syria and northern Iraq) according to site types and levels of assessed damage
(ASOR CHI; 26 July 2017).
As of the 30 June 2017, CHI has produced 870 reports of cultural heritage damage in Syria and
Northern Iraq over the past three years. This covers 1100 unique cultural heritage sites that have been
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heritage sites due to a variety of disturbances, including military activity and human activity, such as
illegal excavations, agriculture, and urban encroachment. Each damage incident is assigned a pattern
of damage, based on the primary cause of the destruction or damage. The full list of damage patterns
can be seen in Figure 2. Military activity ranks as the most frequent damage source, primarily incidents
caused by explosives—mainly artillery strikes and airstrikes—as well as from gunfire.
 
Figure 2. Damage patterns reported by CHI in the ongoing weekly and monthly report series since the
project’s inception in 2014. The horizontal bars representing incident totals (horizontal axis) by causes
of damage are subdivided (stacked) according to report dates rather than the date(s) that the incidents
occurred, to account for those incidents currently without known dates (ASOR CHI; 26 July 2017).
During the first six months of the project, CHI documented twice as many reported illegal
excavations of archaeological sites as compared to explosive damage to heritage sites. During this
period, the conflict kinetics were less intense, but also, at project startup, the overall number of reported
conflict-related looting incidents was artificially elevated, given that such activity had been ongoing
since late 2011–2012—although looters were especially active in 2014 and early 2015—and the evidence
of illegal open-pit excavation in this largely arid and unvegetated region is highly visible and readily
identifiable. Conversely, the spread of the practice of tunnel looting later in the conflict, presented
some challenges for satellite based site assessment and has likely resulted in a slight underreporting of
the incidence of looting activity assessed through satellite imagery. In the subsequent 32 months of the
project, damage patterns flipped, with increasing damage to heritage sites due to explosives, primarily
artillery shelling. In addition, airstrikes, the second- ranked cause of damage, dramatically increased
starting from 1 January 2015, as aircraft from the Syrian Arab Republican Guard, Russian Military,
US-led Coalition Forces, and Iraqi Government Forces carried out major offensives within Syria and
Iraq. Intentional destruction of heritage sites, primarily carried out by ISIS, represents the third most
common cause of damage to heritage sites, impacting most site categories (i.e., archaeological, religious,
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groups targeted shrines and other religious sites in Iraq and Syria as well as archaeological sites such
as Palmyra, Nimrud, and Hatra.
The analysis of satellite imagery has helped to redress biases in our understanding of the cultural
impacts of the conflict in Syria and Northern Iraq, stemming from open source and traditional
media coverage. A comparison of causes of damage to the most common site types in the CHI
inventory, archaeological sites and monuments versus religious sites and monuments, illustrates
two complex and contrasting patterns of heritage damage (Figure 3). Archaeological sites and
monuments are impacted by a wide range of factors, including urban development and encroachment,
military earthworks and construction, as well as the reuse of ancient structures and buildings by both
combatants and noncombatants. The leading causes of damage are illegal excavations and military
occupation. Yet traditional media outlets and social media sites have largely focused on covering
intentional destruction and looting, rather than the much more complex situation on the ground,
in which instability, lack of rule of law and regulation, population displacements and deterioration
and neglect play major roles in the loss of cultural assets. Religious sites and monuments, including
mosques, churches, and shrines, have been devastated by military explosives and airstrikes, intentional
destructions, and gunfire. Although ubiquitous, such incidents have received less media coverage,
particularly outside the Middle East, relative to the less frequent spectacles of intentional destructions
at famous archaeological sites, despite the deleterious long-term impacts that such attacks exert on the
region’s communities, conflict resolution, and regional stability.
Figure 3. Comparison of the causes of damage to archaeological and religious heritage sites in Syria
and Northern Iraq between 1 July 2014 and 30 June 2017 (ASOR CHI; 26 July 2017).
In the first three years of the project, unredacted CHI reporting has been regularly consulted
by various government and non-government organizations to assess the overall situation and to
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submissions for multiple US government agencies and congressional committees, the European Union,
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations,
the United Nations Security Council and, it is our understanding, for the US National Counterterrorism
Center and multiple Presidential Daily Briefs. In terms of raising public awareness, redacted CHI
analyses have been featured in hundreds of news reports and public presentations detailing the impacts
of the conflict on cultural heritage and cultural memory, identity, and diversity. CHI has supported
investigations by activists, journalists, and law enforcement agencies worldwide to recover stolen
cultural property, combat looting, and counter violent extremism. Most importantly, the program
strives to support Syrian, Iraqi, and Libyan cultural heritage experts and local stakeholders in their
struggle to save their beleaguered cultural patrimony. In this regard, CHI monitoring and reporting has
supported multiple in-country initiatives to preserve and protect cultural heritage, by reducing risks,
mitigating threats, repairing damage and, ultimately, maintaining local access to cultural heritage.
To illustrate the results of the reporting methodology, three case studies are presented below.
They were selected to reflect the development of the methodology and how it utilizes workflows,
and originated with reports from both the geospatial and non-geospatial portions of the project.
These three examples also represent instances in which media organizations utilized ASOR CHI
reporting to develop stories to inform the public of damage to cultural heritage as the incidents were
transpiring or shortly thereafter. The monitoring of Nimrud between January and April of 2015, and the
reports published during that time, are one of the earliest examples from a single cultural heritage site
where the CHI-integrated methodology was implemented. The monitoring of Palmyra from 2014 to
2017 provides a series of events across a wider expanse of associated cultural heritage sites that were
monitored using this integrated methodology, including incidents that were first made known at the
time by CHI in its reports. Finally, the ongoing monitoring of damage to the old city of Mosul shows
the power of this integrated approach when it is expanded to an urban scale, encompassing numerous
cultural heritage sites.
3.1. Early Implementation of the ASOR CHI Methodology at Nimrud
Nimrud, a multi-period site, best known for its 9th and 8th century BCE occupation as an
early capital of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, was one of the first cultural heritage sites where the CHI
methodology was fully implemented over an extended period of time. The archaeological site had
come under threat prior to the start of the project in June 2014, but between January and April of
2015 the walled Acropolis, and particularly the Northwest Palace of Ashurnasirpal II and its famous
sculpted bas reliefs, were the subject of filmed acts of destruction by ISIS (i.e., performative deliberate
destructions).
CHI received the earliest reports of intended ISIS attacks from in-country contacts in January 2015,
by which time Nimrud had already been added to a short list of priority sites requiring ongoing tasking
of satellites for imagery. No evidence of destruction from assessments of satellite imagery were noted
until a 7 March image, following increasing reports from 5 March to 7 March, that ISIS had deployed
personnel and equipment to destroy standing architecture at Nimrud (Figure 4a,b). This incident was
part of a larger pattern of performative deliberate destructions targeting cultural heritage in the Mosul
area, including ancient sculptures and replicas in the city’s museum and monumental architecture
and sculptures at Nineveh, another Neo-Assyrian capital, which attracted widespread attention and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. The Northwest Palace at Nimrud in DigitalGlobe satellite imagery (a) prior to damage
from ISIS with protective roofing over the stone reliefs in situ (DigitalGlobe NextView License;
26 February 2015); (b) with arrows indicating a pile of rubble and vehicle tracks within the palace walls
(DigitalGlobe NextView License; 7 March 2015).
In the 7 March imagery, CHI noted evidence for cuts in walls at key access points in the Northwest
Palace, as well as piles of rubble in areas adjacent to the Throne Room, that exceeded the volumes of
missing portions of walls. These rubble piles appeared to consist of freshly broken stone matching the
color of stone used in Nimrud’s bas reliefs. CHI analysts posited that ISIS had targeted the reliefs lining
the entranceway and walls within the Throne Room for destruction. CHI shared this information
with in-country and international experts, including the State Board of Antiquities and Heritage of
Iraq (SBAH) and UNOSAT, shortly after the release of the imagery to CHI on 8 March, and updates
continued as new imagery was released into early April, showing further evidence of ongoing damage.
In an image from 1 April, further damage is visible in the Throne Room, evidenced by the removal
of a protective cover over the reliefs and heavy vehicle tracks within the palace (Figure 5a). Around
2 April, ISIS demolished the Northwest Palace through the detonation of a series of barrel bombs
set along the face of the relief-covered walls. ISIS released a video of this criminal act on 11 April.
The destruction appears in satellite imagery taken on 17 April (Figure 5b). Analysis of both the
released footage and the satellite image allowed preliminary assessments of the damage, setting up
subsequent on-the-ground damage assessments as ISIS was pushed back from the area. The entire
event was reported publicly, within CHI Weekly Reports 31, 34, and 36, as well as in a special summary
report published on 5 May 2015 [42–45]. This case demonstrates the utility of the integrated CHI
methodology and of the public–government collaboration for following cultural heritage threats over
an extended period of time. The case highlights the capability of cultural property protection programs
to monitor and alert the international community to impending and ongoing attacks on cultural assets.
Such situational awareness allows the international community to seize the initiative and to conduct
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. Further destruction at the Northwest Palace of Nimrud (a) with more vehicle tracks and
removal of stone reliefs noted with the red arrows (DigitalGlobe NextView License; 1 April 2015);
(b) after the detonation of bombs by ISIS within the palace walls (DigitalGlobe NextView License;
17 April 2015).
3.2. Intentional Destructions at Palmyra in 2015
The UNESCO World Heritage Site of Palmyra (the ancient site and adjacent modern town are known
as Tadmor in Arabic) has been under heightened threat and damaged during multiple periods of the Syrian
conflict due to the area’s strategic significance. This desert oasis was controlled by ISIS from May 2015
through March 2016, and again from December 2016 until 2 March 2017 until it was recaptured by Syrian
Arab Republic Government (SARG) forces. During the time in which ISIS held Palmyra, the archaeological
site was looted and standing architecture was repeatedly targeted for intentional destruction—some
performative acts were released in videos and photos as part of ISIS’s propaganda campaign.
ISIS committed large numbers of atrocities in the Tadmor area, targeting the town’s inhabitants and
more modern religious heritage. Most telling of all, prior to targeting Palmyra’s ancient monuments
for intentional destruction, in fact almost immediately upon capturing the area, the group carried
out destructions and vandalisms of Sunni, Sufi, Shia, and Christian heritage. Such acts reveal the
organization’s prioritization of cultural cleansing and the intimidation and subjugation of modern
populations. Many of these sites were located in the remote desert areas surrounding Tadmor,
increasing the importance of geospatial analysis for investigating alleged incidents, given the paucity
of other information.
The destruction of Palmyra’s famous Temple of Baalshamin and Temple of Bel formed the middle
stages in this campaign of performative destruction [46,47]. Soon after ISIS took over the site in
May 2015, reports began to emerge that ISIS militants had planted explosive devices within the
archaeological site, which was confirmed by 23 June 2015 through CHI sources, who reported that
locals had seen members of ISIS place “large mines/bombs in the ruins of many buildings in Palmyra”,
and told Tadmor’s residents of their intent to destroy the ruins—using loudspeakers in Tadmor—to
gain media coverage and possibly as a deterrent to counterattacks. During this time, ISIS leaders also
allegedly lived at the site, to protect themselves from airstrikes, and munitions were stored on-site.
ISIS has regularly repurposed heritage sites and cultural and educational buildings for military and
political use, throughout the conflict zone. On 23 August 2015, reports began to emerge that ISIS had
destroyed the Baalshamin Temple (largely of the 2nd century CE). Soon after, ISIS released photographs
showing the temple walls lined with barrels of explosives and the subsequent explosion. DigitalGlobe
satellite imagery taken on 27 August 2015 acquired by CHI confirmed this destruction. A few days
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with reports of its destruction using explosives. This was confirmed via satellite imagery a few days
later (Figure 6a,b). ISIS later published images of the destruction in its online magazine.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. DigitalGlobe satellite imagery of the Temple of Bel: (a) prior to intentional destruction
(DigitalGlobe NextView License; 26 June 2015); (b) post-destruction with the cella of the temple
destroyed (DigitalGlobe NextView License; 2 September 2015).
At the same time as these performative destructions at the Temples of Bel and Baalshamin, ISIS
destroyed large parts of the Valley of the Tombs, though less publicly. During three phases, the tallest
and most well-known tower tombs, all located on the northern slopes of the Umm al-Belqis, were
destroyed by ISIS, using explosives. This act and others suggest ISIS leadership optimizes heritage
targeting, in targeted rich environments, based on its perceived significance. The Valley of the Tombs is
an area of the Palmyra necropolis located west of the city’s ancient walls, containing around 100 tower
tombs, hypogea (underground tombs), and funerary temples (tombs built to look like small temples or
houses). The most eye-catching monuments in this area are the tower tombs. Often several stories
high, each floor of a tower had multiple chambers, containing loculi, or small spaces for individual
interments. No reports of this destruction were known prior to their assessment by CHI in DigitalGlobe
satellite imagery. Between 26 June 2015 and 27 August 2015 the Tomb of Iamliku was destroyed and
the Banai Family Tomb directly to its east was badly damaged (Figure 7a,b).
(a) (b)
Figure 7. DigitalGlobe satellite imagery of the Valley of the Tombs: (a) with no visible damage
(DigitalGlobe NextView License; 26 June 2015); (b) with visible damage to Tomb of Iamliku and Tomb
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During a second phase of destruction, between 27 August 2015 and 2 September 2015, ISIS
destroyed more tower tombs, including the Tomb of Elahbel, the Tomb of Kithoth in the Northern
necropolis, and two additional unnamed tombs near the Tomb of Iamliku (Figure 8a). Then, between
2 September 2015 and 30 March 2016, the Tower Tombs of Elasa, Bene Ba’a, Hairan Belsuri, and No.
65 were severely damaged, as seen in DigitalGlobe imagery (Figure 8b). The tomb of Elasa appears
to still be standing without damage, while the three structures to the east have all sustained various
degrees of damage. Some walls are still standing, but the large rubble piles at their bases indicate
some destruction with explosives. ISIS never published photos or videos of the damage done to these
monuments. In addition to these destructions, tombs in Western, Southeastern, and Southwestern
Necropoli were also intentionally destroyed with explosives, which was only revealed in satellite
imagery [48,49]. Lastly, in January 2017, ISIS intentionally destroyed the Tetrapylon and part of the
Roman Theater’s stage backdrop, which CHI identified, as part of our monitoring of the archaeological
site using DigitalGlobe satellite imagery [50,51].
(a) (b)
Figure 8. DigitalGlobe satellite imagery of the second and third phases of destruction in the Valley of
the Tombs: (a) with visible damage to Tomb of Julius Aurelius Bolma and Tomb No. 71 (DigitalGlobe
NextView License; 2 September 2015); (b) with new damage to the Tombs of Bene Ba’a, Hairan Belsuri,
and No. 65 although some of the structures are still intact (DigitalGlobe NextView License; 30 March 2016).
Since the site has been recaptured by SARG forces, cultural heritage professionals have been able
to access the site and assess the damage, using small drones as well as on the ground photography.
CHI has incorporated these images into its monitoring to better understand the extent of the damage
to cultural heritage and evaluate our earlier interpretation of satellite imagery.
The site of Palmyra and other heritage sites in the city of Tadmor and surrounding area have
suffered severe damage since 2011. While ISIS has caused the majority of damage, all belligerents in the
conflict have committed or been complicit in cultural property crimes in Tadmor or logistical blunders,
such as the construction of a military base on the site by Russian forces [52]. Our understanding of
these events has heavily depended on rapid-paced geospatial analysis. As in the case of Nimrud,
situational awareness did not prevent these incidents, but it is hoped that the documentary efforts
of CHI and other organizations will facilitate the rehabilitation of Tadmor and help to bring the
perpetrators of these crimes to justice. The careful documentation of Palmyra has provided one of our
most comprehensive examples of ISIS cultural cleansing and pillage, which reveals the intentions and
priorities of ISIS leadership to persecute and uproot ethnic and religious minorities first, and later, loot
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3.3. Assessment of Damage to the Old City of Mosul
On 11 June 2017, Iraqi Prime Minister, Haider al-Abadi, announced Iraq’s victory over ISIS
in the militant group’s former Northern Iraqi stronghold of Mosul [53–57]. His announcement
followed months of fighting, extensive aerial bombardment, massive infrastructure damage, human
displacement, and thousands of civilian casualties [58]. The struggle for Mosul spanned nine months,
with the most intense fighting occurring in the labyrinthine confines of the Old City. The final month of
military operations brought the worst damage and high numbers of civilian casualties as ISIS militants
unleashed waves of car bombings, suicide bombers, and snipers to target both Iraqi forces and Mosul
residents [59,60]. The Old City of Mosul, located on the Western Bank of the Tigris, dates back to the
Zengid Dynasty (1127–1250 CE) with historic souqs, mosques, churches, and government buildings
dating from 1200 to 1800 CE. In June 2014, a force of about 1000 ISIS militants invaded the city [61].
Between June 2014 and late December 2015, ISIS carried out multiple intentional destructions
of major cultural heritage sites across Mosul. Using a combination of satellite imagery, media,
and in-country sources, CHI has confirmed the total destruction of 32 religious sites across the
city of Mosul, including shrines, mosques, churches, and cemeteries, during ISIS’s three-year
occupation [42,62–66]. In the Old City alone, ISIS conducted 13 intentional destructions during
that period, with mosques, churches, and shrines demolished with explosives or heavy machinery.
Many of those sites were then cleared of all debris, paved, and used as parking lots by ISIS. After that
initial burst of destruction, ISIS militants turned their attention elsewhere until the recent destructions
of al-Nuri al-Kabir Mosque and al-Hadba Minaret— ISIS’s final cruel acts of retributory violence.
CHI has monitored recapturing operations in Mosul and has documented damage to dozens of
cultural heritage sites. Much of the heavy combat during the recapture of the city was focused on
the Old City of Mosul (Figure 9). As of 30 June 2017, CHI has reported 23 individual incidents of
damage to religious heritage in the Old City of Mosul, including mosques (14 incidents), churches
(six incidents), and shrines (three incidents). Of these reported incidents, 16 were ISIS intentional
destructions of Muslim and Christian sites during the occupation of the city, and the other seven were
due to military explosives, possibly from shelling, heavy artillery, or airstrikes. Information on heritage
incidents inside Mosul was not easy to acquire, and CHI regularly relied on available satellite imagery
to monitor and confirm destructions of heritage sites.
 
Figure 9. Old City of Mosul with the area of the souqs outlined in red. See below for insets of damage
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During CHI monitoring of the occupation of Mosul, our assessments were aided by the continuing
advancements in satellite technology. Urban areas posed a problem when the project first started, since
much of the damage was too small to see, even on 46 cm resolution imagery, such as the WorldView-2
satellite. With newer imagery available from WorldView-3, at 34 cm resolution, we are able to focus on
damage at the level of single, small buildings and identify and assess areas of damage and destruction
with increased spatial precision and interpretive accuracy and detail.
The ongoing bombardment and street warfare continues to leave its mark on the historically and
culturally significant locations within the city, none more so than the area of the souqs. Much of this
damage has occurred within the last year, beginning in March 2017, as visible in DigitalGlobe satellite
imagery. Since May 2016, the streets and courtyards of this area have been systematically covered with
metal roofs, including in the final phase over Nineveh Street and Ghazi Street, as a way to provide
cover from airstrikes. In March, severe aerial bombardment damaged much of the area, including
Bab al-Tub Police Headquarters, Souq al-Alwah Mosque, and Bab al-Tub Mosque. The damage was
so severe that pieces of the metal roofing were visible in satellite imagery floating in the Tigris River.
As of 22 May 2017, the ongoing conflict has further damaged these sites as well as the al-Aghawat
Mosque, al-Pasha Mosque, and the former site of the Madrasa of the Abdal Mosque, which had been
previously razed to the ground in an intentional destruction by ISIS and a new construction built on
top of it. By the end of the offensive in the Old City, of the eight heritage sites identified in this area,
three were destroyed, four were severely damaged, and one showed some damage (Figure 10).
(a) (b)
Figure 10. DigitalGlobe satellite imagery of the souq area within the Old City of Mosul: (a) prior to the
offensive to retake the Old City (DigitalGlobe NextView License; 9 May 2016); (b) after recapture by
Iraqi forces (DigitalGlobe NextView License; 12 July 2017).
As of 30 June 2017, CHI has assessed the damage to 64 heritage sites within the Old City of
Mosul. We have noted 37 heritage sites that exhibit severe damage (60–100% damaged), 12 of which
have some damage (10–60%), nine with minor damage (1–10%), and six with no visible damage
(Figure 11). These assessments will continue to be updated as more photographs are taken and
heritage professionals on the ground complete assessments. In comparison, United Nations Institute
for Training and Research’s Operational Satellite Applications Program (UNITAR-UNOSAT) identified
5536 affected structures of all types within the Old City from imagery dated 30 June 2017, with almost
500 of those destroyed and 3310 severely damaged [67]. This was an increase of 37% from their
previous report, just 14 days prior. Geospatial analysis shows this area of the city has sustained intense
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Figure 11. Density of damage to cultural heritage sites within the Old City of Mosul (ASOR
CHI/DigitalGlobe NextView License; 12 July 2017).
4. Discussion
Conflict situations present a number of unique difficulties for monitoring and protecting cultural
heritage. Foremost among these, is the risk to stakeholders living in the vicinity. They are the essential
key to the long-term protection and monitoring of cultural heritage. Particularly in a conflict where
cultural heritage has been purposefully targeted for propagandistic, psychological, and strategic
goals, the risk of loss and even the death of local stakeholders is a very real and ever present danger.
Methodologies that prioritize their safety are essential. While gaining information during the conflict
is important, it should never endanger the lives of local stakeholders.
The methodology developed by CHI for integrating assessments of satellite data with
ground-based observations and open-source information has wide applicability for addressing aspects
of cultural heritage crises in conflict zones. In situations such as those in Syria and Northern Iraq,
where direct ground-based observations have often been impossible or carried considerable risk for
individuals in the vicinity, the methodology offers various alternatives for providing or publicly
attributing sources of reliable information. When the on-the-ground situation allows, the methodology
also incorporates ground verification to further strengthen conclusions.
The work of CHI benefits enormously from the unique public–government partnership, made
possible by the collaboration with the DOS. While access to enormous numbers of satellite images
creates bottlenecks and issues with workflows, it is essential for providing data necessary for producing
the reliable and verifiable reports, for which CHI is now known. It furthermore necessitated that CHI
find effective ways to address the needs for an authoritative inventory of the locations of cultural
heritage and for a way to cross-compare reports of damage being collected by different analysts and
organizations. Both of these goals have been attained through a strong network of project collaborators
and through access to this large body of satellite imagery. Furthermore, the extended standardized
schema of threats and disturbances developed by CHI to address this second need will have widespread
applicability in future conflict zones that see military damage, looting, or performative destruction of
cultural heritage.
The impact of CHI extends beyond the important role it is playing in Syria, Northern Iraq, and
Libya. Projects monitoring cultural heritage crises in future conflicts will have a model in place for
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area specialists and local stakeholders. New technologies will no doubt change the specifics of the data
being used, but the essential methodology employed is flexible enough to incorporate any datasets.
Ongoing work by CHI to refine the methodology, through initiatives such as crowd-sourcing and
automation, or to press for the further development of cross-collaborative data sharing platforms,
like Arches, will likewise impact how such projects are undertaken in future conflict situations and in
the post-conflict periods that follow. However, in the end, it is the people involved, and particularly
the local stakeholders that will enable the power of cultural heritage to impact our present and future.
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Abstract: The EAMENA (Endangered Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa) project is a
collaboration between the Universities of Leicester, Oxford and Durham; it is funded by the Arcadia
Fund and the Cultural Protection Fund. This paper explores the development of the EAMENA
methodology, and discusses some of the problems of working across such a broad region. We discuss
two main case studies: the World Heritage site of Cyrene illustrates how the project can use satellite
imagery (dating from the 1960s to 2017), in conjunction with published data to create a detailed
set of database records for a single site and, in particular, highlights the impact of modern urban
expansion across the region. Conversely, the Homs Cairns case study demonstrates how the EAMENA
methodology also works at an extensive scale, and integrates image interpretation (using imagery
dating from the 1960s to 2016), landuse mapping and field survey (2007–2010) to record and analyse
the condition of hundreds of features across a small study region. This study emphasises the impact
of modern agricultural and land clearing activities. Ultimately, this paper assesses the effectiveness of
the EAMENA approach, evaluating its potential success against projects using crowd-sourcing and
automation for recording archaeological sites, and seeks to determine the most appropriate methods
to use to document sites and assess disturbances and threats across such a vast and diverse area.
Keywords: archaeology; cultural heritage; Middle East; North Africa; remote sensing
1. Introduction
As a result of innovations in open source geospatial and database technologies and software,
archaeologists can now collect and analyse data at unprecedented scales e.g. [1,2]. As Hritz [3] (p. 229)
recently pointed out, these developments have also enabled us to develop strategies to ensure better
documentation and management of landscapes that are under threat or rapidly disappearing. Despite
these advances, access to the data, technology and software required to query, analyse and manage
threats is very uneven across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region.
The Endangered Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa (EAMENA) Project [4,5] is
documenting archaeological sites and the threats posed to them in an online database that spans
20 countries (an area of roughly 10,000,000 km2, see Figure 1). The project uses two main methodological
approaches, both designed to promote the recording, protection and understanding of cultural heritage
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at risk across the MENA region as a whole. First, we focus on accessible, user-friendly and open-source
remote sensing technologies and tools. Second, we seek to enhance our data and understanding of
risk/damage to sites with more specific analyses using high-resolution data where possible.
EAMENA is a collaborative project between the Universities of Oxford, Leicester and Durham,
directed by a group of archaeologists with significant experience of remote sensing and archaeological
survey in the MENA region, and supported by a team of post-doctoral researchers who undertake
data entry, remote sensing analysis and prepare fieldwork based studies, and who will deliver training.
To date, the project has focused on:
• the construction of our database, using the open-source Arches software, and the creation of over
150,000 records
• the detailed analysis of specific causes of damage to archaeological sites in the MENA region
• the initial stages of our training programme [6].
In a second phase of the project, we will develop a series of intensive training courses in the
EAMENA methodologies to be attended by heritage professionals from eight MENA region countries.
This article explores the underlying methodological approaches adopted by the EAMENA
project. We discuss how EAMENA focuses on the production of accurate and accessible data by
applying well established techniques to promote standardisation and replicability; ensuring openness,
ease of training, and adoption across the MENA region as a whole. We evaluate this methodology
alongside other geospatial methods for heritage recording such as crowd-mapping and automation.
The challenges of measuring and dealing with uncertainty are also addressed.
 
Figure 1. Endangered Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa (EAMENA) study area
(highlighted in grey) and the location of the case studies discussed in this paper.
Remote Sensing and Heritage Recording in the MENA Region
The use of historical aerial photography and satellite imagery has a considerable legacy in the
MENA region, developing from the work of Poidebard [7], Stein [8], and others in the early 20th century.
Recent projects have revisited historical aerial images [9–11], and conducted new programmes of image
collection (for example, the APAAME (Aerial Photographic Archive for Archaeology in the Middle
East) project [12–14]). The use of these resources, alongside drone photography, photogrammetry and
satellite imagery analysis, is now fairly commonplace. For Middle Eastern landscapes in particular,
the declassification in the 1990s of Cold War satellite photography collected in the 1960s–1970s
revolutionised this sub-field. This facilitates the mapping of features, especially as many sites have been
damaged or destroyed during phases of agricultural and urban expansion in the last 40 years [15–19].
In North Africa, projects focusing on Libya initially made use of the Landsat sensors which have been
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The greater availability of high-resolution modern satellite data since the early 2000s, such as
Spot 5/6 and Ikonos, and more recently from sensors with spatial resolutions as high as 0.30 m, such
as WorldView 3 and 4, has also allowed projects working in the MENA region to undertake detailed
recording of archaeological sites across discrete sub-regions [5,11,15,18]. While these data enable the
mapping of complex features to be undertaken, their high cost is prohibitive for most archaeological
projects. Free data, such as Google Earth, have allowed the mapping of more extensive areas and have
been widely used by archaeologists to identify sites (for example by the Fragile Crescent Project in the
Middle East (Durham), and the Trans-Sahara Project in North Africa (Leicester)).
There has also been a growing awareness of the potential of remote sensing to detect and monitor
damage and disturbances to archaeological sites and thus a growing emphasis on its use for these
purposes [21–23]. Archaeologists in this region increasingly rely on space-borne data to give a
wide-scale view of heritage. For example, projects have made use of imagery offering a wide spectral
range, for example mapping causes of damage using the multispectral properties of datasets such as
Landsat, Sentinel, and higher resolution images (at a cost). SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is also
now being used by archaeologists to map problems such as looting (for example [23]).
Heritage projects are currently using several different methods to populate their databases quickly
and efficiently in the face of the huge geographical areas involved. For example, photogrammetry and
crowd-sourced images are being used to reconstruct the proportions of specific sites (e.g., Curious
Travellers [24]), whilst other projects utilise a combined approach, including GIS and remote sensing,
to study specific sites or regions (e.g., ASOR (American Schools of Oriental Research) [25]). Crowd
mapping projects have developed exciting and innovative training packages to go along with their
calls for help (see [26,27]). Crowd-source mapping takes advantage of the easy availability of
appropriate technology to turn non-specialists into ‘citizen sensors’ of geospatial data [28], including
information about archaeological sites. It also allows the rapid production of huge amounts of data,
though local knowledge and repeated error checking/correction are necessary quality assessment
measures [29,30]. There are some problems with using these methods, including errors caused by
limited training of mappers, lack of authentication and standardisation, and unequal access to the
necessary technology [28]. Before any interpretations of the data can be made, some kind of validation
of its quality is necessary. Indeed, from our experience, techniques of image interpretation applied
to archaeology have to be learnt over a considerable period of time, practised, refined, applied
and re-applied to different areas and environments. Identification of sites based on automated and
machine-learning methods to locate the spectral signatures of archaeological sites have also been
explored in recent years [31–34]. These methods rely on detecting particular materials identified by
a detailed understanding of the nature of archaeological deposits (such as their spectral properties
and the shapes of features) in any given location. Menze and Ur [34], for example, used multispectral
image-based classification of soils they interpreted as archaeological, and classification of mounded
features using DEMs (Digital Elevation Models), to identify tell sites in Syria. While effective at
recognising this specific type of site, other archaeological features that exist in the same landscapes are
not so easy to classify using algorithms. Moreover, whilst their multispectral image classification was
correct 73–97% of the time, when compared with field data, it also produced false positives, identifying
features which turned out not to be sites [34] (pp. 781–782). Bennett et al. [33] suggest that automatic
feature recognition performed by a computer is arguably more objective than human interpretation.
The rapidity of recording that machine learning allows for is also significant, and given the accelerating
loss of archaeology that EAMENA is identifying, is a factor to be taken into consideration. There are,
however, also some good reasons for skepticism [17].
As with crowd-mapping methods, validation using field data and/or manual checking of the
results is required. It can also be difficult to obtain affordable high-resolution satellite imagery
covering large areas, while to be really effective high-resolution imagery and elevation data are needed.
Another significant issue is the assumption that archaeological sites have standardised, homogenous
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representation of a wide variety of structural forms, building materials, soil and geological conditions,
especially across a region as large as the MENA area, and that contrast, i.e., difference from background,
is an important determinant of ease of detection [35]. This can lead to the omission of important
features, especially when relying solely on automation. Automated detection algorithms also need
building and checking by remote-sensing experts, with adaptations for each different region required.
The scale of heritage recording initiatives again varies, from highly detailed assessments of single
sites (e.g., ASOR [25], Tapete et al. 2016 [23]), to initiatives similar to our own, which are trying to
assess and collate data on disturbances and threats to archaeological sites across the entire MENA
region, from Mauritania to Iran [5]. EAMENA is the only project, however, specifically taking an
open-source approach using trained interpreters to record the whole region systematically. Whilst
there are a number of different projects undertaking similar work we seek, where possible, to minimise
any duplication or repetition of data collection. In an effort to avoid duplication, the dataset that was
created through the French-British collaborative programme “Historic Environment Record for Syria”
is currently being prepared for inclusion within the EAMENA database, while the project is working
in collaboration with groups such as SHIRIN (Syrian Heritage in Danger) [36] and the ASOR Syrian
Heritage Initiative to encourage the exchange and sharing of data when appropriate. However, the need
to work closely with in-country heritage organisations, who may view archaeological inventories
as a national resource, requires caution in a situation where digital data can be transferred onwards
at the click of a mouse. Even in cases where specific sites or locations are repeatedly analysed by
different projects, this work does not devalue the overall goals or success of our project; rather, it opens
up opportunities for collaboration and enhancement of data in order to maximise the protection of
these sites.
2. Materials and Methods
EAMENA’s interdisciplinary, remote-sensing driven methodology has been developed from
techniques employed by previous archaeological projects in the MENA region; the Trans-Sahara
Project e.g., [11], the Fragile Crescent Project e.g., [1,2], and APAAME e.g., [13,14] amongst others [37].
Our image interpretation methodology, which primarily relies on Google Earth and Bing maps, feeds
directly into user-friendly and standardised data entry, ultimately facilitating on-going and future
recording of archaeology across the whole MENA region. In addition, the EAMENA project also
undertakes detailed assessment and analysis of damage using high-resolution satellite and aerial data
for selected areas [5,38]. By doing this, we are able to attain a greater understanding of the main
types of damage affecting archaeology and identify the kinds of modern activities that most threaten
archaeological sites.
Recording across such an extensive region presents several challenges. A key issue is the need
to develop an approach which is consistent. As we will discuss in more detail below, the ways in
which different researchers and specialists interpret and record the archaeological record, and in
particular interpret aerial/satellite imagery, vary. These difficulties are compounded by the fact that
image-interpreters also have to take into account massive geological/environmental variations across
the region, which can limit or enhance the visibility of archaeological features and disturbances.
The terminologies used to describe archaeological sites also need to be standardised and to account for
local variations (for example, the multiple uses of the term Qasr/Qsur for a range of mostly fortified
sites) across the whole MENA region.
2.1. Datasets Used by EAMENA for Identifying Sites and Mapping Change
One key factor which helps to make our methodology replicable across different parts of the
MENA region is our use of open-source data and software. We principally use imagery that is freely
available via Google Earth and Bing maps. Importantly, these platforms are accessible in the majority
of the MENA region countries, and offer a range of images representing different dates of acquisition.
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and atmospheric conditions at that particular moment in time [15]. EAMENA’s use of sources of
data which offer a range of images increases the possibility of recording a site, even where ground
survey data is lacking. This also allows for a process of validation to be undertaken where the initial
data needs checking e.g., see [39]. The successful identification of many sites that were previously
unknown (e.g., many cairn fields across the MENA region), was aided by the use of multiple images.
For example, the use of imagery from different years or seasons meant that ground observation could
take place under multiple types of crop-cover, or varied levels of soil moisture.
Given the inherent subjectivity of image-interpretation, EAMENA has developed methodologies
to guide analysts through the decision-making process. Through comparison with existing digitised
datasets, analysts are able to make interpretations about what the features observed via imagery might
represent. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the typical decision-making process that an analyst will go through,
and how they assess and interpret visible feature types.
Figure 2. Flow chart of decision making process-draft described above.
Imagery is first examined systematically by trained analysts and recorded using a system
based on geographic longitude and latitude and quarter-degree grid squares (each covering roughly
20 km × 30 km). Recording including drawing lines, points and polygons is done within Google Earth
and using data which can be imported into GIS packages such as ArcMap and QGIS (e.g., orthorectified
satellite images, data available as basemaps etc). Users record any potential features of archaeological
interest recognised from these datasets by marking their location before setting up a database record.
The parameters which describe the feature, including shape, arrangement, and morphology are then
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Figure 3. The EAMENA Interpretation of sites and features, using example terminologies from our
Evidence Type and Interpretation glossaries. (a) In this case the team have identified a tell site (Syria)
and (b) a qanat/foggara system (Morocco).
One obvious weakness with the methodology described above is the limited time depth allowed by
this approach; high resolution imagery available via Google Earth rarely pre-dates 2004, impacting our
ability to interpret or identify sites disturbed or destroyed prior to this date. Coverage and availability
of high resolution imagery via Google Earth and Bing can also vary across the region. Moreover,
in some cases, sites are not visible in any kind of imagery, but have been recorded by published
surveys. In other instances, sites have been completely destroyed and historical satellite imagery or
field reports are the only remaining sources of information. As demonstrated by Cunliffe [22], damage
to archaeology in the MENA region has been taking place over a long timescale. In order to understand
when changes might have occurred (or may take place in the future), EAMENA, where possible and
cost effective, also uses a range of other freely available and purchased satellite and aerial imagery
(Table 1). This allows our mapping in some areas to extend back to the 1940s–1950s. For example, we
use historical aerial images held in archives, such as that of the Society for Libyan Studies in Leicester
and those freely available on the APAAME website [12]. Hard copies are scanned and georeferenced
using appropriate camera models, so that they can be integrated into a GIS and directly compared
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Table 1. Image datasets used by EAMENA.
Dataset Spatial Resolution Examples
Available Dates of
Image Acquisition
Aerial photographs Multiple/unknown Hunting Aerosurvey images 1930s–2017
Declassified Satellite
imagery 2 m–8 m KH4B, KH4A, KH7 1960s–1970s
Modern low-resolution
satellite imagery 10 m–60 m Landsat 4–8, Sentinel-2 1972–2017
Modern high-resolution
satellite imagery 0.3 m–2 m Pléiades, WorldView, GeoEye 1999–2017
We also make use of declassified satellite imagery (KH7, KH4B) collected for surveillance purposes
during the Cold War, which is a useful resource for mapping archaeological features in the condition
they were in during the 1960s–1970s [40–43]. With accessibility and open access again in mind,
the online Corona Atlas and Referencing System is an important resource [17]. Additional images can
also be purchased at a relatively low cost from United States Geological Survey (USGS).
Higher resolution recent digital satellite imagery is particularly useful for more arid areas, where
the outlines of many archaeological sites are still visible as standing structural features. EAMENA
is using higher resolution imagery from sensors such as the WorldView satellites, the Pléiades
constellation, and GeoEye to sample locations in North Africa and the Middle East. Georeferencing is
straightforward using sensor models bundled with the imagery, and in some cases high resolution
multispectral imagery can be obtained. The main limitation of these data is their high cost which
prohibits extensive use of the original images for archaeological purposes (for example, as of 2017,
WorldView-3 imagery cost $18 per km2). However, there is a growing body of material that can be
viewed free of charge via Google Earth and used for simple image interpretation. Lower-resolution
multi-spectral imagery such as Landsat can be used to map land-cover and land-use since the 1970s.
For many locations, comparing all these different images allows changes to a site over a period of
at least 50–70 years to be recorded and analysed (see below); the opportunities this offers for future
heritage management and conservation should not be underestimated. When deciding whether to
purchase new satellite imagery, an assessment of the cost effectiveness and also the potential added
value has to be considered. The project does have a small budget to cover the purchase of new areas of
satellite imagery, but where possible we aim to use as many freely available or low costs sources as
possible. This means that our methods can be reproduced even where there are funding constraints.
Although automated detection of sites is not appropriate to our aims, at a coarser scale EAMENA
is utilising semi-automated methods to explore the main threats posed by modern landuse [38].
Importantly these approaches need to be capable of mapping threats across large regions. A standard
way of mapping landuse is by the semi-automated classification of multispectral satellite images.
As a starting point, the EAMENA project uses the multispectral properties of imagery including
Landsat and Sentinel-2 to map land-use. To identify irrigated cultivation automatically, for example,
we have used vegetation index algorithms applied to Landsat images covering a period from the
1970s to the present day. The images were obtained via Google Earth Engine or directly from USGS
and GLCF (Global Land Cover Facility) and processed to represent Top-Of-Atmosphere Reflectance.
The algorithms used were NDVI (Normalised Difference Vegetation Index) and SAVI (Soil Adjusted
Vegetation Index). Based on the properties of vegetation in different spectral bands of the imagery these
algorithms identify pixels in the Landsat images most likely to contain vegetation e.g., see [44]. In arid
areas (much of our study area) these represent irrigated crops. By performing the SAVI algorithm
for multiple images of the same location of different dates we can quantify and measure how the
agricultural area has increased over time and identify when any areas of archaeological sites could
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have applied algorithms such as NDBI (Normalised Difference Built-up Index) and change analyses to
measure modern settlement growth (see Section 3.1 below).
We applied these methods to several areas, including the oasis of al-Jufra in central Libya [38],
collaborating with the Trans-Sahara project of Leicester University. The analysis of the cultivated area
using the vegetation indices revealed that by 2017 it had expanded by c.9500 ha from an initial c.600 ha
in 1975. Of around 90 archaeological sites recorded in al-Jufra, 47 had been damaged by modern
agricultural activity. EAMENA is now developing a methodology using Google Earth Engine see [45]
to apply these methods more widely across the MENA region in order to identify the most significant
land-use impacts affecting each area.
2.2. Interpretation and Enhancement of Data and Record Creation
For its database [4] the project uses Arches, a freely available open source platform created by
the Getty Conservation Institute and World Monuments Heritage Fund. Arches is a customisable
platform and we have modified it for our specific project requirements. Data entry can be carried
out either manually, or via bulk upload. Our analysts prepare data for batch-upload, or enter them
directly into the EAMENA database. With either approach there are important control mechanisms
(e.g., standard terminologies and glossaries using drop-down menus) that encourage analysts to check
through their data in terms of consistency and accuracy. Once loaded into the database, records
can then be further enhanced. Most of the fields in the database use standardised terminologies
derived from drop-down menus, and free text fields are used only when absolutely necessary (e.g., for
toponyms etc.). This ensures that data are consistent and comparable and thus searchable, even when
the database is translated into other languages: it is possible to identify ‘equivalent’ terms in different
languages on a one-to-one basis. Doing so has facilitated the translation of the database into Arabic,
and the production of Arabic-language training and support materials.
All EAMENA staff and volunteers are trained image interpreters and there is continual discussion
about the identification of both archaeological sites. As Casana [17] (pp. 226, 228, 230–231) highlights,
large training samples, weeks of training and, where possible, a first-hand understanding of local
settlement histories, archaeologies and environments are all important tools that an image interpreter
will be required to use within their work.
In addition to identifying and interpreting archaeological sites, we have developed an approach to
assessing damage and threats, both remotely and on the ground. Our analysts first make an assessment
of the condition of the site, and the percentage area that has been affected by anything classed as a
disturbance. It is important to differentiate between these two variables. A site submerged under the
centre of a lake may be 91–100% disturbed (that is, totally covered by the lake), but it may still be
classed as being in “Good” condition. Conversely, partially submerged sites located at the edge of a
lake, may be recorded as 31–60% disturbed, yet due to their location, at the active edge of the lake,
may be classified as in “Poor” overall condition.
Specific disturbance events are also identified via imagery and recorded in the database, including
not only the cause of disturbance, but also any identifiable effects. For example, we may identify the
cause of the disturbance as inundation, with the possible effects of this including erosion, compaction,
waterlogging, as well as structural collapse. Using imagery of multiple dates we can record temporal
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Figure 4. Al-Hasakah, Syria. (a) The site of Tell Abu Hufur in 1990; (b) The site has since been
inundated by the West Hasakah dam. However, due to droughts in the area in 2013, the waters receded
and the site was again exposed, causing erosion to the deposits.
We also record any identifiable threats and indicate the likelihood of these threats being realised.
For example, construction would be recorded as a probable threat for an archaeological site currently
located on the edges of a modern town, as with several ancient cemeteries surrounding the Libyan
site of Cyrene (record EAMENA-0116807). In contrast, if the nearest town or settlement is several
kilometres away from a site, construction may not be considered an imminent threat. Identifying the
causes and effects of specific types of disturbance based on remote sensing can be done rapidly, but it
does have potential challenges and drawbacks. Causes and/or effects can be wrongly identified or
attributed, and in some cases, depending on the resolution of the imagery, certain causes might not be
identifiable at all (see case studies for further discussion).
Geospatial interpretations are not without uncertainties, and can be error-checked [1,46–50].
Our project has therefore integrated the concept of ‘certainty’, into its data-recording models. Using set
terminologies (definite to negligible), analysts can indicate how confident they are that something is,
for example, archaeological (this is most obviously an issue with potential sites that are identified from
imagery alone, i.e., for which there is no confirmation through ground observation) (Figure 5), rather
than natural or modern; or how precisely it is located in terms of geographical space and/or correctly
interpreted in terms of archaeological categorisation. Certainties can be assigned to locations and extent.
This is especially useful in the case of information recorded during field survey where paper maps
used were imprecise, the data was collected before accurate GPS data could be gathered (i.e., before
selective availability was turned off in 2000), or where the locations recorded are simply incorrect.
Building the concept of ‘certainty’ into our data recording methodology provides an important tool for
both researchers and heritage specialists alike, and in particular those who may work with, and seek
to refine this information some way into the future. For example, for researchers certainty can also be
a tool through which to test hypothetical data extrapolations [1] (pp. 1008–1009), while for heritage
specialists certainties can be used as a way to prioritise management and intervention strategies.
The various issues outlined above are important if the EAMENA database is to provide an initial
basis for Historic Environment Records (HER), which should help national heritage agencies to record,
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Figure 5. Different examples of site types and archaeological certainty. All sites have been identified and
classified from imagery as (a) a site where there is a high likelihood of the feature being archaeological;
(b) a site where there is a medium likelihood of the feature being archaeological; (c) a site where there
is a low likelihood of the feature being archaeological; (d) a site where there is a negligible likelihood of
the feature being archaeological.
3. Results
As the number of trained and authorised users throughout the MENA region increases,
the EAMENA database has the potential to be mined for the analysis of large-scale patterns by
researchers and policy makers. The concept of “big data” is currently a fashionable topic in
many sectors, facilitated by technological advances, and has already been applied to archaeological
research [51]. The term “big data”, the origins of which are unclear, and its exact parameters hard to
define, describes the huge collections of digital data created and stored by any particular organisation,
which often transcend normal software and analysis methods, and which offer immense potential for
research [52,53].
To date, our project has created detailed records for over 20,000 sites from a total of c.150,000
identified sites with partial records. Of the detailed records, over c.20% are previously known
sites, documented from published surveys or excavations. A further c.65% are sites identified from
satellite imagery and classed as having a medium or high certainty of being an archaeological ‘site’ or
“feature”. The remaining c.15% are those with a low or negligible certainty of being archaeological.
The database also contains over 50,000 records providing details about the sources (e.g., satellite
imagery, aerial photographs or bibliographic sources) consulted by the project. This work is constantly
developing, and the team is currently in the process of evaluating many thousands of potential new
archaeological sites.
Table 2 presents initial results for a sample of the site interpretations in our glossary, showing that
burial features, enclosures and settlements represent a significant proportion of sites. Unsurprisingly,
in view of its primary reliance upon remote sensing methods, the project has recorded far fewer rock
art sites or temporary camp sites, as these are predominantly not visible from satellite imagery. There
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sites represented by a collection of buildings are easy to identify and interpret from a satellite image;
temporary camps and rock art sites, on the other hand, are less easy to distinguish, both on the ground
and via imagery, and as a result are likely to be substantially under-represented in our data. Over time,
as the number of records grows and we integrate more field and published data, our database should
facilitate an improvement in the documentation, interpretation, and monitoring of site classes that
were previously poorly understood.
Table 2. Examples of resource interpretation types (including site types and features).








It is already possible to make interpretations about the impacts of particular disturbance types on
cultural heritage. For example, our recording process shows that agricultural activity is one of the main
causes of damage to archaeological sites across the region (Table 3). While no great surprise perhaps,
it is important that decisions around heritage protection are made on the basis of hard evidence,
rather than assumptions, or the publicity around infrequent, but high-profile, events. This includes
ploughing and damage from levelling in newly-irrigated areas. Figure 6 shows sites damaged by
agriculture superimposed over land-cover classes across the MENA region mapped from MODIS
NDVI and VIIRS [54,55] derived using Google Earth Engine. Surviving sites in areas conducive to
modern agriculture are at significant risk.
 
Figure 6. Distribution of EAMENA records with damage caused by agriculture recorded and grid
squares with records entered by EAMENA superimposed on land-cover derived from data obtained via
Google Earth engine: vegetation (MODIS NDVI, [54]) and areas of human activity based on night-time
radiance data (VIRS, [55]).
Table 3. Examples of disturbance types.








Unknown (includes sites where it is not possible to identify the disturbance type,
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As our work progresses, we will need to remain critically aware of the implications for researchers of
utilising such a large, standardised dataset [53]. Care must be taken to avoid misleading interpolations
(e.g., see Fradley and Sheldrick’s [56] commentary on Parcak [57]). For example, statistical variations in
site density will need to take into account differential preservation levels which depend on landscape
contexts. Although recording every possible archaeological site is impossible, as the project continues
to develop, we will have to ensure our data are representative of trends across different regions,
landscapes and periods. Subjectivity, inherent in many processes of archaeological interpretation, also
needs to be taken into account and mitigated against using standardised terminologies.
3.1. Case Study 1: Cyrene: The Impacts of Modern Development on a World Heritage Site and Its Immediate
Hinterland
The site of Cyrene in Eastern Libya is a UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization) World Heritage site (designation number 190). It faces significant problems
arising from present-day activities including expansion of the adjacent town of Shahat and limited
enforcement of planning regulations. While the gradual degradation of the archaeology has been an
issue for many years, damage to archaeological features has accelerated because of the civil war of
2011 and the subsequent instability.
Cyrene’s monuments were first recorded by travellers in the 18th and 19th centuries [58], with
more extensive archaeological investigations over the course of the 20th and 21st centuries e.g., [59–65].
Cyrene developed from a Greek colony in the 7th–4th centuries BC, with occupation continuing
through the Roman and Byzantine periods [66]. Located beside the modern town of Shahat, Cyrene
has a walled circuit although much of the ancient city is outside this area, including large suburban
cemeteries (Table 4) and sanctuaries (Figure 7). The site lies on the edge of an escarpment, 8 km
from the coast, and is surrounded by arable fields and modern farms. The urban core is fenced and
protected, but the suburban zones are vulnerable to a variety of threats [67].
Table 4. Cemeteries of Cyrene. Details from Cassels’ notebooks [68].





Despite current difficulties of access for foreign archaeologists, approaches that combine remote
sensing and GIS survey undertaken by Libyan archaeologists have highlighted the severity of the threat
(for example, [69]). Several recent projects concerned with heritage protection have examined the risks
faced by Cyrene and worked to document it; their published reports have been cited in our database
where applicable and instances of damage they describe logged. The Cyrenaica Archaeological Project
has undertaken a holistic approach including recording and training [70]. They have noted specific
instances of damage, for example caused by weathering and vegetation, also recorded in the EAMENA
database. They worked collaboratively with the Department of Antiquities in Shahat to develop a sites
and museums database. The Curious Travellers Project [24] is also gathering data to make 3D models
of Cyrene using photogrammetric methods.
3.1.1. EAMENA’s Methodology for Recording Cyrene
EAMENA has created a detailed set of records describing the site of Cyrene, the nature of
the damage and the risks that are affecting it. The site consists of one “parent” record and over
30 sub-records which represent individual structures/features which are part of the overall complex
and surrounding features. To build each record, we have used multiple sets of data including aerial
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were recorded from these data including the form, morphology, location, interpretation and condition
of these features; for example, whether they were of good or poor condition according to the latest
information and to what extent they had been impacted on by modern landuse.
A historical analysis of images (Table 5) of Cyrene and its immediate hinterland highlights the
impacts that development related expansion has had on archaeology, and the value of examining
this over a long period of time (1949–2016). We can map the site and its immediate hinterland in
detail using aerial photographs collected by Hunting Surveys dating to 1949 [65]. A KH7 satellite
image from 1967 allows further mapping. 39 images on Google Earth dating from 2006–2017 allowed
detailed identification of the archaeological features and modern changes. A GeoEye-1 image from
2016 has allowed mapping and spectral analysis. Changes in the size of Shahat over time were made
using Landsat images (1986 and 2000) and a Sentinel-2 image (Figure 8). This broad dataset highlights
EAMENA’s use of a range of sources to populate our database. Some features were detectable in data
such as the satellite imagery, but others could only be recorded using the published data. Using both
these types of information in conjunction allowed details of instances of damage to be established.
Table 5. Datasets used for recording Cyrene.
Source Acquisition Date
Aerial photographs, Hunting Aerial Surveys, in the
archive of the Society for Libyan Studies 1949
KH7 image, from USGS 1967
39 Google Earth images, variety of unknown sensors 2006–2017
GeoEye-1 image, © DigitalGlobe 2016
Landsat 5 TM image 1986
Landsat 7 ETM+ image 2000
Sentinel-2 image 2017
While many features are visible in the high-resolution satellite images and aerial photographs,
there are features which cannot be easily recorded in this way. These include tombs of several different
types and morphologies, including rock-cut structures and sarcophagi. Some are located on the slopes
of the escarpment and side of wadis, making them particularly invisible to remote sensing methods.
There are also specific instances of damage that cannot be identified remotely. This highlights the
necessity for EAMENA to use a variety of datasets, where possible backed up by field work. In this
case, several sources of published information deriving from surveys, excavations, guides and archival
research have been consulted [65] and we have worked closely with a Libyan PhD student at the
University of Leicester, Mohamed Omar, who is studying Cyrene’s suburbs.
3.1.2. Antiquity to Mid-20th Century AD
Evidence for events which damaged Cyrene prior to the 20th century comes from excavations and
historical texts rather than from satellite imagery. Damage to structures in the Mediterranean region
were caused in antiquity by earthquakes in the mid-third century AD and in AD 365 [71,72]. These
are mentioned in historical sources and confirmed by archaeological and geological evidence [62].
Archaeological excavations, ongoing since the 19th/early 20th century, have disturbed components
of the site and have been logged in the EAMENA database as events which may have affected the
site’s preservation. Restoration and landscaping efforts undertaken during this era have also had a
deleterious impact on Cyrene, including tree planting to the north and east of the acropolis during the
Italian colonial period [66] (p. 148). The potential effects of vegetation on archaeological features have
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Figure 7. Map of Cyrene showing areas with specific EAMENA records so far. GeoEye-1 image
5 July 2016 © DigitalGlobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
3.1.3. Mid-20th–21st Century AD
In addition to other sources, aerial and satellite images can be used to record changes from the first
half of the 20th century. The 1949 aerial photographs show that the ancient city and its suburbs were
relatively undisturbed by construction and development work at that time, and that Shahat was a small
village. It had originally been located on the northern part of the ancient town, but on the advice of the
archaeologist Goodchild, its focus was shifted to the south-east, outside the walls [66]. The KH7 image
(1967) shows that Shahat had started to expand in its new location by the late 1960s, but the cemeteries
and other suburban features still appear to have been relatively unaffected by construction-related
work. Since then, however, this area has been particularly at risk, and tomb robbing and vandalism
has been recorded by archaeologists from the 1960s onwards [65]. By the 1980s the expansion of Shahat
had destroyed most of the Southern Necropolis [66] (p. 151), [68]. That this process is continuing is
clearly documented on satellite imagery and confirmed by Libyan archaeologists [69,73]. The recent
developments include construction of houses, farms and infrastructure, with evident impacts on
structures outside the ancient city walls, especially the cemeteries and the sanctuary of Demeter. Some
ancient structures have been bulldozed or otherwise damaged to make way for new constructions,
whilst others have been exploited for building materials [69].
The expansion of the present-day town is very apparent on imagery dating from 2006 onwards.
Modern roads and farms have encroached on the area of the southern and eastern cemeteries in
particular. Structural robbing for building materials is part of this unregulated expansion and is
recorded in our database as a source of damage and future risk. Published and unpublished records
and reports have also highlighted other issues which affected the site during this period, such as
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3.1.4. Recent Changes
Activities affecting the preservation of Cyrene and its immediate hinterland have accelerated
even further over the past five years following the recent conflict, which has seen much illegal and
unregulated construction work in Libya [38,67]. The satellite images indicate a further massive increase
in the extent of Shahat, for example, demonstrated by a Landsat 5 image (1986) and a Sentinel 2 image
(2017) (Figure 8).
 
Figure 8. Shahat has expanded significantly in size since 1986. (a) A landsat 5 TM image (USGS)
16 December 1986; (b) A Sentinel-2 image (ESA), 5 February 2017.
Unsupervised classifications of Landsat and Sentinel-2 images were calculated using ERDAS
(Figure 9). Other than a detection of part of the archaeological area on the acropolis, they have picked
out pixels representing modern urban activity. These show how the urban area has grown between
1986–2017. The impact of this development was recorded for the sites in our database affected by it.
The core area of the town has expanded slightly, especially towards the south-west; however, more
dispersed structures and associated infrastructure has spread in all directions, directly threatening the
archaeological features in these areas. In the southern necropolis, in particular, there are new farms,
buildings and roads. Al-Raeid et al. [69] (pp. 8–9) reported robbing of ancient structures for building
materials in this area and the looting and vandalism of tombs. They also noted the effects of continued
lack of conservation on these structures. The pattern is similar in the other suburban areas. The impact
of processes less identifiable from satellite imagery, including damage caused by vandalism, and water
pollution, have also been noted by other sources and are listed by the World Heritage Committee in its
most recent documentation [74].
3.1.5. Damage Statistics
The systematic recording by EAMENA of the causes of damage and potential threats allows these
problems to be measured. Table 6 presents the results from 38 site records, which were created from
interpretation of aerial and satellite images, information from published reports and guides, and from
discussions with our Libyan colleagues. It is worth noting that although counted only once here, some
of these sites represent large areas containing multiple archaeological features. Table 7 records the
proportion of sites recorded as being destroyed, damaged, or of unknown condition.
Archaeological excavations since the 19th–20th centuries have affected at least 24 sites. However,
one of the most significant causes of damage to archaeology at Cyrene is modern development which
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by these categories so far—63% of the records). While the area inside the walls, including the acropolis,
the main urban area and the sanctuary of Apollo, is protected from this type of damage, the features
outside this zone including the cemeteries are being encroached upon by modern constructions
including roads, tracks, farms and houses (Figure 10). This problem has been mapped and recorded
across the wider area of Cyrene and Shahat using satellite images showing expansion since the 1960s
(e.g., see Figures 8 and 9).
Figure 9. Unsupervised classifications (represented in 3 colours) highlighting the urban areas around
Cyrene produced from a Landsat 5 image (1986), a Landsat 7 image (2000), and a Sentinel-2 image
(2017). The background is the Sentinel-2 image (2017).
Table 6. Disturbance types logged at Cyrene.







Archaeological (e.g., excavations and reconstructions) 24
Unknown 11
Table 7. Condition state of sites logged at Cyrene.
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Figure 10. Comparison of (a) KH7 (7 June 1967) and (b) GeoEye-1 (5 July 2016) images showing damage
to the area to the west of Shahat and immediately to the south of Cyrene. GeoEye-1 image 5 July 2016
© DigitalGlobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Although difficult to identify using imagery alone, structural robbing of tombs, as well as
deliberate vandalism has affected many sites. Several have been recorded as having been looted
(at least seven); a figure that may rise when individual tombs can be logged.
Agricultural activity has also affected the areas surrounding the site. The hippodrome
(EAMENA-0116827) has been damaged by long-term agricultural activity including planting and
ploughing. Since the recent conflict, the inability to enforce regulations has led to clearing of remains
to make way for new fields [67] (p. 156). The category ‘natural’ is also a significant cause of damage
(13 sites so far). This comprises recent issues such as tree growth but also known instances of damage
caused by earthquakes in antiquity.
The condition of the sites was recorded using EAMENA terminologies and was assessed using
the analysis of the satellite imagery and classifications and the reports of recent visitors. 23 (65%) of
the sites could be described as “Good” to “Fair” (Table 7), especially sites nominally protected by
their location on the acropolis ridge. This means that they can be regarded as being reasonably stable.
However sites surrounding the acropolis were less well preserved with signs of severe structural
instability/missing and deteriorating features and were suffering from the consequences of ongoing
activity such as structural robbing. In some cases it was not possible to identify the current condition
of sites other than noting that they were likely to have been impacted by disturbances.
As described above, EAMENA also records potential threats and risks (Table 8) which could
affect archaeological sites in the future. These are recorded based on problems currently affecting sites
and analysis of continuing issues in the vicinity. The urban growth identified using the multispectral
satellite images (Figures 8 and 9) is an urgent issue. For example, the westward expansion of Shahat
is likely to cause further damage to archaeological features in that area, including the tombs of the
southern and western cemeteries. Larger features in that zone, including the Sanctuary of Demeter
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Table 8. Potential threats which may affect Cyrene in the future.









Cyrene achieved World Heritage Site status in 1982. The World Heritage Committee has
recognised the ongoing threats to the site and have proposed satellite monitoring, field recording,
additional security measures and identification of the boundaries of the designated site [74]. However,
World Heritage status has not provided tangible protection to Cyrene. Since 2011, often at considerable
personal risk, Libyan archaeologists and local people have worked to protect archaeological sites
and museums at Cyrene, but so far it has not been possible to enact a solution to the problems [67]
(pp. 155–156). Overall, our analysis of multiple datasets shows that while development in the vicinity
of Cyrene has been taking place since the 1960s at least, it is now occurring at an especially rapid rate,
one that directly threatens surviving features in the hinterland of the site including rock-cut tombs.
Archaeological sites close to urban areas should therefore be monitored and recorded as a priority and
regular classifications of multispectral imagery performed to track Shahat’s growth.
3.2. Case Study 2: Homs Cairns: The Benefits and Challenges of Monitoring Stone Monuments via
Remote Sensing
From 2007–2010 a fieldwork project undertaken by one of the current authors mapped and
analysed 525 potential burial cairns to the north-west of the modern city of Homs (Syria). This project
was undertaken within the framework of the Syrian-British landscape project Settlement and
Landscape Development in the Homs Region, and the field data was recorded within its GIS
framework. Published overviews of the archaeology of the Homs basalt region in Graeco-Roman [75]
and earlier periods [76] contextualise the various monuments in relation to settlement activity and
the wider landscape; readers should consult these for further information. Cairns are visible on
the ground as piles of stone (Figure 11), and vary considerably in terms of size, structure and form.
A well-documented form of monument found throughout the Levant and North Africa, they are
also visible via satellite imagery, and can be distinguished as small circular or oval features, in many
cases associated with enclosures and other archaeological traces. Additional research as part of a PhD
thesis [77,78] identified a further 169,000 potential cairns from an area of c.21,000 km2 (Figure 12) using
remotely sensed data spanning the late 1960s to the early 2000s (Corona KH4-B, KH7, historic aerial
photographs, Ikonos (panchromatic and multi-spectral). The majority of these (over 90%) were found
in association with the local basalt flows to the north and south-west of the modern city of Homs [77,78],
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Figure 11. Image of cairn surveyed in the field in spring 2007. The cairn has a modern shelter
constructed on top of it, and areas of structural collapse are visible in the image.
 
Figure 12. Distribution of cairns identified from remote sensing. Most are found in areas of basalt
geology. The area surveyed in the field is indicated by a black rectangle. Cairns are plotted against
panchromatic Landsat 7 mosaic (10 April 2005 and 26 June 2007).
Details recorded during the fieldwork included the form, morphology, location and interpretation
of these features. These were all collated in a project database, alongside basic information about
levels of preservation. For example, a rough measure of “percentage intactness” was recorded for each
cairn surveyed in the field (less than 50% intact; more than 50% intact; 100% intact), and notes were
made about the potential causes and effects of any identifiable disturbances. A preliminary assessment
of recent, pre-conflict, land-use practices (Figure 13), carried out in 2010 using Ikonos panchromatic
imagery (from 2002), indicated that over 60% of the archaeological features, including cairns, enclosures
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destroyed by clearance or ‘de-rocking’ operations using heavy machinery, often bulldozers, noted
in the field by the authors during fieldwork, with the intention of increasing the cultivable area [79].
The irony is that a practice that was originally supported by development organisations to increase
agricultural productivity has been widely adopted at a local level, often on a ‘freelance’ basis and with
little technical or administrative oversight, and now poses a serious risk to the preservation of cultural
heritage. Assessments carried out using this imagery, however, also indicated that areas of the study
region were still being used for grazing activities and had, as yet, not been cleared or bulldozed.
In 2016 these field records (525 in total) were loaded into the EAMENA database, and updated
using the EAMENA methodology. Preliminary disturbance and threat assessments were also recorded
for a sample (6975) of the 169,000 potential cairns, identified from satellite imagery, bringing the total
recorded from this area in the EAMENA database up to 7000.
In the case of the surveyed cairns, disturbance assessments were generated from the field survey
records, which recorded landuse and landcover at the time of data collection. This information was
then double checked against the most up to date imagery in Google Earth (2014–2016). For those cairns
not visited in the field, a remote characterisation assessment was made, by assessing groups of cairns
in relation to their association with different types of landuse.
 
Figure 13. Modern landuse practices based on an assessment of Ikonos panchromatic imagery, acquired
2 March 2002.
As the original 2010 study had indicated, this work demonstrated that whilst 59% of potential
cairns showed “No Visible/Known” disturbance causes (Figure 14), nearly 40% were affected by
bulldozing or clearance activities (Figure 15). Clearance destroys even substantial surface and
sub-surface archaeological features, and creates a “cleared” field, bordered by newly constructed
field walls composed of huge basalt boulders, which can easily be identified from satellite imagery.
In total 2683 (38%) of digitised cairns were recorded as “Destroyed”, while 4159 (59%) were recorded
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Figure 14. Distribution of disturbed cairns across the study area. Cairns are plotted against a
multispectral Landsat 7 image (14 January 2000) processed in Erdas to show landcover. The area
marked in red represents the area of cairns identified from satellite imagery, and not visited in the field,
which have currently been assessed and recorded in the EAMENA database. Data entry for the cairns
identified to the east of this sample area is currently on-going.
 
Figure 15. Comparison between Corona KH4-B (17 December 1969) and Panchromatic Ikonos
(2 March 2002) showing the changes, and areas of de-rocking and areas that remain ‘un-cleared’.
This preliminary and basic assessment has a number of limitations. For example, whilst some
cairns identified during ground survey were recorded as being in either a “Fair” or “Poor” condition,
the resolution of the imagery means that, more often only two basic condition states can be identified
in remote sensing analysis: “Destroyed” or “Good”. Using this “broad brush” approach also limits
the range of disturbance causes and effects that can be identified. In particular, clearance activities
appear as a major disturbance factor. Moreover, the size of the features (generally between 2 m–20 m
in diameter), means that the different types of disturbance causes which can be identified from satellite
imagery alone are limited. As a result, the number of features affected by other disturbance causes,
such as looting, construction and dumping is probably a significant under-estimate.
For example, out of the 104 cairns which were recorded in field survey as having identified
disturbance causes, over 70% were affected by recent construction activities, such as the erection of
small hides or shelters or modern dumping of cleared material or rubbish. A much lower percentage
(c.17%) were recorded as having been disturbed by illicit excavations, whether recently or in antiquity,
although dumping might have concealed earlier looting activity. Based on the field notes, just under 8%
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figure is due to a number of factors; firstly, as one of the field survey’s main aims was to understand
the morphology, chronology and location of these features, the research specifically targeted cairns
in areas where they were better preserved, based on 2002 imagery. Thus, while c.8% of cairns were
categorised as damaged by clearance or bulldozing activities in the intervening five-eight years, based
on satellite imagery analysis, this number probably significantly underestimates the overall impact of
this disturbance cause at the regional level. It is also apparent that a number of disturbance causes
and effects identified by the field survey cannot be identified from satellite imagery alone. By way of
example, EAMENA-0059581 was recorded in 2006 as a fully intact, large cairn. The survey returned
to the same location in 2007 to find that the feature in question had been illicitly excavated and was
most likely not a cairn, but instead a mausoleum dating to the Roman period. The excavation exposed
the internal structure of the monument and material, mostly consisting of pottery sherds, was strewn
across the area, but no evidence of this disturbance is visible via Google Earth (Figure 16).
Despite these limitations, recent remote sensing analysis allows us to identify broad-scale changes
and while the ongoing conflict has rendered these features inaccessible on the ground, we have taken
our analysis further. Using imagery from Google Earth, we have been able to revise overall condition
assessments for the original surveyed cairns. Out of a total of 525 field-recorded cairns, 127 (24%),
required an updated re-assessment, whilst the remaining 398 (76%) showed no significant changes over
the seven years since the original study was completed. Unfortunately, the majority of cases involved
updates to the disturbance extent and overall condition state. Most required a re-classification of the
overall state from “Good”, “Fair” or “Poor” to “Destroyed”.
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Overall, based on these re-analyses, the percentage of cairns listed as ‘91–100% disturbed’
increased to 66% of the sample, with the number of cairns with an ‘Unknown’ or ‘1–10% disturbance’
extent also increasing (Table 9). This reveals fairly significant changes, with the total number of cairns
recorded as showing “91–100% disturbance” increasing from 0 to 85 (16%). Due to the poor resolution
of some of the latest available imagery in Google Earth, the number of cairns for which assessment
was not possible (e.g., disturbance extent or condition recorded as ‘Unknown’) also increased.
Table 9. Disturbance Extent (%) based on field survey and remote assessment. The category
‘No Visible/Known’ includes sites where it was possible to make a disturbance assessment, but
no disturbances were visible. ‘Unknown’ indicates sites were it was not possible to make a disturbance
assessment due to lack of data, cloud cover and/or poor imagery resolution.
Original Field Assessments for 127 Cairns (2007–2010)
No Visible/
Known
1–10% 11–30% 31–60% 61–90% 91–100% Unknown TOTAL
97 0 18 0 3 0 9 127 cairns
76.4 0.0 4.2 0.0 2.4 0.0 7.1 100%
Updated Remote Assessments for 127 Cairns (2017)
No Visible/
Known
1–10% 11–30% 31–60% 61–90% 91–100% Unknown TOTAL
0 4 1 0 0 85 37 127 cairns
0.0 3.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 66.9 29.1 100%
Unchanged and Updated Assessments for 525 Cairns (2007–2017)
No
Visible/Known
1–10% 11–30% 31–60% 61–90% 91–100% Unknown TOTAL
374 10 1 0 0 0 13 Unchanged Assessments(2017)—398 cairns
0 4 1 0 0 85 37 Updated Assessments(2017)—127 cairns
374 14 2 0 0 85 50 TOTAL (2017)—525 cairns
71.2 2.7 0.4 0.0 0.0 16.2 9.5 % of Cairns
The pattern for the overall condition state is very similar (Table 10), with the total number of cairns
identified as being in ‘Good’ condition decreasing from 368 (70%) to 272 (52%) of surveyed cairns.
Conversely, the number of ‘Destroyed’ cairns has increased from 0 (0%) to 84 (16%) during this period.
Table 10. Overall Condition State based on field survey and remote assessment.
Totals Destroyed Poor Fair Good Unknown TOTAL
Unchanged Assessments (2007–2010)—398 cairns 0 46 90 262 0 398
Original Field Assessments (2007–2010)—127 cairns 0 3 18 106 0 127
Updated Remote Assessments (2017)—127 cairns 84 0 1 10 32 127
Old Totals (2007–2010)—525 cairns 0 49 108 368 0 525
Revised Totals (2017)—525 cairns 84 46 91 272 32 525
% from Old Totals (2007–2010) —525 cairns 0 9 21 70 0 100
% from Revised Totals (2017) —525 cairns 16 9 17 52 6 100
This updated analysis also allowed us to confirm, and quantify, a number of disturbance causes
which were not originally recorded in the field, although were noted as possibilities. These included
evidence for flooding, a disturbance cause that was identifiable through the use of multi-temporal
imagery which showed that a number of cairn clusters found in the vicinity of seasonal lakes were
likely to have been affected by flooding.
Despite the limitations of using satellite imagery to record and monitor disturbances such as
the illicit excavation of stone monuments, this case study illustrates the benefits of using EAMENA’s
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inaccessible areas. As the most recent imagery available for this area in Google Earth dates to 2015/2016,
it is likely that the disturbance patterns identified here have continued since then.
3.3. Remote Sensing and Field Survey
Field-based validation for many archaeological features in the database may be possible in the
long term: the EAMENA database is being made available to individuals and institutions with
responsibilities for cultural heritage throughout the MENA region. Its uptake is being facilitated by
dedicated training courses and collaborative working. As with any monuments record, database
entries can be revisited and updated in the future as necessary.
Over a more immediate timescale, however, we need to ensure that our image interpretation
methodology is producing viable data which will help, rather than hinder, the protection efforts of
archaeologists in the MENA countries. Ultimately, each filled-in record needs to be a starting point for
future detailed recording of site location, ideas and interpretation, and the identification of potential
threats. As a cross-check on our methodology we are systematically comparing field-based and
remote-based interpretation for select samples of sites. EAMENA is actively collaborating with
several projects conducting field survey, for example the Middle Draa Project [80] and Koubba
Coastal Survey [81]. Ground survey allows further details about many sites to be added to the
database. However, most significantly, it allows us to assess the accuracy of EAMENA’s remote-sensing
methodology of standardised interpretations and terminologies.
Validation of remote sensing methods by comparing results to interpretations made on the ground
is a well-accepted process in the wider field, and there are established statistical and descriptive
methods in remote sensing for assessing the accuracy of data such as image classifications [82,83].
Accuracy assessments need clear plans, an unbiased and consistent sampling procedure, and a process
of analysing the data. “Classes” assigned to the site from both ground collected data (fieldwork) and
image interpretation can be compared, for example by using an error matrix [82] (p. 3) [83]. Although
adopted by some projects [34], the process of quantifying the accuracy of image interpretation and
remote-sensing has not been widely used by archaeologists, and can be challenging when dealing with
multiple levels of image interpretation. In many cases, some archaeological information simply cannot
be known without field-based investigation.
While it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss this at length, we outline our field-based
validation strategy here. The data comparison below was made by getting an analyst not familiar with
the areas concerned, but trained in the EAMENA methods, to identify sites and damage threats in two
sample areas for which we have ground data in Morocco and Lebanon. We compared the site records
made separately using Google Earth images with interpretations made on the ground, using a simple
table to reflect key terminology from our database. We counted the number of sites which matched,
had a full or partial match, or did not match. The concordance between the numbers identified using
each method is then established (Table 11).
Table 11. Concordance of interpretations table N = 50 sites surveyed with EAMENA methodology.
Full Match between
Image and Ground (%)
Partial or Full Match (Combined)
between Image and Ground (%)
No Match (%)
Morphology 78 96 4
Form 50 88 12
Interpretation 32 86 14
Damage 26 68 32
Threats 26 72 28
The results of this exercise are presented in Table 11. This shows the number of exact matches
between image and ground interpretations and, given the difficulties of making detailed interpretations
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interpreter simply made a broader interpretation (e.g., “building”) than the field-based interpreter
(e.g., “house”). The morphology, form and functional interpretation of a site were often easy to identify
using imagery. While we were often correct in recognising that a site had been damaged in some way,
it was much more challenging to identify the type of damage which had affected it.
A key factor to note is that the EAMENA site terminology extends beyond what may be visible on
satellite imagery, as it incorporates categories that derive from ground survey, but are meaningful in an
archaeological sense. By the same token, analysts are trained not only in the EAMENA methodologies,
but also in the regional archaeological typologies and dating frameworks, which are generally derived
from a long history of ground based investigation of sites. In our blind tests, we required an analyst
with expertise in the field archaeology of Lebanon but unfamiliar with Morocco to look at that area
and one with experience in Morocco to look at the Lebanese data. This probably accounts, in-part, for
the lack of exact matches and emphasises the importance of local knowledge, and so highlights some
of the significant challenges faced by crowd mapping and automated methods.
As we increase the number of samples used for this validation process, we will be able to refine
our methodology based on these results and so identify error thresholds appropriate for application to
assessments of archaeological remote recording. Remote classification of modern land-use, for example,
can be relatively straightforward and its accuracy easily assessed. Given that many archaeological
sites cannot be fully interpreted without ground-based work, especially excavation, EAMENA will
seek to establish a more nuanced methodology that is attuned to assessing accuracy of archaeological
interpretations. Whilst the details of this are beyond the scope of the current paper, the project is
developing its field and imagery validation methods via further blind tests. We will explore the
different factors affecting our ability to accurately identify and categorise site types, disturbances and
threats, and determine whether our methodology needs to be adapted or refined as a result of this.
As archaeological work is likely to rely increasingly upon remote sensing for making interpretations,
robust assessment of accuracy is necessary, especially for the large-scale data collection undertaken
by our project.
4. Discussion
We have outlined and evaluated three main methods of large-scale heritage recording projects:
crowd-mapping; automated detection; and our own methodology which relies on trained image
interpreters and the incorporation of a variety of data. These represent different approaches for
mapping large regions. There are elements of uncertainty deriving from any of these approaches,
because of the need to make decisions about the nature of archaeological features, often remotely.
Our comparison of a sample of ground- and image-based interpretations shows that even for trained
analysts recording archaeological sites and their condition using imagery can be difficult. Knowledge
of local archaeological specifics is clearly as important as technical skills. Dealing with uncertainty is
a significant issue for our project because it is inherent in geospatial recording as well as in making
archaeological interpretations. Uncertainty arises as a result of missing information, user mistakes,
and incorrect information and interpretation. We not only need to recognise features in imagery, taking
into account image properties, the sensor’s characteristics [84] and seasonal conditions [15] (p. 167),
but we need to make decisions about their function in the past. Ultimately, the EAMENA project has
developed a standardised and user-friendly way of quantifying levels of thematic certainty in order to
avoid presenting misleading information and to allow users of the data to decide how to interpret it. It
is necessary to differentiate between interpretations that have been made using a variety of reliable
sources, including data gathered in the field, and our recording of features with an unknown function
that have been logged only from a single satellite image. In some cases, information simply cannot be
known [48].
It is also important to recognise potential limitations of EAMENA’s remote-sensing based
recording methods. Remote sensing is not always the most appropriate method for identifying
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force’ methods as Casana [17] (p. 231) has termed them is in some regions simply not the best option
for large-scale site detection and monitoring. For example, trials carried out by the EAMENA team
using their methodology in Kuwait revealed that large numbers of ‘known’ archaeological sites could
not be identified via imagery, even when given precise locations for these sites. This is, in part, a result
of the limited resolution of imagery available in Google Earth across this area; however, other factors
also play a role.
As discussed above, certain types of archaeological sites are simply less readily visible in imagery
than others, which could lead to under-recording. Such sites include lithic and pottery scatters and shell
middens; the latter being a characteristic site type from Kuwait’s coastal environs. As scholars have
also clearly demonstrated, the application of remote-sensing techniques in regions with, for example,
active sand dunes is also particularly challenging [34,85]. In these cases, remote sensing can aid in
pointing towards likely locations for archaeological sites, but cannot necessarily be directly utilised in
their detection, mapping and interpretation, without field visits having taken place.
Freely available imagery such as Google Earth has limited potential for spectral analysis, with
images being displayed in “true colour” [86]. However, it is clear that, for now at least, the benefits
of using freely available satellite imagery in Google Earth and Bing Maps outweigh the negatives.
By and large the use of open source software and data allows us to meet our aim of conducting at
least a preliminary analysis for most countries in the MENA region. It also ensures that training in
our methodology can be carried out at a regional and pan-regional scale. Training and use of the
methodology can also be sustained without the continual need for investment by each country or
heritage agency in expensive software.
Among the alternatives to our methodology, we believe the scale of the MENA region and
diversity of its heritage make automation and crowd mapping approaches quite problematic.
We emphasise the importance of analysts working on regional Historic Environment Records to
have both a high level of technical skills and relevant knowledge of the regional archaeological record.
This requires in-depth and sustainable training initiatives. We are not implying that there is no place
for crowd-mapping (for example see [26]) and automated recording within projects using remote
sensing. However, we do offer a note of caution, pointing towards the necessity of the rigorous
evaluation of any data collected and the need for interpreters familiar with the archaeology of the
region they are working in. As the use of remote sensing for site monitoring moves into the mainstream
of heritage management, there is also a clear need to develop methods and models for the consistent
and comparable recording of damage and disturbances to archaeological sites within specific countries,
but also at a wider regional scale.
5. Conclusions
The case studies and results discussed above show that it is possible to apply a standardised
recording methodology to the archaeology across the MENA region. Our analyses have revealed that
the future shape of the heritage base (i.e., what will remain in existence two decades hence) will be
determined less by the spectacular incidents perpetrated by terror groups, than by the widespread and
continuing attrition that results from poorly controlled development-related activities, in particular
agricultural intensification and urban expansion. These problems have been exacerbated by the
reduction in both the monitoring of heritage sites and regulatory enforcement by governmental
organisations, and the increased opportunities for land grabbing and unauthorised development that
result from recent conflicts. Our database and methodologies, if adopted in MENA countries, will
provide heritage agencies there with tools that will enhance both their monitoring and management of
heritage assets.
It will not be possible to map everything, but by the end of the current phase of the project in 2020
we hope to have fully enhanced database records completed for a sample of grid squares in each of the
countries we are working in. We are also actively seeking and making contact with researchers who are
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is not just going to be carried out by researchers in the UK and Europe. Data entry will be supported
and enhanced by a programme of training courses, with each trainee contributing to and adding new
sites to the database (e.g., see [6]). Training is fundamental, not only in terms of image interpretation,
but also in terms of data recording and terminologies. In addition, using fieldwork to validate remote
recording methods is crucial to increasing the accuracy of the process of assigning interpretation.
Supplementary Materials: The EAMENA database of archaeological sites is available online at http://
eamenadatabase.arch.ox.ac.uk/.
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Abstract: The analysis of contemporary and archival satellite images and archaeological
documentations presents the possibility of monitoring the state of archaeological sites in the Near
East (for example, Palmyra in Syria). As it will be demonstrated in the case of Upper Egyptian sites,
the rapid growth of agricultural lands and settlements can pose a great threat to sites localized on the
border of fields and the desert. As a case study, the Qena district was chosen, a region of significance
for the history of ancient Egypt. To trace the expansion of agriculture and the development of modern
settlements, a synthesis of archival maps (from the last 200 years), and archival and contemporary
satellite images was created. By applying map algebra to these documents, it was possible to
determine areas which may be marked as “Archaeological Hazard Zones”. The analysis helped to
trace the expansion of agricultural areas during the last 200 years and the influence of both—ancient
Egyptians and the Nile—on the local landscape.
Keywords: remote sensing; change detection; archaeology; LANDSAT; digital cultural
resources management
1. Introduction
During the Predynastic Period (c. 3150 BC–c. 2686 BC), Upper Egypt was one of the main areas
for the development of early civilizations. Archaeological sites important for this period are located
in the Qena Bend of the Nile valley, but also to the south and to the north of it, in the Qena district.
It includes sites like: Abydos, Huw, Dendera, Naqada, Armant, and Gebelein, the most important
places of the Predynastic Period. One of the models of the predynastic settlement pattern [1] suggests
that necropoli and settlements were located on the border of the floodplain and the lower desert.
Nowadays, the development of urbanism and agriculture in Upper Egypt poses a great threat to
fragile archeological areas located on that former border and can lead to the complete destruction of
these unique historical landscapes [2,3]. The spread of agriculture can be traced back to the building
of the Aswan High Dam, but also to the period of introducing diesel pumps for the improvement of
irrigation systems [4], and to the unstable period after the countrywide unrest in 2011.
A comparison of agricultural lands visible on archival maps, of P. Jacotin’s map from Napoleon’s
expedition in Egypt in 1798–1801 [5], and the Survey of Egypt from 1944 [6], with agricultural lands
visible on contemporary satellites, shows how rapid and tremendous the spread of agricultural lands
in this area is (Figure 1).A process similar to this was also confirmed through the image interpretation
of archival satellite images from the CORONA mission (from 8 November 1968 (Fore) and 29 June
1969 (Aft)) [7]) and historical images from Google Earth [8].
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Figure 1. The spread of agricultural lands based on the comparison of P. Jacotin’s map and
contemporary satellite images.
The goal of this article is to present how remote sensing can help to measure the possible threats
posed by the agricultural expansion of archaeological sites and consequently to help in their protection.
The detection of temporal changes in land use is “the process of identifying differences in the state of
an object or phenomena by observing it at different times. Essentially, it involves the ability to quantify
temporal effects using multitemporal data sets” [9]. Such an approach is often used in urban growth
detection, and with the help of analyzes, LANDSAT archival images, e.g., [10,11].
A study of croplands mapping and their change with time for the whole Nile Valley and Nile
Delta was conducted by Xu et al. [12]. A total of 961 LANDSAT images (TM/ETM+/OLI) images
1984–2015) were used to conduct an annual frequency detection of agricultural land expansion. In their
results, the authors noted a gradually increasing tendency in the “distribution of cropland dynamics
from the Nile Valley towards desert”. However, the article does not show in a detailed way how this
dynamic looks like at the Qena bend of the Nile.
Recently, a number of papers describing change detection in the regions of the Nile Delta and
Dakhla Oasis were published [13–17]. Their main focus was to present land degradation, urbanization,
and the status of water resources. But the Nile Delta and Dakhla Oasis landscapes, both ancient and
contemporary, are completely different from Upper Egypt’s.
A similar analysis was also used to monitor urban and agricultural changes on the eastern side of
the Qena Bend in Upper Egypt [18]. Abd El-Aziz processed 5 LANDSAT images (MSS-TM-ETM-OLI)
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urban area, cultivation area, and water surfaces, with a sub pixel classification method. The result
compares categorized images from different periods and highlights some areas where towns and
agricultural lands have spread. However, the above described approaches do not include the possible
influence of land use changes on archaeological sites, nor do they highlight areas were sites could be
under threat. On the other hand, a paper published by Ahmed and Fogg [19] describes the possible
impact of groundwater and the expansion of agricultural land on the archaeological sites in Luxor.
One of the many methods used for creating recommendations in order to mitigate the deterioration
of the archaeological sites is the supervised classification of 3 LANDSAT images (MSS-TM-ETM+)
from 1982 to 2011. However, this paper does not mark which sites and how they are threatened by
agricultural expansion.
Additionally, when satellite imagery analysis is used in archaeological research, it often focuses on
the detection of new sites or features, e.g., [20–22], instead of a threat assessment. Just recently, a new
approach of visualizing changes and their effects on archaeological sites has become a focus for research,
especially for areas heavily influenced by war and looting such as the Near East, e.g., [23,24]. Still, there
is a need to develop a low-budget and fast method for quantifying changes causing the destruction of
archaeological sites. Such methods have the potential to support Cultural Management authorities.
2. Materials and Methods
As mentioned above, it was noted that a key threat to archaeological sites in the Upper Egypt
area is the development of cultivated lands. The detection of agricultural areas’ changes followed the
proposed workflow below (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Analysis workflow.
The first step was to access two LANDSAT images from the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) website [25]. The goal was to compare two images from the widest possible time span, which
could show the landscape before and after the construction of the Aswan High Dam, but also, which
could take the unstable period after the countrywide troubles in 2011 into consideration. Additionally,
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two images and to highlight one area which in 1972 was a desert and in 2013 was covered in fields
(described in the Results and Conclusion section).
Therefore, it was decided that images for one scene (path 175/row 04) would be used from
Multispectral Scanners (MSS): LANDSAT 1 made on 4 October 1972 (during construction of Aswan
High Dam) and from the Operational Land Imager (OLI), LANDSAT 8, from 22 April 2013, both of
which were cloud free. The difference in time between the two images was 41 years.
The MSS sensor had a spectral resolution of 0.5–1.1 μm (bands from 4 to 7) and a spatial resolution
of 60 m [26]. OLI had a spectral resolution of 0.43–12.5 μm (bands from 1 to 7) and a spatial resolution
of 30 m [27]. The next step was to create a mask excluding high desert areas unnecessary for the
current purposes of analysis. Subsequently, the image from 2013 was resized to the resolution of the
image from 1972. This was necessary for the future analysis’ compatibility. The next step was to
process the images without the use of Radiometric Correction. Dark Object Subtraction was used for
atmospheric correction. Principal Components (PC) spectra sharpening was also used to receive a
better-quality image.
The following step was the classification of images. Firstly, an unsupervised, k-means classification
was created, which allowed for the grouping of pixels into seven classes: Nile, fields with crops, fields
without crops, high desert, desert, wadi, and infrastructure. However, the resulting image (Figure 3)
contained too much information for the purposes of further analysis.
 
Figure 3. Result of the classification tree method, with seven classes.
Therefore, a new classification was created consisting of only three classes: Nile, desert, and
agricultural lands. This classification focuses on detecting changes at predynastic archaeological
sites located at the border of previous floodplains and the desert, marked earlier due to the threat
of destruction. Training and verification of “Regions Of Interest” (ROI) were created for each image:
the former with the use of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) bands, the latter with the use of Near Infra-Red
(NIR) bands. First, ROI were chosen based on experience from field work in Egypt, and were
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randomly as pixel-based validation samples to calculate the accuracy. Supervised Maximum Likelihood
Classification (MLC) was chosen as a classification method [11]. The final step was to assess the
accuracy of the classified images. Two sources of information were used: pixels classified on satellite
images and verification pixels prepared earlier from NIR bands. This step resulted in the creation of
two matrices describing the overall accuracy—the proportion of correctly classified pixels to general
number of pixels [28]. Further steps contain analyses of the classification results and an interpretation
of the detected changes.
3. Results
The results of the work flow were two classified images showing cultivation areas in 1972 and
in 2013 (Figure 4). The overall accuracy of the image from 2013 is 93%, which is a good result in
comparison with other works [11,12]. However, it is not possible to compare the overall accuracy for
the same study area as neither of the previously mentioned papers [18,19] describe it. The chosen
classification method differs from the method used by Abd-Aziz [18] for the same area and from the
one used by Xu et al. [12] for the whole Nile Valley, but all of them were supervised classifications.
Nevertheless, MLC is good and often used as a classification method [11] and its results were
satisfactory concerning monitoring the state of archeological sites.
But a problem did appear concerning the LANDSAT MSS 1972 image: the chosen image contained
noise, which can be classified as Transient Detector Failure or Band Striping [29]. The noise is visible
on bands 5,6, and partly 7. It appears visually as a set of parallel lines crossing the image diagonally
(Figure 5). During several consultations, some methods of removing the noise were considered, like
destriping or Unstandardized Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [30], but none of them seemed to
be a satisfying method for removing the noise visible on the MSS image. However, for the purposes of
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Figure 4. The result of the classification of the LANDSAT images from (a) 1972 and (b) 2013.
Figure 5. Noise visible on the image from 1972.
For abetter visualization of the threats, a map algebra of two classified images was generated
in GIS. From the 2013 agricultural class, a 1972 agricultural class was deducted. This approach,
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agricultural development. A so-called “Archaeological Hazard Zone” highlights the area which in 1972
was part of the desert, and in the 2013 was covered by fields (Figure 6). It appeared that, during last the
41 years, the field area has increased by 2052.65 m2, which is an increase of 109.11%. The fragile border
of the desert and agricultural lands, which have existed for a millennia, was shifted and therefore the
sites located above the floodplain might be threatened. None of the papers mentioned above used
map algebra and a deduction process to highlight the areas that had changed from desert to fields,
nor any of them detailed, described, or analysed which sites could be threatened by those changes in
the future.
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4. Discussion
To fully measure how the development of agriculture in Upper Egypt threatens archaeological
sites, it is necessary to locate the sites on the map. Sites were identified on Google Earth on the basis
of maps and descriptions from several publications [31,32], including maps published by William
Matthew Flinders Petrie [33]. A total number of 63 known sites were marked as points, and, if
possible, as polygons, and saved in a *.kmz format. Subsequently, the Google Earth format was
converted into a shape format, which allowed the addition of a descriptive data base. The data base
includes information about the sites such as: name; Supreme Council of Antiquities inventory number;
coordinates; legal status of the site; approximate size of the site (if possible); photo interpretation of
the features observed through satellite images; if the site is located in the “Archaeological Hazard
Zone”; field observations (to fill during survey); threats visible on the sites (to fill during survey);
other comments.
The last step was to use a selection tool in GIS and to see how many and which of the sites are in
the “Archaeological Hazard Zone”: 35 sites might be threatened by landscape change which occurred
between 1972 and 2013, which is 55% of all known sites located in the discussed area (Figure 7).
Table S1 presents all known archeological sites and their status inside the “Archeological Hazard
Zone”, with a verification of possible destruction through nowadays high-resolution satellite images
(like Google Earth, Bing or ESRI’s base maps. The oldest accessible images were from 2003).
Additionally, a result of the analysis of the surroundings (not land use on the sites themselves,
but around them) from a different time scope are presented, from the 1800s (based on P. Jactin’s
maps [5]), 1940s (based on Survey of Egypt maps [6]), 1968–1969 (based on archival images from
Corona Mission [7]), and 1972 and 2013 (based on chosen LANDSAT images).
Forty-four (70%) sites’ surroundings have changed from desert to agriculture, urban, or from
agriculture to urban since the 1800s. Sixteen sites’ (25%) landscape changed between the 1800s and
1940s and three sites (5%) between the 1940s and 1968–1969. In the case of 37 sites (59%), the change
of surroundings happened between 1972 and 2013. However, in most of the cases of the sites which
remain outside of the “Archaeological Hazard Zone” in both 1972 and 2013, they are located in the
same surroundings: agricultural or urban. For 24 (38%) sites, a photointerpretation of high resolution
images confirmed changes on the sites themselves [3] (in the case of 18 sites, the changes on the sites
were not possible to estimate because they were already located in an agricultural or urban context).
An analysis of the comparison of the close surroundings of archaeological sites in Qena’s bend
during last 200 years shows that the landscape was already changing in the past, but was never as
rapid as during last forty years.
The data described above should be verified in the field, every possibly threatened site should be
visited, and the possible destruction of the sites should be examined. The “Archaeological Hazard
Zone” and the location of the sites can be imported onto a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
tool with a mobile GIS application with a chosen part ofthe detailed satellite image saved as geoTIFF,
and it can be used during field prospection, helping to locate not only the site itself, but also zones
of destruction. A similar process took place at the beginning of the Gebelein Archaeological Project.
The goal of the research at the Gebelein area (Figure 8) [2,34] is to document archaeological resources
and the level of threat caused by modern urbanism and agriculutre, visible on the site complex.
Gebelein’s (No. 45 in Table S1) surroundings have changed quite drasticly since the 1800s, from
desert to urban and agricultural areas. The site is inside the “Archaeological Hazard Zone” and
through the contemporary satellite images it is visiable how agricultural lands spread on the site.
A photo-interpretation of archival images from Google Earth dates the biggest change to the period
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8. (a) Archaeological sites threatened by the development of agriculture in the Gebelein Region;
(b)Reaserch at Gebelein has focused on the most threatened areas of the site.
5. Conclusions
The goal of the article was to describe a practical remote sensing method that can help in detecting
whether archaeological sites are threatened by the expansion of agriculture. Additionally, the analysis
presented the comparison archaeological sites’ surroundings during the last 200 years. The result
showed that the landscape in Upper Egypt changed in the past; however, during the last forty years,
the change become more rapid and covering more lands. Land use around known archeological sites
advanced from desert to agricultural and urban land.
This method might help Cultural Management authorities in protecting local heritage. The result
of the method shows not only the sites which might be endangered, but also allows for the identification
of recently threatened sites and evaluation of any threats to these sites.
The result of field prospection in Gebelein allowed not only to confirm the location of the sites
inside the “Archaeological Hazard Zone”, but also allowed us to determine which areas of the Gebelein
site complex are the most threatened by modern development and hence which should be documented
first. In the case of Gebelein, the project confirmed some recent destructions oflarge parts of the
central necropolis, made by bulldozers, and the spread of the fields in valleys between the hills of
Gebelein. As a result of the project, specialized maps were made, which clearly showed the scale of the
destructions and the threats at Gebelein. This helped the local Inspectorate of Antiquities in Esna to
take necessary steps in order to prevent further spreading of the agricultural fields and contemporary
settlements. This illustrates both the threats facing sites in the area, and how targeted investigation
based on the results of analyses can support and empower local authorities to take remedial action.
The method described in the article could be applied on any comparable area before archaeological
field prospections and help in planning and prioritizing the archeological interventions, before sites are
completely destroyed. It also allows to not only visualize the magnitude of changes in the landscape
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3263/7/4/97/s1, Table S1:
The list of known archeological sites in Qena district and time change of their surroundings.
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Abstract: This paper will assess the most recently available open access high-resolution optical
satellite data (0.3 m–0.6 m) and its detection of buried ancient features versus ground based remote
sensing tools. It also discusses the importance of CORONA satellite data to evaluate landscape
changes over the past 50 years surrounding sites. The study concentrates on Egypt’s Nile Delta,
which is threatened by rising sea and water tables and urbanization. Many ancient coastal sites
will be lost in the next few decades, thus this paper emphasizes the need to map them before they
disappear. It shows that high resolution satellites can sometimes provide the same general picture
on ancient sites in the Egyptian Nile Delta as ground based remote sensing, with relatively sandier
sedimentary and degrading tell environments, during periods of rainfall, and higher groundwater
conditions. Research results also suggest potential solutions for rapid mapping of threatened Delta
sites, and urge a collaborative global effort to maps them before they disappear.
Keywords: Worldview-3; Worldview-2; CORONA; magnetometer; ground penetrating radar;
Nile Delta; Egypt
1. Introduction
Landscapes across the Middle East have presented many opportunities for testing a broad range
of remote sensing, from ground to space-based imagery, over the past 95 years. Thanks to the first
aerial photographs taken of Stonehenge by balloon in 1906, followed by reconnaissance pilots such
as Father Antoine Poidebard in Syria during the 1920s, the entire field of aerial archaeology was
born. Now, there is great urgency to map the rapidly disappearing landscapes of the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region. With climate change, rising sea levels, urbanization, looting, and site
destruction from civil war, for many sites, remotely sensed data is the main evidence we now have for
their existence. Many RAF photos are available for Egypt from the 1930s, which are invaluable today in
relation to intensive landscape changes following the construction of the Aswan High Dam. CORONA
high resolution space photography from the late 1960s to early 1970s is the best data for archaeologists
to examine prior to major urbanization and population growth with many discoveries at and around
sites emerging from these datasets [1–3]. While archaeologists have used satellite images since the
early 1980s, this technology saw limited use in the Middle East until the late 1990s to early 2000s [4,5]
Since then, archaeologists working in the MENA region have applied diverse datasets to a myriad of
issues, including regional site detection [6,7] and looting [8–12].
This paper shows how CORONA imagery and high-resolution satellite sensors can reveal
subsurface features on sites in the Egyptian Nile Delta. It focuses on primarily visual detection
methods across broad areas, where the prohibitive cost of multi-year and multi-sensor data make open
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sources tools like Google Earth essential. Sensors that capture images at the optimum time can reveal
the layout of an entire subsurface ancient town, but the window for this data capture is narrow and can
vary from year to year. This paper also shows how CORONA data helped an archaeological team to
locate the enclosure wall of an ancient temple at the site of Tell Tebilla (northeast Nile Delta), where a
magnetometer survey produced tomb and residential-level outlines, but it was not done at a sufficient
scale and coverage to capture the presence or dimensions of the wall. Satellite data can now provide
the same general picture as ground-based remote sensing tools, while the finer detail is generally
missing unless 0.3 m data is available. The quality of satellite data for revealing buried features in
Egypt’s Nile Delta is dependent on the season, type of soil matrix at a given site (it must contain
higher amounts of sand), and groundwater levels in the surrounding fields. This paper discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of both satellite and ground-based remote sensing systems. Ideally,
they will be used together, but this is not always possible.
2. Materials and Methods
The following section describes how both CORONA and high-resolution satellite imagery helped
to map features on sites in Egypt’s Nile Delta.
2.1. CORONA Imagery in Egypt
CORONA high-resolution satellite imagery is valuable to archaeologists, due to its high resolution,
low cost, broad accessibility and its value in recording landscapes now built over or destroyed,
especially in the Middle East. Declassified in 1995 by President Bill Clinton, the U.S. government
released 860,000 images (taken between 1960 and 1972) to the public at the cost of reproduction only.
The declassified intelligence imagery, code-named CORONA, ARGON and LANYARD, has helped to
locate patterns in landscapes that have been changed through modern farming techniques and sites
threatened by dams and construction projects. The CORONA systems included the labels KH-1, KH-2,
KH-3, KH-4, KH-4A, and KH-4B, while the ARGON system was designated KH-5 and the LANYARD
system KH-6. The image resolution of each system varies greatly, from one to two meters for the
KH-4B system to 460 feet for the KH-1 system. The KH-4B mission series is of interest to archaeologists
doing work across the Middle East, since this represents one of the primary efforts mapping the 1967
cease-fire between Egypt and Israel. In some cases, the ground resolution of this mission can reach
one-two meters at nadir. In general, the KH-4A, KH-4B and KH-6 systems have the best resolution and
quality, but earlier images may be useful for documenting widescale site changes. CORONA imagery
is an excellent dataset for viewing longer term change in many areas of interest, and may highlight
cultural features that are ephemeral today.
Numerous archaeological projects in the Middle East have made use of CORONA imagery,
documenting regional landscape changes, routes to and from ancient sites, and ancient environmental
features that modernization may have altered [13–15]. In Egypt, several studies have incorporated
CORONA imagery in the reconstruction of palaeogeography as well as site change over time [6,16].
The initial analysis on the CORONA imagery for the Nile Delta took place in 2003, required the
acquisition of the black and white CORONA negatives, and scanning them at 10 microns. The original
CORONA imagery obtained in 2003 was from the KH 4B 1968 1105–2235 mission. Today, there is an
invaluable map platform for Egyptologists, based at the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas [17]. This project obtained CORONA imagery across North Africa and the
Middle East, scanning and orthorectifying the data to be used in a Google Earth-like platform [18].
Some site locations in Egypt’s Nile Delta are noted, but the majority are not indicated there. Given the
high scanning quality of the data, this team utilized it to compare against the Google Earth imagery
for landscape and site changes.
The CORONA imagery used in the paper came from the 1105-2235Fore mission (taken on
18 November 1968). An initial assessment revealed the enclosure wall of a temple wall dated to
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Canadian project team in 2003 (Figures 2 and 3). This work was done in collaboration with Egypt’s
Supreme Council of Antiquities, now Ministry of Antiquities. The enclosure wall had been partially
disturbed by a modern water filtration plant, so the older imagery proved invaluable for visualizing
the feature for further exploration.
 
Figure 1. Location of Tell Tebilla, Eastern Delta, Egypt. Imagery courtesy Chase Childs.
Figure 2. CORONA KH-4B satellite image of Tell Tebilla, taken in 1972. Note the red arrow pointing
to the enclosure wall of the Late Period (ca. 712–332 BC) temple. Imagery courtesy of the Center for
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Figure 3. Excavating the eastern side of the mudbrick enclosure wall, 2003 Tell Tebilla project.
The modern water plant is in the background. Imagery courtesy of S. Parcak.
An unusual subsurface rectangular feature surrounding one-quarter of the site in its northwest
quadrant was identified adjacent to Tell Tebilla based on examination of the imagery. Changing contrast
and brightness settings highlighted this feature, which represents an enclosure wall. The discovery proved
to be particularly significant based on previous knowledge regarding traces of a destroyed temple from
the same northwest quadrant. The minimum size of the Tell Tebilla temple, dating possibly as early
as the New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC) to early Third Intermediate Period (ca. 1069 BC–712 BC),
with blocks of Ramesses II (found on the surface), had been reconstructed hypothetically from over 300
surface blocks that were photographed, measured and recorded by the Tell Tebilla team ([19] pp. 267–286).
We determined the temple’s exact location by speaking to Egyptian Antiquities Inspector Said el-Tahwle,
who claimed that municipal digging had uncovered a 15 m × 15 m limestone block paving with column
bases and a drain channel since destroyed by the construction of a water plant. The temple had likely
been destroyed mostly during the Roman Period (30 BC–395 AD) (similar destruction occurs at Mendes,
twelve km to the south). The extant ex-situ blocks suggest it measured a minimum of 12 m–18 m by
30 m–35 m, and was dedicated to the triad of Osiris-Isis-Horus, but also included deities such as Sobek,
Duamutef, Imsety, Qebahsenuef and Hapy [19–21].
2.2. An Overview of Ground-Based Remote Sensing in Egypt
Ground-based remote sensing tools, like resistivity, magnetometry and ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) surveys have helped archaeologists to identity subsurface ancient structures in Egypt (Figure 4),
including temple enclosure walls, houses, tombs and palaces and have even helped to map entire
cities. At tell sites in the Delta and Nile Valley, magnetometers are the ground survey tool of choice
for most Egyptological expeditions. Magnetometers can, however, sometimes miss features in sandier
environments. GPR surveys are the tool most often chosen for subsurface mapping efforts in the desert.
They are not as greatly affected by buried metal objects compared to magnetometers, and can provide a 3D
time-slice of buried features. All subsurface detection techniques have challenges in environments where
modern city layers may make it more difficult to detect the more deeply buried archaeological remains.
At the sites of Mendes and Tell Tebilla, L. Pavlish conducted magnetometer surveys using
a fluxgate gradiometer [22]. These techniques helped to highlight key portions of these sites for
archaeological excavation. At Tell Tebilla, the magnetometry survey showed the outline of a complex
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seven meters deep. H. Becker and J. Fassbinder have done magnetometry work at Pi-Ramesses, which
revealed the outlines of many structures now beneath agricultural fields [23].
 
Figure 4. Map of key sites where magnetometry work has taken place. Image courtesy Chase Childs.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Partial results from the 2003 magnetometer survey of Tell Tebilla indicating buried
mudbrick from a housing/cemetery installation, with detail of inset; (b) Shows the location of the
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In Luxor, L. Pavlish has carried out magnetic surveys over the remains of a mortuary temple
equated with Amenhotep I, showing the outlines of this temple complex and related buildings.
At Saqqara, I. Mathieson has revealed the outlines of an ancient settlement and nearby road [24].
At Abydos T. Herbich has found many potential Early Dynastic tombs and related enclosures [25].
In Egypt, subsurface remote sensing is clearly a standard part of excavation projects. However,
bringing scientific equipment into Egypt can be problematic, with periodic challenges of clearing
equipment through customs. A number of projects have had equipment sit in customs for months.
Archaeologists may not be allowed to use the equipment in sensitive areas. Now, with limited budgets,
it is not always feasible to include ground based remote sensing. It is also not practical to use ground
based remote sensing for surveying of many sites.
This subsurface feature detection paper originated unexpectedly out of a 2014 study to examine
open source methods for the detection of archaeological looting and site damage in Egypt via satellite
imagery. This study [12] used both high-resolution and free access satellite data from 2002 to 2013 for
a database of 1200 “sitescapes”, or archaeological zones, in Egypt. The study found nearly 200,000
looting pits at 279 sites, with major spikes in looting and site destruction following the 2009 recession,
and again following the 2011 Arab Spring. As our team examined Nile Delta Google Earth imagery
from multiple years, we started to notice likely near-surface archaeological features at numerous sites.
The Google Earth imagery represents DigitalGlobe data, which includes Worldview-1, Worldview-2,
Worldview-3, Worldview-4, Quickbird-1, Quickbird-2, and Geoeye datasets. Their resolutions range
from 0.3 m to 0.6 m. While the Google Earth data is true color, it can be useful in comparing data from
multiple seasons. We spent additional time examining each Nile Delta site’s satellite image closely,
as walls and features can be ephemeral compared with looting pits. When we noted potential features,
we marked the site or its components as “likely feature”, and then later examined each likely site in
a team effort to eliminate false positives. Since this current study is taking place in 2017, we have
examined all additional Google Earth satellite data for the sites since 2014.
With a total study area of 22,000 km2, purchasing high resolution data for 12 years of the entire
Nile Delta region would have cost approximately 5.3 million US Dollars (assuming an average cost of
$20.00 per sq. km). This does not include the time spent downloading and processing the data. While
the data analysts were paid appropriately for their time on this project, employment represents a cost
equal to 1% of the raw physical data. The visible aspect of satellite images should not be overlooked,
as it can allow the creation of maps in areas where good maps do not exist or are not easily accessible,
and make it possible to search for features before initiating in-depth survey season research. The main
disadvantage of visual detection alone is that unclear features remain ambiguous. Purchasing the
data (assuming unlimited funds and time) would have allowed for actual processing, and a higher
percentage of the Nile Delta sites may have had apparent features. There are tradeoffs between cost
and scale of data analysis that all researchers must consider.
3. Results
Nile Delta Remote Sensing Results
At 20 sites in the Nile Delta, an assessment of multiple years of visual site data (from varying
months) revealed subsurface archaeological featuring ranging from single houses to clear outlines
of settlements. While we cannot divulge their exact locations (for site protection purposes), we can
describe their general region, size, observed features, vegetation coverage (if any), and general estimate
of occupation time-period (some of which have previous survey data). We also relate the extent to
which the sites and their landscapes have changed in a nearly 50-year period. It is noted that the
spelling of specific site names in Egypt can vary widely. Much of the previous survey work is described
on the Egypt Exploration Society’s Nile Delta survey website [26]. The visible above-ground site size
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Abu el Humar: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 300 m × 320 m, and is a lighter
colored sandy mound with vegetation covering 50% of the site. A 180 m long enclosure was can be
seen, with a clear southern wall and tapering eastern and western walls. The wall is most clear in an
April 2002 satellite image. Given the size of the enclosure wall and other features at the site, it may be
Late Period-Roman period in date (ca. 712 BC–395 AD) [26]. The village has tripled in size in almost
50 years, but the overall size of the site has not changed (Figure 6).
(a) (b)
Figure 6. (a) The site of Abu el Humar. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S.
Geological Survey.
Abu Mitawi: Located in the Central Nile Delta, the site measures 520 × 250 m, is mainly a lighter
colored sandy mound, with no vegetation. The site is heavily looted along the north side, but its central
and southern sections have multiple ancient subsurface structures. The southwestern part of the site has a
series of larger and interconnected structures, perhaps part of an administrative complex, most clearly
seen in a December 2015 image. The site is Saite Period-Roman Period (664 BC–395 AD). (Dated using
ceramic evidence from previous survey work) [26] (Figure 7). The overall site seems to have shrunk since
1968, with 100-m sections to the west and east of the site now covered by modern fields.
Daba el-Qibli: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 240 m × 280 m, and is a lighter
colored sandy mound with limited vegetation. Multiple structures appear in a December 2014 image.
The site dates from the Roman Period (30 BC–395 AD) (dated by ceramic evidence from previous
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7. (a) The site of Abu Mitawi. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S.
Geological Survey.
(a) (b)
Figure 8. (a) The site of Daba el-Qibli. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S.
Geological Survey.
Kom Biltus: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 340 m × 275 m, and is covered
in sparse vegetation. There are smaller features apparent in a September 2005 image. The site
might have some New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC) construction based on their shape (Figure 9).
The southernmost part of the site has been cut into by modern agriculture since 1968.
Kom Bunduq: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 240 m × 220 m, and has no
vegetation. Some smaller features are visible in a November 2011 image, while others appear in the
central part of the tell in a February 2013 image. The site dates to the Late Roman to Islamic Periods
(ca. 395–1517 AD) [26] (Figure 10). In the 1968 image, the site appears to have a lower section (similar
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(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) The site of Kom Biltus. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image. Image
courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
 
(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) The site of Kom Bunduq. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image. Image
courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Kom ed-Dahaba (1): Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measures 550 m × 750 m, with no
vegetation, and appears to be a very lighter colored sandy tell. A well-planned town can be seen
in a September 2011 satellite image. The remaining town measures 360 m × 460 m. There are clear
roads running N-S and E-W, with one subsurface structure in the western part of the town measuring
30 m × 40 m. The buildings in the southern part of the town seem to be upper middle class in scale,
measuring 17 m × 40 m, with 8–12 rooms, while there are 10 m × 10 m 4-room houses in the north,
where the roads veer to the northeast; the town does not appear to be as well planned. There is one
clearer 40 m × 60 m structure in the western part of the town. There are some similarities between
this town and the Third Intermediate Period (ca. 1069 BC–712 BC) town mapped at Tanis, but given
the regular layout of the streets, it is probably Ptolemaic-Roman Period (332 BC–395 AD) versus
New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC) (Figure 11). In the 1968 imagery, the site stood along the edge of
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(a) (b) 
Figure 11. (a) The site of Kom ed Dahaba. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
Area in image (a) is within the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Kom ed-Dahaba (2): Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 640 m × 220 m, and is
mainly a sandy silt mound. The site is half-covered with grass and low-laying vegetation. Several
rectilinear features appear in the western part of the site. They are most clear in October 2009 and 2011
images, and a late September 2009 image. The occupation time-period is unknown (Figure 12). In 1968,
the site was devoid of any structures, but in the modern imagery, an installation (possibly military)
covers 1/3 of the site.
(a) (b) 
Figure 12. (a) The site of Kom ed Dahaba. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA
image. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S.
Geological Survey.
Tell el-Arab: Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measures 340 m × 230 m, and is
comprised of silt with a comparatively lighter color than other sites investigated. There is no
vegetation on the site except along the edges. A clear map of a subsurface settlement is apparent
in a mid-September 2011 image, measuring 140 m × 170 m, dating from the Late Roman to Coptic
Periods (ca. 395 AD–620 AD) [26] (Figure 13). Modern agriculture has cut the site in half since 1968,
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(a) (b)
Figure 13. (a) The site of Tell el-Arab. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image. Image
(a) is within the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University
of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Kom el-Arab: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 560 m × 550 m, and is
composed of a lighter colored sandy silt. Along its western edge, there is what appears to be a
Roman Period settlement measuring 180 m × 130 m, appearing on a November satellite image.
The site has Coptic-Islamic period pottery (ca. 395 AD–1517 AD) [26] (Figure 14). In 1968, the site was
devoid of modern structures, and now, they cover 25% of the site, mainly in the south.
(a) (b) 
Figure 14. (a) The site of Kom el Arab. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Kom el-Barud: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 375 m × 250 m, composed of a
lighter colored sandy silt, but 95% is covered with vegetation. On a late October 2011 image, multiple
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Figure 15. (a) The site of Kom el-Barud. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image. Image
courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Kom el-Garad: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 200 m × 170 m, and is
composed of a lighter colored sandy silt with virtually no vegetation. In a mid-November 2011 image,
a 125 m × 135 m settlement is apparent, with multiple structures. While the habitation time-period
of the site is not known, the rectilinear layout of the housing is suggestive of the Roman Period
(30 BC–395 AD) (Figure 16). The site does not appear to have changed in 50 years.
(a) (b)
Figure 16. (a) The site of Kom el-Garad. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is within the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial
Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Tell Belim: Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measures 570 m × 1000 m, and contains a
darker colored silt. This is a well-known site, under excavation 15 years ago by the Egypt Exploration
society [27]. A great many structures, as well as the outline of a New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC)
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a late July 2013 image, in what appears to be a period of inundation for the fields surrounding
the site. It is curious that an image taken the very next day does not reveal as many structures.
The temple enclosure is also visible on a 1935 RAF aerial photograph. The survey and excavation
work date the site to the New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC) and Ptolemaic-Late Roman periods
(332 BC–640 AD) [26] (Figure 17). The site used to lie along the edge of Lake Manzala, and has been
cut into by modern agriculture.
(a) (b) 
Figure 17. (a) The site of Tell Belim. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image. The
area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Tell Buweib: Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measures 535 m × 270 m, composed of a
medium colored darker silt. It is a well-known site, with excavations taking place from 2004 onwards.
On an early January 2010 image, the outline of structures and a temple enclosure wall are visible.
The site dates from the New Kingdom (ca. 1550 BC–1069 BC) to Late Period. (ca. 712 BC–332 BC) [23,25]
(Figure 18). The site looks like it has lost 25% of its area in the last 50 years due to expanding
agricultural fields.
(a) (b) 
Figure 18. (a) The site of Tell Buweib. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
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Tell el-Damalun: Located in the western Delta, the site measures 250 m × 550 m, and is composed
of a medium colored sandy silt with limited vegetation along its southern side. A mid-September 2011
image displays the outline of structures. The site date is unknown, but the buildings are suggestive
of the Roman Period (30 BC–395 AD) [26] (Figure 19). 10% of the site has been lost to agricultural
expansion since 1968.
(a) (b) 
Figure 19. (a) The site of Tell el-Damalun. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is within the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial
Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Tell el-Gassa: Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measures 340 m × 230 m, and has a medium
colored sandy silt with limited vegetation along its northwestern side. In a mid-September 2011 image,
the outline of structures is clear, including what appears to be a 12 m thick temple enclosure wall and
the outline of the temple platform itself, measuring 15 m × 20 m. The structure could also be a fortress.
There are multiple clear structures to the north of the enclosure wall. Previous survey work dates the
site to the Late Roman Period (395–640 AD) [26] (Figure 20). The site was an island in 1968, located
close to the shores of ancient Lake Manzala. It has now decreased in size by 50%.
Tell er-Ruhban: Located in the eastern Nile Delta, the site measured 260 m × 140 m in 2009, and is
composed of a darker colored medium sandy silt. The mound measured 650 m × 350 m in 2004. In a
late January 2010 image, clear rectilinear structures appear across the site. The occupation time-period
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(a) (b)
Figure 20. (a) The site of Tell el-Gassa Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
(a) (b) 
Figure 21. (a) The site of Tell er-Ruhban. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Tell Mutubis: Located in the western Delta, the site measures 550 m × 500 m, and has a lighter
colored sandy silt with 20% vegetation coverage. Mid-November 2011 imagery shows a series of
clear rectilinear features in the southern part of the site. Previous survey work dates the site to
the Greco-Roman through Islamic Periods (ca. 323 BC–1517 AD) [26] (Figure 22). The site seems
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(a) (b) 
Figure 22. (a) The site of Tell Mutubis. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Tukh el Qaramus: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 470 m × 580 m, composed
of a reddish colored sandy silt with minimal vegetation coverage. Surveys by both the Liverpool
University Delta Survey and the Amsterdam Delta Survey have mapped features on the site. Multiple
structures appear in an early December 2009 satellite image, including a known temple of Philip
Arrhideus, and potentially a second temple in the eastern part of the site (with the same shape and
orientation of the known and excavated temple). The site dates from the Ptolemaic- Roman Periods
(332 BC–395 AD) based on the survey findings [26,29] (Figure 23). The modern settlement atop the site
has tripled in size in 50 years.
(a) (b) 
Figure 23. (a) The site of Tukh el Qaramus, with the temple of Philip Arrhideus in the western rectangle,
and a potential temple in the eastern rectangle. Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA
image. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S.
Geological Survey.
Umm el-Lahm: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 190 m × 270 m, and is
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faint traces of structures apparent in the central part of the mound. Previous work dates the site
to the Ptolemaic-Roman periods (332 BC–395 AD) [23] (Figure 24). The site has been cut into in its
southernmost corner since 1968.
(a) (b) 
Figure 24. (a) The site of Umm el-Lahm Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The area of image (a) is in the red box. Image courtesy of the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies,
University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey.
Umm Gafar: Located in the western Nile Delta, the site measures 400 m × 320 m, and is composed
of a medium colored sandy silt with limited vegetation along its northern side. A February 2015 image
shows a well-planned settlement measuring 230 m × 280 m. Given that previous survey work has
found Roman Period (30 BC–395 AD) sherds, the layout of the site may match this time-period as
well [26] (Figure 25). The edges of the tell in 1968 are difficult to see, as it appears to be in a now dried
up riverbed. It looks as though it has lost approximately 20% of its area, with modern buildings now
on its southern side.
(a) (b) 
Figure 25. (a) The site of Umm Gafar Image courtesy Google Earth; (b) 1968 CORONA image.
The original boundaries of the site are within the larger red box, while the area in image (a) is in
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4. Discussion
4.1. Results from the Nile Delta Satellite Imagery Assessment
To locate potential features at archaeological sites in the Egyptian Nile Delta using
open-source satellite imagery, one must consider the soil matrix each site, seasonality, weather,
and inundation/growing seasons. These factors are just as important as imagery processing techniques,
since different images of the same site from the summer versus fall may show clear features versus
almost nothing, even with enhanced processing. The results from the aforementioned 20 sites show
that 15 (75%) have features appearing in the drier September-December time-period. In fact, 100% of
lighter sandy sites had their features appear more clearly during these dry months. The same two
images (16 September 2011; 10 November 2011) captured visible surface features for 10 separate
locations. The remaining five sites with medium reddish silt on their surfaces varied slightly regarding
the optimum time-period for revealing subsurface features. Three of the sites had features appear
during the wetter January-February months. Of the two remaining sites, one was affected by summer
inundation levels. It became clear while examining between 5 and 20 images per site (ranging from
2002 to 2016) that the specific weather conditions as well as the inundation of the fields played an
essential role in feature visibility. For example, at Tell Belim, an image from 30 July 2013 had features
easier to visualize versus an 1 August 2013 image. On 30 July, the fields surrounding the site were
clearly inundated with water, while on the next day they did not appear to be as fully inundated.
With Google Earth containing so many images across a long time-period, archaeologists can study
these images of their sites, or similar sites, prior to purchasing specific imagery to determine which
seasons or years might be most appropriate.
It is essential to recognize why features did not appear on some of the satellite imagery of the
same locations. There are over 700 sites in the Egyptian Exploration Society Delta survey, and 1200
additional potential sites that appeared in our imagery analysis (most of which are beneath modern
towns). Buried features only appear when the image is taken at the right time of year, including wetter
weather conditions, with the “best” soil type (sandier soil versus siltier soil), and higher groundwater
levels. While additional images have been taken in the last three years, prior to that, imagery choices
can be limited, and may not be from the time of year when there was sufficient rain or inundated
fields for optimate imagery analysis. On many satellite images, vegetation is dense. In some cases,
the vegetation reveals buried walls, but if it is too bushy or dense, it is not possible to see anything.
Heavy looting, which sadly shows up on dozens of Nile Delta sites, may also have destroyed the
visible surface features. Overall, 25% of the study sites remain unchanged in 50 years. 50% of the sites
have shrunk from 10 to 50% of their total area. Since these sites are a good representation of sites across
the Delta, this is of great concern. 15% used to lie along Lake Manzala, which has shrunk considerably
in the past 50 years. 15% have had villages on top of them double or triple in size. 10% of the sites
have had other buildings constructed on them (military or private compounds).
Given these results, we can compare space based visual feature detection to ground based remote
sensing. A space-based approach can be carried out in an efficient way using Google Earth if one
knows the locations of sites. The main challenge is data availability. Most sites in the Delta have 10+
satellite images, with over 50% of the images being taken in the last 3–4 years. If the site’s upper matrix
is sandier in composition, there is no guarantee that data will emerge during a drier fall period, or that
imagery might exist from when standing water surrounds the site.
Assuming there is good data from the right time of year, season, or inundation conditions, what
about the quality of the data? Of the 20 sites mapped, five sites displayed features like walls or single
structures (Abu el Humar, Kom Biltus, Kom Bunduq, Kom ed-Dahaba 2, Kom el-Barud), and eight sites
had areas containing interconnected buildings under 1 ha. (100 m × 100 m) (Abu Mitawi, Daba el-Qibli,
Tell Belim, Tell Buweib, Tell el-Damalun, Tell el-Gassa, Tell Mutubis, Tukh el-Qaramus). There were
four sites that contained site outlines greater than a hectare (Tell el-Arab, Kom el-Arab, Kom el-Garad).
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surfaces, greater than 200 m × 200 m in size. 65% of the sites examined might have shown additional
features if higher resolution multispectral imagery were purchased and processed. Additional data is
needed from other times of year. Typically, if subsurface features show up in visual site assessment
alone, then additional buried features will appear after the application of algorithms. This multi-image
assessment is indeed a crucial first step for further remote sensing work at optimum locations. 35% of
the sites using visual assessment alone had enough data to begin comparative work against known
excavated examples of sites from similar time periods. While it was possible to see large subsurface
settlement remains in 15% of the sites, only two (Tell er-Ruhban and Kom ed-Dahaba 1) had data of
the same size and quality one would expect from ground based remote sensing. Kom ed-Dahaba 1
represents the most detailed settlement map result from this research effort. Similarly, even the most
detailed magnetometer maps may not be complete [30], like the gaps seen in some of the visible surface
remains in the satellite imagery.
4.2. Results from the Tell Tebilla Excavations
G. Mumford, director of the Tell Tebilla project, compared a copy of the satellite image with
the exposed stratigraphy along the west side of the mound to locate the enclosure wall. During the
2003 season, the excavation team explored the western side of Tell Tebilla, beginning with part of an
exposed section revealed by the recent construction of a water plant. The team scraped along the edges
of the tell and found a mud brick wall measuring 11.5 m wide, representing a southern cross-section
through the enclosure wall’s foundation. Ten cm of loose degraded clay and occupation debris covered
the wall, which the team cleared and 100-m to the east and then 280-m north.
Overall, the structure measured 235-m east-west. The southeastern and southwestern corners
were preserved, with the northeastern corner laying beneath modern rice fields. The wall is between
10.50 m and 11.50 m wide, with a series of slight buttresses on the eastern and southern exterior.
We also know that a 13.50 m wide foundation trench had cut through Third Intermediate Period
(ca. 1069 BC–712 BC), to Dynasty 26 mastabas (664 BC–525 BC) (Figure 18). It seems likely that the
structure represents a “fort”-temple or temple enclosure of Nectanebo I/II, constructed along this
branch of the Nile (Figure 26), possibly fortifying the area in expectation of an invasion by the Persians
around 343 BC. It did not last for long: the Persians likely destroyed it at Mendes and elsewhere,
leaving only the foundations [31,32]. Although only the temple enclosure wall’s foundations remain,
the degraded matrix above it had absorbed moisture in such a way as to reflect light differently
from the slightly different surface layer around it, making the wall quite visible on the CORONA
imagery. It must be noted that only when walls are of sufficient thickness is it possible to detect them
on CORONA imagery. With a one-two meter pixel resolution, 11-m wide walls covered with ten to
thirty-cm of overlaying debris will still appear quite clearly. Overall, the temple enclosure wall at
Tell Tebilla measures 25% of the size of the mud brick enclosure found at Mendes, and fits in as a
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Figure 26. 3D reconstruction of the ancient site of Tell Tebilla. Imagery courtesy Greg Mumford.
4.3. Comparing Space-Based Remote Sensing Results to Ground Based Remote Sensing at Tell Tebilla
The CORONA imagery helped to reveal the temple enclosure wall at Tell Tebilla, yet only faint
features are apparent on Google Earth imagery. The soil at Tebilla has higher concentrations of silt
and less sand compared to the other sites in this study. The CORONA imagery only showed the
large enclosure wall but no other features, likely because the other buried walls are 1 m or less in
width. The magnetometer survey only caught part of the temple enclosure wall, and it was impossible
to discern the exact nature of the wall from the smaller survey area. This shows one limitation of
magnetometer surveys: with limited time in the field, it is possible to miss larger features. However,
the magnetometer survey shows far greater detail across a site when compared with open-access
imagery results. Magnetometer survey would have likely shown clear features at nearly all the tell sites
described in this report. We cannot say for sure if 100% of these sites could be surveyed on the ground
due to soil types, metal debris and proximity to power lines. At sites like Tell Tebilla, magnetometer
survey is the best option, with a high degree of correlation between the excavated structures and the
outlines seen in the magnetometer results
5. Conclusions
Overall, this is a way to target and scale ground based remote sensing and make it more effective.
Ground based remote sensing can also fill in gaps that visual satellite data does not capture. Permits
in Egypt are granted for regional survey, but it is rare to get permission to do ground-based remote
sensing at more than one site. Satellites could help teams to target clear areas with near-surface remains.
Magnetometer survey has proven effective for subsurface survey in Egypt’s Delta, but may not always
work given potential metal waste on sites. Would magnetometer survey work still be necessary at
the three sites with greater than 200 m × 200 m of their near-surface structures visible? There were
certainly gaps within and around those blocks of structures, and the detail in some areas was clearer
than others. Smaller rooms (1 m or less in width) appeared blurry. The overall detail of structures seen
on those three sites appeared like standard magnetometer surveys, but they only represent 15% of the
sites mapped. The numbers of sites with this level of features apparent may be higher, but we await
the release of satellite data from other times of year.
Every high-resolution satellite image is not on Google Earth. Once the time of year is known that
works for visual subsurface feature detection from the open-access data, imagery can be purchased for
a site or sites in question, even if the data is greyscale. This would be worth the $200.00–$500.00 in
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of magnetometer or other subsurface survey without any good satellite data. The cost of a specialist
in the field, including plane ticket, lodging, food, cost per day of effort, and post processing, can run
into thousands of dollars. It becomes a high-cost risk in relationship to typical excavation budgets
and fieldwork windows to have them come out to survey a site nearly blind. The satellite data, if the
conditions are right, might be able to direct the location of the ground-based remote sensing efforts.
With the varied clear threats to many known, little known, and unknown sites in Egypt, what
might be done to hasten their mapping and protection? Presently, we are engaged in a collaborative
training project with Egypt’s Ministry of Antiquities via the Lisht Mission field school. Egyptian
archaeologists are being trained in free access satellite mapping tools like Google Earth, and then
are taking the data to examine potential findings in the field locally. This began in 2016, and will
continue in 2017. In addition to Google Earth, students will be trained on NASA data, as well as the
CAST CORONA platform. They have been, and will continue to be taught how much landscapes can
change over time, affecting site preservation efforts. In the long term, it is hoped that the training
and analysis done during the field school will give each participant a starting point for survey work
in their own inspectorate regions. Access to good satellite maps is a challenge to all archaeological
projects in countries where these data are too expensive or difficult to access. This is a point that all
our field school students and local project collaborators have emphasized. Poor internet connections
and accessing Google Earth are a significant challenge in rural areas, which is why we will be using
WIFI boosting service BRCK [33] for our Lisht field school. The Ministry of Antiquities did have an
ongoing mapping branch, called the Egyptian Antiquities Information System (EAIS) [34]. Starting as
an Egyptian–Finnish project, this aimed to map sites across Egypt and create a comprehensive GIS.
Presently, it is part of the MoA, but does not have the same levels of funding.
The monitoring of archaeological sites has become more critical. It does not depend on the season,
but imagery does need to be taken every few months. This was not the case prior to 2013, but since then,
imagery has become more frequent in the Delta region. It is now possible to see ongoing agricultural
and urban encroachment, or in desert areas, illegal quarrying and cemetery construction. In the coastal
Delta areas, one can map rising ground water levels.
In future, Egyptologists might consider crowdsourcing of satellite data (with protective measures
ensuring site location masking) to assist with examining regional efforts to detect potential new sites,
as well as tracking site changes through time using CORONA data. While the looting project took
3 people 6 intensive months, examining the entirety of Egypt’s flood plain, including the Eastern
Desert and Western Desert would take far longer. However, having thousands of people examine
the data using crowdsourcing would allow this to be done in a matter of months. An initial concern
would be access by looters and looting. Would there be any way to mask the satellite data effectively
to prevent specific site identification?
We have overcome this concern with Globalxplorer (GX) [35], an online citizen science satellite
imagery crowdsourcing platform that launched in January 2017. The official campaign “ended” in
late April 2017, but it is still possible to participate. Over 60,000 individuals from 200 countries took
part in GX, finding thousands of potential anthropogenic features in Peru (the country where the first
campaign is based). Platform design played a key role in ensuring that no site identification of looting
could take place. GX users, after taking a tutorial and seeing many examples of site looting, join the
looting detection campaign. They are given a 300 m × 300 m satellite image clip of an undisclosed
location somewhere in Peru. There are no visible maps, no GPS coordinates, and no indications of
where you might be. A user can vote “looting” or “no looting” on the visible image. The same goes for
the feature detection part of the campaign, where a vote is possible for “feature” or “no feature.” One
image might be in northern Peru, the next might be in southwestern Peru. The only people that can
see actual site locations are the GX back end team, who evaluate each site seen by the crowd. Final
map data is being shared only with professional Andean archaeologists and Peru’s Ministry of Culture
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A similar campaign could be done in Egypt in full collaboration with Egypt’s Ministry of
Antiquities. Instead of finding new sites or mapping looting, the crowd could assist with landscape
changes and threats to sites via modern development. They could look at CORONA imagery alongside
high resolution site data from the past 15 years. There are 1930s aerial photographs available for the
Luxor and Giza regions, but no entity has yet fully digitized them. Apparently, the UK RAF has full
aerial coverage of Egypt from the 1930s and 1940s, but attempts by S. Parcak to obtain these data
has failed.
Egyptologists may use Google Earth imagery or DigitalGlobe data, but not realize that the time of
year is an essential factor for revealing potential subsurface features. There needs to be better training
for Egyptologists, or specialists working with them, on open source data and how to obtain and use
satellite imagery appropriately in their projects. While many remote sensing papers appear on the
archaeology of other countries in the ancient Near East, not as many papers can be seen for Egyptology,
especially for survey efforts. This must change. DigitalGlobe and other satellite companies might be
encouraged to collect additional data from the Middle East and North Africa regions during the wetter
winter months, especially after periods of rainfall when subsurface features can appear in site imagery.
It is clear from this assessment of archaeological sites in the Delta that many of its sites are at risk
from partial to total loss in the coming decades. Survey efforts by groups like the EES Delta survey
and others is commendable, but they are composed of small teams of dedicated individuals. What is
needed as a first step is a total geospatial assessment of the highest at-risk sites in the Egyptian Delta to
focus ground-based remote sensing survey and excavation efforts. This is not unlike the multinational
survey efforts around Aswan with the dam construction in the 1960s to 1970s. Resources can and
should be pooled by nations for ground work to map sites as quickly as possible. The time has come
for a concerted and focused effort by the entire Egyptology community, before many of these sites are
either obscured from space or more fully eradicated.
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Abstract: Looting of archaeological sites is illegal and considered a major anthropogenic threat for
cultural heritage, entailing undesirable and irreversible damage at several levels, such as landscape
disturbance, heritage destruction, and adverse social impact. In recent years, the employment of
remote sensing technologies using ground-based and/or space-based sensors has assisted in dealing
with this issue. Novel remote sensing techniques have tackled heritage destruction occurring in
war-conflicted areas, as well as illicit archeological activity in vast areas of archaeological interest
with limited surveillance. The damage performed by illegal activities, as well as the scarcity of
reliable information are some of the major concerns that local stakeholders are facing today. This
study discusses the potential use of remote sensing technologies based on the results obtained for the
archaeological landscape of Ayios Mnason in Politiko village, located in Nicosia district, Cyprus. In
this area, more than ten looted tombs have been recorded in the last decade, indicating small-scale, but
still systematic, looting. The image analysis, including vegetation indices, fusion, automatic extraction
after object-oriented classification, etc., was based on high-resolution WorldView-2 multispectral
satellite imagery and RGB high-resolution aerial orthorectified images. Google Earth© images were
also used to map and diachronically observe the site. The current research also discusses the potential
for wider application of the presented methodology, acting as an early warning system, in an effort to
establish a systematic monitoring tool for archaeological areas in Cyprus facing similar threats.
Keywords: looting; remote sensing archaeology; image analysis; satellite data; Cyprus
1. Introduction
Looting is considered as a major anthropogenic threat for cultural heritage due to the irreversible
damage that is caused to the archaeological context and the findings themselves, often diverted into the
illicit market [1,2]. Several reports can be found from all over the world indicating the size and extent
of this problem [3–6]. Recent examples from the war-conflicted areas in the Middle East showcase a
part of this problem [7–9].
Due to the complexity of the problem, the scientific community and local stakeholders are
seeking ways to minimize the degree and the extent of looting by the exploitation of innovative
technologies [10]. In this concept, Earth observation and aerial sensors are considered as important
aspects of a holistic approach to eventually constraining the problem. Recent examples from
both optical and passive remote sensing technologies can be found in the literature, indicating
the advantages and the accuracy of the results for mapping archaeological areas that are under
threat [11–14]. In some cases, Earth observation proved to be the only means of documenting the
destruction made by the looters due to war conflicts [3]. In other cases, ground geophysical prospecting
has also been applied, as in the case of [5] in Peru.
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Even though these technologies are not capable of preventing looters, the image analysis results
can be used by the local stakeholders to take all the necessary measurements for future restrictions, as
well as to warn the scientific community of illegal excavations.
It should be stated that existing literature is mainly focused on the exploitation of remote sensing
technologies for extended looted areas, where hundreds of looted signs are visible from space and
air [3,5,6]. On the contrary, this paper aims to present small-scale looting attempts which seem to
have been made in recent years in Cyprus. In addition, no scheduled flight or satellite overpass was
performed to monitor the site under investigation. Therefore, the use of existing datasets captured by
various sources and sensors was the only means of mapping the looting imprints. It is evident that the
specific case study is limited in terms of the size of the threat, but is also bounded by the availability of
existing images rarely captured from space and air. This restricted context provides a realistic case
study which is appropriate to discuss the potential use of non-contact remote sensing technologies to
map small-scale systematic attempts made by looters in recent years.
2. Methodology
Existing archive aerial images and satellite datasets have been exploited to meet the aims of this
study. A complete list of the all of the data used is provided in Table 1. The temporal resolution of the
analysis was carried out covering the last nine years (i.e., from 2008 to 2017). Aerial images included
the sub-meter-resolution red-green-blue (RGB) orthophoto color composite produced in 2008 (with
a spatial resolution of 0.50 m), and the latest RGB orthophoto of 2014 (with a spatial resolution of
0.20 m). Both archives were produced by the Department of Land and Surveys of Cyprus. A greyscale
aerial orthophoto with a spatial resolution of 1 m taken in 1993 (and therefore prior to any looting
phenomena) was used as reference. In addition, a very-high-resolution WorldView-2 multispectral
satellite image taken on 20 of June 2011 was also consulted. The WorldView-2 sensor provides a
high-resolution panchromatic band with a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 0.46 m (at nadir view)
and eight multispectral bands with 1.84 m GSD at nadir view. The latest bands include the conventional
red, green, blue, and near-infrared wavelengths, amongst other parts of the spectrum, which cover the
coastal, yellow, red edge, and near-infrared wavelengths.
Table 1. Datasets used for the current study. GSD: ground sampling distance; RGB: red-green-blue.
No Image Date of Acquisitions Type
1 Aerial image 1993 Greyscale (1 m pixel resolution)
2 Aerial image 2008 RGB orthophoto (50 cm pixel resolution)
3 Aerial image 2014 RGB orthophoto (20 cm pixel resolution)
4 WorldView-2 20 June 2011
Multi-spectral (1.84 m GSD for
multispectral and 0.46 m at nadir view for
the panchromatic image
5 Google Earth 9 June 2008 RGB
6 Google Earth 13 July 2010 RGB
7 Google Earth 20 June 2011 RGB
8 Google Earth 29 July 2012 RGB
9 Google Earth 10 November 2013 RGB
10 Google Earth 13 July 2014 RGB
11 Google Earth 16 February 2015 RGB
12 Google Earth 5 April 2015 RGB
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To use all possible available sources to examine looted imprints of the area, Google Earth© images
have also been extracted and analyzed. The Google Earth© 3D digital globe systematically releases
satellite images at high spatial resolution, which can be used for various remote sensing applications
(see [15–17]). The platform provides very high-resolution natural-color (i.e., RGB) images based on
existing commercial space borne sensors, such as IKONOS, QuickBird, WorldView, etc. Despite the
various limitations of Google Earth© images for scientific purposes, such as the compression of the
original satellite images, the loss of image quality, as well as limitations in the spectral resolution (i.e.,
no near-infrared band is provided), recent research demonstrated the great potential of such platforms
supportive to research and providing updated information [18]. Indeed, Google Earth© images have
already been used for investigation of looting phenomena in the area of Palmyra [3,19] and the ancient
city of Apamea, in Syria [20].
In the case study of Politiko, looted tombs were difficult to detect directly from the aerial and
satellite datasets. This is due not only to the small scale and the depth of the looted tombs (i.e., more
than 3 m), but also due to the spatial resolution and the view geometry (i.e., the nadir view) of the
aerial and satellite datasets. Therefore, tombs’ shadows could not be used as an interpretation key
as in the case of [3]. In this case, soil disturbance due to these legal activities was considered as a
proxy for the looted tombs. The excavated soil was placed very close to the looted tombs, providing a
homogenous spectral characteristic target compared to the surrounding non-excavated area.
The methodology followed in this study is presented in Figure 1. Nine RGB images from the
Google Earth© platform between 2008 and 2017 have been extracted and interpreted in a geographical
information system (GIS). To improve the photo-interpretation of these images, various histogram
enhancements were applied. These included brightness and contrast adjustments for each image to
enhance the looting soil disturbance against the surrounding area, which was intact and partially
vegetated (see examples in Figure 3). In addition, other linear (linear percent stretch) or non-linear
histogram stretches (histogram equalization) were applied for enhancement of the spectral properties
of the soil disturbance, which was considered as a proxy for the looted tombs.
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For the enhancement of the archive aerial orthorectified images, similar histogram adjustments
have also been applied. The WorldView-2 multispectral image was also spatially improved using
both Gram–Schmidt and NNDiffuse pan-sharpening algorithms. The image was then processed
into various levels, including vegetation indices, vegetation suppression, orthogonal equations for
the detection of crop marks [21,22], principal component analysis (PCA), and color transformations
such as HSL (hue, saturation, and lightness) and HSV (hue, saturation, and value). The latest are
considered as transformations of the Cartesian (cube) RGB representation. Finally, the WorldView-2
image was classified using object-oriented segmentation adjusting edge and full lambda parameters,
also considering texture metrics. All of the above-mentioned image processing techniques were
implemented in ENVI 5.3 (Environment for Visualizing Images, Harris Geospatial Solutions).
In addition, an in situ inspection of the site was carried out, during which the looting imprints
detected through the image processing were mapped using a double differencing Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) and a real-time kinematic positioning technique. The vertical/horizontal
combined accuracy of the in situ GNSS campaign was set to be less than 3 cm. Finally, the overall
satellite and aerial image processing outputs were evaluated and cross-compared with the ground
truthing investigation of the site.
3. Case Study Area
The area under investigation is in the southwestern part of the modern village of Politiko, in
Nicosia District (Figure 2). In this area, looted tombs have been identified in the past, as well as
in more recent years. The tombs are hewn out of the natural bedrock. Undisturbed tombs are not
easily detected through aerial and/or satellite datasets since they are underground at an approximate
depth of 3 m below the surface. In contrast, signs of looted tombs are more likely to be observed and
identified in this manner (Figures 2 and 3).
Figure 2. Map indicating the case study area in the southwestern part of the modern village of
Politiko, Nicosia District. Red dots indicate looted tombs which have been detected during the in situ
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Figure 3. Looted tombs (February 2016).
The wider area of Politiko village consists of an intense archaeological territory which is
very important for the history of Cyprus, linked to the ancient city-kingdom of Tamassos. While
several archaeological missions excavated in the past or are still excavating in the area of Politiko
(Politiko-Kokkinorotsos 2007: La Trobe University, Melbourne under Dr. David Frankel and Dr. Jenny
Webb; Politiko–Troullia 2016: University of West Carolina Charlotte, USA under Dr. Steven Falconer
and Dr. Patricia Fall, see for example [23,24]), the necropolis under investigation here has never been
studied. Even though this area has been declared as an ancient monument (Scheduled B’ monument)
and is protected by law, the looting has not only continued but, as will be seen later, it has been
augmented throughout the years.
4. Results
4.1. Aerial Orthophotos and Google Earth© Images
The investigation of the site initially started from the visual inspection of the Google Earth©
images. Brightness and contrast adjustments were applied in an attempt to support the visual
interpretation. Historical records from high spatial resolution images over the area of interest were
examined, as shown in Figure 4. The images were imported and sorted in chronological order in a GIS
environment. More specifically, the following images were extracted from the Google Earth© platform:
9 July 2008, 13 July 2010, 20 June 2011, 29 July 2012, 10 November 2013, 13 July 2014, 16 February 2015,
5 April 2015, and 27 of April 2016. Even though the looted tombs were not visible in the images, as
mentioned earlier, looted areas were spotted based on the looting soil disturbance (in some instances
achieved by using mechanical means). Recently disturbed terrain was clearly visible in the Google
Earth© images.
Looted imprints are shown in Figure 4, in the yellow square. It is interesting to note the size, as
well the systematic attempts made by the looters. The first looting activity is recorded to have taken
place between 9 July 2008 and 13 July 2010 (Figure 4a,b), affecting three different areas, including
more than one tomb each. In less than a year (20 June 2011; Figure 4c), a new attempt was made
a few meters to the west of the previously affected northern area. The old looted areas shown in
Figure 4b are partially visible now (i.e., Figure 4c) due to the vegetation growth of the area. New
looting activity was captured between 29 July 2012 and 10 November 2013 (see Figure 4d,e) further to
the east. Terrain disturbance was visually detected due to the characteristic white tone of the excavated
soil, in contrast to the dark tone recorded by the vegetated area. The old looted areas are now difficult
to spot, especially in Figure 4e. Most probably, vegetation was grown around and on top of the
excavated soil, hiding the white tone of the excavated soil. It seems that the same areas were re-visited
after a very short time (13 of July 2014), since a much larger disturbance has been documented at the
same spots (Figure 4f). No new looting attempt was evidenced for some time (Figure 4g,h), until 2016
where a new looted imprint became visible in an image taken on the 27 April 2016 (Figure 4e).
Apart from one looted tomb in the western part of the area presented in Figure 4i, the rest of the
looting marks detected in the aerial and satellite analysis have been successfully identified during
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looted areas were accurately mapped. The small scale of the individual looting areas (i.e., clusters
of one to three tombs each time), as well as the small size of the excavation made (approximately
1.5 m square or circle like shape trench), the detection of the looting marks is extremely difficult
in case of no a priori knowledge of the area. The automatic detection of looting marks, is further
hampered by the topography of the area with scattered vegetation and nude bedrock. This will be
further discussed in the following section using segmentation and object-oriented analysis in the
multi-spectral WorldView-2 images.
Figure 4. RGB Google Earth© images over the area of interest between the years 2008 and 2016 as
follows (a) 9 July 2008, (b) 13 July 2010, (c) 20 June 2011, (d) 29 July 2012, (e) 10 November 2013, (f) 13
July 2014, (g) 16 February 2015, (h) 5 April 2015, and (i) 27 of April 2016. Looted tombs are indicated by
the yellow squares.
Following a similar approach, photo-interpretation was carried out using the two aerial images
taken in 2008 and 2014. These images were also improved using the linear percent stretch (5%)
histogram enhancement technique. The earliest aerial image confirmed the results obtained from
the satellite products of Google Earth©, indicating no looting attempts in the wider area of Politiko
(Figure 5, bottom). Instead, at least four looting marks were spotted in the aerial image of 2014
(Figure 5, top). Looting traces indicated as b–d in Figure 5 were also recorded in the Google Earth©
image (see 13 July 2014 in Figure 4f) and confirmed by the in situ inspection in February 2016. Apart
from the verification of the results of the previously-elaborated images, the aerial datasets revealed a
new looted tomb (see Figure 5 top,a) at the northern part of the site and approximately 100 m from
other looted areas, not seen before. The interpretation of the aerial images was more efficient mainly
due to the improved quality of the archive aerial datasets and the better spatial resolution. In all four
cases, it was possible to identify the soil extracted from the tombs, but not the looted tombs themselves.
To proceed beyond photo-interpretation (hence, to try to detect possible changes in the funerary
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resolution), 2008 (RGB bands, 0.5 m resolution), and 2017 (RGB bands, 0.2 m resolution), were merged
into a seven-band pseudo-color composite. In this multi-temporal image, a PCA analysis was then
applied. PCA is a well-established approach to detect any significant changes. PCA analysis is a
statistical tool to decompose multiple variables—as in this case study the seven-band pseudo-color
composite—into principal components having orthogonality, while these components are being ranked
with respect to their contribution to explaining the variances of the total seven-band image. Therefore,
PCA transforms and converts high-dimensional data into linearly-uncorrelated variables (i.e., principal
components).
The first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) are shown in Figure 6a,b, while a pseudo-color
composite of the first three principal components (PC1–PC3) is shown in Figure 6c. The latest image
(i.e., Figure 6c) was generated by displaying PC1, PC2, and PC3 into red, green, and blue bands
(RGB). Looted tombs are visible in the pseudo-color composite (see the arrows in Figure 6c) because of
landscape alterations.
Figure 5. Aerial RGB orthophotos taken in 2008 (bottom) and 2014 (top). Looted imprints (a–d) are
traceable only in the latest aerial image.
Figure 6. Principal component analysis results of the seven-band multi-temporal aerial datasets of
1993, 2008, and 2014: (a) Principal Component 1 (PC1); (b) Principal Component 2 (PC2); and (c) the
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4.2. Satellite Image Processing
PCA analysis was also applied in the multi-spectral satellite image WorldView-2. The result is
shown in Figure 7 (right), where a three-band pseudo-color composite is created by the first three
PCs. Again, in this case, the three-band pseudo-color composite was created by displaying PC1,
PC2, and PC3 into red, green, and blue bands (RGB). The looted tomb—indicated by the yellow
square in this figure—was detectable after interpretation. However, it should be stressed that the
identification of looting imprints in this pseudo-color composite was not a straight-forward procedure.
This should be linked mainly to the spatial resolution of the multi-spectral bands (i.e., 1.84 m at nadir
view). In addition, a vegetation suppression algorithm was applied in the image. The algorithm was
employed, modeling the amount of vegetation per pixel, while an extended Crippen and Blom’s
algorithm was applied for vegetation transformation, as proposed by [25,26] based on a forced
invariance approach.
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7. WorldView-2 image 5-3-2 pseudo-color composite (a); vegetation suppression result applied
at the WorldView-2 image (b); and pseudo-color composite of the first three principal components
(PC1–PC3) of the WorldView-2 image (c). The looted tomb is identified by the yellow square.
The model follows five steps to de-vegetate the bands of the satellite image. At first an atmospheric
correction is applied (digital number (DN) subtraction), then a vegetation index is calculated as the
simple ratio index. Following this, statistics between the DN and the vegetation index for each band
are gathered and then a smooth best-fit curve to the plot is estimated. Finally, for each vegetation index
level, all pixels are multiplied at that vegetation level using the smooth best-fit curves.
The model calculates the relationship of each input band with vegetation, then it decorrelates
the vegetative component of the total signal on a pixel-by-pixel basis for each band. The result of the
application of the vegetation suppression is shown in Figure 7 (middle). It seems that the visibility
of the looted area was enhanced by this transformation compared to the initial WorldView image
(Figure 7, left), since the mark is mostly surrounded by bushes and low vegetation. In addition, the
specific algorithm seems to be very promising in looted areas which are fully cultivated and vegetated.
HSV and HSL color transformations results are shown in Figure 8. The color transformations
were applied in the pan-sharpen WorldView-2 image after the implementation of the Gram–Schmidt
and NNDiffuse pan-sharpening algorithms. Both color transformations were performed in ENVI 5.3.
These two-color transformations are widely common cylindrical-coordinate representations points
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transformed into new color components. In the HSV model, hue (H) defines pure color in terms of
“green”, “red”, or “magenta”, while saturation (S) defines a range from pure color (100%) to gray (0%)
at a constant lightness level. Finally, value (V) refers to the brightness of the color. Similarly, HSL color
transformation refers to the hue, saturation, and lightness (L) of the color.
Figure 8. HSV (hue, saturation, and value) and HSL (hue, saturation, and lightness) color
transformations of the WorldView-2 image after applying the Gram–Schmidt and NNDiffuse
pan-sharpening algorithms. Yellow squares show the looting imprint.
Higher hue values make it easier to distinguish the looted tomb from the surrounding area, even
though the overall results are not encouraging. In contrast, both pan-sharpen algorithms applied in
the multi-spectral image improved the overall quality of the satellite image and the spatial resolution.
The looted area became more visible, even from simple photo-interpretation.
More sophisticated algorithms have also been tested and evaluated using the WorldView-2
multispectral image. At first almost 40 different indices (mostly vegetation indices) were applied and
interpreted. Table 2 provides the list of the indices applied, while the corresponding result is shown in
Figure 9.






1 Anthocyanin Reflectance Index 1 ARI1 = 1p550 − 1p700 c-I [27]
2 Anthocyanin Reflectance Index 2 ARI2 = p800[ 1p550 − 1p700 ] d-I [27]
3 Atmospherically ResistantVegetation Index ARVI =
NIR−[Red−γ(Blue−Red)]
NIR+[Red−γ(Blue−Red)] e-I [28]
4 Burn Area Index BAI = 1
(0.1−Red)2+(0.06−NIR)2 a-II [29]
5 Difference Vegetation Index DVI = NIR − Red b-II [30]















7 Global Environmental MonitoringIndex
GEMI =





8 Green Atmospherically-ResistantIndex GARI =
NIR−[Green−γ(Blue0Red)]
NIR+[Green−γ(Blue0Red)] e-II [33]
9 Green Difference Vegetation Index GDVI = NIR − Green a-III [34]
10 Green Normalized DifferenceVegetation Index GNDVI =
(NIR−Green)
(NIR+Green) b-III [35]
11 Green RatioVegetation Index GRVI =
NIR
Green c-III [34]
12 Infrared Percentage VegetationIndex IPVI =
NIR
NIR+Red d-III [36]
13 Iron Oxide Iron Oxide Ratio = RedBlue e-III [37]
14 Leaf Area Index LAI = (3.618 × EVI − 0.118) a-IV [38]
15 Modified Chlorophyll AbsorptionRatio Index
MCARI =

























19 Modified Triangular VegetationIndex
MTVI = 1.2 [1.2(p800 − p550)−
2.5(p670 − p550)] a-V [38]





21 Non-Linear Index NLI = NIR
2−Red
NIR2+Red c-V [43]




23 Normalized Difference SnowIndex NDSI =
(Green−SWIR1)
(Green+SWIR1) e-V [45]
24 Normalized Difference VegetationIndex NDVI =
(NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red) a-VI [46]
25 Optimized Soil AdjustedVegetation Index OSAVI =
1.5×(NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red+0.16) b-VI [47]
26 Red Edge Position Index
Maximum derivative of reflectance in
the vegetation red edge region of the
spectrum in microns from 690 nm to
740 nm
c-VI [48]
27 Renormalized DifferenceVegetation Index
RDVI = (NIR−Red)√
(NIR+Red) d-VI [49]
28 Simple Ratio SR = NIRRed e-VI [50]
29 Soil AdjustedVegetation Index SAVI =
1.5×(NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red+0.5) a-VII [51]

































34 WorldView Built-Up Index WV − BI = (Coastal−Red Edge)
(Coastal+Red Edge) a-VIII [56]
35 WorldView Improved VegetativeIndex WV − VI =
(NIR2−Red)
(NIR2+Red) b-VIII [56]
36 WorldView NewIron Index WV − I I =
(Green×Yellow)
(Blue×1000) c-VIII [56]
37 WorldView Non-HomogeneousFeature Difference WV − NHFD =
(Red Edge−Coastal)
(Red Edge+Coastal) d-VIII [56]
38 WorldView Soil Index WV − SI = (Green−Yellow)
(Green+Yellow) e-VIII [56]
Figure 9. RGB pseudo-color composite 5-3-2 and NIR-R-G pseudo-color composite 6-5-3 are
demonstrated in a-I and b-I. The rest sub-figures (c-I; d-I; . . . . d-VIII and e-VIII) correspond to
the greyscale indices (see Table 2; total 38 indices) results applied in the WorldView-2 image. The looted
area is shown in the yellow square. Images with a red outline show promising vegetation indices (i.e.,
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The four most promising indices are the Sum Green Index (Figure 9, b-VII), the Transformed
Chlorophyll Absorption Reflectance Index (Figure 9, c-VII), the WorldView Built-Up Index (Figure 9,
a-VIII), and the WorldView New Iron Index (Figure 9, c-VIII). From these indices, the WorldView
Built-Up Index seems to be the most promising, as far as the looted marks interpretation is concerned.
The specific index is based on the spectral properties of the objects as recorded in the coastal and
red-edge part of the spectrum (i.e., bands 1 and 6, respectively). The index could improve soil areas, as
in the case of the looted tomb, and the earthen road in the western part of the area under investigation.
The use of “non-ordinary” indices for archaeological purposes, such as the WorldView Built-Up Index,
which was initially used to distinguish built-up areas, has also been reported in previous studies [57].
Other indices, including the traditional widely-applied indices, such as the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), performed less encouraging results as shown in Figure 9, a-VI. Some of
them were demonstrated to be inappropriate as far as detecting looting imprints is concerned (i.e., the
Enhanced Vegetation Index in Figure 9, c-II and the Leaf Area Index in Figure 9, a-IV). It should be
mentioned that similar histogram enhancements have been equally applied in all indices.
Based upon the results from the various indices shown in Figure 9, a recent re-projection of
the WorldView-2 spectral space has been implemented. This reprojection was initially developed
to enhance buried archaeological remains through crop marks [21]. The WorldView-2 bands were
re-projected into a new 3D orthogonal spectral space with three new axes—namely the soil component,
the vegetation component, and the crop mark component, as shown in the following equations:
Crop markWorldView−2 = −0.38 ρblue − 0.71 ρgreen + 0.20 ρred − 0.56 ρNIR,
Crop markWorldView−2 = −0.38 ρblue − 0.71 ρgreen + 0.20 ρred − 0.56 ρNIR,
SoilWorldView−2 = 0.09 ρblue + 0.27 ρgreen − 0.71 ρred − 0.65 ρNIR,
The results of this application are shown in Figure 10a–c, as well as the RGB pseudo-color
composite (Figure 10d). The soil component (Figure 10a) enabled the enhancement of one of the
looted tombs, while the vegetation component (Figure 10b) shows the three looting marks of the
area. The crop mark component (Figure 10c) was less efficient, while the overall RGB pseudo-color
composite (Figure 10d) improved the interpretation of the looted areas. Looted tombs in the vegetation
component are detectable due to the small values (i.e., black tones of gray in Figure 10b, vegetation
component) compared to the enhanced vegetated areas (i.e., white tones of gray in Figure 10b,
vegetation component).
Furthermore, object-oriented classification was applied in the WorldView-2 images.
An “optimum” segmentation of the image was achieved after several iterations and changes of
the scale level and merge algorithms. Finally, the scale level was set to a value of 65.0, while the merge
level was applied after the full lambda algorithm was set to 90.0 using the following equation (see
more details in the ENVI Handbook):
ti,j =
|Oi |·|Oj|








|Oi| is region i of the image,∣∣Oj∣∣ is the area of region i,
ui is the average value in region i,
uj is the average value in region j,
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Figure 10. WorldView-2 spectral reprojection in a new 3D space: (a) soil component, (b) vegetation
component, and (c) the crop mark component are shown in greyscale. The RGB pseudo-composite
(d) of these three components is also shown in the lower right (soil component, vegetation component,
and crop mark component reflect the red, green, and blue bands, respectively).
Full lambda algorithm was applied to merge small segments within larger ones based on a
combination of spectral and spatial information, while the scale level is based on the normalized
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the pixel values in the image (see more in [58,59]). The
units refer to greyscale tones. In addition, a 3 × 3 texture kernel was employed. The texture kernel
refers to the spatial variation of image greyscale levels (tone) for a moving window of 3 × 3 pixels.
After the segmentation of the image, rules were set for its classification. These rules included spatial
attributes (areas less than 25.0), spectral properties (thresholds in coastal and red edge bands—like the
WorldView Built-Up Index), and roundness parameters. The results of the object segmentation and
classification are shown in Figure 11. Distinguished segments that are characterized as objects—like
those presently recognized as looting marks—are shown in red, while the confirmed looted tomb is
shown as a yellow square. Through this analysis, new risk-sensitive areas have been spotted in the
wider area of Politiko village, while the already-known looted tomb (Figure 11, within the yellow
square) was successfully detected. The false positives that were observed in the rest of the area should
be linked to the similar spectral characteristics of the soil, as well as to other cultivation practices
and land use properties. It is therefore evident that the automatic object-oriented approach for the
extraction of looted areas is only valid to some degree in small, specific archaeological zones, and not
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Figure 11. Object-oriented segmentation and classification of the WorldView-2 satellite image. The
white rectangle shows the area of the necropolis under examination, while the yellow square shows
the looting mark.
5. Conclusions
The paper aims to demonstrate the potential use of various remote sensing datasets for the
detection of looting signs. Though the use of such datasets has been presented in the past by other
researchers, in this example the looting signs were of a small scale (i.e., 1–3 looting attempts per year)
and no schedule image was provided. Therefore, the question here was to investigate if existing
datasets can be used to support local stakeholders for monitoring these threats.
Various image processing techniques have been applied to investigate the detection of small-scale
looting attempts (i.e., 1–3 per year) in the wider area of Politiko village. Both archive and satellite
images have been used to detect these systematic and organized events. The image analysis included
archival data from the Department of Land and Surveys of Cyprus, Google Earth© images, and a very
high-resolution WorldView-2 image. It should be stressed that no scheduled satellite overpass was
programmed, and hence the analysis was based upon existing and available data.
The overall results demonstrated that Earth observation datasets and aerial imagery can be
sufficiently used to detect looting marks in wider areas, and track the illegal excavations with high
precision. The RGB-compressed images of Google Earth© are considered as a very good starting
point for the interpretation of the area. These images have undergone some image histogram
enhancement, namely changes in brightness and contrast, and other linear histogram enhancements.
Image processing such as the vegetation indices indicated in Table 2, and spectral transformations such
as PCA, orthogonal equations, HSV, etc., in multi-spectral images can further improve the final results.
Automatic extraction based on object-oriented classification was also attempted in this case study,
providing some interesting results. The overall interpretation of the results from the image analyses is
that it is highly important to be verified with in situ inspections and ground truthing. Quantitative
assessment of the overall results was not carried out due to the temporal changes of the phenomenon,
as well as to the different datasets (with different spectral and spatial characteristics) used in this
case study.
Areas with archaeological interest which are endangered by looting, such as the case study
of Ayios Mnason-Politiko village, can be systematically controlled by space and aerial sensors. The
establishment of such a reliable monitoring tool for local stakeholders could further act as an inhibiting
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Abstract: The impressive hydraulic system built by the Assyrian King Sennacherib is composed
by different archaeological areas, displaced along the Land of Nineveh, in Iraqi Kurdistan.
The extensive project we are working on has the aim of mapping and geo-referencing any kind
of documentation in order to design an archaeological-environmental park able to preserve and
enhance the archaeological complex. Unfortunately, the area is failing a topographic documentation
and the available cartography is not sufficient for planning and documentation purposes. The research
work presented in these pages moves towards this direction, by exploiting Pleiadés Very High
Resolution (VHR) images (in both nadir and stereo configuration) for an accurate mapping of the site.
In more depth, Pleiadés nadir VHR images have been used to perform a pansharpening procedure
used to enhance the visual interpretation of the study area, whilst stereo-pair have been processed
to produce the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the study area. Statistical evaluations show the
high accuracy of the processing and the reliability of the outputs as well. The integration of different
products, at different Levels of Detail within a unique GIS environment, besides protecting, preserving
and enhancing the water system of Sennacherib’s, paves the way to allow the Kurdistan Regional
Government to present a proposal for the admission of the archaeological complex in the UNESCO
World Heritage Tentative List (WHTL).
Keywords: remote sensing; Pleiadés Satellite Images; stereo-pair; matching; DEM; GIS; archaeology
1. Introduction
With the advent of fast and agile pipelines of data collection, it has become easier and easier
to gather detailed information of archaeological areas. However, some zones can be impervious to be
reached due to the morphology, the wideness or, sometimes, because the war impedes systematic
campaigns on site. It is well known, in fact, that a common problem for archaeologists studying
the evolutions of ancient settlement is overcoming the hazardous conditions of those risky areas.
Often, investigations are realized by extensive ground surveys in which insiders perform on site
surveys and excavations [1] but, if not possible, an excellent opportunity is nowadays offered
by high resolution satellite images, which allow one to infer useful information of an area, also
whereas unreachable; in its broadest meaning in fact, archaeology might strongly benefit from the
use of remote sensing (RS) techniques, since embrace methods to uncover (and map) evidence of the
past [2]. RS capabilities can be exploited as complementary data (and sometimes as alternative
ones) to the ground surveys, that are more accurate but are not able to provide a large scale
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overview of ancient settlements, especially where they are too wide and hence need a wider sight
to perform investigations [3].
The applications are many and strictly dependent on the purpose of the study. Nadiral Very
High Resolution (VHR) satellite images are suitable for detecting changes over time, inferring
historical information about the impact of human activities over ancient sites, or monitoring
the state of conservation of a site [4]. In addition, satellite platforms are nowadays providing
a growing amount of data: multispectral and multi-temporal data demonstrated an adequate
accuracy even for medium-scale maps (1:10,000, 1:5,000), since they hold data related to physical
and environmental parameters for the detection of potential buried structures [5]. In addition,
hyper-spectral sensors are the most appropriate tools for producing thematic maps (use of the
soil, extraction of road system, classification of vegetation, etc.), thanks to the image classification
techniques [6,7]. Moreover, some sensors can capture images in stereo mode, enabling for the creation
of accurate Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), representing a great improvement to deepen the
knowledge of a certain area. The unavailability of cartography, updated or in adequate scale, is
a recurring problem for the archaeological research operating in urban and territorial contexts. In
those areas where cartographies are inaccessible or not updated, the use of DEM and ortho-photos
represents an optimal solution for the creation of topographical maps and space maps to be used
as plans during archaeological field works. In this context, the automatic extraction of 3D metrical
information from satellite images taken from different angles represents a turnkey. The aid of the third
dimension is fundamental for understanding the morphology of a place in order to document the area
and to perform planning activities.
The research work presented in this paper moves towards this direction, by exploiting Pleiadés
Very High Resolution (VHR) images (in both nadir and stereo configuration) for an accurate mapping
of a wide archaeological area; the activities are conducted within the framework of an International
project (http://www.terradininive.com, The project is directed by Prof. Daniele Morandi Bonacossi of
Udine University. The project for Sennacherib’s Archaeological Park is directed by Arch. Roberto Orazi)
“Land of Nineveh—Training for the enhancement of the cultural heritage of Northern Kurdistan”.
An overview of the territorial framework can be found in Figure 1.
In the context of this extensive project, the task is to map and geo-reference any kind
of documentation in order to design an archaeological-environmental park able to preserve and enhance
the vast archaeological complex. World View2 and Pleiadés VHR images have been used; for what is
regarding Khinis, the area subject of this case study, the Pleiadés images allowed us to produce both
a medium scale cartography, vector maps and DEM. It is important to underline that, up to now,
the archaeological area is failing a topographic documentation of the region and the activity described
in the paper copes with the lack of available data; in fact, the cartography was not sufficient for planning
purposes, consisting of very small scale national maps (with a scale of 1:100,000), Corona and Orbview3
imagery with a very coarse radiometric and geometric resolution and DEM arising from Shuttle
Radar Topography mission SRTM (approximately 30 m). The use of VHR images give a product
suitable to: (i) have a first geographical view of the area; (ii) design a preliminary planning of the
site; (iii) define the first limits of the core and the buffer zone and the archaeological and geological
prescriptions; (iv) geo-reference those areas investigated through the archaeological survey campaigns.
These elaborations gave us a precise geometric representation of the territory, and were therefore
indispensable starting points for the design process. All the products of our computations are suitable
for being integrated in a Geographical Information System (GIS), where most of the available data of
the area can be localized and organized: technical, thematic, historical maps, archaeological survey (by
close range photogrammetry or by terrestrial laser scanning) about monuments’ details and niches and
so on. The contribution of this paper is twofold: on one hand, we share with the research community
(dealing with RS in archaeology) a mapping dataset of an unknown area, that have been studied
testing several methods of image processing. In more detail, Pleiadés nadir VHR images have been
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(thanks to a 50 cm resolution image for a medium scale map of the whole area), whilst stereo-pair have
been processed to produce the DEM of the study area. In this last case, the panchromatic stereo-pair
produces a more reliable output w.r.t. the pansharpened ones. On the other, we provide the overall
design of a large archaeological and environmental park. The integration of different products at
different Levels of Detail (LOD) within a unique GIS environment, besides protecting, preserving
and enhancing Sennacherib’s water system of Sennacherib’s, paves the way to allow the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) to present a proposal for the admission of the archaeological complex in
the UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List (WHTL).
Figure 1. The borders of the “Land of Nineveh” in Iraqi Kurdistan (red line). The red circle highlights
the area of Khinis, one of the areas of the Archaeological Park, subject of this case study.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: after the general overview already discussed,
the introduction includes a brief review over the related works in the literature, besides describing
in detail the study area and the reasons why our approach have been fundamental for the project.
Section 2 is devoted to describe in detail the Pleiadés images processing; this section has been divided
into two sub-sections to facilitate the reader to understand the different steps of the work-flow:
high resolution images processing and stereo-pair computation. The output results of the process are
presented in Section 3, demonstrating how the different product can be easily managed inside the
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1.1. State of the Art
Satellite remote sensing in archaeology has become a common tool of investigation, documentation
and planning. The new possibility offered by remotely sensed data processing allows for understanding
environmental changes and, through the development of GIS-based models and decision-support
instruments, to have an enhanced decision-making process. Moreover, by using satellite RS techniques
the monitoring process of archaeological sites can be efficiently supported in a reliable, repetitive,
non-invasive, rapid and cost-effective way [8]. By exploiting multitemporal high-resolution satellite
images, for instance, it is possible to study areas that were without documentation just few years
before. Like in the work of Di Giacomo and Scaradozzi [9] where the ancient city of Ur, in southern
Mesopotamia, was studied with the aid of different new satellites (QuickBird-2, Ikonos-2, WorldView-1)
in comparison with older declassified spy space photos. It is also a common practice to extract
3D information from satellite dataset; the approach consists on exploiting stereo-pairs (or triplets)
with an acquisition scheme insuring that every point on the ground is seen from, at least, two different
points of view [10]. The approach has been used in several domains; the best choice of viewing
angles for stereoscopic measurement is always a matter of compromise: a wide stereo angle provides
a good geometric accuracy, but the matching of two images points may be difficult, or even impossible
if the two points of view are very different. In dense urban areas, for instance, the simultaneous
visibility at the street level is highly dependent on the directions and the incidence angles of the pair
of images. In [11], for instance, World-View2 were used for extracting LOD for CityGML (which stands
for Geography Markup Language) application of urban areas, proposing an automatic processing
chain for urban modelling based on stereo images. To increase the matching between the overlapped
images, sometimes the use of tri-stereo for the DEM generation is required [12]. With respect to the
automation of processing large dataset, the work of Shean et al. is worth being mentioned [13]. For an
open landscape instead, with moderate slopes, the use of pairs is generally sufficient [14] (depending
on the purpose of the project), allowing also for detecting changes of environmental dynamics, like in
the case of glacier studies [15], or volcanological applications [16]. In fact, other approaches of changes
detection from stereo images are also discussed in [17], demonstrating that the production of DEMs
for the change detection purposes is fundamental. In these studies, the use of 3D data at different
temporal resolution allows the evaluation of changes among time.
In line with recent research trends, our work can cover different scales of representation, starting
from the processing of satellite images to create the cartographic base that can be further integrated
with detailed ground surveys (e.g., through Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) mapping). A similar
approach in the literature can be found in [18], where the authors compute Pleiadés to map the Valley
of Turu Alty (Siberia, Russia). Several articles deal with the realization of DEM highlighting the benefits
of using Pleiadés sensors as the data source. As a demonstration of that, accuracy evaluations are
stated in different works, using as a benchmark SRTM images at 30 m [19], as well as more accurate
LiDAR data [20]. The purpose of Pleiadés is to deliver optical images of sub-metric resolution with
daily access to any point on the globe (with its two satellites): a panchromatic channel with a 70 cm
vertical viewing resolution and a multispectral one composed of four spectral bands (blue, green, red
and near-infrared) with a 2.8 m resolution (re-sampled at 0.5 m and 2 m, respectively), image swath
of about 20 km in vertical viewing, acquisition capacity, in a single pass, of a 100 × 100 km mosaic
of images, virtually instantaneous acquisition capacity for stereoscopic pairs (and even triplets) of
20 km up to 300 km cloud-free image coverage of 2,500,000 km2 per year. Interested readers can find
more accurate features and capability of these sensors in [21], and in particular their 3D capabilities for
the creation of DEM in [22]. By the way, the procedures already discussed present some bottlenecks.
First of all, the stereo images need refinement and re-sampling works to make them suitable for 3D
mapping purposes. The work of Cantou et al. represents an excellent example for the archaeological
domain, since the image treatment depends on the material of the sites and the procedures cannot
be extended to other domains [23]. Moreover, in some cases and depending on the purpose of the
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approaches or the integration with ground survey data. In this regard, resorting to UAV surveying can
overcome the drawbacks of RS solutions (i.e., cloud coverage, resolution and so on). Recent research
showed that nowadays drones are the most widespread tool for archaeological mapping campaigns
and to achieve detailed and accurate documentations, but only of a small portion of a site. Just to
mention some, the works in [25–27] are good examples to be reported.
The work presented in these pages ends up with the creation of an accurate cartography
at a territorial scale (up to 1:5000), and it opens up to the possibility of integrating different data sources
in a unique GIS, which demonstrated to represent a great advantage especially in the archaeological
domain [28–31].
1.2. Description of the Study Area
The impressive hydraulic system built by the Assyrian King Sennacherib is composed by different
archaeological areas. The various parts of the waterworks and celebratory works were built by the
sovereign in four phases from 706 to 686 B.C. [32,33]. His purpose was to supply water to the royal
palaces and gardens of Nineveh—a city neglected by his father, Sargon, but chosen by Sennacherib
as his new capital—and to irrigate the land surrounding the city. Nineveh covered a larger area
than all capitals before. Not only the city of Nineveh itself but the surrounding large agricultural
areas that were necessary to feed the city required an enormous amount of water. To secure this
water supply, Sennacherib therefore initialized his hydro-projects. They were carried out on a much
higher technological level than previously known water installations. The first phase of Sennacherib’s
project concerned a series of canals located in the vicinity of Nineveh; these tapped water from the
Khosr River near the village of Kisiri. The second phase was based on a survey made by Sennacherib
himself near Mount Musri (now Jebel Bashiqah). Many springs were enlarged, 18 canals were built
to feed water into the Khosr, marshes and cane-brakes were created, and a large park containing trees,
fruit and animals of all kinds. The third phase concerned the so-called northern canals, which departed
from the village of Rimussa (Jerrahiah); the last phase focussed on the set of canals that started
in Khinis. In some parts, either at the head or along the canals, reliefs and cuneiform inscriptions
were sculpted into the rock which inform us still today about the aims of King Sennacherib when
ordering the construction of the canals [34]. Only two parts—Khinis and Jerwan, both belonging to the
Khinis-Khosr canal—have received more detailed archaeological interventions. All other parts are
known only through short-time surveys and the documentation of the findings. The project for the
realization of the Archaeological Environmental Park is studying and enhancing the two last phases
of the Sennacherib’s irrigation system located in the Governatorate of Dohuk, in the northern part of
Kurdistan region. The third construction phase is characterized by the reliefs of Maltai, situated on a
very steep cliff-side overlooking the city of Dohuk, and by the Faideh bas-reliefs, situated farther south,
perhaps at places where water was drawn off to irrigate the surrounding territory. Only their upper
edges are visible; the rest is out of sight in the now-earth-filled canal. They are seriously threatened
by cement companies operating only a few metres away. Lastly, the archaeological area of the Wadi
Bandwai and of the Shiru Malikta reliefs is especially evocative, though the reliefs have largely been
eroded away. The most impressive monuments belong to the fourth phase of channels, starting from
the Gomel River, at the height of the Kinhis rock. Though in terms of technology and construction, the
Jerwan aqueduct was the most important part of Sennacherib’s water supply system [35], the Khinis
monumental complex embodies the system’s celebratory, ritual and artistic aspects. In both cases, their
environmental impact is impressive, hence it will be vital to make sure that no extraneous elements
disrupt their understanding and accessibility. For this reason, the archaeological site of Khinis and the
Jerwan aqueduct are included in the boundaries of the archaeological—environmental park that the
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Figure 2. On the left: the borders of the entire Archaeological Park with the core (in red) buffer zones
(in green) and with highlighted Khinis and Jerwan areas. The upper right side represents the borders
of the Khinis area, while, in the lower right side, a picture of the area is reported.
Figure 3. A view of the Khinis’ rock. On the left, the rider’s panel is the great bas-relief and, on the top,
many different niches with Sennacherib’s inscriptions.
Though the works here date from the last phase of construction, this was actually the starting
point where the canal tapped water from the Gomel River. Moreover, it stands out as a major
celebratory work comprising an incredible amount of bas-reliefs, inscriptions and technical works.
Blocks of stone were quarried on both sides of the Gomel and rafted downstream to land at stone
wharfs; dams and leaves were built; tunnels were dug through the bedrock; ornamented niches were
carved out at various heights along the whole rock wall; and artworks were created, signally the great
bas-relief and the imposing monolith. The relief, approximately 12 × 14 m, showed king Sennacherib
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a huge monolith, decorated on at least two sides, marked the divide between the Gomel River and
the head of the canal. One stretch of the rock face, around 300 m long, featured a great number of
niches bearing inscriptions and bas-reliefs portraying Sennacherib (see Figure 3). Given this general
overview of the entire archaeological site, from now on, the computations presented in this paper will
be focused only on this latter area.
2. Materials and Methods: Documenting the Whole Archaeological Park
In the previous sections, a general overview of the subject area of the investigation and a
brief overview of the current methods used in archaeology have been outlined. In the following,
a detailed description of the steps performed to achieve a thorough topographic mapping of a
portion of a landscape archaeological area will be given—in particular, the Khinis area. The work has
been performed at different scales and with different products to meet the needs of archaeologists,
by exploiting the following steps of the workflow:
• Pleiadés VHR images processing, used for a visual interpretation of the study area, together
with a general overview of the entire Archaeological Park;
• Stereo-pair processing, used for obtaining the DEM of the area, useful to study in detail the
morphology of the area of Khinis.
2.1. Pleiadé VHR Images Processing
The planning process of such wide archaeological setting cannot disregard from a first step
of visual interpretation of the area. This first stage of the work consists of the use of VHR images aimed
at studying the archaeological landscape and at highlighting the main areas where the cartographic
features are concentrated (streets, ducts, borders, villages, and so on). In the following, the main
features of the input dataset will be described and the details of the steps performed to create
pansharpened pictures, together with the details about the comparison between the different methods
of pansharpening adopted.
2.1.1. Dataset
The input images processed have been obtained from Pleiadés sensor. For this stage, a strip of
the same region of the Iraqi Kurdistan was taken, with the simultaneous acquisition of panchromatic
and multispectral, the day 01-07-2012, in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) planar projection, Zone
38 N, and WGS84 datum. Of course, the two set of images have two different geometric resolutions:
the panchromatic ones with a ground resolution at nadir of about 0.50 m, while the multispectral ones
can reach a ground resolution of 200 m. The acquisition in multispectral mode for this type of satellites
is in turn subdivided in four bands of the spectrum: red, green, blue (bands of the spectrum visible to
the naked eye), and near infra-red (NIR-spectrum invisible to the naked eye). The dataset, ortho-ready,
is 100% cloud free and it has not been necessary to perform any radiometric calibration to the data,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. The input images arising from Pleiadés. Image (a) represents the panchromatic and
multispectral original images (northern part); and (b) the pansharpened one. The red rectangle
indicates a quarry inside the Khinis area, particularly important for the project; this subset of the image
was studied due to its high brightness.
2.1.2. Images Processing
Pansharpening is a well known methodology of image fusion which combines the high resolution
of panchromatic images with the lower resolution of multispectral ones. The advantage of such method
is to get as a final result a coloured image of a certain area with a high resolution, optimizing the
starting panchromatic one. This step is required since the images have different geometric resolution,
and this does not allow their direct overlay, unless an appropriate breakdown of the pixels is carried
out, and a re-sampling through dedicated algorithms. It is hence necessary to produce a pansharpened
image (Figure 4b), obtaining high-resolution images (0.50 cm) in the four bands acquired by Pleiadé
sensors. We therefore performed a co-registration (using the red band) to achieve a perfect overlap of
the two images, with the automatic selection of the tie points and choosing a Root Mean Square (RMS)
lower than 0.25 m on them. Afterwards, HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value), Principal Components (PC),
Brovey and Gram–Schmidt (G–S) methods have been tested; the visual comparison exhibits that all the
pansharpening algorithms have significantly improved the initial low resolution Multi-Spectral (MS)
image (see Figure 5).
To validate this assumption, the first and second order statistics (namely, mean and variance)
were calculated for all images to make a comparison between the original and the pansharpened ones.
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(see Figures 4 and 6a). The results are shown in Table 1 and can be compared with the image subset in
Figure 5, which reports the four outputs from the pansharpening algorithms used. The PC algorithm
obtains the maximum mean compared with the original one. The variance values are very close to
each other, apart from the HSV method, which performs worse. The Gram–Schmidt method is the
most balanced.
Table 1. Comparison of mean and variance for all images.
Original Hue, Saturation, Value Principal Components Brovey Gram–Schmidt
Mean 111,721 106.473 120.683 103.687 120.496
Variance 66.107 69.795 64.667 65.506 65.090
Mean (subset) 127.834 126.668 140.149 123.126 123.364
Variance (subset) 71.078 77.913 71.787 74.438 77.037
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5. A comparison of the different pansharpening algorithms. The details show the area of the
quarry since it is meaningful to evaluate the performances of the test. (a) HSV; (b) PC; (c) Brovey; (d) G–S.
The final pansharpened, used is the one obtained by using the Gram–Schmidt [37] algorithm
implemented in ENVI c© software. The results are in line with similar research in the field [38,39].
This choice is supported with the statistics performed in a subset (row three and four of Table 1).
We finally added some filters in order to achieve results closer to the real color of the area. The results
of this step are shown in Figure 6. The figure demonstrates how the image have been enhanced with
respect to the original one. Choosing the quarry as a demonstrative example, it is clear that, if in the
initial input image, the white area was overexposed and hence not usable, after the pansharpening
procedure and the application of a linear filter to the pansharpened image, the picture can be exploited
for a more accurate visual interpretation.
2.2. Stereo-Pair Imagery Processing
The second stage of the work consists of the creation of the DEM of the Khinis area, starting from
the satellite stereo-pair. It is indeed fundamental to recreate the morphology of this territory, with the
purpose of planning all the services of the future Archaeological Park. The 3D model of the site is
an instrument for controlling the urban development, for planning efficient exploitation of resources
and raw materials and for studying intervention of sustainable agriculture, including the monitoring
of hydrographical net and possible environmental risks. The remote sensing image observation
can localize the areas where there are critical situations; this type of monitoring can be extremely
important in a moment in which climatic changes are going to produce even more probable floods and
drought and other consequences in the cycle of water. As in the duct fell several rests, the program of
intervention requires a more detailed cartography of the area made of level curves and ortophotos
in adequate scale to be managed within the GIS. The process of DEM extraction followed different
tests performed to achieve the best balance between accuracy and resolution to better represent the
morphology; namely, the purpose was to compare the performances of panchromatic and multispectral
(then pansharpened) stereo-pairs for the creation of a DEM with 1 m of grid. To do so, we created, using
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The software suite used for the processing are ERDAS IMAGINE c© and ERDAS eATE c© software,
respectively for the photogrammetric orientation of the images and for the creation of the DEM.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6. A comparison of the different test performed to achieve a more comprehensible result. The detail shows
the area of the quarry that is overexposed and not suitable for a visual interpretation of the area. (a) the original
picture; (b,c) pansharpened with failure filtering; (d) optimized pansharpened.
2.2.1. Dataset
As in the previous stage, the input dataset comes from Pleiadés sensor, acquired on 30 June 2013,
considering in this stage the stereo-pair. In fact, thanks to the huge satellite agility obtained with
control momentum gyros as actuators, the optical system delivers as well instantaneous stereo images,
under different stereoscopic conditions and mosaic images, issued from along the track, thus enlarging
the field of view. The dataset is composed of a couple of panchromatic images with a resolution
of 0.5 m and a couple of multispectral images with a resolution of 2 m (the dataset is depicted in
Figure 7).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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The dataset is even provided accompanied with information of the image capture
(Rational Polynomial Coefficients—RPCs), that is, the data regarding the satellite orbit (ephemerides),
platform and sensor orientation (in WGS84), and the data on optical-geometric conditions of the sensor
at the time of the acquisition. ERDAS IMAGINE software uses these parameters implementing Rational
Polynomial Functions (RPFs) to create a connection between image space and terrain space. After the
image pyramid generation, the automatic tie point measurement has been run to provide an automatic
selection of tie points to make the relative orientation. This process involves a bundle adjustment,
a review of the results and, if it is necessary, a refinement of the performances to improve the quality
of the solution. All these steps have been implemented for the panchromatic and pansharpened
stereo-pairs, getting as a result of the triangulation accuracy, the values reported in Table 2.
Table 2. The table reports the comparison of the triangulation results between the panchromatic and
pansharpened images. The first one performed using 39 tie points with a standard deviation of around
7 cm, while the second one using 37 tie points with a standard deviation of around 12 cm.
Image Points Iterations Weighted Std Error (cm) Residuals Max Value Residuals Min Value
Panchromatic 39 2 0.067 0.454 0.001
Pansharpened 37 2 0.126 0.424 0.009
The absolute orientation of the photogrammetric model was obtained using the original RPC,
since it was not possible to collect any Ground Control Point on site with Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) positioning instruments.
2.2.2. DEM Extraction
Given the satisfactory values of the residuals from the triangulation phase, the set of images
was then ready to be used for the creation of the DEM. For its production, we used eATE (Automatic
Terrain Extraction) by ERDAs, with the new LPS module for generating high resolution terrain
information from multi-stereo imagery (both panchromatic and pansharpened, the latter obtained with
Gram–Schmidt to work with the same resolution). Thus, we performed the automatic extraction of
cloud points setting some parameters: the overlapping over 90%, the area with min and max altitude
(0–800 m) and the smoothing strategy, suitable for the archaeological area. The correlation method
used by eATE is the well known Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) [40], and we set up a correlation
threshold between 0.3 and 0.8, getting in output eight iterations in both cases. The comparison between
the panchromatic and pansharpened are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Synthesis of the orientation residual after the optimization.
Image
Check Standard Root Mean Matched Output Matching
Points Deviation Square Error Points Points Quality
Panchromatic 18 0.587 0.593 67362234 40156839
Excellent: 92.7%
Good: 7.5%
Pansharpened 21 0.326 0.335 85901630 45195964
Excellent: 91.1%
Good: 8.9%
As it can be inferred from the values of the table, the two points cloud is comparable in terms of
both accuracy and points density, and it is therefore impossible to choose the point cloud to be used,
and we proceeded with a geometrical comparison of the DEMs, setting up a grid of 1 m. In certain
critical areas, where the matching algorithm fails on extracting correlated tie points, it is visible
that the panchromatic DEM is better than the pansharpened one. As a demonstration of that, we
report, in Figure 8, a comparison of the two DEMs, taking as an example the quarry area, where the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8. Comparison between the two DEMs. (a,b) are the panchromatic and pansharpened DEM,
respectively; (c) is the subtraction of (a,b) with highlighted the zones with major defects.
For a better understanding, we also report the profile extracted from the DEM, where the
approximation made for the pansharpened dataset is visible, caused by the lack of information
on the rocks composing the hill (see Figure 9). In fact, the highland on the left is very coarse and the
saddle on the right created by the rock is more accurate with the panchromatic DEM.
Figure 9. The profile of the two DEMs is reported. The red dashed line represents the DEM arising
from the panchromatic image, while the blue dashed line represents the pansharpened one.
3. Results
Once all the steps of image processing have been performed, all the output products are suitable
to be managed within the GIS. First of all, and in line with previous research conducted to evaluate
the differences between the DEM production using panchromatic and pansharpened images [10],
to produce the cartography of the site, we used the first one, which final DEM have been submitted
to a post processing and editing phase. A 3D orthophoto has been further realized using a draping
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(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) 3D visualization of the DEM with color intensity visualization scaled according to the
elevation; (b) the pansharpened image projected on the DEM.
With the consequent extraction of contour lines, with a step of 2 m, we upgraded the archaeological
plans of the sites and create a vector documentation utilized for 3D reconstructions of monuments
and ancient cities. Thus, the vectorization of all archaeological remains and traces visible in all
multitemporal remote sensing data allowed the creation of new archaeological maps ready for input
in a GIS with new data on ancient layout of sites, monuments and roads; in these maps, the contour
lines were extracted from DEMs (see Figure 11).
(a) (b)
Figure 11. (a) shaded visualization of the DEM and (b) the contour lines with 2 m steps.
The produced cartographic base is fundamental to arrange the general organization of the
structure, the different location of the functional areas and of the archaeological ones and
the interrelation between the sites included in the core zone of the park and those located
outside but belonging, according to the historical and architectural point of view, to the same
archaeological complex.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The methodology adopted for the case study proved to produce useful updating of the available
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research since, against a medium expense, they provide a dataset suitable to be used at different scales
of representation. Some processing is notwithstanding required. For a visual approach of such wide
archaeological areas, the pansharpening procedure is required since it gives a more reliable instrument
of interpretation. The Gram–Schmidt method showed the best results and, with a simple operation
of filtering, we were able to produce usable maps, whereas the initial brightness did not allow any
use. We cannot say the same for the creation of DEM. In fact, even if the same procedure had
been used for the stereo-pair, the more reliable DEM was the one produced with the panchromatic
dataset. The work presented in these pages opens up new possibilities for the Land of Nineveh,
up to now almost unknown and lacking of any kind of spatial information. The purposes of the
Archaeological-Environmental Park are to safeguard the cultural landscape related to the Sennacherib’s
irrigation complex and to offer to the local population the possibility of enjoying all its cultural, spiritual
and social benefits. The region’s heritage, if properly protected and enhanced, can constitute a notable
driver of economic and social development by encouraging local and international tourism. The greater
economic resources that can be created by new eco-friendly businesses such as those related to tourism
and crafts, and the consequent development of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), can raise the
society’s standard of living, including in terms of physical and psychophysical health. Moreover,
the arrival of foreign tourists in the region can help Iraqi Kurdistan extricate itself from the state of
international isolation caused by recent warfare, and lead to new and beneficial cultural exchange
and to economic progress. Regarding the boundaries of the Archaeological-Environmental Park, we
must keep thinking that we have a unique monumental complex composed of different archaeological
areas widespread over a vast territory. Therefore, the sites of Khinis, Jerwan, Maltai, Bandaway or
other sites that will be brought to light by the future archaeological investigation have to be considered
separately but also in connection with each other, since they all belong to the same complex that, for
its historical, technical and artistic values, has to be preserved in its entirety. Anyway, the vastness
of the archaeological complex, which is extended over a territory of almost 3.500 km2, suggests an
operative strategy tended to do so that the proposal is realistically evaluated by the UNESCO World
Heritage Committee. Therefore, the boundaries of the Archaeological and Environmental Park are
determined by the need to find an area small enough to be controlled, but full of important ancient
structures. Under these conditions, it seems natural to think of the area that contains the bas-reliefs
of Khinis and the great aqueduct of Jerwan as the basic elements of the park. As a matter of fact, we
have to remember that the realization of a WHTL has to be accompanied by the management project
requested by UNESCO. In this frame, the planning of an Archaeological Park will allow the creation of
a decision-making structure able to manage the maintenance, the monitoring and the conservation of
those sites located in its territory, but, at the same time, to start the necessary connections with the sites
located outside the Park and belonging to the same system of canalization, bas-reliefs and inscriptions.
A Museum Center provided with modern multimedia technologies will allow management not only
of the archaeological areas of the Park, but also all those sites located at great distances that will be
possible to study and visualize both in their specific location and related to the entire complex of
Sennacherib. To achieve such ambitious goals, in the future, we are planning to integrate different
data at different scale (drone acquisitions have been already done in different areas) within a unique
and complex GIS (preliminary achievements of this phase of the work are showed in Figure 12),
containing the whole graphic project of the Archaeological and Environmental Park and, at the same
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Figure 12. Topographic/archaeological layers have been stored inside a GIS environment.
The management of different layers with different information are fundamental for the planning
process of the area. The legend shows the different layers represented in the figure.
The GIS, which will have different levels of access for scholars and tourists, will allow the
organization of the different areas of the Park and the visualization of documents (photos, videos, 3D
models, AutoCAD drawings) of the archaeological structures and of the related paths to reach them,
the visualization of the progress of the archaeological investigation and of the architectural and surface
restoration, management of the technical structures of the park and of the tourist flow, valorisation of
the site through the diffusion on the internet of a web site and of all the information on the cultural
and social initiatives of the Centre. By means of mobile equipment [41], the GIS will allow tourists to
move around the territory following pre-established itineraries.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
RS Remote Sensing
DEM Digital Elevation Model
SRTM Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
GIS Geographical Information System
VHR Very High Resolution
HVS Hue Value Saturation
G–S Gram–Schmidt
PC Principal Components
GCP Ground Control Point
WHTL World Heritage Tentative List
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
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Abstract: Archaeologists often rely on passive airborne optical remote sensing to deliver some
of the core data for (European) landscape archaeology projects. Despite the many technological
and theoretical evolutions that have characterised this field of archaeology, the dominant aerial
photographic surveys, but also less common approaches to archaeological airborne reconnaissance,
still suffer from many inherent biases imposed by sub-par sampling strategies, cost, instrument
availability and post-processing issues. This paper starts with the concept of landscape (archaeology)
and uses it to frame archaeological airborne remote sensing. After introducing the need for bias
reduction when sampling an already distorted archaeological population and expanding on the
‘theory-neutral’ claim of aerial survey, the paper presents eight key characteristics that all have the
potential to increase or decrease the subjectivity and bias when collecting airborne optical imagery
with passive sensors. Within this setting, the paper then offers some technological-methodological
reflection on the various passive airborne optical imaging solutions that landscape archaeology
has come to rely upon in the past decades. In doing so, it calls into question the effectiveness
and suitability of these highly subjective approaches for landscape archaeology. Finally, the paper
proposes a new, more objective approach to aerial optical image acquisition with passive sensors.
In the discussion, the text argues that the suggested exhaustive (or total) airborne sampling of the
preserved archaeological record might transcend particular theoretical paradigms, while the data
generated could span various interpretational perspectives and oppositional analytical approaches in
landscape archaeology.
Keywords: aerial archaeology; aerial photography; aerial reconnaissance; airborne imaging
spectroscopy; archaeological record; archaeological theory; bias; landscape archaeology; multispectral
imaging; survey bias
1. Setting the Scene
Archaeology becomes more specialised by the day as it continuously integrates new subjects and
methods. To properly combine and integrate these methods, reflection is needed. This reflectivity
means to assess data acquisition and the grounds on which archaeological interpretations rest [1].
Although some have criticised the general lack of theoretical reflexivity in remote sensing
archaeology [2], this specific discipline has seen reflection by archaeologists working in the field.
They tried to critically assess how the interpretation of remotely-sensed data can shape the
understanding of past cultural and physical landscapes, identify pitfalls in current and future practice
and question why things are done the way they are done (e.g., [3–9]). Most papers that tackled the use
of remote sensing products in the wider framework of landscape archaeology have thus approached
the subject from a more interpretational angle rather than a purely methodological-technological one.
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This paper tries to fill this gap. It results from the author’s more general concern with the
effectiveness of archaeological airborne reconnaissance (see also [10–12]). It reflects on how a
more systematic approach to passive airborne optical imaging could yield data that can be used
by practitioners of different archaeological theoretical viewpoints. The intention of this paper is to
reflect on—and encourage a critical approach to—passive airborne optical imaging for the benefit
of landscape archaeology. The text is, however, not a simplistic manifesto to blindly enforce passive
optical airborne imaging. Remote sensing data can never be a mandatory or sole source to investigating
the landscape. Landscape archaeology must be holistic or ‘total’ by building up a complementary
body of data from multiple distinct survey approaches [13–15] which, when properly integrated,
constitute a digital landscape [16] to explore. Obviously, some specific techniques such as pollen
analyses or toponymy may have greater importance than repeated airborne surveys depending
on the character of the area, the time and money available for the project and the questions being
asked [17,18]. These fitness-for-purpose issues are, however, not a part of this article’s core scope.
The text simply assumes that if a given archaeological landscape project uses remotely sensed optical
imagery, they are considered a valid data source to help answer some of the project-specific questions,
despite some uncontrollable environmental and climatological biases that might characterise these
data. Nevertheless, this assumption does not mean that the subjectivity, which characterises many
of the controllable parameters of current passive airborne optical image acquisitions, should not be
critiqued. Moreover, the author explains in the conclusion that much of the discussion about the
appropriateness of existing airborne imaging methodologies is skewed exactly because of the failure
to properly address and resolve the survey methodology issues that this paper tackles.
Overall, the author asks if an ‘optimisation’ of the dominant airborne sampling paradigms
can remove many of the current inherent, but controllable, biases and as such, render the airborne
data acquisition phase less subjective, and, in turn, yield a more consistent record to study our
past? Thus, the article begins with an introduction to the often ambiguous concepts of landscape and
landscape archaeology, followed by a short overview of archaeological remote sensing. Both sections
will introduce some key concepts that are vital to evaluate the remaining parts of the paper. Starting
from a discussion of the archaeological record and the obligatory samples that are acquired from it,
the paper then reviews all the main passive airborne optical imaging approaches that have been used in
the past decade. It identifies their strengths and weaknesses regarding eight particular key concepts to
highlight their inherent sampling shortcomings and major biases. Following this, the case is made for a
more objective approach to aerial optical image acquisition with passive sensors, using a geographical
total coverage approach and consistent imaging in particular narrow spectral bands, combined with a
large degree of computer-based automation in post-processing. Although the perspective is rather
technical-methodological, landscape archaeology frames this review. Also, the article considers and
comments on some of the different theoretical contexts surrounding these remote observations.
1.1. The Vogue but Vague Concepts of Landscape (Archaeology)
Depending upon research context, the definition and interpretation of the term ‘landscape’
changes [19–22]. This disparity in definitions of, and views on, landscape makes it sometimes
very difficult to communicate clearly, certainly when the debate is focused on the archaeological
study of landscapes. However, even among archaeologists, there is no consensus on the notion of
landscape, simply because it remains very challenging to theoretically define concepts of space and
place [23]. During the past decades, landscape has become an overused, integrated term, encapsulating
a certain amount of human as well as environmental aspects of a delimited area of land. This means
that landscape not only includes the combined effects of fauna and flora, geology, topography,
soils, waterways and climate, but it also incorporates the cumulative cultural imprints created by
settlement building, ploughing, herding, polluting and travelling [24]. This amalgam of environmental
and anthropogenic processes has constantly changed in proportion and intensity across space and
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complex, vague, messy entities that are uninterruptedly shaped through human engagement with
them [25,26]; they only possess defined spatial and temporal limits when imposed by analytical
procedures and intellectual traditions [27].
Notwithstanding their complexity and vagueness, ‘understanding landscapes’ is the central aim
of landscape archaeology. This archaeological sub-discipline emerged in the mid-1970s [28] and is
here roughly defined as the study of all environmental and sociocultural variables influencing the
mutual interaction (both physical and perceptual) of humans with their natural environment [29,30].
This means that landscape archaeology is “about what lies beyond the site, or the edge of the
excavation” [31] (p. 3), landscape being the physical reality comprising all anthropogenic features and
their natural context that exist across space, collectively called ‘the land’. In other words, the cultural
spaces or rather diffuse human traces such as roads, land division systems or isolated artefacts in
between hot spots of activity (traditional ‘sites’) [32]. This perspective was framed in what became
known as distributional archaeology [33], non-site archaeology [34], siteless archaeology [35,36] or
off-site archaeology [37].
This process of filling the gaps between the sites gradually became the practical implementation
of landscape archaeology since the 1980s, providing valuable information about human exploitation
of the environment. However, it also reminded archaeologists of all the possible, subtle or obvious,
recursive and mutual interactions of human presence with the land through space and time as well as
the strict non-physical aspect of landscape. One that im- or explicitly relates to the various layers of
cultural meaning and human value [24,38,39]. Therefore, landscape archaeology is undoubtedly also
about how these physical realities are perceived, culturally and socially exploited, understood and
given meaning (i.e., ‘land-scaped’) by past and current human presence [31,40–42]. Landscapes are
accepted as being polysemous: geometric, quantitative and economic, but also qualitative, subjectively
perceived and socially constructed [43,44]. In other words: landscapes structure and are structured by
us; landscapes move, and they move us too [26]. Finally, being the multi-temporal present product of
superpositioned and intermingled temporalities, landscapes should not be metaphorically described as
palimpsests. In a palimpsest, everything gets erased, but not necessarily so in a landscape. This gives
landscapes their cluttered, complex and messy character [45] in which function and meaning are not
separable [40].
Bringing the diverse intellectual trends in archaeological theory together with the fact that one can
describe landscape only contentiously and ambiguously, has led to several incarnations of landscape
archaeology. In other words, a broad array of practices, theories, and tools have emerged to produce
knowledge about the physicality and meaning of landscapes in the past [46–49]. Despite this variety of
approaches, much European archaeological landscape research has relied on (and still relies on) remote
sensing data (although the incorporation of remote sensing methods in landscape archaeology is very
variable when considered globally). This relationship should not come as a surprise. Even though they
are characterised by diffuse physical and cultural boundaries, a landscape implies a meaningful place
for everyday human living. Although the boundaries of these inhabiting and experiencing areas have
changed through time, landscape can be considered a concept with an intermediate spatial extent,
representing a human scale of lived experience for most of history [24,50]. Being larger than a complex
of sites, a landscape has the ideal spatial extent to be observed from above.
1.2. Archaeological Remote Sensing
Archaeology was one of the first disciplines to use remote sensing in scientific investigations [51].
As soon as it became apparent that excavations alone did not provide sufficient clues for understanding
the various aspects of past settlements and their transformation over time, ‘auxiliary’ approaches such
as geophysical survey, surface artefact collection and airborne reconnaissance were brought in [52,53].
Although these approaches initially focused on finding ‘sites’ for excavation, they were instrumental
in the development of landscape archaeology (see also Section 3). Today, there is a large consensus
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for discovering and registering archaeological traces and landscape patterning. Although some,
mainly British and phenomenological critiques have been formulated on the airborne perspective
(see [54] for an overview), remote sensing has not attracted the global and strongly outspoken
theoretical controversy characteristic for related tools such as GIS [55]. Overall, non-destructively
observing from above is commonly considered a valid backdrop for contemporary European
archaeological landscape research [17,47,52,56–61], certainly when fully integrated with other
specialised techniques such as artefact survey, geophysical and geochemical prospection, cartographic
research, botany and geology. Subsequent sections will comment on the extent to which this
background is theory-laden.
Although remote sensing products have already played a fundamental role in formulating
explanations of past landscapes, it is still important to review their key concepts and sub-methods.
In archaeology, remote sensing is a general name given to all techniques that use propagated signals
to observe the Earth’s surface from above. This definition rules out terrestrial geophysical methods,
even though some scholars call them ground-based remote sensing [62,63]. Their widely differing
characteristics allow for the classification of remote sensing techniques in diverse ways: imaging
versus non-imaging, passive versus active, optical versus non-optical, and airborne versus spaceborne.
Whereas passive remote sensing systems capture naturally occurring radiation such as emitted thermal
energy or reflected solar radiation, active systems produce their own radiation. Airborne systems
operate from within the Earth’s atmosphere, whereas spaceborne systems deploy a sensor mounted
onboard a spacecraft (often a satellite) that orbits the Earth. When dealing with an imaging system,
the output is an image, whereas non-imaging systems can deliver sounding data or emission spectra.
Archaeological remote sensing relies mainly on the active sounding technique known as Airborne
Laser Scanning (ALS) and passive air- and spaceborne imaging in the optical spectrum. However,
the selection of appropriate techniques is entirely due to the nature of most (hidden) archaeological
remains. Since ALS systems can record sub-canopy features, the vegetation can be digitally removed
to expose the underlying terrain and model solid standing structures. Given its capability to digitise
surfaces with decimetre- to centimetre-level accuracy, ALS is also able to document the geometry of
small topographic undulations such as earthworks or other, even submerged features of archaeological
interest [64–68]. Currently, ALS is still considered inadequate to record entirely buried archaeological
residues. Since the latter can change the chemical and physical properties of the local soil matrix,
they might be disclosed by growing- or ripening-induced differences in the colour or height of
vegetation on top of the remains (i.e., crop or vegetation marks, exploited most by aerial survey) or
distinct tonal differences in the ploughed soil (soil marks). Although advances in the radiometric
correction of ALS data [69] already demonstrated their value to map reflectance differences in soils and
plants [70], the amount of spatial detail in these ALS-based images can still not compete with the spatial
resolution of data products from the best airborne passive imaging systems. Moreover, reflectance
values are only recorded for the wavelength(s) actively emitted by the ALS system. Dedicated air- or
spaceborne optical imaging devices can, therefore, more comprehensively map plough-levelled sites
through the proxies of vegetation, shadow and soil marks [71].
Although optical electromagnetic radiation conventionally incorporates the ultraviolet to infrared
spectrum with wavelengths between 10 nm (0.01 μm) and 1 mm (1000 μm) [72,73], remote passive
imaging in the optical regime usually starts at the visible waveband (i.e., 400 nm) [74]. Together
with the Near-InfraRed (NIR; 700 nm to 1100 nm) and Short Wavelength InfraRed (SWIR; 1.1 μm
to 3 μm), this waveband is known as the solar-reflective spectral range because the imagery is
predominantly generated by reflected solar energy (Figure 1). The neighbouring Mid Wavelength
InfraRed (MWIR; 3 μm to 6 μm) range is considered an optical transition zone, as the solar-reflective
behaviour slowly shifts in favour of self-emitted thermal radiation. In both the Long Wavelength
InfraRed (LWIR; 6 μm to 15 μm) and Far/extreme-InfraRed (FIR; 15 μm to 1 mm), the imaging process
is almost uniquely governed by the thermal electromagnetic radiation emitted by the scene objects
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When the imager uses different spectral bands or channels to capture the reflected or thermal energy,
the terms ‘multi-’ or ‘hyper-’ spectral apply.
Figure 1. The divisions of the optical electromagnetic spectrum (* VUV does not perfectly correspond
to UV-D. While VUV runs from 10 nm to 200 nm and FUV from 200 nm to 280 nm, UV-D encompasses
the 10 nm to 100 nm region and UV-C the 100 nm to 280 nm zone).
Archaeology relies often on multi-spectral satellite sensors to record archaeologically-induced
reflectance differences in soil and vegetation [75–79]. It is the combination of an ever increasing
spatial and spectral resolving power combined with the frequency by which they can cover large
areas of interest and their inherent synoptic perspective (i.e., footage with an extensive spatial
coverage) that provide many interesting opportunities for landscape archaeologists when compared to
conventional aerial imagery. Besides, satellite sensors can image areas that have limited or no access
due to airspace restrictions, bureaucratic red tape or other obstacles to reconnaissance. However,
the comparatively limited spatial resolution of spaceborne imagery limits its utility for the discovery
and detailed recording of smaller landscape features. When one needs to spatially resolve the soil
and vegetation marks that result from small features (such as pits and postholes), an airborne vantage
point remains still superior. As a result, satellite reconnaissance is better suited for mapping large-scale
and broad landscape features such as paleochannels or detecting upstanding monuments in semi-arid
environments, while airborne imaging remains the preferred approach for a detailed study of past
geo-cultural activity. Hence, this paper will target only passive airborne optical imaging approaches
when presenting methodological reflections and deconstruct existing practices. Moreover, the text
implicitly assumes manned platforms.
1.3. Sampling the Archaeological Record
The discipline of archaeology relies by default and as a whole on very limited data, which are from
an analytical viewpoint called samples in statistics [80]. In the words of Clarke: “Archaeology in essence
then is the discipline with the theory and practice for the recovery of unobservable hominid behaviour
patterns from indirect traces in bad samples.” [81] (p. 17). With bad samples, Clarke indicates that
archaeology does not just simply rely on a sample of the complete, untouched record of all tangible
and intangible geo-cultural traces that ever occurred (called the population in statistics and here
denoted the potential or target archaeological record). Rather, archaeology and the explanations
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imperfectly preserved archaeological record, which by itself is only a partial representation of the
initial archaeological record (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Explanations about the past are based on the deficient and biased archaeological data at our
disposal. These data, the archaeological sample (or recovered archaeological record), are only a small
subset of all present remains of past human behaviour.
In landscape archaeology, scholars research the continuous record of traces created by human and
environmental activity (and their mutual interrelation) that the many post-depositional agencies in
that environment (including anthropogenic disturbance) have allowed to be preserved through time.
Landscapes are the framework that contain all these testimonies and patterns of human behaviour.
The latter, here collectively called the preserved archaeological record, is never pristine. It constitutes
only a very limited subset of all those accumulative geo-cultural manifestations and engagements that
were included in the initial archaeological record, the latter being only a sample of all possible tangible
and intangible human responses to cultural, demographic, environmental and social opportunities
that were originally present at a certain moment in time. Depending on the view of the archaeologist,
potential, initial and preserved archaeological record can be denoted the ‘archaeological record’ or
the statistical population about which archaeologists want to draw conclusions. Cowgill, for instance,
distinguished between a so-called ‘physical consequences’ population (the initial archaeological
record) and a ‘physical finds’ population (a combination of the preserved and recovered archaeological
record) [82]. Both the initial and preserved archaeological populations are thus residual consequences
of countless spatio-temporally varying and interacting cultural and natural processes that all act as
agents of sampling bias [82–84].
In the fields of metrology and engineering, bias is due to a systematic error and as such an estimate
for the closeness of agreement with the unknown ‘true’ value [85]. Statistically speaking, bias results
from an unfair or faulty sampling and is a measure of accuracy. More generally, the concept of bias
often denotes the partiality or one-sidedness or unfairness of (one or more) observations, which thus
renders that observation also inaccurate according to a third party. Regardless of field, highly accurate
observations thus always have a small bias. In archaeology, biased data are characterised by ambiguity,
unfair tendencies (systematic over or under representation) and partiality (i.e., inappropriate recovery
rate). That is why the preserved archaeological record is by default a progressively biased, distorted
and lacking remnant of a once functioning but unknown whole [86].
However, if the past is accessible at all, it can only be understood as a secondary construct that has
to be established on the basis of this biased preserved archaeological continuous record. To access this
continuum, archaeologist still must rely on finite archaeological samples to infer information about this
biased population since observing the totality of a particular aspect of the preserved archaeological
record is usually practically impossible or utterly expensive. Lack of consistency and errors in these
archaeological sampling processes just add additional bias. It is the latter that archaeologists want
to minimise, because the inadequacies in the preserved archaeological record can only be dealt
with conceptually.
Since the rise of the processual paradigm, the complex and controversial topic of sampling has
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to both theoretical and methodological biases [90], it is generally agreed upon that large samples offer
improved accuracy over small samples [91]. It is, therefore, sensible to revise any sampling strategy
that knowingly and unnecessarily limits the recovered archaeological record. Only then can these
unfortunate and needless constraints on the collected data be mitigated.
The consistent nature of observing is one of the main underpinnings to increase the relevance
and accuracy of archaeological data gathering. In other words, only systematic recording in various
dimensions can eliminate measurement bias to a large extent and render the archaeological data
analytically and interpretationally useful [91,92]. However, lack of consistency is exactly what
characterises the most common archaeological optical remote imaging approaches. This is the main
rationale that drives this paper and its methodological-technical reflection on (and revision of) current
airborne optical sampling approaches.
Finally, it remains important to stress once more the point made at the very beginning of this text.
Although this paper acknowledges that topography, soil and vegetation type, land use and climate
largely govern (and thus bias) the data generated by passive aerial optical imaging, the article does
not provide an in-depth reflection upon these uncontrollable variables since they are inherent to the
working principles of airborne passive imaging approaches. In contrast, the text pulls the variables
that one can control during the image acquisition into sharp focus. This approach will also make it
possible (in Section 8) to juxtapose airborne imaging with excavations and geophysical surveys and
criticise some of the general reservations about the fitness-for-purpose of passive aerial optical imaging
for the benefit of landscape archaeology.
1.4. Which Theory to Follow?
Reflecting on data acquisition in archaeology necessitates the contextualising of this archaeological
practice. In addition, the latter requires some archaeological theory. However, this is a difficult
balance and one must take care “to avoid overt theorising which loses touch with the empirical basis;
to avoid swinging back too far from theoretical debate into the empirical, and starting bean-counting
again” [1] (p. 65). Over the past century, but mainly during the past six decades, successive movements
in archaeological theory have influenced archaeological research practices [93]. All of these differing
theoretical reflections, of which most seem to originate in other disciplines, stem from the doubts
archaeologists have regarding their ability to yield valid inferences about past societies. However,
all possible theoretical and methodological stances and their reciprocal relationships have undergone
significant changes and multiple critiques to the extent that archaeology still possesses little agreement
on theoretical core concepts [94–96]. Or, as Pearce states: theory has become bricolage [97].
When going back to the above-mentioned practical level of landscape archaeology as the study
of the geo-cultural spaces between (and incorporating) the sites, remote sensing is in many research
contexts a valid means to accomplish this. However, remote sensing data (and the tools to interact with
them) stem from the worlds of quantification and generalisation, to which the qualitative and subjective
aspects of humanity defended by the broadly labelled post-processual movement, represents a partial
reaction [23]. Post-processual archaeologists mainly critiqued the scientific, analytical approach to
reach objective conclusions. In that light, it is unsurprising that remote sensing was generally of little
interest to them. However, it is not because certain schools of thought will more readily adopt airborne
optical imaging that opposing theoretical schools cannot rely on airborne observations and learn from
them. Post-processualism, for instance, questioned the relationships between the observed and the
object of study. From this point of view, aerial imaging has quite some notions to contribute. It also
indicates that most theories relate to the interpretive framework of (landscape) archaeology. They are
concerned by how information (and in a later stadium knowledge) are gained from archaeological
data and why certain data are gathered. They widely disagree on the extent to which archaeological
data are theory-laden, but debate only to a lesser degree the data collection procedures themselves.
In contrast to what some might believe, deciding upon a specific method does not necessarily assume
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is independent of any theoretical foundations, that it is ‘theory-neutral’ when it comes to landscape
archaeology [2,98].
This aura of theoretical neutrality stems from the beginning of the 20th century and the fact that
remote sensing methods were often developed outside the main theoretical reflections. However,
any aerial image is an archaeological piece of data just like any other source such as a ceramic bowl.
Both the photograph and the ceramic bowl are mere samples of the preserved archaeological record
(see Section 1.3) and have to be the subject of a particular theory-driven interpretation, the outcome
of which is affected by many underlying assumptions and pre-understandings [99]. Although the
theoretical interpretational frameworks that enable the reading and narrativising of aerial images
are not a part of this paper, it must be clear that the archaeological function of airborne imagery
(or any remote sensing output for that matter) are far from being culturally unbiased and theoretically
neutral [2,100]. Moreover, also the application of a specific method is governed by theory, since one
always consciously chooses airborne remote sensing as (one of) the data collection methods to answer
an (often tacit) theory-based research problem. Again, this does not mean that the choice for airborne
imaging automatically assumes a particular theoretical orientation, certainly not in a time where theory
seems to have become less partisan and more pragmatic.
Any aerial image only depicts a few dimensions of the contemporary, preserved archaeological
record, most of it through proxies like soil, shadow and vegetation marks. The values of and relations
between the individual pixels must still undergo an evidential interpretational stage (which in itself
poses still many problems in archaeology [101]). The very process of passive airborne imaging
should, however, be executed as exhaustively and systematically as possible (given the contemporary
technological constraints of observing various dimensions). Whether the landscape is considered
abstract, quantifiable, static and neutral or rather seen as a humanised, qualitative, dynamic and
contextual entity [39], landscape archaeology is always about totality: it is about all kinds of people
and the superposition and intermingling of all possible landscapes. This paper will, therefore, explore
the need for a more holistic approach to airborne data collection in all feasible dimensions (being spatial,
spectral and temporal among others). It proposes several improvements to the current dominant
optical aerial imaging approaches so that the airborne data gathering stage can become of undeniable
use to many possible theoretical perspectives on landscape.
In this way, the dominant form of archaeological airborne remote sensing can move beyond
its traditional cultural-historical point-based approach and provide data that are deeper and more
explicitly rooted within the application of landscape archaeology. Moreover, removing much of the
existing selectivity from the airborne data collection phase essentially mitigates major sampling biases
and largely ignores the social context and pre-understandings of the aerial archaeologist, thereby
allowing optical aerial imaging to transcend theoretical perspectives and become less theory-laden.
Too often, incorporating (new) digital technologies in archaeology while lacking any theoretical
framework is said to be meaningless. Albeit correct to some extent, this paper hopes to show that
even the best conceptual framework will not prevent any biased and incompetent use of technology
(hard-plus software) and methodology. Fancy theories can still lead to the acquisition of useless data
from which insupportable, meaningless and even erroneous conclusions are drawn.
In this light, the next section will present eight particular characteristics that apply to all passive
optical airborne imaging approaches. Afterwards, this paper will outline the methodological-technological
pros and cons of the main passive airborne optical imaging approaches applied in archaeology.
Using these eight features, it can be shown that all airborne imaging techniques are—implicitly
or explicitly—sub-par samplers of one or more dimensions of the preserved archaeological record,
thereby introducing major bias and subjectivity into the collected data. It is important to mention once
more that this assessment does not equal the often implicitly accepted (and during cultural-historical
and processual times outspoken) objective and neutral nature of remotely sensed imagery. The choice
of a specific study region, aircraft, flying height, pilot, imager, lens and image acquisition time are
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acquisition stage, when experience, intuition and knowledge govern data processing, visualisation,
interpretation and information synthesis.
2. Capturing Multi-Dimensionality in Eight Key Characteristics
2.1. Bias Versus Cumulativety
Earlier (Section 1.3), the case was made for a consistent recording of airborne data to eliminate
measurement bias as much as possible. This text also argues for an airborne approach that maximally
excludes potential data partiality by exhaustive sampling. In other words, the recovery rate of the
preserved archaeological record should be as high as possible. When the airborne observation does
not adhere to both conditions, it is denoted biased. Not that this concept of archaeological bias
strongly deviates from the metrological idea. In its strict mathematical sense, bias cannot be reduced,
let alone eliminated, by acquiring more samples. Since it is the difference between the mean of
many observations and the true value, a single measurement is also considered unbiased in a strict
statistical sense.
However, aerial archaeological survey is a strange animal. Not only should it seek to minimise
partiality by an exhaustive sampling scheme (which equals in some aspects a total coverage
approach—see Section 3), it should also be executed repeatedly. Although the proponents of the
empirical approach would always advocate repeatable aerial data collection sorties as they believe
that more data will lead to greater veracity, even those following deductive approaches have to resort
to repeated surveys if they want the aerial data collection to be effective. Even with a total approach,
the visibility of (predominantly) vegetation marks in a specific part of the electromagnetic spectrum
depends on numerous variables: geology, land use, plant species, soil humidity, erosion processes
and weather conditions during the flight among numerous others. Since the interactions between the
many conditions do often not yield conditions that are ideal for observing crop, shadow and soil mark
features with a specific imaging setup, a cumulative approach to partially resolve these uncontrollable
biases is imperative [102].
2.2. The Usual Suspects
Spatial, temporal, spectral and radiometric resolving power are the first four characteristics that
can express how much a specific airborne data collection strategy is prone to induce bias in the imagery
recorded. They stem from the fact that digital imaging sensors always represent averages of the spatial,
temporal and spectral dimensions. The macroscopic space we live in is—according to Newtonian
physics—four-dimensional. Any ‘event’ in the universe can be defined by a location (x, y, z) and a time
of occurrence (t), making this event a four-dimensional entity [103]. However, in addition to this one
temporal and three spatial dimensions of the universe, more or less every variable can sensu stricto
be thought of as a dimension [104]. Just as time is a variable, the same goes for colour, temperature
or the number or pottery sherds per metre squared. For remote sensing data, a sampled spectral and
radiometric dimension is usually defined in addition to the temporal and spatial ones. Note that
resolving power denotes the characteristic of the imaging system, while the term resolution is used
when talking about the image itself.
Spatial resolving power refers to the ability of an instrument to distinguish between neighbouring
objects. It is expressed as the reciprocal of spatial resolution [105]. Although the final spatial resolution
of an image depends on many factors, one of the key factors is the so-called GSD or Ground Sampling
Distance. Most imaging sensors have a sensor that consists of individual photosites (see Figure 3).
The distance from the centre of one photosite to the centre of the neighbouring photosite is denoted the
detector pitch. The GSD is the corresponding distance projected in object space, stating the horizontally
or vertically measured scene distance Δx between two consecutive sample locations. Although the
detector pitch is a fixed property of a sensor, it can generate images with different GSDs. Among other
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and the focal length of the lens. To counteract observational bias towards larger features, smaller GSDs
are important.
Figure 3. The working principles of a typical digital image sensor inside a photo camera. The relative
spectral response curves obtained from a Nikon D200 without internal blocking filter reveal that the
Blue, Green and Red channels have a FWHM of 80 nm, 75 nm and 160 nm, respectively. Note that
the red channel of an unmodified camera will have a FWHM of about 50 nm since the camera will
not be responsive in the invisible near-ultraviolet and near-infrared regions (both indicated in grey).
With maxima at 460 nm, 530 nm and 600 nm, all bands are separated by 70 nm.
Sampling the time dimension is related to the imager’s integration time or shutter speed during
image acquisition. However, the temporal resolving power of an imaging system generally refers to
the repeat period or the capability to view the same scene at regular intervals. This characteristic was
included here since repeated airborne observations are key to build up a cumulative data record.
The spectral resolving power quantifies the spectral details that can be resolved by the imaging
sensor. The Full Width at Half Maximum or FWHM is usually applied as the measure of spectral
resolving power. The FWHM of a spectral band quantifies its spectral bandwidth at 50% of its peak
responsitivity. Commonly, FWHM is expressed as a wavelength difference range Δλ and measured
in nanometre or micrometre (see Figure 3). To preserve spectral details, the spectral pass band
(in terms of FWHM) should have a width smaller or comparable to the spectral details in the signal.
Broad spectral bands just integrate over a too wide range. They average subtle spectral details away
and create ambiguity. To sufficiently resolve small spectral features, the placement of the spectral
bands—expressed as an interval in nm—is as important as the spectral bandwidth. Not being able to
record the contrast exhibited by vegetation and soil marks will thus automatically lead to biased data.
Besides these three sampling processes, digitising an analogue signal also encompasses quantising
the sample values to a discrete Digital/Data Number (DN). The total possible range of different DNs
or quantisation values an imager can create is termed the tonal range. An image´s tonal range is
thus fully determined by the bit depth of this quantisation process: quantisation with N bits maps
samples onto a discrete set of 2N values. This quantisation (or radiometric sampling) provides images
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capability of that sensor to discriminate two targets based on their emittance or reflectance, a value
that is among other factors dependent on the imager’s bit depth. Digital images are thus sampled
and quantised representations of a scene, defined by a multi-dimensional matrix of numbers [106].
If their spatial, temporal, spectral and radiometric resolution becomes too coarse, they create ambiguity.
Since all four characteristics are the result of finite interval sampling processes, a digital image will
thus always induce partiality. The smaller the sampling unit becomes (i.e., the more exhaustive the
sampling gets), the less biased archaeological image data will be (note again that this does not relate to
the unique meaning of bias in measurement theory). Key is to minimise this partiality and ambiguity
by optimising all four key characteristics.
2.3. From Availability to Processing Complexity
While an imaging sensor´s resolving power and the resolution of an image are thus quoted in the
spatial, spectral, temporal and radiometric measurement dimensions, this paper defines four additional
but equally important properties to describe an aerial archaeological imaging solution that are not part
of the usual remote sensing suspects: cost, availability, geographical bias and processing complexity.
Cost refers to the financial cost of acquiring the imaging system as well as its operational costs.
Availability indicates how easy it is to have the system in operation at a certain place and a certain time.
Systems that are very affordable or whose handling is straightforward, are generally easy to come
by and will, therefore, be much more available than their expensive, highly specialised counterparts.
When an imaging system is not available or operational funds are lacking, no data are collected or at
least not when initially planned (e.g., when the conditions are favourable to record vegetation stress).
Both factors might prevent the vital cumulative approach to data collection and even induce strong
biases by limiting the area and the time frame in which the survey can be carried out.
The main problem with much existing aerial imagery is, however, its strong geographical,
observer-related bias. The latter refers to the coverage of the scene during the data acquisition
phase: is every part of the study area covered or are only selected views obtained? When airborne
imagery exhibits a geographical bias, space becomes anything but neutral and remote sensing data
far from a contiguous objective-like background. Since this type of bias is prevalent and of high
importance, the next section covers it at length.
Finally, processing complexity encompasses all the geometric and radiometric corrections
that should be executed before any of the interpretational processes can start. Highly complex
post-processing chains prevent data from being considered as a relevant source in landscape
archaeology, as such creating one more type of bias. Of course, one could always epistemologically
argue that only archaeological research itself produces lacking data since archaeological data
themselves are complete and data gaps only emerge once those samples are considered evidence of
something [86]. However, since aerial image-based interpretations are used in landscape archaeology
to grasp complex aspects like human behaviour, passive airborne optical imaging approach(es) should
from the very start minimise data deficiencies and additional unnecessary biases. This can be obtained
by maximising instrument availability and the amount of systematic observations in the various
dimensions on the one hand, and minimising their operational costs, geographical bias and processing
complexity on the other. The next sections will delve deeper into all individual techniques for
archaeological passive airborne optical imaging, being: observer-directed aerial photography, blanket
aerial photography, multispectral imaging and airborne imaging spectroscopy. All four will be assessed
in the light of these eight key concepts (although less stress will be put on the radiometric and temporal
resolving power of the systems given their overall good to excellent performance). A tabulated
overview of these accounts can also be found in Table 1. Along the way, some thoughts on equipment-
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Table 1. Overview of the main passive imaging solutions in the optical domain and how they score
for the eight key characteristics. +, 0 and − indicate good, neutral and bad, respectively. Scoring is
specifically for archaeological purposes and established by mutually weighing all solutions.
Method Spatial Spectral Temporal Radiom. Cost Availability Geo-bias Processing
Observer-directed aerial photography + − + + + + − 0
Blanket aerial
photography/multi-spectral imaging +/0 −/0 0 + 0 0 + +
Airborne imaging spectroscopy 0 + 0 + − − + −
3. How It All Started: Observer-Directed Aerial Photography
Concerning the first phase of archaeological aerial prospection from manned platforms,
much credit must go to Osbert Guy Stanhope Crawford (1886–1957). This Englishman is considered
to be the inventor of scientific aerial archaeological reconnaissance, and his work in the 1920s and
beyond was the basis for the future development of the discipline that became known as aerial
archaeology [107–109]. Thanks to Crawford’s leading role, archaeologists recognised the potential
and convenience of straightforward aerial observations to unravel and study the past. His positivist
perspective made Crawford consider aerial photographs as a neutral representation of objectively
existing archaeological sources. Despite the processual archaeology-inspired discussions on various
aspects of the method, the currently dominating practice of archaeological aerial photographic
reconnaissance has not witnessed major changes since the work of Crawford. In general, aerial
photographers engaged in this type of prospection acquire photographs from the cabin of a low-flying
(anywhere between 300 m and higher), preferably high-wing aircraft with lift-windows to obtain a
wide, unobstructed view of the scene below them. For a maximum working angle, the passenger door
might be removed as well. A small- or medium-format photographic/still frame camera is hand-held
and equipped with a lens that is commonly uncalibrated [110,111]. Once airborne, the archaeologist
flies over targeted areas, trying to detect possible archaeologically-induced landscape features. After an
archaeological or environmental feature of interest is detected, it is orbited and photographed from
various positions. Although a photographer might create near vertical photographs (or simply
‘verticals’) during such an archaeological reconnaissance sortie, the vast majority of the photographs
will be oblique in nature in that the optical axis of the imager intentionally deviates more than three
degrees from the vertical to the earth’s surface (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Vertical versus oblique aerial imaging.
Depending on the visibility of the apparent horizon, the image is then further classified as low
oblique (i.e., the horizon is not included) or high oblique [112]. Sometimes, the threshold between
low and high oblique photographs is also quantified at 30◦ [113]. Since this type of archaeological
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archaeologists in Great Britain but also in other parts of Europe have used ‘oblique survey’ as shorthand
for this type of observer-directed or observer-biased survey strategy (the latter terms coined by
Palmer [114]). In the mapping and surveying community, this kind of photography is sometimes
denoted free-camera oblique photography, being “ . . . an enjoyable and to some extent creative form
of aerial photography . . . where the pilot and photographer have the task of photographing random
targets on a speculative basis” [115].
Since the 1930s, this free-camera, observer-directed aerial surveying has been the workhorse of
all archaeological airborne remote sensing techniques. Its success lies mainly in its straightforward
execution as well as the abundant availability and moderate cost of small aeroplanes and photo
cameras. The combination of its capacity to repeatedly cover relatively large areas with ample spatial
detail (typically a GSD of 5 cm to 10 cm) turns it into one of the most cost-effective methods for site
discovery—or at least, that is what it is often told to be e.g., [116,117].
Despite its efficiency in certain areas and periods, the main disadvantage of this reconnaissance
approach lies in its observer-directed nature which generates extremely selective, pre-interpreted [6]
and thus utterly biased data that are completely dependent on an airborne photographer recognising
archaeological phenomena at a relatively high air-to-ground speed. Subsurface soil disturbances that
are visually imperceptible at the time of flying, or those that are simply overlooked, will not make it
into a photograph. Moreover, the observer might fail to record certain features, even when looked
at, because he/she is too tired or they are not part of his/her expectations or repertoire of known
sites (see Cowley [18] for a more thorough discussion of this topic). Alternatively, the surveyor might
simply ignore existing features and create false patterning by flying where the archaeological ‘hot spots’
(a.k.a. ‘honey-pots’) or the ‘familiar stuff’ can be found [4,118,119]. Aerial archaeological pioneers such
as John Kenneth Sinclair St Joseph (1912–1994) are (in)famous for pursuing mainly Roman military
archaeology [120,121]. To them, but also too many of their successors, taking aerial photographs is like
collecting stamps. In a sense, observer-based archaeological aerial photography is still pursuing the
same goals as those of the first decades of the 20th century. This site-based approach contrasts with
the inherent complexity of landscapes and their internal relationships landscape archaeology tries to
unravel. Also, pre-interpreting the object of study before collecting data about it renders this type of
aerial observations entirely subjective.
Airborne imagery acquired during an observer-directed sortie is thus nothing but an arbitrary
sample, based on the perception, interest, motivation, knowledge, expectation and logistical capabilities
of the person behind a highly unoptimised data recording system called photo camera. When also
taking the indispensable need for favourable interactions between all the uncontrollable variables
as an additional bias into account [17,122], one can call into question the appropriateness of such
haphazardly collected data to make inferences about the landscape as a whole. Yet, these biased data
and the knowledge created from this century-old approach to aerial imaging continues to frame much
of the research in landscape archaeology.
To counteract any of these obvious geographical biases, several scholars have already questioned
this particular reconnaissance strategy over the past two decades. Although flying higher and/or
with a shorter focal length can draw more of the landscape into the photograph and a second
observer/photographer onboard might certainly increase the archaeological detection rate, several papers
also pointed out the advantage of a geographical ‘total coverage’ or ‘seamless’ approach [114,123–129].
Moreover, since photographs that result from such a blanket survey are much better suited for automated
image processing workflows, they also mitigate the prevalent bias that is created by simply not using
these aerial observations.
4. Removing the Camera-Angle Delusion: Total Coverage Aerial Photography
During a total coverage or block survey sortie, photographs will predominantly be acquired
with expensive, accurately calibrated, built-in (versus hand-held), gyro-stabilised and low distortion
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photographs are nadir/vertical images. These cameras are solidly housed and operated in bigger and
higher flying aeroplanes. Images feature a GSD of 25 cm or smaller and are acquired in parallel strips
at regular intervals, generally with a substantial frame overlap: in one flight strip, each photograph has
a generally accepted degree of overlap of circa 60 ± 5% (figures to 90% can be found as well, see [113])
with the following and preceding image (longitudinal overlap). Adjacent strips have on average an
overlap of 25% to 40% (lateral overlap) [115]. The camera is pointing directly down to the earth to
acquire (near) nadir photographs. Because a perfect vertical is seldom achieved, an image with an
angle of less than or equal to 3◦ is called vertical [131]. Analogous to the oblique survey approach,
archaeologists began to use ‘vertical survey’ as shorthand for such total area coverage flying strategies.
Although one could indeed argue that both flying strategies primarily deliver these types of images,
this archaeological habit remains a very inappropriate way of categorising aerial survey approaches.
Just as the observer-directed flying strategy can yield vertical imagery, these aerial block surveys
can deliver oblique imagery as well. This has never been more evident than in the past fifteen years,
during which the geospatial community re-introduced oblique imagery for measuring applications.
Although tilted views had been very popular in the 1920s to 1940s for mapping, surveillance and
reconnaissance purposes [132], extracting accurate geometry from aerial images has been limited to
blocks of vertical images afterwards. The recent revival of the tilted views—acquired during total
coverage mapping surveys—was mainly triggered by Pictometry. Since this New York-based imaging
company introduced in 2000 its PentaView capture system consisting of five cameras (of which four
were taking oblique images, while the central one was directed nadir [133]), the properties of the
acquired oblique imagery have been opening many eyes. As a result, a strong movement towards
mapping approaches that integrated oblique images with the more traditional vertical ones was
created [134,135]. This trend is now exemplified by the growing number of manufacturers that create
digital multi-camera systems in which the vertical mapping camera is complemented by one or more
oblique mapping cameras—for example IGI’s Penta DigiCAM [136] or Microsoft’s UltraCam Osprey
family [137] (Figure 5).
 
Figure 5. The Microsoft/Vexcel UltraCam Osprey Prime II for combined nadir and oblique image
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Although the current evolution and use of these systems are mainly driven by the major
developments in the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry [138], the resulting imagery
is also an excellent source of geo-information for many other fields. The strongest selling point of these
obliques is their intuitive nature and rich content: not only do they come close to the standard human
perception of objects or scenes while standing on a hill or in a high tower [139,140], they also make it
easier to map façades of houses, hence providing a complete description of built-up areas [141,142].
Although parts of vertical structures such as houses, electricity pylons, trees and lamp post might
indeed remain occluded in a vertical view, the information that oblique imagery delivers about vertical
structures is only of minor importance in most landscape archaeology projects. The reasons for the
enthusiastic revival of the slanted viewing geometry in the geospatial industry do thus not hold
(or only to a minor extent and in specific cases) for most archaeological landscape projects. Moreover,
nadir views provide a more than satisfying alternative to the extremes of oblique imaging for rendering
shadow and colour-difference based marks [10].
From the statements above, it should be clear that the traditional archaeological remote sensing
dichotomy between oblique and vertical aerial photographic reconnaissance—in which either type too
often indicates a specific flying approach—is a highly inappropriate one. This terminology should
be left behind in favour of observer-directed versus total coverage or block survey, both capable of
generating oblique as well as vertical aerial photographs. Although the terms biased versus unbiased
aerial survey are sometimes coined [114,143], their usage is also discouraged since many other biases
remain. If used, one could refer to these survey strategies as being geographically unbiased—as was
also done by Mills [125]. That is, geographically unbiased at least inside the survey area itself, since the
specific choice of the latter is also governed by many personal and practical factors.
5. Increasing the Spectral Dimensions: VNIR Aerial Imaging
Despite many advantages, both geographically biased and unbiased aerial photography
are typically characterised by major spectral shortcomings. In archaeological observer-biased
aerial photography, the human visual system governs the survey working principles. However,
both the human eye and a standard photo camera only create useful data streams using light
(i.e., the visible electromagnetic spectrum). Although several archaeologists have at a certain point
in their career experimented with false-colour or pure Near-InfraRed (NIR) airborne imaging
(consider [144] for an extensive overview) or even imaging in the near-ultraviolet [145,146], the majority
of aerial footage has been acquired with photographic media that were sensitised to wavelengths
between approximately 400 nm and 700 nm. Although striking and revealing images have been
obtained in this way, the detection of vegetation marks (and to a certain extent soil and other marks)
becomes impossible in less-than-optimal circumstances. The slight differentials of height and colour
in crops might simply exhibit too low contrast with the surrounding matrix to be noticed in the
visible spectrum (Figure 6). As a result, the aerial observer will never orbit nor document visually
imperceptible soil and crop disturbances.
Since most mapping cameras are multispectral devices that capture imagery in one NIR and three
visible channels (encompassing the so-called VNIR spectrum), NIR blanket coverage generated during
a block sortie tackles the issue mentioned above. However, both standard photographic solutions
as well as multi-spectral imagers capture reflected solar radiation in spectrally broad wavebands.
A typical colour photograph records the visible spectrum in three wide Red, Green and Blue channels
(with their FWHM approximately 80 nm; Figure 3), while a NIR image generally encompasses a 200 nm
waveband. From the perspective of feature recovery-rate, this is a subpar approach since particular
diagnostic spectral vegetation features are often only a few nanometres wide. (Note again that this text
mainly focuses on vegetation marks due to their abundance and potential to disclose very detailed
morphological information about the totally buried archaeological features).
This makes acquisition of data with a high spectral resolution necessary when one seeks to
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in the data. Vertical and oblique photography, even when executed beyond the visible waveband,
thus significantly reduce the diagnostic accuracy of vegetation investigation. Despite their potentially
high spatial resolving power, they spectrally undersample the at-sensor radiation and mask the spectral
features that are too narrow to be distinguished [11,147]. Although more dedicated multispectral
sensors like the Daedalus 1268 Airborne Thematic Mapper have been developed and used profusely in
archaeological research [148–152], those cameras commonly lack the high spatial resolution advocated
above. They are also ill-suited for fast deployment in the small two- to four-seat aircraft that are
typically used for an archaeological aerial survey. Nevertheless, the resulting images enable the
generation of radiometrically corrected orthophotographs and Digital Surface Models (DSMs).
 
Figure 6. Visible (A) and NIR photograph (B) of the same area in Portus, Italy (41◦46′30′′N,
12◦15′51′′E—WGS84). Note the many features that are visible in the NIR image but go undetected in
the conventional photograph.
6. Overcoming the Spectral Delusion: Airborne Imaging Spectroscopy
To resolve this spectral resolution issue, archaeologists have started to investigate Airborne
Imaging Spectroscopy (AIS), also known as Airborne Hyperspectral Scanning (AHS). AIS is a passive
remote sensing technique that digitises the earth’s upwelling electromagnetic radiation in a multitude
of small spectral bands. Compared to most multispectral sensors, hyperspectral sensors have a higher
spectral resolving power (typically an FWHM of around 10 nm in the VNIR range) and capture more
and (nearly) contiguous (i.e., adjacent and not overlapping) spectra [153]. Although the borderline
between multi- and hyperspectral imaging is rather discipline dependent, ten to twelve spectral bands
is often taken as the threshold [154]. In other words: tens to hundreds of small bands of electromagnetic
radiant energy are captured per pixel location (Figure 7). Through a combination of all spectral data
acquired from a particular spatial location, every pixel of the final image holds the spectral signature
of the material that was sampled at that specific location.
AIS is typically used to image entire areas without having geographical data gaps. So far, AIS has
been used in several archaeological projects, for example [150,155–168]. The success rate regarding
archaeological subsurface structure detection is, however, variable and less effective applications
seem to be connected with the lower spatial resolutions of the acquired datasets (in most cases the
GSD ranges from 1 m to 4 m). Although the current generation of AIS sensors easily enables a GSD
below 50 cm when flown low and slow enough, the visible image detail is still not comparable with
conventional three-band aerial photographs.
Despite better spectral resolution and improving spatial resolution, working with AIS data
necessitates a certain amount of expert knowledge and specialised software. Assuming that the image
geometry and georeferencing can be handled correctly—which is far from a trivial task—one needs to
deal with the data quality and dimensional overload by denoising procedures and intelligent data
mining approaches. Even though specific archaeological tools such as the MATLAB-based ARCTIS
toolbox [169] have been developed to answer these needs, the issues mentioned above are still a
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of an AIS flight still places it out of reach of most institutions, despite the steadily decreasing prices
due to increased demand in non-archaeological communities. If, however, hyperspectral data with
a high spatial resolution are used in combination with powerful processing algorithms, AIS does
certainly have a clear potential in areas where vegetation marks do not appear clearly in broad-band
multi-spectral setups (e.g., [158,168]).
Figure 7. Visualisation of an airborne imaging spectroscopy data cube.
7. Take the Best, Leave the Rest. A Discussion
After this reflexive approach, it thus seems that, despite a hundred years of technological
evolutions and methodological developments, many observational shortcomings still hamper passive
airborne optical imaging to truly benefit the many flavours of landscape archaeology. This results in a
wide variety of biases, both in the data and the subsequent usage of them:
• spaceborne data, consistently acquired over extended areas and often in invisible wavebands,
might tackle the observer-directed and visible-radiation-limited biases. However, the data are
less (or not at all) suited for the discovery and detailed recording of small archaeological features,
as the spatial resolving power of the sensors exceeds one metre in all but a few panchromatic
cases (a panchromatic image is a greyscale image created by one spectral band that is sensitive
to more or less all (‘pan’) wavelengths (or colours, hence ‘chroma’) of visible electromagnetic
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freely available) are generally too broad or misplaced spectrally to truly detect the plant stress
that governs vegetation marks [170];
• conventional airborne photographic imaging approaches are dominantly observer-directed,
creating a strong geographical bias. They also lack the spectral resolving capabilities that are
needed to digitise subtle reflectance features;
• existing multispectral solutions are often limited to four broad bands while the instrumentation is
expensive and impossible to easily (de)mount into a light aircraft;
• hyperspectral imaging sensors do acquire data in narrow wavebands and are usually flown with a
total coverage strategy in mind, but the combination of affordability, availability, data complexity,
moderate temporal resolution and generally lower spatial resolving power also significantly
restrict its frequent use (even of existing data) in archaeological research. Various biases and a
lack of cumulative data are the result;
These remarks are not to diminish the importance of data collection strategies used so far, but the
tools and knowledge are now here to eliminate several of these shortcomings. At the turn of the 21st
century, Bewley and Rączkowski stated that “in examining future developments it is becoming clear
that we must hold on to the best of the old and embrace the best of the new” [171] (p. 4). From the
statements above, it seems that a more technologically adept archaeological airborne reconnaissance
system would combine the cost-effectiveness (from a hardware point of view), availability and
operating flexibility as well as the spatial and temporal resolving power of the observed-directed
photographic approach. In addition, it should allow a geographically unbiased total coverage in a
selection of narrow visible and invisible spectral wavebands that are suitable for detecting vegetation
and soil marks.
In the author’s view, the last two characteristics are crucial if the aerial archaeological community
wants to evolve to an improved airborne data acquisition that aims at a more consistent record of
our past. The next sections outline a proposal to that end. In short, the text further details why a
rather dense airborne sampling of various dimensions of the preserved archaeological record could
naturally span several perspectives and oppositional analytical approaches that are commonplace in
landscape archaeology. As such, this observational (i.e., data gathering) phase might to a large extent
transcend major theoretical paradigms. This proposal does not have to stay a purely hypothetical one,
as Verhoeven and Sevara [12] have recently shown how this could be materialised and put into practice.
7.1. Geographically Unbiased and Vertical
From a technological point of view, geographical total coverage aerial imaging is not novel at
all. However, it becomes innovative in archaeology as soon as it is executed with the same intensity
as observer-directed aerial surveys. When total coverage passive aerial optical imaging would be
performed by default, the uniformity of the aerial archaeological data sets would benefit enormously.
Passive airborne optical image collections would be freed of (most of) their inherent weaknesses
such as the observer’s experience, a priori knowledge and many other methodological biases [4,18],
although Wilson claims them to be unavoidable features of aerial reconnaissance [119].
The acceptance and implementation of such a strategy can, however, only be fruitful if one
distances themselves from the common approaches by which block surveys are executed. It still holds
true that most archaeological features appear on vertical photographs (acquired during a block survey)
through what has been denoted the serendipity effect [172]. This is principally because high-level
vertical block surveys have generally been executed to acquire basic material for (orthophoto)map
generation rather than for archaeological purposes. Even then, much valuable information has been
extracted from such blanket photography. Also, most of the usual arguments to not fly (or even use)
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Moreover, it is not written in stone that a total area coverage should only be flown at mid-day
at high-altitudes by professional survey companies that generate true nadir photographs with overly
expensive equipment. It is perfectly feasible to generate verticals using the small, two- to four-seater
aeroplanes which are typically used in archaeological aerial prospection by modifying the door or
mounting the camera externally (e.g., [178–181]). Fixing a camera to the side of the aircraft for taking
vertical photographs was already very common during the First World War [51]. Nowadays, Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UASs) will also predominantly acquire vertical still imagery in a total area style with
abundant image overlap. The reasons for this are pretty obvious. First, vertical, block-covered footage
offers an advantage in mapping, as the induced geometrical distortions are much smaller than those
embedded in oblique footage [182]. Second, the illumination changes across the image frame are
smaller and the scale is approximately constant throughout [139]. Since the data are by default captured
with a high overlap, they are also perfectly suited to create three-dimensional DSMs (see Figure 8B).
When acquired from operating heights that surpass allowable UAS altitudes, the high spatial resolution
and broad coverage of blanket vertical imaging make them relevant for a holistic view of the landscape,
to map extensive geo-archaeological traces as well as for the primary discovery of small, individual
archaeological features. Finally, even low-slanting sunlight is not an absolute necessity anymore for
recording earthworks or differences in vegetation height. Most orthorectification approaches now
automatically generate DSMs [183,184]. These can be used to artificially produce shadow marks in a
fast and (depending on the extent of the data set) even interactive way (Figure 8B) [185], while many
additional techniques exist to highlight small topographic differences further (see Figure 8C) [186].
 
Figure 8. (A) Orthophotograph of the Montarice hilltop (Marche, Italy; 43◦25′18′′N, 13◦39′33′′E—WGS84)
showing many vegetation marks. Although no shadow marks are visible, the next three visualisations
clearly indicate differences in vegetation height; (B) a DSM with artificially created shadow marks;
(C) a local relief model (annulus kernel, (45 pixels, 75 pixels)) brings out the tiny differences in
vegetation height; (D) a zoom of the same scene (its extent is indicated in A–C) with the height
of the crops extracted along the uninterrupted yellow line after computing a canopy height model.
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Of course, this does not mean that observer-directed flights in favourable light conditions should
be discarded. In between total coverage approaches, one can certainly think of a few targeted
observed-led sorties to acquire additional image material. However, observer-directed flights as
a means to better understand the recorded features or the area under study might make subsequent
interpretations of landscape organisation problematic if one assumes that past people also had a
similar ‘aerial (over)view’ concept of the landscape. In contrast, the photographs that are possible with
observer-based obliques are also still valid if one flies for artistic satisfaction or documenting standing
remains (certainly when those are to be found environments such as deserts; e.g., [187]). However, it is
the author’s firm conviction that these flights should be rather the exception than the rule.
Though Campana argues to “supplement oblique aerial survey with some form of ‘total’ recording
at those times when archaeological visibility is at its best” [188] (p. 12), he arguably makes a false
assumption that archaeological aerial archaeological photographic reconnaissance cannot escape its
inherent subjectivity and selectivity. On the contrary, it does not take all that much effort to replace the
observer led approach with a reconnaissance strategy involving cumulative total coverage surveys,
with or without oblique camera observation angles, executed from the same light aircraft commonly
used for archaeological airborne prospection. Of course, a certain amount of subjectivity will always
exist (such as choice of pilot, aircraft, flying height, time of data acquisition), but the main data
selectivity actors are not that hard to weed out. Maybe one of the key arguments in realising the
necessary change in archaeological mindset lies in the fact that information about soil type, hydrology,
land use and vegetation cover—which is all extractable from continuous airborne coverage—can even
help to detect bias in other data sources [189].
7.2. Multispectral and Portable
It is also deemed of the utmost importance to acquire spectral data in a handful of small, vegetation
and soil mark-sensitive spectral bands as well as in the very common broad wavebands of the visible
spectrum, since the interpretation of the former will greatly benefit from the latter [11]. Ideally, imagery
could be acquired in the green peak at 550 nm (30 nm FWHM), the red edge at 705 nm (30 nm
FWHM) and the NIR shoulder at 820 nm (100 nm FWHM). Those three spectral bands have repeatedly
been shown to be strongly related to biophysical changes caused by plant stress [190–193]. They are,
therefore, well-suited for assessing crop (and by extension vegetation) characteristics, while the
combination of the 820 nm NIR band and the 705 nm Red Edge band has already proven its potential
in archaeological prospection [156,194,195]. Additionally, the potential information captured in the
NIR band is not solely restricted to vegetation marks. Since water heavily absorbs NIR [196] and
existing soil moisture differences are often characteristic of soil marks [197,198], discerning the latter
becomes easier in the NIR as compared to the visible range. Moreover, all three bands exhibit relatively
small anisotropic reflectance effects [199]. This approach also omits the overload of highly correlated
spectral data that is characteristic for conventional AIS approaches, while a high spatial resolution can
be combined with a high spectral resolution (be it in less spectral bands). To measure the incoming
visible spectrum, a normal state-of the-art camera can be flown alongside.
When the imaging solution is also transportable and easy to mount on a variety of light airplanes
(e.g., Cessna 152, Cessna 162 Skycatcher, Cessna 172 Skyhawk and Cessna 182 Skylane), repetitive,
cost-effective and total coverage airborne survey will become commonplace, offering local researchers
the chance to have a high-end imaging system flown at very reasonable costs.
7.3. The Processing and Interpretation Back-End
Although it might seem that the need for the proposed passive optical imaging approach is
paramount regardless of the data processing and interpretation pipeline, such drastic developments
can not only stay limited to the acquisition phase. The predominant single-imaged based workflows
are just too slow and cumbersome to deal with the large amounts of aerial imagery that are constantly
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risk of loss or obscurity and their archaeological information cannot (or will not) be exploited efficiently
(contributing to another form of bias).
The only solution is to leave the current post-acquisition workflows behind in favour of processing
and interpretation pipelines that can deal with a multitude of images at once, thereby saving on the
demands for skill, money and time. Given the current failure to do so, the latter three are also often
quoted as reasons to stay away from total area coverage [117]. As a result, new georeferencing
approaches, radiometry processing algorithms, management structures and interpretation strategies
must be conceptualised, tested and implemented, not only to maximise the usability of aerial optical
imagery for landscape archaeology but to simply deal with the large amounts of airborne data that
will result from the proposed image acquisition approach. Although it is sometimes said that studying
a sample with great care might yield more information than studying the complete population [80],
advances in data storage, computational power, machine vision and deep learning start to render this
argument more or less invalid for these image collections. When the processing and interpretational
chains are properly set-up (see also [12,200,201]), dealing with several thousands of images should not
be much more of a burden than dealing with a few hundreds of them.
Although the technology is available, realising all these aspects will not come easy because the major
challenge lies in the creation of a new methodological, analytical and interpretational mindset. Since this
paper does not want to suggest that a blind collection and accumulation of aerial data is the way to go,
this new data collection strategy must go hand in hand with (the already partly ongoing) renewed practical
and theoretical reflections on the detection, identification, typological and chronological classification,
perception and interpretation of landscape features [18,54,68,101,168,202–207]. These considerations
remain vital because archaeology still falls short of realising the full potential that digital data have to
offer [208]. However, instead of looking for the optimal solution according to one dogmatic paradigm, it is
best to accept that these aerial imaging products also have their limits. As such, this paper advocates the
vision that archaeologists should try to combine the complementary strengths of different theoretical and
analytical methodologies while sticking to a healthy amount of source-criticism and scepticism. Only then
can the combination of computing power and this new digital imagery provide new archaeological
insights, regardless of the theoretical framework.
8. Conclusions
Archaeologists need to reflect on the ever-expanding array of specialised topics and methods
to continue their integration and to combine their different strands of thinking. In most of the cases,
archaeologists try to build data by systematically observing the preserved archaeological record.
The combination of any pre-existing intellectual perspective and the research problem ultimately—but
often unconsciously—determine which observations are made. Finally, the data collection tool that is
used determines the exact nature of these observations. This paper has taken a reflexive approach to
how archaeologists with different (but often unknown) theoretical convictions have been acquiring
passive optical imagery from the air. Starting from the concept of landscape archaeology, the principles
of archaeological remote sensing and the need for bias reduction when sampling the archaeological
record, the author has tried to assess all passive airborne optical imaging approaches in terms of eight
essential characteristics, which all bear the potential to increase or decrease the subjectivity and bias in
the acquired image set.
Although archaeological optical imagery is never an ‘objective’ or theory-neutral dataset, it has
been shown that the amount of data favouritism and partiality can easily be significantly reduced.
This reflection is not to diminish the importance of data collection strategies used so far. Even though
the observer-led passive airborne imaging approach of the early years was entirely appropriate,
as “the imperative then was to record as many previously unknown monuments as quickly as
possible” [209] (p. 65), this essentially site-based methodology seems nowadays at odds with many
current core conceptions of landscape archaeology. However, also the conventional multi- and
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design, cost, instrument availability or processing complexity. As a result, they also cannot prevent
highly biased data collection and usage.
Can any form of meaningful insight about the past be obtained at all if biased remote sensing
methods continue to generate some of the key datasets in landscape archaeology? How can one argument
in a coherent way if the data at hand do not allow for a proper evaluation of the argumentation? Instead
of considering possible answers to these questions, this paper started from an intellectually-integrative
approach to landscape archaeology to propose a new technological-methodological data acquisition
strategy. This attempt is based on assumptions that (1) any lack of understanding all inherent airborne
data flaws will be prone to erroneous and unsupportable conclusions and that (2) remote sensing will
become ever more integral to the process of understanding the human past and that (3) to “extract
the most complete understanding of the settlement dynamics of an extensive territory requires the
application of special field methods” [52] (p. 23).
One might say that the attention for the method and the need to exhaustively and cumulatively
collect imagery exemplifies a positivistic, empirical approach to archaeology. However, the need to
optimise data collection in various dimensions does not hamper its interpretation. Although this paper
advocates in true processual style a standardisation of practice and aims at systematic, repeatable
imaging surveys with better sampling characteristics, it does not advocate a separation between
observation and interpretation, between analytical and interpretive archaeologies. The attention
given to the analytical method of aerial survey does not prevent an interpretative approach to the
data, nor does it mean that one will automatically better know the past or that cognitive objectivity
is assumed.
This ties directly into the question of the fitness-for-purpose of aerial imaging in landscape
archaeology and the seemingly logical follow-up argument that there is a need for an initial broad-brush
landscape characterisation approach to determine those portions of the study area for which passive
airborne imaging has archaeological potential [210]. First, a major part of this argument stems from
the fact that broadband photography in the visible spectrum has always been the de facto way of
aerial imaging. This approach does indeed often fail in less-than-optimal circumstances (see Section 5).
Despite the fact that Taylor already wrote forty years ago that “Continuous reconnaissance, using new
techniques, over areas normally regarded as poor or unrewarding is a basic need for future field
archaeology” [211] (p. 140), unrewarding or ‘unresponsive’ zones have seldom been targeted with
more specific imaging approaches such as those presented in this paper.
Second, this type of criticism regularly contrasts aerial optical imaging with geophysical
approaches and excavation techniques (e.g., [17]), both of which are often considered to deliver
uniform data sets that provide almost absolute knowledge about the archaeology hidden within the
soil matrix (excavations even more so that geophysics [212]). However, the chemical and physical
properties of the soil with its embedded archaeological residues as well as the sensor characteristics
both limit all three approaches to landscape investigation. It is a well-known but often neglected fact
that excavations might fail to uncover archaeological features that are revealed by both remote sensing
and geophysics [213,214]. Although this situation might cause serious incomprehension among many
archaeologists, it is not difficult to understand that a geophysically measured contrast (such as an
increase in magnetic susceptibility) does not have to translate into a colour difference (which is the
contrast on which the human visible system or a standard photographic camera relies).
On the other hand, geophysical sensors might be unable to record archaeological features in
certain conditions. For instance, high topsoil salinity or wet and clayish conditions can render
ground-penetrating radar almost useless. As a result, archaeological features might show up in
aerial photographs but not in geophysical datasets [215,216]. Since both excavations and geophysical
methods can only recover some specific aspects of the preserved archaeological record, their data are
thus by default also incomplete. While excavations and geophysical prospection usually have a better
reputation regarding their archaeological effectiveness and data consistency, they thus also suffer from
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Even though the number of data representativity issues might indeed be greater for airborne
imaging, one should never consider the absence of any archaeological evidence as proof of
archaeological absence for any of these three methods (or many other prospection methods for that
matter). Despite the inherent biases in their recovered archaeological record, both excavation and
geophysical survey oriented archaeologists generally accept that dense sampling of large, continuous
areas is key to properly understand what is going on at a site or landscape level [217–219]. This paper
followed the same reasoning. Only when the sampling is done properly, one can combine the aerial
imagery with colluvial, alluvial and aeolian records [149] or other data sources to assess and truly
understand the biases imposed by topography, environmental factors and land uses. Otherwise,
any assessment of fitness-for-purpose of the aerial imagery for answering particular landscape
archaeology questions or any broad-brush landscape characterisation to matching survey methodology
to local context seems the wrong way around.
Since the proposed approach has the potential to remove many of the major and controllable data
gathering biases, the resulting image sets should enable holders of rival theories to agree on the fact that
these data are archaeologically useable. Finally, imagery collected in such a non- (or less) selective way
can also be of use to subsequent studies that might have largely different scopes. Or it can facilitate
data examination with oppositional analytical and interpretative approaches. In this way, it is hoped
that we can build, in combination with many other data sets, potentially novel, more robust and
richer understandings of the landscapes that are diachronically and synchronically constituted by the
reciprocal relationships between human and their environment.
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Abstract: We show that high-resolution space-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery with
pixel sizes smaller than 1 m2 can be used to complement archaeological surveys on intertidal flats.
After major storm surges in the 14th and 17th centuries (“Grote Mandrenke”), vast areas on the German
North Sea coast were lost to the sea. Areas of settlements and historical farmland were buried under
sediments for centuries, but when the surface layer is driven away under the action of wind, currents,
and waves, they appear again on the Wadden Sea surface. However, frequent flooding and erosion
of the intertidal flats make any archaeological monitoring a difficult task, so that remote sensing
techniques appear to be an efficient and cost-effective instrument for any archaeological surveillance
of that area. Space-borne SAR images clearly show remains of farmhouse foundations and of former
systems of ditches, dating back to the times before the “Grote Mandrenke”. In particular, the very
high-resolution acquisition (“staring spotlight”) mode of the TerraSAR/TanDEM-X satellites allows
detecting various kinds of remains of historical land use at high precision. Moreover, SARs working
at lower microwave frequencies (e.g., that on Radarsat-2) may complement archaeological surveys of
historical cultural traces, some of which have been unknown so far.
Keywords: storm surge; cultural traces; German Wadden Sea; intertidal flats; synthetic aperture
radar; TerraSAR-X; St. Marcellus Flood; Burchardi Flood
1. Introduction
In the Medieval Period, the German North Sea coastline looked very different from how it looks
today: the North Frisian Islands did not yet exist, but were part of the so-called “Uthlande” (outer lands)
that belonged to, or were connected with, the mainland [1]. Vast areas along the coast were dominated
by swamps, marshes, and swamp forests, which often made any settlements difficult or impossible.
From the 11th and 12th centuries on, however, many settlements on the German North Sea coast
appeared. In those settlements houses were often built on dwelling mounds and were protected by
small “summer dikes”, which could provide protection against high water only during summer, when
storms are rare. Later on, coastal protection was improved through a system of “winter dikes” that
were strong enough to prevent the marsh lands from frequent flooding [2]. Systems of drainage ditches
were built to remove the water from the farmlands, thereby allowing for any kind of agriculture.
Salt extraction from salty peat, which was found and mined all along the North Sea coast, became
an important economical factor, but the peat mining also caused a decrease in surface level in the
protected (diked) areas [2,3]. Together with the draining the extensive land use caused the land surface
to be below the mean high tide level at many places.
In mid-January 1362, severe westerly storms hit the Northern German coast, and on January 16
an immense storm tide flooded the coast, causing the small dikes to break at many places and killing a
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great number of people and cattle. This major storm surge is known in history as the Saint Marcellus’
Flood or “Grote Mandrenke” (“great drowning of men”) and caused that vast areas were lost to the sea.
Those areas haven’t been diked since then (compare the left and middle panels of Figure 1). Thereafter,
it took a long time until new dikes were built to protect the remaining marsh land. The new farmland
was characterized by wider plots of land, the dikes enclosed larger polders than in the centuries before,
and farmhouses on terps were connected by narrow lanes.
Figure 1. Changes in the German North Sea coastline during the past 700 years (note the upper left
part of each panel), after [1]. The left panel shows vast coastal wetlands that were lost after the first
“Grote Mandrenke” in 1362. In the middle panel, the horseshoe-shaped island of Strand (white arrow)
can be seen, whose major, central parts got lost after the second “Grote Mandrenke” in 1634.
Another major storm surge occurred on 11 October 1634, again, causing death of people and
cattle, after the dikes had broken at several places. This second “Grote Mandrenke” (also known as
Burchardi Flood) hit the area of North Frisia in an economically weak period, after the plague had
caused many deaths only about 30 years before. The island of Strand, a horseshoe-shaped island in the
center of the North Frisian coast (see the white arrow in the middle panel of Figure 1), was flooded
and eventually broke up into pieces (compare the middle and right panels of Figure 1) and farmland,
farms, and whole villages were destroyed. Consequently, the Burchardi Flood is still the most-known
storm surge in history in the area of the North Frisian Wadden Sea.
Over the following centuries, great parts of this former agricultural area have been buried
under muddy and sandy sediments, which nowadays form the German Wadden Sea. This area is
being flooded, and falls dry, once during each tidal cycle, thereby making archaeological excavations
very difficult. However, under the permanent action of the tidal forces the muddy and sandy marine
sediments are partly driven away, and traces of former peat digging, drainage systems, and settlements
appear again on the surface of the intertidal flats [3]. Since those areas are difficult to reach, and thus to
observe from ground, airborne sensors have proven to be advantageous for a systematic observation of
those historic places [4,5]. Airborne surveillance, however, is cost-intensive and the use of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) is prohibited in the National Park (to which the study area belongs). Therefore,
high-resolution space-borne sensors are an alternative source of data that can be used by archaeologists
for their frequent surveillance of that area [6,7].
Spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery has been used for archaeological studies
at various places worldwide since the 1980s [8,9]. SAR sensors image the Earth’s surface at high
spatial resolution and independent of daylight and weather conditions, thereby making dedicated
acquisitions easier. Particularly their all-weather capabilities can make them advantageous over optical
sensors in areas where those do not perform effectively [10]. In this respect, SAR-based archaeological
studies have been focusing mainly on mountainous, arid, and forested regions [11–14], partly using
SAR data of very high resolution [15,16]. In order to complement those studies, here, we introduce a
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2. Materials and Methods
We already used SAR images to derive surface characteristics of exposed intertidal flats and to
detect bivalve beds [17]. During our analyses of SAR imagery of intertidal flats north of Pellworm
we discovered bright and dark linear features that could not be of natural origin, but rather be
manifestations of anthropogenic structures dating back to the times before the “Grote Mandrenke”.
These findings called for further studies that were based on high-resolution SAR imagery.
2.1. Region of Interest
A map of the study area is shown in Figure 2, with the location of the SAR image of Figure 3
inserted. This area lies in the center of the North Frisian Wadden Sea, i.e., in an area that was most
affected by the major storm surges in the 14th and 17th centuries (Figure 1). Remains of the former
island of Strand are Pellworm and Nordstrand, the latter meanwhile being attached to the mainland
after long-standing land reclamation. In the area of interest traces of former land use have been
observed for some decades [3,18].
Figure 2. Area of interest on the German North Sea coast, north off Pellworm island, i.e., at the location
of the former island of Strand. The red rectangle in the close-up on the upper left marks the location of
the SAR image shown in Figure 3.
A TerraSAR-X image (11.6 km × 5.2 km) of the area of interest, acquired on 12 December 2012 (at
05:33 UTC, 18 minutes after low tide), is shown in Figure 3. The islands of Pellworm and Hooge can be
seen in the lower and left parts of the image, respectively. Two red squares mark (1.0 km × 1.0 km)
areas, in which remains of former land use were found.
Because of the low wind speed during that image acquisition (4 m/s), tidal channels and creeks
show up dark: the radar backscattering from the water surface and moist soil mainly depends on its
surface roughness; therefore, a flat water surface at low wind speeds causes low radar backscatter and,
thus, dark image areas. Bright features in the right image half mark the rough edges of tidal creeks
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Figure 3. TerraSAR-X image of the area of interest, north of Pellworm and east of Hooge, acquired on
12 December 2012. The red squares denote two areas that were observed in greater detail. © DLR 2012.
The locations of all (known) cultural traces are depicted in Figure 4, where the light-green
background color marks the islands of Pellworm (bottom) and Hooge (left) and the yellow background
color the former island of Strand (Figure 1). Several of those traces are meanwhile lost, particularly
around the small island (so-called Hallig) of Südfall, because of the strong erosion by the tidal currents,
wind, and waves. The red rectangle, again, marks the location of the SAR image shown in Figure 3.
Four dark blue arrows mark those locations, where the dikes broke during the second “Grote Mandrenke”
in 1634.
 
Figure 4. Map showing in yellow the former Island of Strand, and in green today’s islands Pellworm
and Hooge. The mainland and Nordstrand are located on the right. Locations of residuals of former
landuse, along with roads, dikes, and names of former settlements are also inserted. The blue arrows
denote those main locations, at which the dikes broke in 1634, and the red rectangle denotes the
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Many lines mark the (known) locations of former dikes and lanes, as derived from historical maps
of that area. Within our study area, i.e., within the red rectangle, groups of parallel lines denote known
locations of former drainage systems. The systems consisted of a mesh of ditches, whose remains have
become visible after they appeared again on the surface of the intertidal flats.
2.2. Synthetic Aperture Radar Data
A total of 19 SAR images acquired between 2012 and 2017 by the German TerraSAR/TanDEM-X
and the Canadian Radarsat-2 satellites in high-resolution modes were available for our analyses of SAR
signatures of historical land use. The pixel sizes of all images are on the order of 1 m2, or even below,
thereby allowing for the detection of fine structures such as remains of narrow ditches, settlements, etc.
All images were calibrated and geocoded, and the speckle noise was reduced applying a Lee filter [20].
Of particular use was the new “staring spotlight” mode of the TerraSAR/TanDEM-X missions, with
pixel sizes reaching down to 0.05 m2 (Table 1) and spatial resolutions down to 0.5 m. This made it
possible to detect fine structures even after speckle filtering.
SAR data from the European ENVISAT ASAR [21] and the Japanese ALOS PALSAR [22] missions
have been successfully used for archaeological prospection and monitoring. However, since the pixel
sizes of those images are on the order of 10 to 100 m2, they did not allow studying the fine structures
that are of interest herein. Table 1 gives an overview of all SAR images used, including the acquisition
times and modes, pixel sizes, and the times of the closest low tide.
Table 1. SAR data used in the present study.
Sensor Date/Time Low Tide Mode 1 Pixel Size
TerraSAR-X 16 June 2012, 17:10 UTC 16:47 UTC Spotlight 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 30 July 2012, 17:10 UTC 16:04 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 15 August 2012, 17:19 UTC 17:29 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
Radarsat-2 28 October 2012, 05:44 UTC 05:39 UTC Ultra Fine 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 28 October 2012, 05:50 UTC 05:39 UTC Spotlight 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 25 November 2012, 05:42 UTC 04:13 UTC Hires SL 0.75 m × 0.75 m
TerraSAR-X 11 December 2012, 05:50 UTC 04:09 UTC Hires SL 0.75 m × 0.75 m
TerraSAR-X 12 December 2012, 05:33 UTC 05:15 UTC Hires SL 0.50 m × 0.50 m
TanDEM-X 25 December 2012, 17:19 UTC 16:48 UTC Hires SL 0.50 m × 0.50 m
TanDEM-X 25 April 2013, 17:19 UTC 18:42 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TanDEM-X 6 May 2013, 17:19 UTC 16:22 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 7 May 2013, 17:02 UTC 17:15 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TerraSAR-X 25 May 2013, 05:50 UTC 06:38 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TanDEM -X 4 October 2013, 05:50 UTC 06:14 UTC Hires SL 1.00 m × 1.00 m
TanDEM -X 19 November 2014, 17:02 UTC 16:35 UTC Staring SL 0.26 m × 0.26 m
TanDEM -X 21 November 2014, 05:42 UTC 05:42 UTC Staring SL 0.22 m × 0.22 m
TanDEM -X 20 January 2015, 05:51 UTC 06:27 UTC Staring SL 0.28 m × 0.28 m
TerraSAR-X 18 July 2016, 05:42 UTC 05:32 UTC Staring SL 0.22 m × 0.22 m
TerraSAR-X 22 June 2017, 17:02 UTC 17:13 UTC Staring SL 0.26 m × 0.26 m
1 Hires SL = High Resolution Spotlight; Staring SL = Staring Spotlight.
Intertidal flats are highly morphodynamic, and when the muddy and sandy marine sediments
of the flats’ upper layer are moved away, banks of peat, old clay, and remains of farmland and
settlements appear again on the dry-fallen surface. Moreover, the deposition of fine sediments along
those morphologically harder structures can increase the local contrast, thereby making them (better)
visible in aerial and satellite imagery. Analyzing the high-resolution SAR imagery we found at several
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3. Examples of Cultural Traces Found on SAR Imagery
The two SAR images in Figure 5 were acquired on the same day, 28 October 2012, only 7 mins
apart, by Radarsat-2 (upper panel) and TerraSAR-X (lower panel), both with pixel sizes of 1 m × 1 m.
They show the same 1.7 km × 1.3 km area, north of Pellworm, containing the lower left red square in
Figure 3. The diagonal parallel lines in the images’ centers are manifestations of remains of historical
ditches (compare with Figure 4 as well) that were buried for centuries under the sandy sediment.
Figure 5. Radarsat-2 (upper) and TerraSAR-X (lower) SAR images of the same (1.7 km × 1.3 km) spot,
north off Pellworm, acquired on 28 October 2012. Parallel diagonal lines in the images’ centers are
remains of historical ditches. Radarsat-2 data and products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates
Ltd. 2012—All Rights Reserved; TerraSAR-X data © DLR 2012.
These SAR image examples demonstrate that cultural traces on exposed intertidal flats can be
detected by space-borne SAR, if the spatial resolution is high enough. We also note that the two SAR
systems operate at different microwave frequencies (Radarsat-2: 5.41 GHz; TerraSAR-X: 9.65 GHz),
but show similar image contrasts caused by the cultural traces. The radar backscattering depends
on the surface roughness, whose scales are of the same order than the radar wavelength (some
centimeters). Therefore, we can conclude that the roughness caused by the cultural traces must be of
scales of several centimeters, too (see below).
3.1. Remains of Settlements in “Bupsee”
A series of 1 km × 1 km details of TerraSAR/TanDEM-X images is included in Figure 6. The SAR
images show the same spot, north-east of Pellworm, corresponding to the upper right red square in
Figure 3. In the lower part of each panel the tidal channel “Rummelloch” can be delineated, as well as
a smaller tidal channel entering from the north. The intertidal flat in the panels’ centers had fallen
dry to different extent, depending on the water level at the time of image acquisition. A rectangular
feature, which appears in some of the panels (but not in all of them), is marked by the red arrow in
the lower left panel. This feature was observed in high-resolution TerraSAR-X imagery first, and it
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Figure 6. Examples of (1 km × 1 km) TerraSAR-X imagery of the area of interest marked by the right
square in Figure 3. The red arrow in the lower left panel denotes cultural traces, whose imprints can be
seen on some of the SAR images, and best on the ‘staring spotlight’ scene on the lower right. © DLR
2012, 2013, 2014.
Figure 7 shows an aerial photograph of the same intertidal flat, taken at low tide on 29 July 2009
(i.e., some years before the SAR images were acquired). Here, it is obvious that the above-mentioned
linear structures originate from foundations of former constructions. In addition, several dark spots are
visible, which originate from former wells, pits, cisterns, etc. Those spots can also be found as bright
spots on SAR imagery (Figure 8) if the spatial resolution is high enough. Note that in SAR images
of lower resolutions they could easily be confused with the speckle noise typical for SAR imagery.
Three arrows are included in the aerial photograph for better comparison with the SAR images shown
in Figure 8. Also visible in the photograph is the sandy sediment, under which those structures were
buried for long, and which was driven apart by currents, wind, and waves.
 
Figure 7. Aerial photograph of exposed intertidal flats north of Pellworm, taken in July 2009.
Residuals of former settlements, close to a tidal creek (upper left), can be clearly seen. The arrows were
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Figure 8. Subsections (1000 m × 1000 m) of four TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X staring spotlight scenes
acquired on (upper left) 19 November 2014, (upper right) 20 January 2015, (lower left) 18 July 2016,
and (lower right) 22 June 2017. The linear structures are cultural traces. The letter (A) is introduced for
convenience (see text), the arrows are inserted for intercomparison with Figure 7. © DLR 2014, 2015.
Figure 8 contains 1000 m × 1000 m details of four TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X images acquired in
staring spotlight mode on 19 November 2014, at 17:02 UTC (upper left; 27 minutes after low tide), on
20 January 2015, at 05:51 UTC (upper right; 36 minutes before low tide), on 18 July 2016, at 05:42 UTC
(lower left; 10 minutes after low tide), and on 22 June 2017, at 17:02 UTC (lower right; 11 minutes
before low tide). The location of these 1 km2 details is the same as in Figure 6 (upper right red square
in Figure 3).
The very fine pixel sizes of 28 cm × 28 cm and below allow imaging of remains of historical land
use (e.g., houses, ditches, lanes), which usually are too narrow to be delineated on SAR imagery of
conventional resolution, with pixel sizes on the order of 10 m × 10 m. Clearly visible in all panels of
Figure 8 are linear, partly rectangular structures in the lower left image centers, close to the tidal creek
(note the red arrows and compare with Figure 7). A close comparison of the aerial photograph (Figure 7)
with the high-resolution SAR images (Figure 8) also reveals that, during the approx. Five years
between the acquisitions, parts of the exposed remains were already lost, due to the permanent erosion,
sedimentation, and morphological changes. However, the comparison of the four panels of Figure 8
also reveals that those rectangular structures are expanding eastward, i.e., that an increasing amount
of those traces is appearing at the surface. This example demonstrates that erosion may erase, but may
also produce, the traces on the surface that are visible on SAR imagery.
Groups of parallel vertical lines can be seen at different locations in all image centers. The mean
distance between those parallel lines is about 15 m, thus indicating that they are remains of former
ditches and drainage channels [18]. The letter (A) marks the same location in all panels; note that
the spatial extent of the parallel vertical lines surrounding this letter has been increasing, due to the
erosion of the upper sediment layers. A closer comparison with the map of all known cultural traces
(see below) also reveals that these are structures that had not been known so far.
The above comparisons illustrate the strong morphodynamics on intertidal flats, but also the need
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3.2. Remains of Drainage Systems and Lanes in “Waldhusen”
A series of 12 TerraSAR/TanDEM-X images (1 km × 1 km details, corresponding to the lower left
red square in Figure 3) is shown in Figure 9. The red arrows mark the same diagonal parallel lines that
were shown in Figure 5 and that are due to former ditches and lanes. However, different environmental
conditions, namely different water levels and wind speeds during the image acquisitions, may strongly
reduce the radar contrast of those structures, thereby making it difficult to extract them from SAR
images. Also note that the brightness of the exposed intertidal flats varies, depending not only on the
type of sediment [19], but also on the environmental conditions [23]. These variations, however, are
not of interest herein.
Figure 9. Examples of TerraSAR-X imagery of the area of interest marked by the left square in Figure 3.
The red arrows mark several diagonal bright lines that can be identified on all SAR images, and that
are due to traces of old drainage systems. They are best visible on the “staring spotlight” scene on the
lower right. © DLR 2012, 2013, 2014.
Figure 10 shows two photographs taken during low tide on 15 June 2017 in the study area.
Dark parallel structures (marked by the red arrows) on the sand and mud flats can be delineated,
which correspond to those seen on the SAR images. Note the differences in sediment composition of
the linear structures and the surrounding sandy flats. The ditch remains are marked by denser (harder)
sediment causing higher surface roughness, which in turn results in higher radar backscattering.
Also note that those lines show higher concentration of bivalves and vegetation (sea grass). Also visible
is remnant water in between those structures and in small tidal pools scattered over the study area.
This water effectively flattens the surface seen by the SAR (at low wind speeds), thereby leading to a
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Figure 10. Two photographs of traces of historical ditches in the area of interest, taken at low tide
during a field excursion in June 2017. The red arrows in both panels mark manifestations of the (former)
ditches’ rims that can be seen on SAR imagery. Photographs: M. Gade.
 
Figure 11. Subsection (1000 m × 1000 m) of a TanDEM-X staring-spotlight scene acquired on
21 November 2014, north of Pellworm Island. Letters (A) and (B) are described in the text. The photographs
shown in Figure 10 were taken in the area marked by the red arrow. © DLR 2014.
An example of very high resolution SAR imagery of the same site (corresponding to the lower
right panel of Figure 9) is shown in Figure 11. Inserted is a red arrow that marks the location, at which
the photographs of Figure 10 were taken. This small (1000 m × 1000 m) section of a TanDEM-X staring
spotlight scene was acquired on 21 November 2014, at 05:42 UTC (low tide) and shows many bright
and dark parallel lines all over the image center. The distance of those lines is between 10 m and 20 m,
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the farmland [18]. However, we also note that, once the exposed space in between is partly filled with
sandy sediments, some of the lines may also appear dark (seen in the image center of Figure 11, below
letter (A)).
A part of the same area, north of the red arrow in Figure 11, is shown on the photograph in
Figure 12 that was taken from a vantage point on Pellworm’s northern dike at low tide on 15 May 2009.
During that time, easterly winds were driving the water out of the study area and caused very low
water levels. Under such favorable environmental conditions the parallel features could be easily
observed from land. We also note, however, that the prevailing westerly winds in that area, along with
the greater distance of most of the remains from the coast, usually make such land-based observations
very difficult.
 
Figure 12. Photograph of the study area north of the red arrow in Figure 11. The picture was taken at
low tide on 15 May 2009, when easterly winds caused a very low water level. Photograph: M. Gade.
Figure 13 shows a reconstruction of a historical lane, with ditches on either sides, which can be
found on the intertidal flats north of Pellworm and which may cause structures like those observed
in the SAR imagery (below letter (B) in Figure 11). Residuals of fossil farmland structures, mostly of
ditches, but also of lanes or dikes, cannot be observed through their relief of less than 10 cm height.
Instead, it is the sediments on the lost pastures that are different from those in the linear structures of
ditches. Typical Wadden sediments on the flat sand banks consist of marine fine sand, which had been
the basic compound of the old marsh land and which is still a major part of the coastal environment
on the German North Sea coast. In contrast, the surface of the fossil ditches is different: in their center
pillow-like sediments can be found, while the ditch edges are often stabilized by fossil roots and other
plant material connected with the sediment (Figure 10). This causes narrow ridges of only 10 cm
to 30 cm width, which can still be found today and which show up on SAR imagery, if its spatial
resolution is high enough.
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4. Comparison with Existing Data
A detail of the map in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 14. Two red squares mark the areas investigated
herein in greater detail, “Waldhusen” (lower left) and “Bupsee” (upper right), where remains of former
ditches and lanes and of former settlements, respectively, have been found on SAR imagery.
Figure 14. Detail of the map shown in Figure 4. Two red squares denote the locations of the SAR
images shown in Figure 6 and in Figure 9, respectively. Map: C. Kost.
In the area “Waldhusen” (lower left square) parallel linear features on the map correspond well
with the SAR observations; however, new features were found in the area “Bupsee” (upper right
square). Here, more vertical lines (i.e., north-southerly oriented structures) were found on the SAR
images (Figure 8) than known before [18]. This is a clear indication that SAR imagery can be used to
update und to improve maps of remains of historical land use.
We also note, however, that the SAR did not capture all features that are included in the map: the
extent of the linear features on the SAR imagery shown in Figure 9 is smaller than in the lower left
square on the map. Again, this proves the strong morphodynamic changes in that area, which may
lead to an appearance, but also to a disappearance, of exposed cultural traces.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that high-resolution SAR imagery can be used to complement
archaeological surveys on intertidal flats on the German North Sea coast. The new high-resolution
TerraSAR-X acquisition mode (“staring spotlight”) allows detecting various kinds of remains of
historical land use, some of which have been unknown so far. Signatures of remains of both former
settlements and former systems of ditches and of peat cutting, dating back to periods before major
storm surges in the 14th and 17th centuries, can be found on high-resolution TerraSAR/TanDEM-X
images. In this respect, best results were obtained (i.e., strongest and clearest signatures were found)
when SAR images acquired in the new “staring spotlight” mode were used, with pixel sizes on the
order of 0.1 m2.
In many cases the observed signatures of former ditches are due to different sediment types,
which in turn are due to the actual ditch morphology. The presence of fossil roots and other organic
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or which may cause additional sedimentation (i.e., a deposition of sandy sediments) that can be seen
on SAR imagery. We also note that different sediments may cause different biological productivity,
and are therefore often marked by benthic organisms causing different surface roughness patterns.
Also, bivalves tend to settle on those sediments, thereby causing higher surface roughness sensed by
the SAR.
SAR sensors are advantageous over optical sensors, because their use is independent of daylight
and weather conditions. This is a particular advantage for the studies presented herein, since data
acquisitions of the study area always have to be made at low water levels. Moreover, acquisitions
made by spaceborne SAR sensors allow a frequent surveillance of the study areas, which is required in
a strongly morphodynamic environment.
Further research will see thorough analyses of more SAR imagery of the area of interest, but also
of other locations further north (close to the island of Langeneß), where more cultural traces were
reported before. Automated detection of those remains that manifest in linear structures on SAR
imagery seems possible through an application of Fourier and Principal Component Analyses as well
as Hough Transformations, but only if the image resolution is high enough.
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Abstract: The fertile alluvial plain of Cilicia is bordered by the Taurus and Amanus mountain
ranges to the west, north and east and the Mediterranean Sea to the south. Since the Neolithic
Period, Plain Cilicia was an important interface between Anatolia and the Levant. The alluvial
plain is dominated by three rivers: Tarsus, Seyhan and Ceyhan. The avulsion history of the lower
course of the rivers Seyhan and Ceyhan during the Holocene remains an unresolved issue. The
knowledge about how former river courses have changed is essential for the identification of ancient
toponyms with archaeological sites. The analysis of silted up riverbeds based on high-resolution
digital elevation models (TanDEM-X) and historic satellite imagery (CORONA) in this paper provide
the first indications for the reconstruction of former river channels. Further evidence is given by the
evaluation of the settlement patterns from 3rd to 1st millennium BC.
Keywords: Cilicia; Seyhan; Ceyhan; Puruna; avulsion; TanDEM-X; CORONA; remote sensing; archaeology
1. Introduction
The changes of river courses, which have had a strong influence on the development of sites
and is important for the localization of sites has not been investigated in Cilicia in detail so far. Only
the development of river deltas and the changes of the river Tarsus have been studied in detail [1–4].
For the identification of toponyms known from written sources with archaeological sites, precise
knowledge about the changes of river courses is essential. The aim of this paper is a first look at the
development of the Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers during the late Holocene. Due to the lack of available
coring data, this will be done by the analysis of remote sensing data in combination with a study of
changes of the settlement cluster in Plain Cilicia. In southern Mesopotamia, studies about ancient
watercourses on which all communication moved and along which all settlement ranged itself were
undertaken already in the 1960s and 1970s on the basis of archaeological data and remote sensing data
(LANDSAT) [5]. Since then, much more data has become available e.g., CORONA and TanDEM-X.
In this study, these archives will be analyzed for the region of Plain Cilicia.
Plain Cilicia (gr. Kilikia Pedias, lat. Cilicia Campestris) covers an area of approximately 8000 km2
in the northeastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea. Like almost no other landscape in Asia Minor, this
plain is defined by strong topographic contrasts: a large fertile plain surrounded by steep mountain
ranges. The Middle Taurus Range (turk. Orta Toroslar), which exceeds 3700 m in elevation, borders
the landscape to the west and north. In the east, the settlement cluster is confined by the Amanos (turk.
Nur Dağları) that separates Plain Cilicia from inner Syria and reaches elevations of up to 2200 m. The
Gulf of Iskenderun and the Gulf of Mersin form its southern boundary (Figure 1).
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Natural passes through the mountains still form the main routes of access to the lowlands. The
“Cilician Gates” (turk. Gülek Boğazı) at an elevation of 1290 m connect Anatolia with the plain and
serve as the main passageway for railroad tracks and major vehicular roads up until this day. In the
westernmost part of Plain Cilicia, forming the transition to Rough Cilicia, the Göksu Valley stretches
north–south from the Konya Plain to coastal Silifke and represented an important connection to
Anatolia in antiquity [6] (p. 88). The Bahçe Pass (“Amanian Gates”) in the East leads over the Amanus
Range and serves as a passage between Cilicia and the Islahiye Plain. Further south, the Orontes Valley
can be reached over the Belen Pass (“Syrian Gates”). Access from the north is facilitated by several
tributary valleys of the Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers. Late Bronze and Iron Age rock reliefs as well as
inscriptions like Hanyeri, İmamkulu, Taşçı and Fraktın [7], mark their significance in antiquity. The
plain itself is divided into a western (Çukurova) and an eastern (Yukarıova) settlement cluster by a
natural border formed by the foothills of the Middle Taurus Range and the Misis Mountains. The
approximately 760 m high Misis Mountains [8] (pp. 305–307) extend northwards from the western end
of the Gulf of Iskenderun (Figure 1). The average height of the Çukurova is about 15 m above sea level.
The height of the Yukarıova varies from 20–100 m above sea level.
Figure 1. Map of Plain Cilicia and its neighboring regions. Topographic data based on SRTM (Shuttle
Radar Topographic Mission, U.S. Geological Survey, 3 Arc Second scene) [9] © Susanne Rutishauser.
Three main rivers, originating in the Taurus Mountains, cross the lowlands and discharge into
the Mediterranean Sea: Berdan or Tarsus Çayı (gr. Kydnos), Seyhan (hitt. Šamri/Sapara, gr. Saros) and
Ceyhan (hitt. Puruna, gr. Pyramos) [10] (p. 6). These rivers form the deltaic complex that occupies
the Adana Basin (Figure 2). The Adana Basin represents the onshore extension of the marine Cilicia
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to Recent [12] (p. 190) and is built by alluvial variable grainsize deposits [13] (p. 135). All rivers are
braided in their upper reaches with channel gradients ranging from 1:40 to 1:400, while the channel
gradients decrease to >1:2000 in the lower 35–110 km of their courses, causing them to meander [14]
(p. 57). The major tributaries of the 560 km long Seyhan are the Göksu, Zamantı, Çakıt and Körkün
Rivers [15] (p. 647). Prior to construction of the first dam in 1954 the Seyhan River Delta expanded its
area on average by 2.8 ha per year [16] (p. 64). The dam greatly reduced sedimentation in the delta [17]
(p. 5). The 510 km long Ceyhan River drains today into the Gulf of Iskenderun and formed a more
than 100 km2 large river delta. Paleoenvironmental studies of the Iskenderun Bay show a muddy
sedimentation, which coincides with a major delta progradation of the Ceyhan around 2140 BP [18]
(p. 20). Therefore, a drainage into the Mediterranean Sea at Kap Karataş during the Iron Age is
generally accepted [18] (p. 20).
Figure 2. Morphological and simplified tectonic map of the region with the locations of major Neogene
basins and the main fault zones (FZ) (after [19] Figure 1), © Susanne Rutishauser.
The course of the coastline underwent major changes. There are a few studies for a reconstruction
of the palaeoshorelines available [2,4,14,17,18,20–23]. A sea level high stand around 6000–5000 BP
is generally accepted, followed by a significant regression of the sea level of several meters as well
as a slight rise to the modern datum [24]. A mid-Holocene coastline about 5–10 km inland from the
present-day coastline is assumed [1,4].
Also from a historical perspective, Plain Cilicia is defined by contrasts between independence
and foreign influence up to annexation. During the Chalcolithic Period, there is strong evidence for
connections to the Amuq (Figure 1) and other Levantine and north Mesopotamian regions [25]. At the
beginning of the Bronze Age, end of the 4th millennium BC, an alteration is visible by a change in the
ceramic assemblage and a first orientation to the Anatolian plateau in the north [26] (pp. 141–142), [27].
However, there are still parallels to the Amuq region and the Northern Levant. At the beginning of
the 2nd millennium BC, Syro-Cilician Pottery is predominant [28] (p. 11). When Cilicia became the
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evidence, with a strong orientation to the Anatolian plateau visible. From mid-15th to the beginning
of the 12th century BC, Kizzuwatna stood under Hittite or Mittani supremacy [28] (p. 36). At the
transition from the Late Bronze to the Early Iron Age Plain Cilicia became again independent as the
kingdom iyawa/Que [29]. During the 8th century BC Plain Cilicia was integrated into the Assyrian
Empire [30] (pp. 7–24).
The knowledge of the material culture of Kizzuwatna and iyawa/Que is still fragmentary. Most
information come from excavations of the main Bronze and Iron Age sites in the plain. These are from
West to East: Mersin-Yumuktepe, Tarsus-Gözlükule, Adana-Tepebağ, Sirkeli Höyük, Tatarlı Höyük
and Kinet Höyük (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Map of Plain Cilicia and its neighboring regions with the most important Bronze and Iron
Age sites as well as modern cities. Topographic data based on SRTM [9] © Susanne Rutishauser.
Since no archive has been discovered in Cilicia so far, only little is known about the ruling
dynasties and the political organization for the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age. Today, the Çukurova
is an important agriculture center with high productivity. A dozen archaeological surveys give some
evidence about the distribution of settlements in the Çukurova and the Yukarıova. The settlement
pattern has not changed fundamentally over the time. Mainly during the Bronze Age and in the Roman
Period there is a consolidation of settlement visible. A lack of evidence exist in the foothills of the
Taurus Mountains north of Adana as well in an area between the rivers Tarsus and Seyhan (Figure 4).
The historian and geographer Abū l-Fidā’ (1273–1331) reports [31] (p. 465) that the river Seyhan
and Ceyhan join after Misis: “Le Syhan, au-dessous d’Adana et de Messyssa, se joint au Djyhan; tous
deux ne forment plus qu’un seul fleuve, qui se jette dans la mer entre Ayas et Tharse” [32] (p. 62f).
The localization of the important classical site Mallos is not clear. It is known that the site must
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was known in the Late Bronze Age as the harbor town MLWM. He identifies the site at Domuztepe
(Seton-Williams No. 74 [26]), situated east of the river Ceyhan, 20 km northeast of the Kap Karataş [10]
(p. 12).
Figure 4. Distribution of archaeological sites investigated during different surveys in the Cilician Plain
© Susanne Rutishauser.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Settlement Database
To analyze changes in the settlement cluster of Cilicia, a database with the focus on Bronze and
Iron Age sites was built. Each site has been documented with its coordinates and its occupation phases
(spanning from Neolithic to Ottoman Period). Because less than 3% of the sites have been investigated
by excavation it was not possible to provide precise information regarding settlement size during any
particular period. Most information for the settlement database was provided by a dozen surveys
conducted in the area (Figure 4).
Hetty Goldman (Bryn Mawr Expedition to Cilicia) conducted the first systematic survey in
Plain Cilicia in 1934 [33], one year later she started to excavate the site Tarsus-Gözlükule (Figure 3).
Excavations were conducted in 1935–1939, 1947–1949 and resumed by Asli Özyar in 2001. The site can
securely be identified with Hittite Tarša, know in Neo-Assyrian sources as Tarzu and as Tarsos/Tarsus
in Classical Times [10] (p. 4). The Neilson Expedition (1936–1939, 1946–1947) under the direction of
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of the survey. The work was resumed by Veli Sevin and Isabella Caneva in 1993. The site might be
identified with Hittite Ellipra, Neo-Assyrian Illupru [10] (p. 4).
Tepebağ Höyük, in the center of the present city of Adana, was first excavated with a small
sondage in 1936 by the Museum Adana. Recently, excavations have been resumed first by the
Çukurova University and later by the Museum of Adana. It can be identified with hitt. Adaniya and
classical Antioch on the Saros [29] (pp. 191–195), [34] (p. 154). To gain information about routes through
the Taurus Helmuth Theodor Bossert and Bahadir Alkım conducted a survey in the Upper Ceyhan
valley from 1945–1952 and in 1955 [35]. They discovered the late Hittite fortress Karatepe-Arslantaş
(hitt. Azatiwataya) and started to excavate there in 1946 [36–38]. The first and still most comprehensive
survey of Plain Cilicia was directed by Marjory Veronica Seton-Williams in 1951 [26]. An important
site at the eastern border of the Çukurova, Yakapınar-Misis, was excavated from 1955–1959 by Ludwig
Budde and Helmuth Theodor Bossert. In 2000, the work was resumed by Giovanni Salmeri and Ana
Lucia D’Agata after conducting a survey in the area. The site might be identified with Zunna ara
mentioned in Hittite sources [10] (p. 6). In classical time its name was Mopsuhestia and for a short time
Seleucia ad Pyramum [34]. Over 400 sites mainly dating from the Classical to the Byzantine Period were
investigated by Friedrich Hild and Hansgerd Hellenkemper and published in volume five of the Tabula
Imperii Byzantini [34]. Since 1990 Mustafa H. Sayar is conducting an epigraphic survey in the entire
region. Marie-Henriette Gates in 1991 and later Ann Killebrew and Gunnar Lehmann (2006–2009)
were conducting a survey (Mopsos Survey) along the eastern coast of the Gulf of Iskenderun [39,40].
From 1992–2011 excavations at the harbor site Kinet Höyük under the direction of Marie-Henriette
Gates were undertaken. The site can be identified with Hittite Izziya and classical Issos [41]. Only
15 km upstream of Yakapınar-Misis is the site Sirkeli Höyük located. Excavations started in 1936–1937
by John Garstang as part of the Neilson Expedition. Later Excavations were directed by Barthel
Hrouda 1992–1996 and Horst Ehringhaus (1997). The work was resumed in 2006 by Mirko Novák,
Ekin Kozal and Deniz Yaşin Meier [42]. There is strong probability to identify Sirkeli Höyük with
Kummanni known from Hittite religious texts [10]. A neighboring cult city to Kummanni was the
site Lawazantiya/akkad. Lusanda. The site of Tatarlı Höyük is a strong candidate for its identification.
Excavations have started in 2007 by K. Serdar Girginer [43].
Information from written sources have been added to the database with up to 1000 sites
when available.
2.2. CORONA Satellite Imagery
A total of 19% of the sites in the settlement database are not visible on modern satellite imagery
anymore and 76% are damaged. However, many of these archaeological sites are still visible on
historical satellite imagery. Declassified in 1995, CORONA satellite images (Figure 5) acquired by the
United States from 1958–1972 [44] have been used in addition to Digital Elevation Models to map
palaeochannels in Plain Cilicia. The CORONA images are valuable because they were acquired before
the intensification of the agriculture and the growth of urban areas. Some of the sites were destroyed
due to the erecting of dams [45,46]. Images from different missions with the camera systems KH-4A and
KH-4B were analyzed (Figure 5). The images have an average spatial resolution of 1.8 m [47] (p. 119).
For images of the mission DS1107, orthorectified images of the CORONA Atlas of the Middle East were
used (Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas/U.S. Geological Survey; [48]).
To remove geometric distortion of the images from further missions (DS1043, DS1101, DS1103, DS1105,
DS1109) the CORONA software written by Irwin Scollar was used [49]. The georeferencing was done
with ArcGIS v. 10.2 (3rd Order Polynomial). The identification of archaeological sites and geomorphic
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Figure 5. Orthorectified CORONA scenes (U.S. Geological Survey, CORONA Satellite Photographs)
analyzed for this project © Susanne Rutishauser.
2.3. TanDEM-X: TerraSAR-X Add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement
The TanDEM-X system is a space borne radar interferometer that is based on two satellites
(TerraSAR-X 3) orbiting in close formation [50]. The high resolution X-band SARs (9.65 GHz) can
be operated in different imaging modes (High Resolution Spotlight, Stripmap, ScanSAR). For this
study, two TanDEM-X acquisitions were made possible in two different imaging modes at horizontal
polarization. In Stripmap (SM) mode the course of the Ceyhan River was covered at an azimuth
resolution of 2.54 m. The High Resolution Spotlight (HS) mode enabled the registration of a smaller
area of interest (approx. 5 × 5 km2) at a nominal resolution of 1.13 m in azimuth (see [51] for a detailed
description of image processing). In addition to TanDEM-X, other freely available DEM products from
the shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM C-band version 4.1 with 90 m resolution, SRTM X-band
with 30 m resolution) as well as the ASTER Global DEM (V.2) were used to generate a high resolution
DEM-mosaic (Figure 6). The global spatial resolution is 5 m. 55% of the area are covered by TanDEM-X
data divided into 8 spotlight and 22 stripmap scenes. The accuracy of the height value is 4.65 m on
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the extraction of cross sections of height values (profiles) for the detailed analysis of the topography
across riverbeds and paleochannels (Figure 6).
Figure 6. DEM-Mosaic based on TanDEM-X, Aster GDEM and SRTM data with modern river courses
© Susanne Rutishauser.
In addition, VHR (very high resolution) satellite images in GoogleEarth and ArcGIS were
visually analyzed.
3. Results
3.1. Palaeochannels and Relict Canals
Palaeochannels are sections of abandoned channels [52]. They become fully or partly infilled by
abandoned channel accretion [53] (p. 136). Palaeochannels are most commonly preserved as exposed
cross-sections, abandoned surface forms, or buried channels [54]. They were mapped based on the
analysis of geomorphic features visible in CORONA satellite imagery from the 1960s, high resolution
DEM-data and freely available VHR satellite images (Figure 7, palaeochannels in blue and green color).
Relict canals are abandoned canals for irrigation. They can be traced by their pattern in modern
fields and the remains of ancient levees [55] (p. 289) (Figure 7, relict canals in pink color).
Since most of the palaeochannels were found between today’s river course of Seyhan and Ceyhan,
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Figure 7. Palaeochannels (blue, green) and relict canals (pink) in the Çukurova digitized based on
TanDEM-X, CORONA and VHR-data © Susanne Rutishauser.
Not all palaeochannels are visible on aerial or satellite imagery. Older channels are buried beneath
more recent sediments. However, the mapped palaeochannels show different morphologies. The
idealized river course corresponds to a sine curve [56] (p. 147) (Figure 8).
Figure 8. The dotted line represents an idealized river course, the continuous line a meandering river
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The sinuosity ratio gives an indication how much a river meanders by measuring the length
of a channel reach and dividing this by the straight line distance [53] (p. 138). Rivers in a flat plain
follow a winding path where the meander amplitude (A) is higher than the meander wavelength (λ)
(Figure 8). This can be seen exemplary in the Çukurova about one kilometer east and west of the rivers
Seyhan and Ceyhan. The blue palaeochannels (Figure 7) show the most recent abandoned channels.
The former Seyhan river mouth, active until 1000 AD, is clearly visible with a high sinuosity ratio
(Figure 7, No. 1) [1,21]. A more recent alteration of the Ceyhan River seems to have occurred at the
beginning of the 20th century. From the Middle Ages until 1935, the Ceyhan River mouth diverted
eastwards [2] (Figure 7, No. 2), thus its present-day location is situated west of where it had been in
medieval times [15] (p. 656).
Less meandering structures with a lower sinuosity ratio show the green palaeochannels (Figure 7).
They are located west of the river Ceyhan but belong to a former river course of the Seyhan as
DEM-data show. A main channel of this former river course can be traced up to 7 km before the
coastline northeast of the Akyatan Lagoon (Figure 9).
Figure 9. High-resolution digital elevation model based on TanDEM-X data (Stripmap) of the Çukurova.
The grey arrows point to a large palaeochannel. The location of the cross sections is represented by
black lines. The dots mark a distance of 2000 m © Susanne Rutishauser.
The data of the high resolution TanDEM-X DEM allow the generation of cross sections (Figure 10).
The large palaeochannel is visible as a positive height anomaly, which is formed by natural levees.
Deposition of fine sand, silt and clay alongside and within the channels results in the aggradation of
levees which gradually raise the rivers until they flow several meters above the plain on low ridges.
As cross sections of the modern Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers show, their riverbed is located 2–4 m above
the plain as well (Figure 10).
The construction of canals for irrigation results in levees as well. In addition, channel excavation
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(p. 339). Compared to palaeochannels, (relict) canals show a less meandering course with a low
sinuosity ratio. The course of presumed canals was mapped in pink (Figure 7). The spoil banks are
visible on optical imagery as CORONA representing white lines bordered the canal (Figure 11). Relict
canals itself can be identified as darkened depressions, filled with moist sediments [59]. Water flowing
in active canals has a dark signature as well (Figure 11).
Figure 10. Cross sections of height values from the TanDEM-X DEM for the rivers Seyhan and Ceyhan
and the large palaeochannel. For the location, see Figure 9. The blue rectangles mark the location of the
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Figure 11. Detail of a CORONA scene (DS1105-2267, DA003, 20.11.1968). The course of the large
palaeochannel visible on the DEM is marked with red arrows. A modern canal is following its course.
The blue arrows points to a recent canal from the 1960s. The green arrow point to a relict canal ©
Susanne Rutishauser.
3.2. Distribution of Archaeological Sites in the Area
Even though for precise dating of palaeochannels and relict canals coring and the analysis of
sediment is necessary, the location of archaeological sites give some evidence about the dating of these
relict canals and palaeochannels (Figure 12).
First, a relation between the age of an archaeological site and its distance to the modern coastline
can be observed. The older a site the farther it is situated from the sea. In this area, the closest
chalcolithic sites are in distance of 18–20 km to the shoreline. These are Dervisli (Seton-Williams
No. 135 [26]) and Domuz III (Seton-Williams No. 102 [26]). While the closest Bronze Age site Gavur
Köy (Seton-Williams No. 119 [26]) is only 13 km from today’s coastline located. The known Iron Age
sites are located in a similar distance to the shoreline. Sites dating to the Roman Period are located right
behind the Akyatan Laggon and at the Kap Karataş (Magarsos [60]). These settlement distributions
give an idea about shifts of the coastline.
In the area of the large palaeochannel, there is only one site (Domuz III, Seton-Williams
No. 102 [26]) dating to the Chalcolithic period known. However, several sites dating to Hellenistic
and Roman period are situated close to the palaeochannels (Figure 12, mapped in green). We assume
the danger of flooding during the Chalcolithic Period affected this distribution. The accumulation of
sediments and the ideal slope for irrigation were the preconditions for sites in later periods. Sites on
natural levee ridges were first occupied after these landforms were already developed and no longer
subject to flooding [61].
Several sites dating mainly from Bronze Age to the Roman Period are situated along relict canals
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Figure 12. Sites dating from the Chalcolithic to the Roman Period in the Çukurova as well as
palaeochannels and relict canals © Susanne Rutishauser.
4. Discussion
4.1. Dating of Palaeochannels and the Relict Canals
A soil survey of the Çukurova University [62] show that the palaeochannels mapped in Figure 7
correspond to late Holocene river terraces while the surrounding plain was built during the middle
Holocene (Figure 13). The late Holocene river terraces spread in the area between today’s river course
of Seyhan and Ceyhan.
Additionally, the mapping of former river delta soils give some evidence of former location of the
coastline (Figure 13). Fluvisols and Vertisols of the delta reach up to 20 km inland.
Based on the data of the soil survey of the Çukurova University (Figure 13) and the presence of
Bronze Age sites along relict canals (Figure 12) we propose that the river Seyhan followed already in
the Bronze Age (3rd and 2nd millennium BC) a western course like today (Figure 14). The intake of
the relict canals must have been located west of the supposed former course of the large palaeochannel
(mapped in green, Figure 12). Therefore, the large palaeochannel must date before the Bronze Age,
possibly in the Neolithic (9th–7th millennium BC) or Chalcolithic Period (6th–4th millennium BC).
However, a shared river mouth in previous times of former Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers—as authors
in Antiquity like Pseudo-Scylax or in Medieval times like Abū l-Fidā’ reported [31] (p. 465)—is
conceivable for the time when the large palaeochannel was active.
The Late Bronze Age harbor town MLWM could have been a river harbor situated east of the
river Ceyhan likely identified with the archaeological site Domuztepe [10] (p. 12). Figure 14 shows a
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Figure 13. Soil map of Çukurova (data collection [62]), © Susanne Rutishauser.
Figure 14. Preliminary reconstruction of the palaeo-landscape of the eastern Çukurova. The schematic
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Today, several modern sites are located along a modern canal following the western relict canal
(Figure 15, No. 1). However, there are no modern sites located along the eastern relict canal (Figure 15,
No. 2). Therefore, the eastern relict canal must have been in use during previous periods. Since several
sites dating to the Bronze Age are located along these relict canals it is possible that they were in use
from the Bronze Age to Roman Times.
Figure 15. Location of archaeological and modern sites in the Çukurova. Modern river courses (grey),
palaeochannels (blue, green) and relict canals (pink) in the Çukurova © Susanne Rutishauser.
4.2. Irrigation System
The average annual rainfall in the Çukurova is over 750 mm/year [63]. This rate is high enough for
rainfed agriculture. Supplementary irrigation systems increase the productivity of rainfed areas. Due
to its fertile alluvial soils and mild climate, the Çukurova produce high crop yields twice a year. This
makes the region an important contributor to the gross value of Turkeys agricultural crop production
of 5% in 1995 [63]. In antiquity the region was famous for agricultural products [34] (pp. 109–111).
A large limestone statue of a male bearded figure standing on a basalt basis showing a chariot
pulled by two bulls was found 1997 in Çineköy (Figure 3), a village in the middle of the Çukurova [64].
The male figure represents a god, who must be identified with the Storm-god Tarhunzas. A bilingual
inscription in Luwian and Phoenician is engraved in the monument [64–66]. The more than 2.50 m
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an introduction dedicated to the self-presentation of the king and a longer section describing the king’s
achievements [66]. The king praise himself: “I caused the plain of Hiyawa to prosper” [66] (p. 187). He
named the plain also as “land of the rivers” [64] (p. 972). There is no large Late Bronze Age site in
vicinity known which would explain the location of such monument. However, the find spot is located
at a relict canal. Therefore, it might by possible that the monument was erected at an artificial canal.
Additional irrigation must have used already during the Late Bronze and Iron Age.
The overlay of the modern canal network for irrigation with mapped relict canals and
palaeochannels show that the course of modern canals corresponds to relict canals and palaeochannels
(Figure 16). Today, most canals in the Çukurova are constructed with concrete slabs. Many canals have
a meandering course even though a straight channel network would be more effective and reduce
the number of necessary channels. Thus, the ideal slope of the palaeochannels was followed when
constructing modern canals.
Figure 16. Modern river courses (grey), palaeochannels (blue, green) and relict canals (pink) in the
Çukurova. The network of thin grey lines shows the modern network for canals for irrigation (mapped
based on freely available VHR data in ArcGIS) © Susanne Rutishauser.
4.3. The Advantage of High Resolution DEM Data for Archaeology
Only a few archaeological sites are published with their coordinates. Therefore, we needed
additional information for the precise localization of the sites for the settlement database. The
CORONA imagery was an important source of information. Still, small sites were not always visible
on this historic satellite imagery. For such cases, the TanDEM-X based height model was an important
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Large palaeochannels can be detected easily and even smaller palaeochannels can be uncovered
with a stretched color ramp. High resolution DEM-data helps not only to detect features. It is also
possible to take precise measurements. The data allows generating cross section to make small
differences in height of 1 m visible. Nevertheless, it does not replace ground truthing.
5. Conclusions
The combined use of remote sensing data, soil surveys and archaeological data are first indications
for the reconstruction of ancient river courses, when there is only limited coring available. Based on
the available data we assume a more eastern course of the river Seyhan during the early or middle
Holocene/the Neolithic Period. A major avulsion took place during the late Neolithic or Chalcolithic
Period. This shift of the river Seyhan to the west must have an influence to the distribution of sites.
In comparison to southern Mesopotamia, where major shifts of rivers were leading to depopulation
of large areas, the consequences in the Çukurova might have been less drastic. While irrigation
was essential for agriculture in southern Mesopotamia farmers in the Çukurova could still rely on
rainfed agriculture for their subsistence. The influence of channel avulsion on settlement must be
further investigated.
Today, the landscape of the Çukurova is structured from a bird’s eye view by the agricultural area
as well as modern river beds, irrigation canals and channel avulsion. Despite the meandering character
of palaeochannels modern irrigation canals still follow their course. The location of archaeological
sites along both relict canals and modern irrigation canals demonstrate that irrigation canals are in
use—maybe not continuous—over a very long period. The finding of such a big monument as the
Çineköy statue close to a relict canal gives further evidence for the use of irrigation in this area at least
since the Late Bronze Age.
However, the limitations of this study can only be overcome by further investigations. The
analysis of drilling cores along transects to get information about the past shifts of the coastline and
the sedimentation history of the Ceyhan and Seyhan rivers is necessary.
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Abstract: We used synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data collected over Peru’s Lines and Geoglyphs
of Nasca and Palpa World Heritage Site to detect and measure landscape disturbance threatening
world-renowned archaeological features and ecosystems. We employed algorithms to calculate
correlations between pairs of SAR returns, collected at different times, and generate correlation
images. Landscape disturbances even on the scale of pedestrian travel are discernible in correlation
images generated from airborne, L-band SAR. Correlation images derived from C-band SAR data
collected by the European Space Agency’s Sentinel-1 satellites also provide detailed landscape change
information. Because the two Sentinel-1 satellites together have a repeat pass interval that can be as
short as six days, products derived from their data can not only provide information on the location
and degree of ground disturbance, but also identify a time window of about one to three weeks
during which disturbance must have occurred. For Sentinel-1, this does not depend on collecting
data in fine-beam modes, which generally sacrifice the size of the area covered for a higher spatial
resolution. We also report on pixel value stretching for a visual analysis of SAR data, quantitative
assessment of landscape disturbance, and statistical testing for significant landscape change.
Keywords: nasca lines; UAVSAR; Sentinel-1; SAR interferometry (InSAR); disturbance; world
heritage; archaeology; paracas; heritage management; pampas; geoglyphs
1. Introduction
1.1. Applications of SAR to Archaeology: The State of the Art
The use of a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for archaeological research and management began
as early as the 1980s, when paleo-riverine networks and soils altered by agriculture provided clues
to the locations of ancient sites in desert environments [1–3]. By the first decade of the twenty-first
century, the direct detection of archaeological sites with SAR data collected by aerial platforms, notably
AirSAR and GeoSAR [4], sometimes in concert with multispectral data [5–7], had been demonstrated.
Recent years have seen a surge in interest in using satellite SAR data for research and
the management of archaeological sites and landscapes. This is partly due to the profusion of SAR
data being collected: satellite SAR instruments can cover much greater areas than airborne SAR, and
satellite SAR can now be obtained for, essentially, the entire world. In this project, we used data
collected in Sentinel-1’s Interferometric Wide (IW) Swath mode, which covers a strip 250 km wide.
This data is collected continually, and there is no need to place a special order or pay for it, making it
eminently practical for the constant monitoring of large areas.
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Satellite SAR data acquired in fine-beam or spotlight modes can be expensive or difficult to
acquire, but it can also achieve pixel sizes as small as those generated from some kinds of optical
satellite data. Even casual users of satellite imagery are familiar with the usefulness of high-resolution
optical data, which facilitates the visual identification and analysis of features on the ground. The color
images in Google Earth, for example, can be pan-sharpened to produce 65 cm pixels (though in
certain regions, pixel size can be 2.5 m or even 15 m). For-profit companies offer imagery with even
greater resolution: DigitalGlobe advertises that imagery generated from its WorldView-3 satellite has
a pan-sharpened pixel size of 31 cm and an accuracy better than 5 m.
In comparison, however, TerraSAR-X satellites collect X-band data that can produce 16 m pixels
when operating in ScanSAR mode over a scene 100 km by 150 km, and 0.24 m pixels in Staring
Spotlight mode over an area that varies from 2.5 to 2.8 km in azimuth and 4.6 to 7.5 km in range [8].
ALOS PALSAR-2, COSMO-SkyMed, and Radarsat-2 can also provide imagery with pixels smaller than
1 m. As with high-resolution optical data, one can often discern targets of interest in high-resolution
SAR amplitude imagery. Further, SAR data, unlike optical data, can be collected regardless of clouds
or solar illumination. SAR’s indifference to these conditions is a great advantage over spectral data,
particularly in parts of the world where cloud cover is common, and it is obviously valuable for
change detection.
In some cases, such as when the features under consideration are characterized more by their
spectral reflectance than their physical shape, SAR may be no more useful than spectral data for
detection or monitoring [9,10]. In others, SAR’s sensitivity to structure makes it a clearly superior
tool for site and feature detection. For example, at Pachacamac, in Peru, COSMO SkyMed X-band
high-resolution imagery (with a pixel size of 3 m) was used to detect earthen structures that are only
partially above ground; visually, these structures would be difficult to distinguish from the surrounding
landscape [11]. An interferometric analysis of SAR data (InSAR) has been used to detect and measure
deformation of the Earth’s surface, including that produced by seismic or volcanic activity or by
groundwater depletion. Depending on the application, SAR can be used to measure such deformation
at centimeter scales [12]. Surface deformation that threatens the ancient venue for the Olympics has
been monitored with Differential Interferometric SAR (DInSAR) [13]. High-resolution TerraSAR-X data
is being used to monitor ground subsidence in the ancient quarters of Mexico City [14]. The movement
of the monuments at Angkor, along with changes in surface elevation, has been monitored with
TerraSAR/TanDEM-X data [15].
For general discussions of the technical aspects of SAR as they relate to archaeology, we direct
the reader to other works [16,17]. Several studies have applied satellite SAR data analysis to our area of
interest (which offers a particularly suitable environment for SAR research, as we describe in the next
section), demonstrating the technology’s usefulness in archaeological prospection [18,19] and research
on the regional environment and its influences on human activity [20]. Satellite spectral data has been
used for similar purposes [21,22].
This area has also been the focus of several studies on the use of SAR for monitoring anthropogenic
and natural changes to the landscape [23–25]. It is on these applications of SAR that, with this project,
we aimed to build a model by using satellite SAR to detect landscape disturbance on a finer scale than
any of the studies just referenced; by proving the concept that high-temporal-resolution satellite SAR
data can provide a continual stream of current, relevant information for protected area management
and research; and by demonstrating that this data provides the basis for a quantitative assessment
and the statistical testing of landscape disturbance in specific areas at small scales. In so doing,
we demonstrate some advantages of satellite SAR over other potential monitoring methods, such as
ground survey or change detection with high-resolution spectral data.
1.2. The Contribution of Correlation Images Generated with UAVSAR and Sentinel-1 Data
We demonstrate the capacity of repeat-pass InSAR to monitor small-scale landscape change, and
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and even vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The detection of landscape disturbance at the structural,
and even micro-structural, level described here is different from the many applications of SAR data
to archaeological landscape monitoring that have focused on ground deformation [14], large-scale
erosion [25], and, more recently, the movements of monuments [15].
Our demonstration area is the Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Palpa World Heritage Site
(hereafter referred to as the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site), in southern Peru (see Figure 1).
An analysis of L-band SAR data collected from an airborne platform over the Nasca Lines World
Heritage Site demonstrates the data’s utility in monitoring the landscape and its archaeological
features. Section 2 begins with an account of that analysis, which follows from work published in
2015 [26]. With the results of that analysis in mind, we hypothesized that satellite SAR data, specifically
C-band Sentinel-1 data, acquired at different times over the same area, could detect locations where
the landscape had been changed by relatively small-scale disturbances, such as those listed above.
These disturbances are a constant concern at the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site, which was
designated to recognize and protect the fragile arrangements of stones and soil left on the area’s
desert floor by ancient civilizations (first the Paracas people, then the Nasca) between approximately
700 BCE and 700 CE. Viewed from above, these arrangements take a variety of forms: geometric shapes,
animals (such as the famous Hummingbird glyph), plants, humans, and mythological beings [27,28].
Despite the passage of centuries, the forms have been largely preserved. In cases where the glyphs’
constituent stones or soil have been disturbed, further damage may be more likely due to the increased
vulnerability to wind and water erosion [29,30].
This area was an ideal test site for our application of SAR to the precise detection of landscape
disturbance. The Nasca Lines World Heritage Site is in the Peruvian-Chilean Desert, one of the most
arid places on Earth. In the flat areas, or pampas, where the lines and geoglyphs are found, vegetation is
almost absent, except in stream and river valleys that run through the desert on their way to the Pacific
Ocean. This was helpful because SAR easily detects seasonal vegetative change and water, which
manifest in the data similarly to landscape change and can therefore mask the disturbances with which
we were concerned.
Villages in this area, both modern and ancient, are located along the rivers and streams that
cut through the pampas. Rapid population increase in extant villages, many of which are becoming
cities, as well as increasing tourism, have encouraged human activities that have degraded some of
the lines and glyphs; during fieldwork for this project, for example, Ministerio de Cultura personnel
pointed out a geometric glyph on which people from a nearby, expanding village play soccer, using
the glyph’s edges as boundaries. Monitoring destructive activities using traditional, on-the-ground
methods is challenging because of the vast area that the lines and glyphs occupy (the Nasca Lines
World Heritage Site covers over 73,000 hectares) and the impracticality of preventing access to it. As we
show in the Results, the advantages of satellite SAR, and particularly Sentinel-1, that we described in
Section 1.1, include high temporal resolution, wide area coverage, and sensitivity to structural change
that can help circumvent this challenge.
We calculated the InSAR coherence, or correlation, for a pair of data sets collected by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Uninhabited Aerial
Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) platform on 19 March 2013 and 23 March 2015.
In addition to the general observations that arose from analyzing this data and encouraged our
further experimentation with Sentinel-1 data, an incident that occurred in the December of 2014,
between the two UAVSAR flights, was of particular interest. Persons affiliated with Greenpeace,
a non-governmental organization with an environmental focus, placed panels on the ground to form
the message “Time for change! The future is renewable, Greenpeace” very near one of the most
famous and pristine Nasca geoglyphs, the Hummingbird. The place and means of disturbance were
well documented: Greenpeace posted a video on the internet that showed its team’s approach to
the glyph, the placement of the message, and aerial photos of the glyph and message together [31].
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before the incident (though this did not prevent unpermitted access). Greenpeace’s activity offered
an opportunity to determine, with UAVSAR, SAR data’s utility in detecting, evaluating, and testing
for landscape disturbance. We then followed a similar process in analyzing pairs of data sets collected
by the Sentinel-1 satellites. Sentinel-1’s data collection interval of six to twenty-four days made such
an analysis particularly attractive, because it suggested the potential to use satellite SAR data to
monitor landscape change, and therefore some threats to cultural and natural resources, over large
areas and with a relatively high temporal resolution.
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2. Materials and Methods
Acquiring the L-Band UAVSAR Data and Producing the Initial Correlation Images
UAVSAR is a NASA/JPL L-band airborne SAR platform, funded by NASA to conduct research
for its Science Mission Directorate, that has been in operation since 2009. UAVSAR is designed to
collect fully polarimetric SAR data at a spatial resolution of about two meters from an aircraft that can
fly near-exact-repeat flight lines for interferometry research and applications [26].
In March 2013, UAVSAR data were collected opportunistically over the Nasca Lines, when
the UAVSAR platform flew over them during a deployment to image volcanoes in Chile, simply to see
how the lines and geoglyphs might appear in airborne SAR imagery. A second UAVSAR data set was
gathered in March 2015 to see if the production of a very high-resolution correlation image could allow
for the detection and measurement of disturbance to the geoglyphs, and to the Hummingbird geoglyph
in particular. After examination of the correlation image, it became apparent that UAVSAR data could
be used not only to evaluate damage to the Hummingbird geoglyph and the area immediately around
it, but also to detect other ways in which the Nasca Lines had been disturbed and, more importantly,
could be further disturbed in the future [26].
The UAVSAR has a wavelength of 23 cm and flies aboard the NASA Armstrong Gulfstream
C-20A aircraft. This aircraft has been modified to fly extremely precise planned flight paths, such
that it can repeat a previously flown path and only rarely diverge from it by more than five meters
over hundreds of kilometers of flight. This allows the data from two or more UAVSAR flights to
be made into interferograms or correlation images with a near-zero baseline between observations,
using the technique called InSAR. With the UAVSAR datasets collected in March 2013 and March 2015,
we generated a high-resolution correlation image that displays the degree to which SAR returns obtained
in the first deployment of UAVSAR are statistically different from those obtained in the second [26].
The UAVSAR data were processed as “Single Look Complex” (SLC) image files. Each pixel
in these files contains both the magnitude and phase of the SAR backscatter. As described below,
the correlation image is produced from the SLC image files and has an output ground pixel spacing of
about two meters.
To generate a correlation image that was sensitive to ground disturbance, we co-registered each
pixel in the SLC images from the two UAVSAR flights. We then obtained a calibrated interferometric
correlation γcal using Equation (1) [32], as follows:
γcal =
|< E1E∗2 >|√







where E1 and E2 are the SLC estimates of the calibrated complex electric field for the two data takes and
the ensemble average is over a given number of statistical looks. The * indicates the complex conjugate.
The SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, where the noise is given by an empirically derived quadratic fit
to the noise-equivalent, radar-backscattered power of the image. γcal can vary between 0 (complete
decorrelation or, equivalently, no correlation between the two images) and 1 (no decorrelation or,
equivalently, complete correlation between the images). Normalization by the SNR can result in some
areas having a correlation greater than 1, particularly in those areas that are shadowed by topographic
features. For Sentinel-1 data, the correlation product can be obtained using the standard approaches
implemented by the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) [33].
For the UAVSAR data, Equation (1) was coded in the interactive display language (IDL).
As mentioned in the Introduction, one general property of the correlation data product is that
vegetated areas have much lower values than areas without vegetation. Open water also decorrelates,
because the scattering of the radio waves is highly variable over water. Atmospheric conditions can
interfere with SAR collection, but we did not observe any kilometer-scale effects on the coherence from
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The desert pampas of the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site are almost completely lifeless and static,
and therefore, absent of any changes to the ground surface, the correlation in these areas should be close
to 1. In areas with steep slopes, however, there is often decorrelation caused by erosion: in such places,
a small movement of soil or stones can be augmented by gravity, resulting in greater decorrelation
than would have been caused by a similar movement on flat ground. In both the UAVSAR and
Sentinel-1 data, we found that such downslope erosion is common in the Nasca Lines World Heritage
Site. (In applications to similar phenomena at larger scales, satellite SAR has been used to study
landslides [34]).
The correlation products developed from SAR data can be visualized as gray-scale images, with
pixel values ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white). Lesser correlation (greater decorrelation) is indicated by
darker pixel values. That is, for dry areas without vegetation, we can generally infer from the correlation
images that the greater the landscape change over the two-year period between UAVSAR flights,
the greater the difference between the returns from the two data takes, the lower the correlation (the greater
the decorrelation), and the darker that area appears in the correlation images. This decorrelation might be
caused by natural disturbances, such as erosion by flooding, or by anthropogenic disturbances, such as
urban or agricultural development or surface disturbance by vehicles.
In the UAVSAR correlation image, to make decorrelation at the Greenpeace protest site more
visually evident, we assigned a color scale to the correlation values, making areas of no or very
low decorrelation green and areas of high decorrelation red (see Figure 2). Yellow (medium-low
decorrelation) and orange (medium-high decorrelation) pertain to values between the extremes.
To soften the effects of noise and of minor phenomena not pertinent to substantial landscape change,
we modified the color scale with a stretching technique that assigns values farther than one standard
deviation from the mean of the most extreme possible values (that is, values that are greater than one
standard deviation from the mean in the positive direction take the value 255, and values greater than
one standard deviation from the mean in the negative direction take 0) and squares values that are
within one standard deviation of the mean. This made the minor landscape changes that were unlikely
to be associated with real threats to cultural resources much less salient; it had a similar effect on most,
if not all, of the noise inherent to the SAR instrument. It also highlighted the areas of greatest and
least change. Red areas in the colorized image can therefore safely be considered locations where real
and substantial terrain disturbance has occurred, and areas shaded yellow to orange are candidates
for further investigation to determine whether there are ongoing natural or human disturbances to
the landscape.
There are many options for modifying color tables and scales when visualizing results like these;
we explore other options in subsequent figures. The correlation data products we generated, however,
also allow for other forms of analysis. To quantitatively assess and verify the disturbances that are
apparent in the colorized images, we used tests for statistically significant differences among sets of
correlation pixel values. As reported elsewhere [26], the UAVSAR correlation image clearly reveals
disturbance where Greenpeace placed its message, along the route the activists used to approach
the Hummingbird, and in the areas where they placed and prepared their equipment. The details and
results of the application of a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to corroborate visual evidence of disturbance at
the Hummingbird glyph with the correlation images is discussed in Section 3.
Other locations where landscape disturbance occurred during the two-year window between
UAVSAR flights can also be seen in correlation images. On-the-ground examination of these areas
indicated that terrain disturbance had resulted from several kinds of ongoing activity. Among these
were illegal mining operations, unsustainable agricultural practices, the looting of archaeological
sites, and rain events associated with the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle. Personnel
from JPL/NASA, the CSRM Foundation, and the Ministerio de Cultura Management System for
the Cultural and Territorial Heritage of Nasca and Palpa went into the field several times from
January through March 2016 to verify these and other apparent disturbances. The goal of these field
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causes, and intensity of disturbance. Data collection methods included photography, note-taking,
and accessing and editing our GIS using mobile devices running the ArcGIS Collector app. This field
verification was indispensable to drawing reliable conclusions about the location, degree, and cause of
landscape disturbance within and around the World Heritage Site.
Figure 2. A correlation image of the Hummingbird glyph (outlined) after applying the colorized
stretch (the inset shows an optical satellite image of the same area). Highly decorrelated areas are in
red. These areas include those at which Greenpeace activists placed their message and prepared their
materials, as well as the trail they took to reach the Hummingbird (extending southward from the top
of the image). The other decorrelated areas correspond to steep slopes (visible in the inset) leading
down from the pampas; we found decorrelation in such areas to be common, because of gravity pulling
sediment downslope.
Results suggesting that the UAVSAR data detected landscape change and provided insight into
the degrees and causes of change are discussed further in the next section. Having acquired these
results, we built upon our analysis of the UAVSAR data by applying a similar analytical process
to C-band SAR data gathered by the Sentinel-1 satellites, aiming to assess the utility of that data in
pursuing the kinds of monitoring tasks we had demonstrated with UAVSAR.
Sentinel-1A, launched on 3 April 2014, carries a C-band SAR instrument that transmits and
receives radiation at wavelengths of about five centimeters. It and its identical companion, Sentinel-1B,
which was launched on 25 April 2016, are part of the European Union’s Copernicus Earth observation
program. They can operate in four imaging modes: Interferometric Wide (IW), Extra Wide (EW),
Strip Map (SM), and Wave (WV). The first two modes are regularly used to collect data over much of
the Earth’s land surface. The IW mode is commonly applied over land and typically used to cover
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over a strip 250 km wide [33]. Interferometric Sentinel-1 data is being used widely for the rapid
imaging of surface displacements caused by earthquakes, subsidence, and landslides [35], as well as
other applications at various spatial scales.
3. Results
3.1. Field Verification of UAVSAR and Sentinel-1 Correlation Images
3.1.1. UAVSAR
Our observations on the ground indicate that even small surface disturbances are visible as slightly
decorrelated areas in the UAVSAR-derived correlation images. For example, minor erosion caused by
low volumes of water moving slowly across the ground surface, which was documented at the time of
its occurrence by Ministerio de Cultura personnel, appears as light gray areas in the gray-scale images.
Heavily traveled roads and pedestrian trails are black in the gray-scale images, as are steep hillsides
where substantial volumes of soil and rock moved downslope [26].
During field observations, it was evident that landscape disturbance caused by human activities,
such as walking or driving across the pampas, are threatening the preservation of the Nasca lines and
geoglyphs and degrading the Rio Grande de Nasca drainage. We also found that different forms of
landscape disturbance can be distinguished by their appearances in the UAVSAR correlation image
(see Figure 3). The data, and therefore the image, are highly precise: even minor terrain disturbances
were detected, and the degree of decorrelation in the image is obviously associated with the intensity
of disturbance on the ground.
 
Figure 3. The correlation image in (a) reveals landscape disturbance in the area shown in the satellite
image in (b). According to Ministerio de Cultura personnel, pedestrian traffic and informal games of
soccer are common in and around the geometric glyphs at the bottom and right of (b); such activity
manifests as smooth, intense decorrelation. The steep and rugged terrain in the top left of the image
has been disturbed by foot traffic and encroaching development from the river valley just to the north
of the image. As these images attest, we found that disturbance tends to be greater in sloped areas,
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Among the more remarkable applications of the UAVSAR correlation images is in revealing
the unpaved paths and roads that were traveled between data takes. Figure 4 shows disturbance
to a dirt road leading from the Pan-American Highway in the east to a power line running across
the pampas in the west. In satellite imagery of the same area, there is little to distinguish this road
from other, nearby lines on the ground, which may be geoglyphs, trails, or other dirt roads (during
fieldwork, the features labeled as geoglyphs at the bottom of Figure 4b were positively identified).
The correlation image, however, clearly shows that this particular road was disturbed. Also visible in
Figure 4a are signs of interference with SAR waves by vehicles on the Pan-American Highway. These
so-called sensor artifacts have no association with features on the ground.
 
Figure 4. The correlation image in (a) indicates that only one of the linear features visible in (b)—some
of which may be not trails or roads, but geoglyphs—was substantially disturbed between UAVSAR
flights (without ground verification, it is difficult to confidently classify the unidentified linear features).
Sensor artifacts, visible in (a), are due to interference with radar waves by fast-moving vehicles on
the highway and do not correspond to any physical features or changes on the ground.
3.1.2. Sentinel-1
Despite its lower spatial resolution, the Sentinel-1 data proved useful in similar ways. Figure 5
illustrates the difference in utility between a Sentinel-1 amplitude image and a correlation image derived
from two acquisitions forty-two days apart. While the amplitude image shows similar backscatter
features for very different kinds of ground cover and structure, the correlation image specifically
differentiates three land cover classes from the dry pampas landscape: natural vegetated areas, cultivated
vegetated areas, and sand dunes. All these areas were decorrelated after forty-two days.
Satellite SAR data, specifically TerraSAR-X [25] and ERS-2 [23] data, has been used to identify
erosion and sedimentation in the Nasca area at small scales, but the disturbance revealed here
by Sentinel-1 is yet more subtle. Figure 6 shows the area along the Pan-American Highway near
an observation tower. From the tower, visitors can view some of the nearby lines and geoglyphs on
both sides of the road.
Panel 6a is a correlation image generated from Sentinel-1 data takes on 16 May 2015 and
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to the northwest (in [24], the highway manifests similarly in a correlation image derived from
ENVISAT-ASAR data). Panel 6b is a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 optical satellite image. In it,
the observation tower and the area where vehicles were driven off the highway are visible, but this
single image cannot tell us when the vehicle tracks were made. The decorrelation in Figure 6a, however,
tells us that the disturbance occurred between 16 May 2015 and 18 December 2016.
The green dots in Figure 6a,b show where the photo in Figure 6c was taken. This picture shows
where vehicles were driven off the paved highway near the observation tower. Their tracks are clearly
visible and indicate that some of the vehicles were driven some distance past the highway’s eastern
edge. The correlation image in Figure 6a shows these disturbed areas as dark patches of pixels. Other
decorrelation in Figure 6a is very near the geoglyph called the Hands, which is visible at the right of
the photo in Figure 6c.
Figure 5. Panel (a) shows a Sentinel-1 amplitude image created using data collected on 18 December
2015. While many large landscape features are discernible here, the correlation image in (b); derived
from data collected on 18 December 2015 and 11 January 2016, provides more information. In this
image, we can differentiate among three types of land cover: natural vegetation, cultivated vegetation,
and sand dunes. Panel (c) shows a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 image in which the agricultural areas
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Figure 6. Panel (a) reveals slight disturbance to geoglyphs west of the Pan-American Highway and
heavier disturbance, caused by vehicles, near the observation tower. These geoglyphs and the tower are
visible in (b). In both (a,b), the tower is marked by the green dot, which is where the photo in (c) was
taken. This photo shows vehicle tracks off the east side of the highway, running very near the Hands
geoglyph. In (a), these tracks manifest as a patch of dark pixels near the green dot, and the highway
appears as a dark line running southeast-northwest.
Figure 7 provides similar ground-verified evidence of disturbance. Panel Figure 7a contains
a correlation image of Cahuachi, a major ceremonial center of the Nasca culture during the early
centuries of the Common Era, generated using data collected by Sentinel-1 on 16 May 2015 and
18 December 2016. As in the other correlation images, dark pixels indicate decorrelation. Heavily
vegetated areas, such as those along the Rio Grande de Nasca (which runs across the image from
top left to center right), appear as masses of dark pixels. The green dot in Figure 7a,b, which shows
a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 image, indicates the intersection of an unpaved road and a pedestrian
trail where the photo in Figure 7c was taken. Both the road and the trail are visible in Figure 7b,c.
They also show up as lines of dark pixels in Figure 7a, which suggests they were used between 16
May 2015 and 18 December 2016. Satellite SAR has been used to detect ground disturbance and soil
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have not, as far as we are aware, revealed evidence of vehicle or foot traffic along unpaved routes near
the site.
Figures 6 and 7 are examples of our evidence that support the idea described at the end of
Section 1.2: that Sentinel-1 SAR data, with its high temporal resolution, is useful for monitoring
landscape change, and threats to cultural and natural resources in particular, in areas like the Nasca
Lines. This data allows us not only to identify the location and measure the intensity of disturbance,
but also to infer a usefully small time window within which the disturbance must have occurred.
By continually generating Sentinel-1 correlation images, researchers or site managers can gather helpful
information on where disturbance is happening, what kind of disturbance it might be, and when it
happened. For example, looting is a major problem in and near Cahuachi; correlation images derived
from Sentinel-1 data can show which paths or roads leading to the site have been used, or whether
new looting pits have been dug, every six to twenty-four days.
 
Figure 7. Roads and trails near the archaeological site of Cahuachi that were used between 16 May
2015 and 18 December 2016 are visible in the Sentinel-1 correlation image in (a) as lines of dark pixels.
In (b), the roads and trails in the same area are visible in a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 satellite image.
Panel (c) is a photo taken at the juncture of the road and trail near the green dot in both (a,b).
The correlation change image in Figure 8a was produced by computing pixel value ratios from
two Sentinel-1 correlation images. Each of these two correlation images was derived from a pair of
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and the second from collects on 16 May 2015 and 15 August 2017 (note that the first collect is the same
for both images). Each pixel value in Figure 8a is the ratio of the value of the corresponding pixel in
the 2015–2016 correlation image to that of the corresponding pixel in the 2015–2017 correlation image.
 
Figure 8. The correlation change image in (a) compares two correlation images. Red and orange
areas experienced a relatively constant level of disturbance between May 2015 and August 2017.
Yellow to green indicates that decorrelation during the 2016–2017 period was 5% to 20% higher than
during the 2015–2016 period. Panel (b) is a satellite image of the area delineated and labeled 1 in (a);
(c) is a satellite image of area 2. Area 1 shows two lines of atypical decorrelation: one following
a road that makes a corner-like turn, and one where drivers have cut across that turn. Both the road
and the shortcut are visible in (b). Area 2 shows evidence of flooding between December 2016 and
August 2017; the apparent watercourses that this flooding appears to have followed are visible in (c).
The correlation change image facilitates a visual identification of areas where the occurrence of
decorrelation was uneven over the entire 27-month period between May 2015 and August 2017.
In effect, it highlights atypical decorrelation: areas that were similarly disturbed over both
the May 2015–December 2016 period and the May 2015–August 2017 period have values close to 1,
but those areas that experienced disturbance during only the latter period are shown here in brighter
colors. The black areas in Figure 8a correspond to those areas that exhibited high decorrelation in both
correlation images. Most of these areas are dominated by vegetation, which (as already noted) appears
as high decorrelation in correlation images but does not necessarily reveal true landscape disturbance.
In interpreting Figure 8, it is helpful to note that the ENSO cycle produced torrential rainfall in
the Nasca region during the first three months of 2017 [36]. The area marked by box 2 in Figure 8a
includes substantial terrain, with many ridges and valleys. We suggest that the correlation change in
this area (indicated by green and yellow) is the result of flooding, because the areas showing change
correspond with what appear to be watercourses. Here, as in other parts of the Nasca Lines World
Heritage Site, there are lines and geoglyphs that could be damaged or threatened. Correlation change
images like the one in Figure 8a can be useful in assessing weather-related and other disturbances
within World Heritage Sites, particularly in regions that are difficult to access.
The pink to purple areas in Figure 8a fall largely within the pampas, which is level and dry but
crossed by several dry or intermittent streams. The apparent correlation change in the pampas that
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of the Pan-American Highway, electrical lines, and roads that provide access to the electrical lines.
These changes might exacerbate the damage done by heavy seasonal rainfalls, which can cause water
to run through or flood the dry or intermittent streams just mentioned. This would be a cause for
concern for the geoglyphs on the pampas.
3.2. Statistical Testing and Assessment of Disturbance
Statistical analysis of the UAVSAR decorrelation values provided further evidence of substantial
disturbance to the Hummingbird geoglyph and illustrated the kind of quantitative assessment that
SAR correlation images allow. The Hummingbird lies on a flat area at the northern edge of the pampas;
a Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared the values of the correlation image pixels in the Hummingbird’s
immediate area (n = 8240) with a random sample of correlation pixel values (also n) in the wider
surrounding area. The test’s purpose was to assess whether the correlation values in and around
the Hummingbird tended to be lower than those of the random sample. Figure 9 shows histograms of
these two samples, and Figure 10 shows the locations of the pixels belonging to the random sample.
We chose a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for its general applicability to the ordinal comparison of
two groups of observations, but also because it is nonparametric and therefore not reliant on any
assumptions about the probability distributions of the groups being compared [37–39]. Preliminary
analysis of the correlation values belonging to the pixels within and around the Hummingbird
glyph and the pixels randomly chosen from areas of comparable topography did not indicate that
the distributions of these groups were well characterized by parameterized families of probability
distributions, which recommended a robust statistical approach.
Figure 9. Histograms of the correlation values of the pixels falling within the Hummingbird and its
immediate area (blue) and a random sample of comparable cells from nearby, flat areas without radar
shadow (red).
Because decorrelation is generally higher on slopes, the random sample of correlation pixels was
drawn only from nearby areas that are, like the Hummingbird area, flat. We used a digital elevation
model (DEM) with a 30 m resolution derived from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data to
identify areas of the pampas that have a lower slope than the mean slope within the Hummingbird
area, and drew pixels randomly from only these flat areas. We also identified and avoided areas where
accurate SAR returns were obscured by radar shadow. Our random sample, therefore, came only from
flat areas with no radar shadow. This limited the potential for bias in the test statistic that could arise
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The test suggests, at a confidence level greater than 0.999, that the correlation values within
and around the Hummingbird indeed tend to be lower than those of the general area. These results
indicate that, between the two UAVSAR flights, the Hummingbird and its immediate area experienced
a significantly higher level of disturbance than the rest of the landscape. By statistically corroborating
the clear evidence of disturbance to the Hummingbird, most notably the video taken by Greenpeace
itself, these results also demonstrate the use of SAR for quantitatively identifying and testing
landscape disturbance.
Figure 10. Satellite imagery of the northern edge of the pampas, with the Hummingbird near the top
right corner, showing the locations of the pixels in the UAVSAR decorrelation image that were
statistically compared. The 8240 pixels within and around the Hummingbird fall within the dotted
rectangle; the inset shows the same area from the decorrelation image. The black dots show the locations
of the 8240 pixels with which the Hummingbird pixels were compared. These pixels were randomly
selected from areas without radar shadow that are, like the Hummingbird area, flat.
4. Discussion
This successful application of Sentinel-1 data presents unprecedented opportunities for continually
monitoring landscape disturbance with a high temporal resolution. Together, the two Sentinel-1
satellites can acquire data over a given part of the Earth every six (not typical) to twenty-four (currently
typical) days. In landscapes favorable to analysis with InSAR, such as the Nasca region, it is possible
to identify areas of terrain disturbance and ascertain the disturbance intensity every time one of
the satellites collects data over the area.
Though the spatial resolution of the Sentinel-1 data is not as high as that of the UAVSAR data,
we found that Sentinel-1 data can be used to monitor landscape disturbance and gather information
on the reason and degree of disturbance in a manner similar to that which we applied to the UAVSAR
data. Because Sentinel-1 data can cover a much greater area with a far higher temporal resolution than
UAVSAR or other SAR satellites that offer readily accessible data, it is of particular use in identifying
and preventing damage to the cultural and natural resources of the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site.
These resources and the area’s ecosystem services support sustainable tourism, agriculture,
mining, and fishing industries. Without these continuing and dependable sources of income for
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villages in the Andes, there will be a relatively high incentive for individuals to engage in commonly
detrimental activities such as looting, and little incentive for the community in general to discourage
such activities.
Broader Environmental Implications of This Research
The streams and rivers that flow through the pampas connect watersheds in the high Andes with
the coastal waters of the Pacific. This coastal ecosystem is enormously productive. The river and stream
networks that cross the pampas not only contain fertile soils, but also form habitat corridors that nurture
a variety of plant and animal species that were exploited by sophisticated ancient societies, such as
the Paracas and Nasca civilizations, for thousands of years. These systems rose and fell in concert with
the ENSO cycle. Periods of drought or of torrential rains were catalysts for collapse, but the essentially
robust environments of the stream and river courses provided the basis for renewal [27,40–44].
In many years, this region receives no measurable precipitation [45], and many of the streams and
rivers flow only seasonally [44]. Flows can vary greatly from year to year, and especially from decade
to decade, due to ENSO. With the loss of vegetation in the stream and river valleys, particularly of
keystone species such as the huarango (P. limensis), the deluges that occur about once every 15 years are
scouring the waterways that lead to the Rio Grande de Nasca and on to the Pacific Ocean, with effects
that may be irreversible. However, as noted previously, the Rio Grande and its tributaries lie largely
within the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site and thus can be considered assets to the conservation of
the regional environment and its cultural and natural resources. Efforts to preserve the environment
as well as the ancient glyphs, which help make the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site the second-most
popular tourism destination in Peru, are likely to receive worldwide attention and generate popular
understanding and support.
Disturbance of the landscape and activities that intrude on the site’s ambiance (such as mining
and large-scale agriculture) are incompatible with the values that render a site eligible for inscription
on the World Heritage List. The Nasca Lines World Heritage Site itself provides ecosystem services
in the forms of recreation and education. Further, maintaining ecosystem health in the area provides
income and entrepreneurial opportunities to the local population. Environmental health here could be
the basis for a strengthened eco-tourism industry that would draw from the same demographics that
typically visit archaeological and historic sites. This would be a source of economic development other
than mining and agriculture, which can harm the environment.
5. Conclusions
We initially used high-resolution SAR data from NASA/JPL’s UAVSAR to demonstrate that
InSAR can be used, in certain environments, to detect and test for subtle disturbances to a landscape
that occur between SAR data takes. The disturbance to the Hummingbird geoglyph provided us
with an opportunity to develop and test a means by which this can be done. Our results suggested
that SAR data collected from satellite platforms could be used similarly, allowing for larger areas to
be searched for landscape disturbances occurring within shorter timeframes. Our development and
ground verification of correlation images from Sentinel-1 SAR data has established that this is possible.
The successful use of SAR data to monitor landscape disturbance carries with it enormous
implications for the preservation of archaeological sites and the detection of human activities and
natural processes that threaten cultural and natural resources. High-spatial-resolution imagery that can
discern features such as the lines and glyphs of Nasca and Palpa, some of which are less than a meter or
two in width, is commonly available. Before 2000, aerial photographs were the most effective tools for
such tasks. Now there is Google Earth, which is free and in which many of the Nasca features are easily
visible. There are also several commercial optical sensors that generate images with even higher spatial
resolutions (pixels smaller than one meter), such as Quickbird, Pleiades, and WorldView-2, -3, and -4.
Yet this high-spatial-resolution spectral imagery provides what is essentially a one-off look at
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of these instruments are high, but their temporal resolutions are not. Usually, these high-resolution
data takes are sporadically acquired, driven by orders from customers who want to examine images
acquired recently, and they can be expensive. In contrast, SAR satellites such as Sentinel-1 have short
revisit cycles: Sentinel-1, as we have mentioned, acquires data at intervals of six to twenty-four days.
Correlation images generated from Sentinel-1 data allow us to quantify the degree to which SAR
backscatter changes between data takes, which can indicate where and how intensely the landscape has
been disturbed within that time window. While the pixel sizes of the correlation images may be larger
than those of commercial high-spatial-resolution images, SAR’s sensitivity to structure nonetheless
allows it to detect disturbance in the order of only a few meters. This provides a tool that, as this paper
demonstrates, can be more useful than higher-resolution imagery. The use of free satellite SAR data,
collected about every one to three weeks and indifferent to clouds or fog, provides a superior solution
to many of the challenges of monitoring wide-area landscape disturbance on a continual basis.
Even within the Nasca Lines World Heritage Site, the relevance and utility of Sentinel-1 data goes
far beyond the protection of the area’s cultural resources. It can also be applied, using the methods
described here, to monitor landscape disturbance that threatens ecosystems and crucial habitats,
habitat corridors, aquifers, native vegetation, and other resources, as well as ecosystem services such
as water filtration, opportunities for recreation, and biodiversity [27,28,40–44].
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Abstract: Satellite imagery has had limited application in the analysis of pre-colonial settlement
archaeology in the Caribbean; visible evidence of wooden structures perishes quickly in tropical
climates. Only slight topographic modifications remain, typically associated with middens. Nonetheless,
surface scatters, as well as the soil characteristics they produce, can serve as quantifiable indicators of
an archaeological site, detectable by analyzing remote sensing imagery. A variety of pre-processed,
very diverse data sets went through a process of image registration, with the intention to combine
multispectral bands to feed two different semi-automatic direct detection algorithms: a posterior
probability, and a frequentist approach. Two 5 × 5 km2 areas in the northwestern Dominican Republic
with diverse environments, having sufficient imagery coverage, and a representative number of known
indigenous site locations, served each for one approach. Buffers around the locations of known sites,
as well as areas with no likely archaeological evidence were used as samples. The resulting maps offer
quantifiable statistical outcomes of locations with similar pixel value combinations as the identified
sites, indicating higher probability of archaeological evidence. These still very experimental and rather
unvalidated trials, as they have not been subsequently groundtruthed, show variable potential of this
method in diverse environments.
Keywords: remote sensing; direct detection; GIS mapping; Caribbean archaeology; landscape archaeology
1. Introduction
The fascination with feature identification and mapping of geometric archaeological alignments
by means of remote sensing is as old as the first appearance of aerial photos [1–3]. Throughout the last
centuries, it has advanced significantly, leading to new archaeological discoveries using imagery from
satellites and drones [4,5]. The human eye remains an adept feature extractor and can distinguish linear
or circular structures and earthworks easily from the natural soil [6]. More recently, however, automatic
approaches in pattern recognition have also become common, often based on computer algorithms
adopted from other disciplines [7–10], and tested for archaeological purposes to detect color [11,12],
changes in topography [13,14] or different reflection patterns [15].
A different challenge is the identification of non-geometric archaeological features with more
amorphous shape and structure. Without any clear geometry they pose a special problem, as the most
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prominent parameter for successful recognition is missing. This is the case for indigenous settlements
in the Caribbean, which have been identified through assemblages of shells, ceramics bone remains,
and stone tools; but not by traces of extant or sub-surface structural remains [16,17]. The irregular
pattern of pre-colonial settlement vestiges has made their detection challenging for remote sensing [18].
Previous work has been dominated by traditional archaeological survey methods: the identification of
surface material based on the knowledge of local scouts or landowners, and defining an approximate
delineation of areas based on the surface finds on site [19,20]. The trial approach presented here,
a methodological experiment exploring the use of various datasets and approaches, rather than
providing any validated method or results, is nevertheless an example for a novel statistical, systematic,
and therefore more objective method.
The posterior probability and the frequentist approach are two algorithms developed at Cultural
Site Research and Management (CSRM) [21,22] as a Direct Detection Model (DDM), to identify the
probability of sites by comparing single pixel values. Both algorithms were modified at the time of the
study and ready for use at different times; this is one reason why each was applied on a different trial
area. The general idea behind direct detection is that anthropogenic activities at archaeological sites,
often over long periods of time, have impacted these parts of the landscape in ways that if they persist
are statistically measureable in remote sensing data. The DDM has therefore two sets of input data.
The first set has two parts. One is the locations of known archaeological sites. In the trial area of the
northwestern Dominican Republic and Haiti, the archaeological “sites” were identified over several
years by different archaeologists, mostly with the help of local guides. Each site visited was named,
a number of archaeological samples taken, and georeferenced by taking one or more GPS points at
the site using a handheld device. In addition the algorithm needs areas, at best also groundtruthed,
with presumably no sites, which are equally important for the study. A second data set comprises a
variety of remote sensing imagery. The subtle variation between already discovered areas of human
activity, the sites, and areas of no human activity (non-sites) within each remote sensing band, can be
used to detect difference. The difference is more likely to be detected when many different bands of
available satellite or aerial data sets are combined.
The area of interest, northern Hispaniola, presents a highly diverse environment. Along the coast
runs the 200 km long Cordillera Septentrional, a several hundred meter high mountain range,
partly covered by temperate to tropical forest, separating the coast from the fertile floodplain of
the Valle de Cibao. Large parts of the hills and the plains north of the cordillera have been cleared for
pasture. The northern coast is protected by coral reefs and mangrove forests. The region has been
settled through waves of immigrations, archaeologically divided into earliest lithic age period since
4000 BC [23], the archaic period from 2500 BC the later ceramic ages distinguishable by ostionoid,
meillacoid and chicoid ceramics [23–26]. Shortly after the arrival of Columbus, and the foundation of
the first Spanish town in the Americas at La Isabella in 1493 [27], evidence for Amerindian activity
declines rapidly [28] from the archaeological record [29,30]. We can therefore postulate that most sites
marked in the map are either from prehistoric or very early colonial times. Variations in topography,
land use and vegetation have created a landscape that changes over few kilometers, which also affected
the indigenous settlement strategy [31]. Accumulations of shells indicate Amerindian use of marine
resources [32], while other sites, often on prominent location overseeing the landscape, have been
identified as settlements due to their particular topographic attributes consisting of mounds and
flattened areas that served as base for house construction [30,33,34].
2. Materials and Methods
Based on the availability of remote sensing datasets, and samples of already identified archaeological
sites, three areas of 5 × 5 km2 in different environments were initially identified for trials. All existing
archaeological site datasets were merged into a single point shape file, and then split for each of the
trial regions. Only the two areas in Puerto Plata, DR (1) and Montecristi, DR (2) were ultimately
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second round of trials. An additional 1.5 × 5 km2 area (4), which had been focus of a systematic total
area survey [35], was initially thought to be well suited for comparing remote sensing and ground
interpretation. Unfortunately, it had to be discarded, as there were not enough known sites in the area
to be implemented in the algorithms, a universal issue of sample size when doing predictive models.
Most of these techniques require thousands of points in other areas to compare, particularly for the
small region impossible to provide.
Figure 1. Initially selected trial areas in northern Hispaniola and the available remote sensing data
sets superimposed on a modified DEM from JPL/NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).
The small images display the (A) landscape in the Puerto Plata and (B) the view from an archaeological
site in the Montecristi region (right). (Datum: WGS84, UTM 19N).
The passive remote sensing data sets Landsat-8, Worldview-2, ASTER, and active sensors UAVSAR
(Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar) as well as TanDEM-X stripmap (see Table 1
and Figure 2) were chosen based on resolution, availability, accessibility and practicality; they were
either freely available, or acquired through generous data grants. Aerial imagery of northern Haiti was
provided free of charge by Haiti’s Centre National de l’Information Géo-Spatiale. Atmospherically
corrected 15 m ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection) data was acquired
through NASA/METI/AIST/Japan Space Systems and US/Japan ASTER Science Team, the low
resolution however made the imagery of limited use. Additionally, several TanDEM-X data sets
were acquired through a research license agreement with the DLR e.V. (Project: OTHER6189,
https://tandemx-science.dlr.de/), but ultimately the uncorrected data was not utilized for the DDM.
All other remote sensing data went through a series of image registration protocols to render them
standard in pixel size, resolution and angle that allowed exact correlation between pixels of different
data sets. To achieve this goal, all datasets were initially converted to the same georeferenced system:
WGS 84, UTM 19N for the Dominican Republic (20N respectively for Haiti). Because of insufficient
spatial resolution, work with Landsat-8, and ASTER was discontinued after consideration, leaving
UAVSAR and Worldview-2 for further steps. The latter, multispectral data set, made available
by the DigitalGlobe Foundation, covers the regions of interest in two-meter-resolution with one
panchromatic and eight multispectral bands (see Table 2). The data set, with bands in the visible and
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removing artefacts caused by atmospheric interference. While often neglected, atmospheric correction
is important and can significantly impact subsequent processing techniques like indices [37].
Table 1. Availability of initially acquired data sets for sample sites Puerto Plata, DR (1) Montecristi,
DR (2) Meillac, Haiti (3) and the test site in the Montecristi province (4). The regions were picked for
very light or non-existing cloud cover within the images. In bold are the data sets lastly included in the
survey. MS = multispectral; PC = panchromatic.
Dataset Source Bands Resolution [m] (1) (2) (3) (4)
A SRTM USGS 1 30 × × × ×
B LandSat-8 NASA/USGS 7 (MS) 1 (PC) 30 (MS) 15 (PC) × × × ×
C ASTER NASA/METI/AIST 9 15 × × × ×
D UAVSAR NASA/ JPL 6 (9) 5.7 × × × ×
E WorldView-2 Digital Globe Foundation 8 1.85–2.07 (MS) × × × ×
F Aerial CNIGS (Govt. of Haiti) 3 0.7 - - × -
G TanDEM-X DLR. e. V. 1 3 × × × ×
Figure 2. Overview of the initially trialed remote sensing data sets for the region Nordest Haiti. (A) SRTM,
(B) LandSat, (C) ASTER, (D) UAVSAR, (E) Worldview-2, (F) Aerial. (Datum: WGS84, UTM 19N).
Table 2. Band distribution and wavelength of Worldview-2 satellite.
Band 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Color Pan Coastal Blue Green Yellow Red Red Edge NIR1 NIR2
λ in nm 450–800 400–450 450–510 510–580 585–625 630–690 705–745 770–895 860–1040
From the original Worldview-2 data, the transformations NDVI, PCA and Tasseled Cap were
applied in ArcGIS 10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA), with the purpose to create additional bands that
may improve the site identification regarding their environmental discrimination. Of these, the NDVI
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) [38] is a unidimensional spectral index, adjusting the band
information based on the principle that healthy vegetation absorbs most of the visible light and reflects
most of the near-infrared light. Unhealthy or sparse vegetation reflects more visible light and less
near-infrared light. The formula applied (1) used the bands red (visible) and red edge (to represent
near-infrared):
NDVI: Float (“Red Edge“ − “Red”)/(“Red Edge” + “Red”) (1)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied with the intention to reduce the data
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space where the transformed features are pairwise orthogonal. This creates an n-dimensional space of
eigenvectors, where n is the number of input dimensions (features), with the goal to orthogonalize the
data set. The first principal component accounts for the maximum proportion of variance from the
original dataset, the following, being orthogonal to the first one, for the next principal components,
creating eventually a new coordinate system of orthogonal axes. A subset of the components is usually
chosen for subsequent analysis. The method used to select these components varies by application.
The first three components were included in the algorithm while the latter components were discarded
as redundant. For a more detailed explanation, see [40].
Tasseled Cap Transformation or K-T (Kauth-Thomas) transform (KTT), as originally developed
by [41] for LandSAT imagery, was applied on each Worldview-2 data set using bands one to eight in
accordance with [42]. Tasseled cap applies predefined correction coefficients to each band and will
produce eight new bands. This spectral index conversion intends to highlight changes in vegetation
and soil, where the pixel values are being transferred into a new orthogonal axial system; of these the
first three new bands are the most important, representing Brightness (red) (2), Greenness (green) (3)
and Wetness or yellowness of vegetation (blue) (4). Based on the reflectance values given by [42] for
each Worldview-2 component, the formulas go as such:
Brightness: Float (0.060436 × “Coastal” + 0.012147 × “Blue” + 0.125846 × “Green” + 0.313039 ×
“Yellow” + 0.412175 × “Red” + 0.482758 × “Red Edge” − 0.160654 × “NIR1” + 0.67351 × “NIR2”) (2)
Greenness: Float (−0.140191 × “Coastal” − 0.206224 × “Blue” − 0.215854 × “Green” − 0.314441 ×
“Yellow” − 0.410892 × “Red” + 0.095786 × “Red Edge” + 0.600549 × “NIR1” + 0.503672 × “NIR2”) (3)
Wetness and Shadow: Float (−0.270951 × “Coastal” − 0.315708 × “Blue” − 0.317263 × “Green” − 0.242544 ×
“Yellow” − 0.256463 × “Red” − 0.096550 × “Red Edge” − 0.742535 × “NIR1” + 0.202430 × “NIR2”) (4)
NASA had captured UAVSAR (Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar) polarimetric
L-band data of ~5.7 m, over the large fault zones of Hispaniola. Publicly available, this data set also
covers the areas of interest. Accessed through the JPL/ASF website, the data was extracted to single
band TIFF-files using [43] (downloaded product: PolSAR-polarimetric SAR-MLC). Different materials
reflect radar waves with different intensities and polarizations. Among the feature differentiated
are smoothness, homogeneity, as well as soil moisture, and vegetation discrimination revealed by
variation in density and structure. For polarimetric SAR image representation, the Pauli color-coding
is a useful application to visually differentiate the three major scattering mechanisms (1) single bounce
from a plane surface backscattered towards the radar, (2) double bounce from one flat surface that
is horizontal with an adjacent vertical surface, and (3) volume scattering from randomly oriented
scatterers [44]. From the original seven UAVSAR bands, Pauli decomposition bands were produced
through a linear combination of HH, HV, VH and VV in one three-color RGB image [45] (see Table 3).
For each region, the chosen 5 × 5 km2 test areas were overlaid by a point grid of 2m-resolution,
to create a matrix of 2500 × 2500 sampling pixels from each dataset (Figure 3). These values were then
interpolated into a stack of registered raster dataset of the same 2 m resolution. After this transformation,
the pixels and their attributes of each band overlapped exactly, diminishing the possibility of corner
and border uncertainties. In addition, the prepared Worldview-2 data set served as base for land cover
classification (Table 4), using sample regions for each attribute, made with the Image Classification toolbar
of the Spatial Analyst extension in ArcGIS 10.3, to better distinguish the variety of surface coverage.
Table 3. UAVSAR bands as extracted to create Pauli decomposition bands.
Band HHHH HHHV HHVV HVHV HVVV VVVV HV HH – VV HH + VV
Real + + + + + + Name Pauli3 Pauli2 Pauli1
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Figure 3. The image displays the necessity for point distribution and rearrangement of pixels on
UAVSAR Pauli decompensated data.
Table 4. The three-band RGB combination of Worldview 2 was used to create land cover classification
for each site.
(1) Puerto Plata (2) Montecristi (3) Haiti (4) Test site
1 Water Water Water Water
2 Flat Surfaces Mangrove Mangrove Bare Soil
3 Mangrove Bare Earth Structures & Roads Forest
4 Forest Built Forest Shrub
5 Eroded Land Forest Shrubs
6 Pasture Shrub Pasture
7 Structure Clouds Dump Site
3. Results
3.1. Posterior Probability Approach
Initial tests on a modified version of the algorithm, using a posterior probability modeling [46–49]
to define difference between potential areas of sites and non-sites were conducted with focus on a
trial area in Puerto Plata, DR. The model records posterior probabilities generated using a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) with a Bayes plug-in classifier. LDA assumes normal distributions with
similar covariance conditional on the input classes. Probabilities record the likelihood of cells belonging
to a specific class and thresholds can be used to create definitive classifications. While preferable in
other areas, the ordinal scale of probability values are more useful when assessing the likelihood of
sites as they represent the possibility of sites being present or not. This approach had been successfully
applied elsewhere and involved using known sites and alleged non-sites to build a binary classifier
where each cell was assigned a posterior probability of being an archaeological site. Datasets included
Woldview-2 imagery and band difference ratios similar to the NDVI, which were then reduced using
PCA. The sites in the original dataset were represented by single artifact find spots around a central
point which represented the site proper. Polygons were digitized around all points to delineate sites.
There were 12 sites in the area with an average area of 4338 m2. Non-Sites were generated according to
the following rules:
• in surveyed areas
• A total of >100 m from known sites
• Buffers with a radius of 37 m (with an area of 4300 m2) were generated around each site.
It was important that non-sites shared similar characteristics to actual sites, so the buffer size was
chosen based on the average size of known sites in the area (4300 m2) as calculated by material scatters.
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more likely to be found in the high or higher probability areas of the posterior probability maps of the
Puerto Plata trial region, and much less likely in the low probability areas.
Figure 4. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC curve) of the posterior probability approach from
Puerto Plata.
Considering the entered data sets, known sites were mostly located in the mangrove forest and
on hilltops or slopes, while non-sites were distributed over the complete data set, the results showed a
positive outcome, coloring similar locations in deep red (Figure 5). There are however two general
caveats. Firstly, the algorithm based on a binary classification might be more effective when identifying
homogenous site-types like lithic scatters. Secondly, the algorithm performed better with a larger
and very accurate sample of known sites and checked known non-sites of a surveyed area. In this
project, the heterogeneous nature of the sites coupled with a small number of known sites must be
regarded as an impediment to this approach. When focusing on the research area, the approach
may have also been hindered by the dominance of sites in the mangroves near the ocean shore,
and on hilltops; the algorithm favored these areas for probable site locations. Considering the visual
interpretation of the outcome by the archaeologists working in the region, and having recorded the
known sites, the results generally make sense. Only based on the remote sensing imagery and without
any topographic information, the highest probability of undiscovered sites is found near or on the
hilltops’ northern side, where additional sites were to be expected, while the region south of the range
of hills is void of any probable sites. This of course remains highly speculative and is only based on
landscape understanding and survey experience, and could only be confirmed by an independent
accuracy assessment applied onto a different, possibly larger area, or through additional ground
truthing by a total area survey of the region. Because of the clustering of a relatively limited number of
sites, the Puerto Plata area (1) was seen potentially unsuitable as a trial region, and the team decided
to continue with the Monte Cristi area (2), which provided more known sites, that were more broadly
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Figure 5. Posterior probability results from Puerto Plata in topographic and top down view. (A) The
original RGB data, (B) overlaid by the resulting posterior probability map. (Datum: WGS84, UTM 19N).
3.2. Frequentist Protocols
A frequentist [22] approach, programmed in the statistical Software R (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria) [50], was applied for the Montecristi area (Figure 6). This 5 × 5 km2
area is located in a hilly part of the coastal region of Montecristi, where new sites had recently been
identified [31,35,51], of which 16 sites were chosen. A window of 81 pixels × 81 pixels (160 × 160 m2)
was set around the single pixels picked as the center of the known sites (KS) and randomly selected
non-sites (NS) creating a base of information of 6561 pixels, across each band, for each point of interest.
The same number of known sites and non-sites was considered. Histograms were generated for each
separate band across sites and non-sites. The histograms were binned in 100 equally spaced separations
(see Figure 7). A student t-test/Wilcoxon rank sum test was conducted to see if there is a significant
dissimilarity between sites and non-sites.
A variety of statistical explorations were conducted. A band-difference ratio (BDR) was generated
between all pairs of bands. Given two bands, their BDR is given by the pixel-wise quotient of their
difference over their sum. This procedure is exactly the same as NDVI, but additionally utilizes
all unique pairs of bands. The original bands (WV2) are used along with these new BDR bands
in the analysis, which is performed on the WV2 bands and then the BDR bands. For each band,
the 81 pixels × 81 pixels extents of KS and NS are extracted, separately. The KS pixels and NS pixels
are binned respectively using the same bin widths. The KS and NS pixels in each paired bin are
compared in a hypothesis test with null hypothesis that the KS pixels and NS pixels are of the same
distribution. If we fail to reject the null hypothesis at significant level 0.05, then that bin is marked 0;
otherwise it is marked 1. This creates a binary matrix for each of the bands. A Boolean merge is then
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Figure 6. Various combined remote sensing data sets of the Montecristi trial area. (A) UAVSAR Pauli
Decomposition. (B) Worldview-2 NDVI. (C) Worldview PCA. (D) Worldview Tasseled Cap. (E) Worldview
RGB with rectangles defined for (F) land cover classification. A white cloud can be seen in the lower center
of (E). (Datum: WGS84, UTM 19N).
Figure 7. Sketch of the frequentist protocol algorithm. Student’s (Gosset’s) T-test/Wilcoxon rank
sum test is applied to determine, if the distributions of site and non-site pixels in individual bins are
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3.3. Dominance of Bands
A variety of statistical trial calculations were applied. A band-difference ratio (BDR) was generated
among every band included in the algorithm data set, to reduce the dominance of particular, as well
as essentially redundant, data sets. These ratios were indices similar to the NDVI and normalized
datasets. Only bands with the lowest positive response rate, a low p-value (cause for rejecting the
0-hypothesis that KS and NS were similar) were further considered for the tests. The highly diverse
environment, as made visible in the land cover maps, would, one might expect, influence the success
of the approach in comparison with other areas where land cover was more homogenous [52].
The frequentist protocol from [21,52] was implemented in R with different binning strategies [53,54]
using Student’s (Gosset’s) T-Test or the Wilcoxon rank sum test (for explanations of these tests, see [55]).
The bulk of the work in R was done as exploratory data analysis with mixing and matching binning
strategies and hypothesis testing. The results vary strongly on different numbers and combinations,
based on the variety band different ratios, and statistical tests (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Results from the frequentist tests in the Montecristi area, using a total of 28 BDR bands.
(A) Sturges rule: highest value after Boolean merge: 2, (B) based on Scott: highest value after Boolean
merge: 4, (C) Sturges rule using BDR: highest combination after Boolean merge: 7. (Datum: WGS84,
UTM 19N).
4. Discussion
The final image that incorporated the land cover information shows a definite response to the
diverse landscape represented in the image (Figure 9). Several aspects are notable: as anticipated,
without sites mapped in the mangrove area (1) it remains completely void of site activity. This, however,
also appears to concern areas classified as forest, with large parts of forested areas showing no higher
potential. A significant number of known sites had been identified in areas covered by forest and
shrub, which, in our tests at least, do not respond well to the DDM search protocols using only the
data sets available. One reason could be that more non-sites were distributed in forested areas, as large
parts of the survey are covered by dense forest. Therefore, the random distribution of sites may have
had an effect on the non-sites statistics, influencing the general results. In contrast, most significant
high response is shown in areas with little vegetation. Here, the dimension of these sites was better
defined. This expected best response rate is confirmed by the bright red colored areas surrounding
these sites, showing that in these locations the algorithm shows its greatest strength. It can be expected
that the reflection value of sites in bare earth areas should differ significantly from non-sites here than
in forested sites, as the scatter of archaeological material is better displayed on the surface, particularly
in ploughed areas, while canopy vegetation does not appear particularly affected by it.
From an archaeological interpretative view, the higher values do not necessarily represent an
ancient pattern of settlement selection, but a combination of features that seem to be the trend in
this particular area. It remains uncertain if the DDM corresponds to areas that follow attributes
based on previous [20] and current research that served predictive models [35], a pattern that
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proximity to brooks, proximity to flat lands (usually less forested), and elevation less than 100 m.
Modern settlements have been built near areas that combined the aforementioned features, as these
also allow the development of crops. The high valued pixels of the DDM show zones in which these
features have been combined, and could be a reason to have also highlighted areas of current habitation.
For the northern part, the model created seems to correlate with earlier proposed indigenous activity
pattern; the question remains why this may be the case. While the topography was not taken in
consideration due to the low resolution available for the region, interpreted visually by archaeologists
particular areas of no likely habitation coincide to areas of low probability. In the center and south,
two known locations (3) are extensive sites on grassland, surrounding a former school yard. Here the
high probability results appear to delineate the area of the assemblage of material. Location (4) in the
southwest corner seems to pick up a small site near the recently mapped large site of El Manantial
(MC-44) [18], only separated by a small gorge. The intensity at location (5) was identified as a modern
dump site, while (6) represents the above mentioned small cloud.
Figure 9. DDM frequentist results based on 8 UAVSAR bands, 3 Pauli Decomposition, 8 WV-2, NDVI,
KTT and best BDR outcome (Datum: WGS84, UTM 19N).
5. Conclusions
Automatic detection models for archaeology, particularly the idea of predictive modeling,
have been under heavy scrutiny since their appearance in archaeological research [56–58],
with predominant questioning as to whether the time and effort invested served the outcome.
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them semi-automatically to a solution. More focus on the development of these types of algorithms
should lead to a breakthrough in the detection of amorphous archaeological features in the future.
As it can be seen, this research is still in the experimental stage. The posterior probability
approach showed some value in highlighting regions of greater archaeological potential, correlating
positively with the archaeologist’s idea where to find sites, but remained very vague in actual detection.
Regarding the applied frequentist algorithm, it was shown in previous studies at non-forested locations
that the applied algorithms was particularly useful in otherwise uniform environments to identify
archaeological [21] or geological features [48]. The anticipated significant differentiation between sites
and non-sites on northern Hispaniola was overshadowed by the immense environmental variation in
the surveyed region. Many strong factors weigh in that made it particularly difficult for the algorithm
to distinguish archaeological sites from areas with little archaeological potential. Since the algorithms
were applied while being in development, due to scheduling issues within the international team,
it was not possible to apply both semi-detection approaches on each of the regions. To independently
compare their effectiveness in direct detection and provide an accuracy assessment, it would have
been critical to apply each algorithm on the same area.
Improvements could be made, by using instead of a single point with a square of 81 pixels × 81 pixels,
an average of the pixel values inside an actually determined area extent of a site, as it could have been
used for the small trial area, where sites had been identified by systematic survey. This would have
provided a more precise fingerprint in comparison to the non-sites. Also, picking non-sites randomly
from different environments may have enhanced the probability that with very bad luck an actual
not yet identified site would have been selected. A point of critique could also be the use of only two,
and completely different, datasets; another might be that these data sets were used to produce synthetic
bands. Also, the vegetation types or patterns in forested covered areas produce a diversity that could
only be differentiated with additional data. A highly distinguishable feature of some identified sites,
the topography, as identified through drone photogrammetry [34] could be an important factor to
significantly improve the study, but for this the access to high resolution regional LiDAR data would be
crucial. A last problem to address is validation. Both trial areas are well known and have been visited
and surveyed extensively by archaeologists. Nevertheless the areas were surveyed non-systematically
before, which means that most likely there are still Amerindian unknown activity areas that have not
been recorded. The project, which stretched over a period of two years, left no time for subsequent
validation of results by groundtruthing these potentially recognized sites, which should be a task for
the future. In addition, the trial areas should be extended to other, and potentially larger areas with
known sites, using the values identified in these trial areas onto a different dataset to validate if the
values are identifiable as specific for an Amerindian archaeological site.
Although the study could not be completely validated in the field for logistical reasons, the
results indicate the promise of semi-automatically identifying areas with non-structural archaeological
potential in diverse environments: this leaves great potential for future tasks to evaluate regions for
unknown and potentially threatened heritage and archaeology automatically.
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Abstract: Automated detection of landscape patterns on Remote Sensing imagery has seen virtually
little or no development in the archaeological domain, notwithstanding the fact that large portion
of cultural landscapes worldwide are characterized by land engineering applications. The current
extraordinary availability of remotely sensed images makes it now urgent to envision and develop
automatic methods that can simplify their inspection and the extraction of relevant information
from them, as the quantity of information is no longer manageable by traditional “human” visual
interpretation. This paper expands on the development of automatic methods for the detection of
target landscape features—represented by field system patterns—in very high spatial resolution
images, within the framework of an archaeological project focused on the landscape engineering
embedded in Roman cadasters. The targets of interest consist of a variety of similarly oriented objects
of diverse nature (such as roads, drainage channels, etc.) concurring to demark the current landscape
organization, which reflects the one imposed by Romans over two millennia ago. The proposed
workflow exploits the textural and shape properties of real-world elements forming the field patterns
using multiscale analysis of dominant oriented response filters. Trials showed that this approach
provides accurate localization of target linear objects and alignments signaled by a wide range of
physical entities with very different characteristics.
Keywords: remote sensing; landscape archaeology; pattern extraction; archaeological linear
structures; centuriation; cadaster
1. Introduction
Present-day landscapes have been shaped by centuries of human action. Since their settlement,
ancient communities have planned, modified, and engineered the space around them: land surveying
and field system deployments were some of the first forms of large-scale “landscape engineering”
performed by complex societies in antiquity. Centuriation, the iconic Roman system of land subdivision
into large square plots assigned to settlers, represents one of the most advanced efforts of landscape
engineering of the ancient world. Its effects can be discerned even today, with this regular territorial
design model continuing to have a significant influence on present-day agrarian organization in many
locations across the Mediterranean basin and surrounding regions.
Remote sensing represents one of the most effective methods for the study of landscape design and
patterning and has been amply and successfully applied at any latitude to land systems prospecting.
While investigation methods and technologies have been, respectively, refining and progressing
over time—especially after the advent of satellite imagery on the archaeological research scene—
the photo-interpretation phase, in which the nature of the objects identified on imagery are determined,
have continued to be based on a visual approach and manual (digital) mapping. The current
unprecedented availability of Remote Sensing data should provide considerable ground for the
development of alternative and more effective procedures, and should have favored a growing interest
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for computerized methods that can streamline and improve detection of landscape design components
on from-above imagery. Instead, automated detection of landscape patterns has seen little or no
progress, nor much application, in the archaeological domain in the last decade. The current remotely
sensed data “deluge” makes it urgent to envision and develop computer-driven methods that can
simplify the inspection of datasets and the extraction of relevant information from them, determining
a shift from traditional “human” means of detection and interpretation to automated ones.
This paper expands on the development of methods for the detection of target landscape
features—constituted by field system patterns—in very high spatial resolution images, and the
verification of their spatial arrangement within the framework of “Visualizing Engineered Landscapes
(VEiL)”, a landscape archaeology project based in Italy and focused on the centuriated landscape
surrounding the Roman city of Aquileia. The targets of interest consist of a variety of similarly oriented
objects (such as roads, drainage channels, etc.), disposed in parallel and orthogonal fashion concurring
to demark the current Aquileian landscape organization, which reflects the one imposed by Romans
from the 2nd century BC onward. The aim here is to define a workflow enabling a systematic detection
of symmetrically deployed elements of the land division that concur to engineer the landscape,
reducing biases derived from the subjective visual analysis of human observers. The presented
approach enables the detection of similarly oriented features that are compatible with the local centurial
system and automatically extracts candidate modules of the centuriation by analyzing the periodic
alignment of peaks in the distribution of the oriented features. The novelty of this approach resides
in that it performs computerized processes of identification directly on raster imagery (rather than
e.g., on digital vector cartography) of linear elements of the landscape that align with the orientation
of the local cadaster and uses them to generate all the possible centuriation module scenarios to
identify the most plausible one, thus automating a process normally performed via painstaking
manual calculation.
1.1. Automation in Archaeological Remote Sensing: Current State of the Research Field
Until the systematic introduction of aerial photo inspection in cadaster studies during the last
third of last century, the identification of centurial systems had been largely tackled from a theoretical
and speculative point of view, referring to ancient sources and epigraphic documents, or by attempting
to align possible agrarian divisions with modern topographic maps, with little or no attention to the
actual morphologic situation. Only the advent of airborne photography, coupled with an improved
map production capacity, determined a first decisive shift in approaching centuriation scholarship [1]
and laid the foundation for a new and more empirical approach to centurial grid identification proposed
by the so-called Besançon Group (University of Franche-Comté, France) [2,3]. A partial dismissal of
such approach in its first formulation in the last decade of last century did not stop a new generation
of scholars to investigate ancient land divisions using a diachronic trans-disciplinary landscape
archaeology approach based on a similar concept of archaeo-morphological analysis. Their work [4]
further promoted the inclusion of geospatial datasets (including remote sensing data) and GIS analysis
within the discipline. Airborne datasets continue to be fundamental in the identification of fossilized
and limitedly altered centuriations in areas where post-depositional processes and phenomena have
not been particularly dynamic [5,6]. Aerial images have only occasionally been substituted with
satellite ones, which had the great advantage of covering broader areas; however, their use has been
quite limited and confined to manual mapping of visually identified elements [7–9]. Very recently,
a number of projects are successfully trialing the use of Lidar data in order to highlight grid boundaries
in landscapes that have been essentially abandoned after the Roman period, with little or no occupation
afterwards, and manually map them [10].
The present acceleration in the use of Remote Sensing imagery in a variety of disciplines is
producing parallel rapid advancements in the application of automated approaches for detection and
monitoring of phenomena and conditions (e.g., traffic management, ground conditions evaluation,
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appear to have invested much in the study of land design, historical and contemporary. More broadly,
the whole field of automation in the domain of cultural landscapes studies is still moving the first,
uncertain steps, despite several decades of development of Remote Sensing methods applied to
archaeological scholarship, on one side, and while increasingly automated procedures for specific
object detection are flourishing in an array of fields, on the other [11]. The reasons for lack of trust in
automated methods in heritage recognition often come down to uneasiness amongst archaeological
scholarship of losing control of the interpretation process [12]. Examples of implementation of
automated approaches to archaeological aero-photointerpretation for determined objects are thus still
scarce [13] and they broadly fall into an even smaller number of classes: template matching-based
methods [14], custom algorithms [15], (GE)OBIA-based methods [16], and machine learning-based
methods [15], all involving previous knowledge of the shape and characteristics of the searched object.
Recent developments in Machine Learning and the appearance on the scientific scene of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) approaches [17,18], which gained credit for dramatically improving previous
recognition performances, are generating enthusiasm for the possibilities of these high-end methods
for the (semi)automatic detection of archaeological surface or sub-surface objects. Despite its potential,
however, CNN has so far seen extremely limited development in the archaeological/cultural heritage
field and only in applications where the shape of objects to detect (although variegated) were known
and pertained to only one typology [15,19]. All these trials have in any case concentrated their
attention on separated, single “entities” appearing with varying frequency within a landscape and not
on systems of “related entities”.
Notwithstanding limited instances, a rising awareness of the necessity of turning to automated
processes to study landscape arrangement constituents as a whole is now favoring the adoption of new
approaches within the discipline. VEiL project seeks to contribute to the scholarship of engineered
landscapes by trialing approaches that can support the automation of tedious, time consuming tasks
in landscape features extraction. This is particularly relevant for projects like this, addressing the
study of patterning of diverse elements, of their repetitiveness, and of the relationships between
physically connected or separated landscape components that reflect the past territorial arrangement
and configuration.
1.2. The Archaeological Context of the Project
The Aquileian hinterland (Figure 1) was one of the broadest rural areas in Roman Italy to be
centuriated before the first part of the 2nd century BC [20]. Aquileia is an exception in the European
panorama as it was scarcely touched by 20th century urbanization, and archaeological prospections
can be carried out from the immediate edge of the urban perimeter into a large surrounding area,
which retains a relatively intact Roman peripheral landscape around a city of relevant size in antiquity.
While patches of the Aquileian landscape still preserve the imprint of the distinctive spatial signature
imposed by the Romans, with its typical repetitive patterns filtering through the noise of more modern
systems [21], in other areas the centuriation elements are no longer easily identifiable or irrefutably
attributable to Roman intervention.
Most of the studies undertaken have ignored the archaeological and topographical reality of
the area: existing theories have drawn a variety of diverging conclusions [21] almost exclusively
from modern topographic maps with noticeable “mechanicism” in reconstructions of the centurial
grid obtained by juxtaposing theoretical gridirons on topographical maps. Within this volatile grid,
the internal partition elements of centuriation are still mostly unknown.
A further difficulty is represented by the fact that in the Aquileian territory the Roman surveyors
deployed in various moments multiple centuriations with different orientations, the chronological
sequence of which is still not ultimately clarified [22], although the one that is currently more
clearly and broadly preserved on the landscape pertains to the supposedly latest land division phase.
This, the so-called Classic Aquileian Centuriation, is characterized by a clear and consistent orientation
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Roman colony, it was expanded likely until mid of the 1st century BC [22], using a centurial module
of 20 × 20 actus, which was commonly used in contemporary land assignments in other areas of
ancient Italy.
 
Figure 1. The case study area: Aquileia, located in NE Italy and its neighboring territory.
The study of the Roman cadaster in Aquileia is further complicated by the fact that the same
areas have undergone later transformations in order to reclaim capacities for agricultural exploitation.
Such reclamations are frequently characterized by regular plans that overlay the Roman module.
It is therefore necessary to identify and expunge such posterior works in order to pinpoint the original
Roman intervention. In many cases, however, these post-antiquity works have served to preserve
some elements of the Roman land structuring.
1.3. Aims of the Project
Within this context, the VEiL project was envisioned and developed. The overall scope of
this project is to unlock the rationale underpinning the processes of landscape engineering used
by the Roman surveyors: pivotal for this is to identify and document the land system components
characterized by long-term endurance in the landscape or their voids generated over the course
of subsequent landscape transformations. The foundation of the research agenda is embodied by
the ultimate identification of the “Classic” Aquileian cadaster module through the detection of its
main axes, shape, size and extension as preserved by a variety of features characterizing the current
landscape. This entails primarily the identification of the elements forming the grid, both the more
evident centurial boundaries and the internal subdivisions aligning in a parallel or orthogonal fashion
to the grid system. Accordingly, this project includes the reconnaissance on Remote Sensing imagery
of more evident as well as subtle potential land division elements using a systematic combination of
linear feature automated detection procedures based on signal processing and pattern recognition,
as well as spatial analysis, field mapping and ground verification activities.
The workflow adopted to detect the grid components on imagery exploits the textural and shape
properties of real-world elements forming the field patterns using multiscale analysis of dominant
oriented response filters. Trials show that the proposed approach provides accurate localization of
target linear objects and alignments signaled by a wide range of physical entities with very different
characteristics. The spatial distribution of the extracted features can then be analyzed in order to
determine candidates for starting point and module of the centuriation system.
2. Materials and Methods
When seeking to recognize historical components of current landscapes on remotely sensed
imagery, the chances of identification can vary sensibly due to the nature of the elements that
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archaeologists when tackling the recognition of centurial systems in any sort of teledetected imagery
is the identification of the land division boundaries as, in the past, they might have been formed by
a variety of different natural or artificial elements, such as roads, fences/hedges, ditches, drainage
and irrigation channels, tree lines and other landmarks [23,24] and they might be preserved in the
modern-day territory by a likewise wide variety of artificial or natural markers. The issue is particularly
intense in areas where later urban transformation has altered information embedded in the landscape
and spatial signatures are obscured by the noise of more modern systems. This requires the use of the
broadest possible range of geospatial data (including imagery) in order to ensure that their availability
make up for shortcomings and voids rooted in each dataset and that all the landscapes elements
relevant to centurial grid identification can be highlighted and properly considered.
2.1. Project Data Sources
Accordingly, the project has acquired a broad array of geospatial data ranging from base and
thematic maps to remote sensing imagery, historic cartography and legacy data, all providing the
necessary context to validate or expunge detected linear features.
Accurate base cartography is provided as freely accessible datasets made available by the
Cartographic Division of the Regional Government of Friuli Venezia Giulia [25], the administrative
Region within which Aquileia is located. The project has acquired shapefile datasets (RDN2008/TM33)
at both 1:5000 and 1:25,000 scale as well as terrain height points and Lidar based DTMs (respectively
10 m and 1 m resolution) generated using airborne data collected in the past decade; in addition,
previous digital and printed topographic maps (these last scanned and georeferenced by the project)
have been acquired to avail a detailed sequence of modifications to the landscape as recorded in
topo-maps of the last 40 years.
Much of the information relative to the landscape morphological arrangement needed for the
goals of the project already appears in these basemaps. However, they are generally obtained via
aero-photogrammetry: given the inherent subjectivity embedded in the image-interpretation process,
the mapping of topographic elements ends up biased by the selection of the relevant mappable features
made by the photogrammetric operators. As a consequence, only landscape elements deemed relevant
to the mapping exercise are recorded. Thus produced, topographic maps do not, and often cannot,
include information that is highly relevant to centurial grid detection, for example, cropmarks and
soilmarks (visible on imagery) that can be referred to centuriation or ancient settlements; or features
like tree lines made up by plants that in many cases were cyclically replanted over previous vegetation
boundary markers used for many centuries to separate properties; or minor pathways and tracks that
might preserve ancient ones. This makes using Remote Sensing imagery crucial in order to enable
systematic recording of all the potential components of the centurial grid, irrespectively of how they
have been preserved.
To prevent loss of information, the VEiL project has collated a vast remote sensing dataset,
including imagery captured by various sources and sensors: these comprise (i) Black/White
historical photographs; (ii) multispectral and hyperspectral imagery; (iii) RGB high-resolution aerial
orthorectified images of different periods; (iv) Lidar data. For the specific goals of the work here
described; data (i) to (iii) have been employed.
Historical aerial photographs (recorded starting in 1938), with a ground resolution varying from
1.5 to 3–4 m according to shooting period, represent a valuable source of information in that they
provide information still embedded in the landscape in the second part of last century, but often no
more visible on the ground nowadays due to later transformations (Figure 2). Soil and crop marks
potentially related to the centurial grid are very visible in this type of imagery as well as are land
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Figure 2. (a) 1938 aerial photo depicting the Aquileian landscape before post-war land rearrangements:
higher frequency platting is evident; (b,c) zoom: marks referring to previous lands arrangements
and roadways.
The hyperspectral data available to the project were acquired using MIVIS (Multispectral Infrared
and Visible Imaging Spectrometer), a simultaneous spectral system that operates in the range of
wavelengths from visible to Thermal infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, with a surface
spatial resolution of about 3 m × 3 m and an elevated number of channels (102) enabling a high
spectral resolution (Figure 3). The images have been captured on two subsequent days during October
1998 in two acquisitions: a daytime shot (about 12 PM) and a so-called “night shot” (about 9–10 AM)
that provided thermal values similar to the nocturnal ones.
The spectral characteristics of MIVIS data enables their use for monitoring vegetation health
status using vegetation indexes and, therefore, provide the ability to identify alterations in the
subsoil potentially related to archaeological deposits, which are reflected in the growth and biophysic
parameters of the vegetation developing on top of them. Spectral characteristics can also be exploited by
using soil indexes to increase the optical distinction between the wetness or the dryness of a portion of
the ground, thus enabling the recognition of voids or artefacts lying immediately under the surface soil.
Within the area covered by the acquisition (about 88 km2 in extent, distributed in a polygon extending
around 6.75 km in width and 12.56 km in length) over 600 multi-shaped and multi-oriented marks of
potential anthropogenic origin (several of which oriented with the city plan) have been mapped
using routine processing (vegetation indexes—Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI),
Difference Vegetation Index (DVI), Modified Soil-adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI2), Generalized
Difference Vegetation Index (GDVI), Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI), etc.
soil indexes—Principal Component Analysis PCA and Selective Principal component analysis or
SPCA, Tasseled Cap) and visual detection combined with manual mapping. Besides, the MIVIS
imagery displays abundance of modern landscape features aligning with the Aquileian Roman grid
that, for their characteristics, can be automatically extracted with the workflow presented below
(Section 2.2): the coarseness of these data enables more accurate feature extraction as the algorithm is
not misled by the abundance of fine details as in the case of RGB Orthophotos. The images, however,
are affected often by strong geometric distortions that alter the straightness of linear elements of
the landscape, distortions that are hard to compensate for without forcing rectification procedures
that dramatically alter the original aspects of the features, thus potentially misrepresenting the real
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Figure 3. A sample of RGB (11-7-2) MIVIS imagery depicting the area N of Aquileia. Strong geometric
distortions can be clearly identified along the left edge of the image.
RGB Ortho-Imagery includes coverages from 2000, 2003, 2007 and 2011 with respectively 100, 80,
70, 50 cm ground resolution, and forms the Remote Sensing dataset with the highest spatial resolution
available in this project (Figure 4). This represents the most useful set of imagery for the present
work as a coverage for the whole region is available for multiple years and for the increased ground
resolution of the data.
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A custom-designed workflow has been applied on these photographic datasets in order to
automatically detect similarly angled or orthogonal landscape elements having an orientation
congruent with the Aquileian cadaster. As, clearly, not all correctly oriented features of the landscape
have a correlation with the centurial grid, and orientation is not the only characteristic that linear
features have to have in order to be considered parts of a cadaster, the extracted linear features have
been filtered to remove those that do not carry a strong weight, i.e., those that are unlikely to be ancient,
for example the majority of the minor drainage channels that follow the 22◦ W from N or 22◦ S from W
(=248◦) directions (respectively aligned with the major axes of the Centuriation, the Cardo Maximus
and Decumanus Maximus) and that are likely to be simply later additions, kept parallel to a landscape
dominated by Roman arrangements designed to be the most appropriate to ensure efficient water
drainage. After they have been filtered, the frequency of the remaining elements oriented to the Roman
grid is estimated from the images in order to compute the module with highest probability.
The goal of this and similar approaches is to examine a large set of hypotheses, to quickly exclude
those with little promise and to provide reasonable candidates for further investigation based on
more traditional archaeological approaches. Indeed, the automatic extraction of features can in no
way provide direct confirmation or guarantee of identification, but can be used to reduce the amount
of fieldwork and other investigation required to confirm elements of current landscape as ancient
land division. To this effect, the proposed approach was based on hypotheses with no more than
a simple range of acceptable values for the cadaster modules and a few well documented assumptions
like the orientation of cardo and decumanus. Rather than being hypothesis-driven, the approach was
oriented to evaluate what could be extracted, resulting in multiple hypotheses of which we deemed
one more plausible than the others. It remains as a given that all of them need to be verified on the
basis of a variety of other criteria and validation procedures, including fieldwork activities, legacy data
re-evaluation and spatial analysis. However, thus reduced, verification can be performed on a very
limited number of hypotheses vs a continuum.
2.2. Method
The workflow of feature extraction and detection implemented in © Matlab (R2016b, MathWorks
Natick, MA, USA) seeks to estimate location and periodicity of dominant linear features on
georeferenced images. In order to do that, the system needs to extract dominant lines aligned along
the 22◦ W from N and 22◦ S from W (=68◦ E from N) directions, accumulate the georeferenced linear
features from all images and fit the correct location and size of the centuriation on the dominant
responses. For this reason, the workflow involves three processes: (i) filtering; (ii) thresholding and
linear feature extraction; (iii) feature accumulation and periodicity estimation.
2.2.1. Filtering
The filtering process aims to estimate the presence of linear features by looking at the response of
edge detection linear filters at various locations, orientations, and scales. To this end we independently
convolved each image with a bank of Gabor filters at various orientations and scales.
Gabor filters [26] are directional wavelet filters that can detect the presence of specific frequencies
at a given orientation, localized around a given location. This ability to detect directional high
frequency locally periodic patterns made them the tool of choice in several image processing and
applications such as character recognition [27] and fingerprint recognition [28]. These characteristics
make them also perfectly suited for the present task, where drainage ditches in fields and other current
land division components result in repetitive aligned linear features.
The spatial response of the filter is defined as follows:
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where
x′ = xcosθysinθ
y′ = −xsinθ + ycosθ
and θ is the filter’s orientation, λ is its frequency, σ the scale of the filter, γ its aspect ratio, i.e., scale ratio
along the direction versus orthogonal to the direction, and, finally, ψ is a phase offset, which will result
in a phase shift in the complex response and is irrelevant for our analysis since we are interested in the
absolute value of the response.
The bank of filters includes filters computed at various scales and orientations: the scales of the
filters were 5, 10, 20, and 30 m, which include the fundamental scales of the sought after linear features,
i.e., roads, canals, drain-lines, crop-marks, etc. The orientations were selected in a relatively narrow
band around the known centuriation axes, i.e., 12◦, 17◦, 22◦, 27◦, and 32◦ W from North for the lines
aligned with the cardo, and 12◦, 17◦, 22◦, 27◦, and 32◦ S from West for the ones aligned to the decumanus.
The spatial frequency was linked to the scale such that period length was equal to the scale,
i.e., σ/λ = 1; while the aspect ratio was set to 1/3 so that the filter was fairly elongated in order to
(i) increase directional accuracy; (ii) limit general high feature response; and (iii) concentrate on sizable
aligned edges. Finally, the phase offset ψ was ignored (set to 0) as it does not have an effect on the
absolute response value.
Given this filter bank each image was convolved with 40 filters resulting in 120 responses
for RGB images (40 per channel). These responses were divided into two groups of 60 responses
each: one for the filters with orientations around the cardo direction (22◦ W from N) and one for
orientations around the decumanus direction (22◦ S from W). Then, we non-linearly accumulated
the response across channels and scales. Here we accumulated by summing the square norm of
the response at each location and direction (Figure 5). The goal of the non-linear accumulation is
to perform a soft-max, i.e., obtain a continuous response that enhances the maximum values across
channels and scales. The end result is 5 responses per dominant direction providing response in the
location-orientation space.
Figure 5. Accumulation of the responses of the Gabor filter bank across channels and scales. Each image
corresponds to responses at the same locations and different orientations of the filter: (a) 12◦ W from N;
(b) 22◦ W from N; (c) 32◦ W from N.
2.2.2. Thresholding and Linear Feature Extraction
In order to extract linear feature candidates, we performed selective thresholding in the
location-direction space. For each directional group, we retained locations (pixels), if the current
location was a local maximum at the central direction (22◦ W from N for the cardo oriented group,
22◦ S from W for the decumanus oriented group) and its accumulated response was above an adaptive
threshold. In particular, location (x,y) was retained if:
• location maximality
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with
k = −1,−2, 1, 2
dx = −sinθ
dy = cosθ
and θ being the group’s dominant direction (22◦ or 112◦ W from N)
• directional maximality
resp(x,y;θ) ≥ resp(x, y; θ + dθ)
with dθ = −10◦, −5◦, 5◦, 10◦
• adaptive thresholding
resp(x, y, θ) ≥ cmax
x,y,θ
(resp(x, y, θ))
with the threshold parameter c being set to 0.1 in our experiments.
The result was two sets of pixel locations for each image corresponding to strong edge responses
along either the cardo direction (22◦ W of N) or decumanus direction (22◦ S from W). Note that cardo
and decumanus sets are independent and a pixel can appear in both sets (Figure 6).
Figure 6. (a) Image-mask of the points at the location analyzed in Figure 5 that pass the directional
thresholding process described in Section 2.2.1. (b) The accumulated filter-responses for those points.
2.2.3. Feature Accumulation and Periodicity Estimation
Given pixel-wise feature locations in each georeferenced image, we computed the geolocation of
each point feature and accumulate those throughout all image sets, obtaining a set of georeferenced
feature locations and their responses. In order to find the center and periodicity of such responses,
first each linear response was down-projected and accumulated along the direction orthogonal to the
group’s direction, i.e., cardo’s direction responses were accumulated along a line in the 22◦ S from W
direction, while decumanus lines were accumulated along a linear space of orientation 22◦ N from W,
thus resulting in two response histograms along the two orthogonal directions.
For ease of computation, the origin of this projected system was set at the intersection of the
via Julia Augusta (State Route 352) and the virtual extension of the Anfora Canal (which flows toward
SW, W of Aquileia) toward E, which is considered to be the most likely point of intersection of the
cardo Maximus and decumanus Maximus [20].
These response histograms (Figure 7) take into account the locations of all coherently aligned
responses, andare strongly influenced by the geometry of the spatial coverage, exhibiting a systematic
size bias of the baseline responses visible in the histogram. However, we were not interested in the
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higher-than-usual aligned response. For this reason, we eliminated the baseline response by computing
a centered average of the response over 50 m (smoothing with a centered average filter of size 50 m)
and maintaining only the responses that were greater than 2.5 times the smoothed response.
Figure 7. (a) Total response of the lines along the cardo direction accumulated along the decumanus
direction; (b) Total response of the lines along the decumanus direction; (c) Peak response along the
cardo direction; (d) Peak response along the decumanus direction.
The use of peaks provides the added advantage of making the approach more robust with respect
to missing signals. Indeed, gaps due to missing alignments would simply result in fewer votes and,
thus, smaller peaks, which are, however, still likely to be of much larger magnitude than the average
response as a result of limited and localized lack of signal, and thus identifiable.
With the histograms of peak responses in hand, we sought to estimate the center location and
periodicity of repeated aligned linear features, with the hope that these would correspond to location
and module of centuriation patterns. To this end we tested centurial modules ranging from 600 m to
750 m in a 1 m increment. We operated on the two main orientations independently, and for each tested
module we accumulated the response cyclically, wrapping around the accumulation with a period





Histogram(t + nmodulus) (2)
with t = 0...module − 1.
For each module, we retained peak value, peak location and entropy of the wrapped histogram.
The Entropy is a measure of disorder or lack of information in a distribution and has maximal values




where p(i) = wrappedHistogram(i)∑j wrappedHistogram(j) .
The expectation was that the correct module would exhibit better modular alignment of (peak)
directional responses, resulting in a wrapped histogram with a stronger and better localized peak in
correspondence to the modular location of the center of the centuriation pattern and relatively little
response elsewhere. Hence, the correct module would be characterized by a maximal value in the
peak value and a minimal value in the entropy associated with the corresponding wrapped histogram.
Once this optimal module was detected, the location offset along the orthogonal direction could be
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Note that, due to aliasing phenomena, we would have expected similar peaks to appear at
any multiple of the correct modulus. However, the limits in the search range hided such effects.
Indeed, to observe them we would require the maximum value of the range to be at least twice as big
as the smallest modulus, while our range went from 680 to 720 m.
3. Results
Figure 8 shows the accumulated peak responses and entropies as a function of the chosen modulus.
The plots on the left are for the cardo direction, while those on the right are for the decumanus. The range
of moduli taken into consideration is between 680 and 720 m.
Figure 8. (a) Maximal wrapped response along the cardo direction as a function of the modulus;
(b) Maximal wrapped response along the decumanus direction as a function of the modulus;
(c) Entropy of the wrapped response along the cardo direction as a function of the module; (d) Entropy of
the wrapped response along the decumanus direction as a function of the modulus.
The plot shows that there are a few peaks in the response in both directions. In particular,
the cardo presents the strongest peak at 719 m, while the decumanus presents a maximum at 683 m.
In both cases, the peaks correspond to minima in entropy, so, taken in isolation, they would seem to
be good candidates. However, when taking into consideration both directions, these measures are
not consistently good candidates for a centurial module. In fact, the closest peak in the orthogonal
directions (684 m in the cardo direction and 718 in the decumanus direction) do not correspond to local
minima in the entropy, suggesting that these peaks are not the result of a square grid, but rather
something else, presumably Moiré patterns due to periodicity on the orthogonal direction, probably
due to modern landscape linear components. Moreover, these values (718–719 m, 683–684 m) are not
consistent with a centurial module and therefore can be disregarded.
The only peak presents in both direction that is consistently a local minimum for the entropy is
the peak around 704 m (705 m in the cardo direction and 703 m in the decumanus direction).
4. Discussion
The presented periodicity of the feature accumulation suggests a value of 704–705 m for the
grid module, which cannot exclude a 706 m result due to the resolution, a value that is fully
compatible with a centurial cell. The result is quite relevant as other metrological analyses recently
undertaken [29] have highlighted that the 20 × 20 actus module of Aquileia measured likely 704–705 m
× 704–705 m rather than conventional 710 m. The trend is known in other early centuriations deployed
in Central Italy in the initial period of the Roman colonial expansion and centuriation deployment [30]
and the phenomenon connected to the variations in size of the Roman foot (pes). This represents
a primary outcome of the current work, as previous scholarship related to the Aquileian cadaster
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the centurial module would have been generated as a multiple of an actus with a standard size of
35.51 m; the outcomes of this trial show instead it could be comprised between 35.25 m and 35.3 m,
thus determining a notable variation of the grid size on the long distances. A slightly smaller than
“standard” centuria would also explain current unaccounted for metrological errors and mismatches
verifiable on the long distance (from the centurial umbilicus of Aquileia) projecting a virtual grid with
a standard module of 710 m: many already recognized and validated limites, like the ones of Sedegliano
for example [21], would not be aligned to the grid-lines in this case. Redefining the measures of the
“Classic” Aquileian centurion’s module has implications also in the definition of its relationship with
the other centuriations that have been detected in the Friulian plain [21], establishing a relationship of
antecedence with those characterized by a longer (and likely later) module, thus challenging current
theories [21,22] that indicate the “Classical” centuriation as succeeding other deployments.
A generated grid of 706 m × 706 m, overlaid over the remote sensing imagery (Figure 9)
and aligned along the via Julia Augusta and the Anfora Canal with origin at their intersection, shows the
overlap of some of the major elements of the cadaster with the grid-lines. Several centuriation
constituents line up rather accurately with the proposed virtual grid, especially in the area W of
Aquileia and the main cardo. An interesting feature is that several major roads that connect to the city
are aligned to the cadaster oblique to the square grid with varying, but regular ratios, like the sector of
the via Gemina (exiting Aquileia at NE, linking it to ancient Emona, present Ljubljana) nearer to the
city fits the grid with a ratio of 1:1.
Figure 9. Estimated grid overlaid over an Ortho Image of Aquileia.
Notwithstanding these positive empirical outcomes, the workflow is still showing some flaws
that are being investigated, like the presence of very strong peaks in the wrapped histogram referring
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of a Roman cadaster, and that are likely generated by later landscape elements aligned with the
Roman system of which they mimicked orientation and configuration. In future work, it will be
likely necessary that the linear objects, once extracted, undergo through individual optical analysis to
determine their congruence to the centurial grid based on a number of other variables and information
(especially of archaeological nature) that can validate their historicity, rather than simply filtering
them out based on a number of physical parameters. This will reduce the number of features that add
complexity to the calculation.
5. Conclusions
In studying ancient regularly designed landscapes characterized by repetitive patterns,
where highlighting the components of the system in order to determine repetitiveness is crucial
to the goal of the research, the use of automated detection and extraction of cadaster element methods
enables not only to reduce manual mapping time, but also to improve the quality and number of
correct identifications. The provisional results of this work bring attention to the need of customizable
tools and workflow that can streamline processes that would otherwise be alienating and time
consuming. Moreover, when mapping visually identified features is undertaken via manual tracing,
the possibility of introducing unwanted errors is very likely, as even a misalignment equal to 1◦ of
orientation can generate relevant errors on long distance. Automation of processes appear therefore a
desirable solution.
Clearly, as in any sort of automation, the proposed workflow has to be customized based on
the goal and research questions of the project, and the design of a process aiming to extract specific
objects has to start from the landscape characteristics (including the morphology) and the nature,
forms, model and patterning of the system components. This experience shows that land division
elements, once extracted, are likely to demand visual analysis on a one to one basis to determine
their congruence to the field system based on a number of variables and criteria before bringing them
into more complex statistical analysis. This process will likely be automated in a near future using
approaches from Artificial intelligence and Machine Learning, but the application of these methods to
the archaeological domain, as we have seen, is still in its infancy. Thus, at the moment, such vetting
process will still have to be based on a combination of automated filtering and visual assessment.
The results of this automated workflow are in any case just the first step of a much more complex
process were theoretic models have to be substantiated and validated by spatial analysis, field mapping
and ground verification activities and corroborated by archaeological information and investigation.
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Abstract: The piezoelectric and seismo-electrokinetic phenomena are manifested by electrical and
electromagnetic processes that occur in rocks under the influence of elastic oscillations triggered
by shots or mechanical impacts. Differences in piezoelectric properties between the studied targets
and host media determine the possibilities of the piezoelectric/seismoelectric method application.
Over a long time, an interpretation of obtained data is carried out by the use of methods developed
in seismic prospecting. Examination of nature of piezoelectric/seismoelectric anomalies observed
in subsurface indicates that these may be related (mainly) to electric potential field. In this paper,
it is shown that quantitative analysis of piezoelectric/seismoelectric anomalies may be performed
by the advanced and reliable methodologies developed in magnetic prospecting. Some examples
from mining geophysics (Russia) and ancient metallurgical site (Israel) confirm applicability of the
suggested approach.
Keywords: piezoelectric/seismoelectric anomalies; subsurface geophysics; archaeology; quantitative
analysis; interpretation methodology
1. Introduction
The piezoelectric and seismo-electrokinetic phenomena are manifested by electrical and
electromagnetic processes that occur in rocks under the influence of elastic oscillations triggered
by shots or mechanical impacts (hits) ([1–32]).
Because the manifestation patterns of the above phenomena are different in different rocks, these
phenomena can be used as a basis for geophysical exploration techniques. In this paper, it is assumed
that the studied piezoelectric and seismoelectric anomalies cannot be separated from one another,
since the anomalous targets with the contrast piezoelectric properties as a rule occur in sedimentary
host deposits where the seismoelectric effects take a place.
The piezoelectric method is an example of a successful application of piezoelectric/seismo-
electrokinetic phenomena in exploration geophysics. It has been successfully applied in mineral
exploration and environmental features research in Russia, USA, Canada, USA, Australia and other
countries. The greatest contribution to the piezoelectric method application in subsurface geophysics
(since the mid-1950s) was made by Naum Neishtadt (1929–2016) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Prof. Naum Neishtadt, one of the founders of the piezoelectric method of geophysical
prospecting (1927–2016).
Interpretation of seismoelectric/piezoelectric anomalies is often carried out using procedures
similar to those employed in seismic prospecting. In the paper, it is shown that quantitative
interpretation of expressed anomalies observed in near-surface may be performed using the methods
developed for potential geophysical fields.
2. A Brief Background
This method is based on the piezoelectric activity of rocks, ores, and minerals. It enables
direct exploration for pegmatite, apatite-nepheline, essentially sphalerite, and ore-quartz deposits of
gold, tin, tungsten, molybdenum, zinc, crystal, and other raw materials. This method also enables
differentiation of rocks such as bauxites, kimberlites, etc., from the host rocks, by their electrokinetic
properties [14].
Classification of some rocks, ores, and minerals by their piezoactivity is given in Table 1.
These objects (targets) transform wave elastic oscillations into electromagnetic ones. It should be
take into account that, sometimes, anomalous bodies may be detected not by positive, but by negative
anomalies, if low-piezoactive body occurs in the higher piezoactive medium.
The piezoelectric method is an example of successful application of piezoelectric/seismo-
electrokinetic phenomena in exploration and environmental geophysics and designed for delineation of
targets differing from the host media by piezoelectric properties [14,30]. This method can be employed
in surface, downhole, and underground modes.




+ σE = curlH
where ε is the dielectric constant, and σ is the electric conductivity of rock. It explains why the
piezoelectric effect may be registered by both observations of intensities of electric field E and magnetic
field H.
Recent testing of piezeoelectric effects of archaeological samples composed from the fired clay
have shown values of (3.0–4.0) × 10−14 C/N (Coulomb/Newton).
An observation scheme for ground surveys using the piezoelectric method is presented in Figure 2.
The conventional piezoelectric measurements are conducted using electrodes, while the geophones
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Table 1. Classification of some rocks, ores, and minerals by their piezoactivity d, 10−14 Coulomb/
Newton (after [14,30], with modifications).
Piezoactivity Group Rock/Ore/Mineral Dmin–Dmax Daver
I
Quartz-tourmaline-cassiterite ore 0.8–28.0 15.7
Antimonite-quartz ore 0.2–1.35 0.6
Apatite-nepheline ore 0–5.0 0.9





Skarn with galenite-sphalerite mineralization 0.1–3.0 0.6





Aleurolite silicificated 0–0.5 0.2
Aplite 0–1.7 0.6





Pegmatite ceramic 0–1.0 0.1




Schist argillaceous 0–0.6 0.1
Hornfels 0–0.4 0.2
Skarn sphaleritic-garnet 0–1 0.3
Skarn pyroxene-garnet 0–0.2 0.1
IV
Aleurolite, amphibolites, andesite, gabbro,
greisens, diabase, sandstone 0–0.1 0.05
Argillite, beresite, dacite, diorite-porphyrite,
felsite-liparite, limestone, tuff, fenite 0 0
I (highly active): piezo-activity of samples is greater than 5.0 × 10−14 C/N; II (moderately active): piezo-activity
of samples is (0.5–5.0) × 10−14 C/N; III (weakly active): piezo-activity of samples is less than 0.5 × 10−14 C/N;
IV (non-active): piezo-activity of samples are near zero.
 
Figure 2. Piezoelectric measurement array (after [14] with some modifications): (1) projection of the
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3. Can Piezoelectric and Seismoelectric Effects Be Related to Potential Fields?
The seismo-electrokinetic (electrokinetic) phenomenon E in rocks is triggered by the potential
gradient due to the displacement of liquid phase relative to the solid “skeleton” of the rock under the
elastic wave influence. Essential similarity of this phenomenon to potential produced by water flow in
rocks proposes a similar origin for these phenomena [33].
Firstly, Ivanov [34] discovered the seismoelectric effect E in the rocks of sedimentary complex.
He proposed a filtration hypothesis consisting of that in the sedimentary rocks occurs a double diffusion
layer at the boundary between hard particles and liquid. A propagation of elastic waves causes a
relative distortion of electrolyte and hard phase; thus, equilibrium condition in the double electric
layer is distorted. This effect generates appearance of so-called filtration potential U, flow (streaming)
potential, an instantaneous value of which is determined over a part of the length of the elastic wave









where ρ1 and ρ2 are the instantaneous pressure values in the section under consideration; k is the
coefficient calculating the dynamics of the elastic wave distribution, ε is the dielectric constant, ζ is the
potential of the double electric layer, η is the solution viscosity, and σ is the conductivity.
Frenkel [36] offered a mathematical description of the seismo-electric phenomenon E, which was
based on the Ivanov’s [34] hypothesis regarding the electro-filtration nature of this phenomenon.
Frenkel described compression and stretching of rock particles and pores, as well as of the pore
moisture, under the influence of the elastic wave propagation. Moreover, he proposed an equation that
described the propagation of elastic waves in moisturized soil. For calculating electro-kinetic potential,
this equation uses the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation that describes the intensity of longitudinal











where μ is the coefficient of viscosity of the medium, i is the complex-valued electric field
intensity, β = 1f (1+α) , α is the parameter that describes the mechanical properties of the medium,
β′ = 1 + (β − 1)K2K0 , K0 is the coefficient of compressibility of the solid phase, α =
K1
f is the coefficient
of permeability, r is the pore radius, f is the porosity, K1 is the coefficient of permeability of the soil,
ρ2 is the true specific gravity of the pore moisture, K2 is the coefficient of compressibility of the liquid
phase, ω0 is the propagation velocity of the longitudinal elastic wave, and u is the displacement.
Equation (2) shows that the electric field intensity is proportional to porosity and is independent of
the pore radius, because the α coefficient is proportional to the square of this radius. With the assumed
values of displacement, the electric field intensity is proportional to the square of frequency of the elastic
oscillations. In the above formula, the author assumes that the period of time required to produce the
electro-kinetic potential gradient is negligibly short compared to the oscillation period 2π/ω. This is
why the value of E at any given moment practically coincides with the value corresponding to the
instantaneous value of the relative velocity.
To confirm Ivanov’s [34] suggestion on the nature of this effect in rocks, Volarovich and
Parkhomenko [1] put experiments to reproduce this phenomenon on the artificially moistened rock
samples under the laboratory conditions. They found that before the artificial moistening, the dolomite
sample did not show any elastic oscillations when electrified; after the moistening, the appearance
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depend on which side of the sample the charges were taken from, but determined by the gradient of
the pressure drop.
Parkhomenko [5] stated that further study of the phenomenon E will advance the current
perception of electrokinetic phenomena, and that it may lead to the development of a new geophysical
exploration technique for determination of porosity properties of rocks. The author emphasized
the importance of studying the behavior of the phenomenon E in various sedimentary rocks,
its dependencies on the medium saturation, chemical composition of the pore moisture, and the
values of ζ-potential, apparent conductivity and polarizability.
Parkhomenko [6] established that the magnitude of the phenomenon E is a function of several
variables, the most important of which are the medium saturation, concentration of salts in the liquid
phase, electrochemical properties of the solid phase, texture of the rock, and the frequency of the
applied seismic field. Specific surface of the electric double layer was found to be the key factor.
Butler [37] applied the Laplace equation to solve some problems of seismoelectric effects.
Haines et al.’s [26] constructions in seismoelectric imaging are based on the potential electric quasi-static
current dipole. Jardani et al. [38] several times underlined the role of electrostatic potential in
seismoelectric imaging. Mahardika and Revil [39] noted a necessity employment of electrostatic
potential for calculation of seismoelectric response generated at the boundary of two mediums.
Antonova [40] applied the Laplace equation for calculation of finite piezoelectric body with
open electric boundaries. Jandaghian and Jafari [41] assumed that the electric potential field in the
piezoelectric layer is satisfied to the Maxwell static electricity equation. Jouniaux and Zyserman [32]
gave a description of the electric potential within the electric double layer by seismo-electric and
electro-seismic measurements.
All the aforementioned facts testify that the seismoelectric and piezoelectric anomalies observed
in subsurface can be considered as anomalies of quasi-potential field.
Absence of reliable procedures for solving the direct and inverse problems of piezoelectric
anomalies (PEA) drastically hampers further progression of the method. Therefore, it was suggested
to adapt the tomography procedure, widely used in the seismic prospecting, to the PEA modeling.
Diffraction of seismic waves has been computed for models of circular cylinder, thin inclined bed and
thick bed [42]. As a result, spatial-time distribution of the electromagnetic field caused by the seismic
wave has been found. The computations have shown that effectiveness and reliability of PEA analysis
may be critically enhanced by considering total electro- and magnetograms as differentiated from
the conventional approaches. Distribution of the electromagnetic field obtained by solving the direct
problem was the basis for an inverse problem, i.e., revealing depth of a body occurrence, its location in
a space as well as determining physical properties. At the same time, this method has not received a
wide practical application taking into account complexity of real geological media.
4. Short Description of the Interpretation Methodology Developed in Magnetic Prospecting
Careful analysis of piezoelectric/seismoelectric anomalies shows (see Section 3) the possibility of
application for quantitative analysis of these effects in advanced methodologies developed for magnetic
prospecting in complex physical-geological conditions: rugged terrain relief, oblique polarization and
complex media [43–48]. Employment of these methodologies (improved modifications of tangents,
characteristic points and areal methods) for obtaining quantitative characteristics of ore bodies,
environmental features and archaeological targets (models of horizontal circular cylinder, sphere,
thin bed, thick bed and thin horizontal plate were utilized) may have significant importance [49].
According to analogy with magnetic field, such parameter as “piezoelectric moment” (PM) can be
calculated. The formulas for calculation of PM for the models of thin bed, horizontal circular cylinder
(HCC) and thick bed are presented below.
(1) Thin bed:
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where Ae is the piezoelectric moment, AT is the total intensity of the piezoelectric (seismoelectric)
anomaly, and h is the depth of the upper edge of a thin bed.
(2) HCC:











where hc is the depth to the center of the HCC, and parameter θ indicates some generalized






where k’m is determined from special relationships [48].
If anomalies are observed on an inclined profile, then the obtained parameters characterize
a certain fictitious body. The transition from fictitious body parameters to those of the real body
is performed using the following expressions (the subscript “r” stands for a parameter of the real
body) [43]: {
hr = h + x tan ω0,
xr = −h tan ω0 + x
}
, (4)
where h is the depth of the upper edge (center of HCC) occurrence, x0 is the location of the source’s
projection to plan relative to the extremum having the greatest magnitude, and ω0 is the angle of the
terrain relief inclination (ω0 > 0 when the inclination is toward the positive direction of the x-axis).
5. Application of the Proposed Methodology: Field Cases
5.1. Employment of the Interpretation Methodology in Ore Geophysics
5.1.1. Gold-Bearing Quartz Deposit Ustnerinskoe (Eastern Yakutia, Russia)
Surface measurements at a gold-bearing quartz deposit Ustnerinskoe (Eastern Yakutia, Russia)
showed wide anomaly with intensity of about 1700 microVolt (Figure 3). As it follows in Table 1
(Group I), quartz is one of the most piezoactive minerals. This anomaly is produced by integral effect
from several quartz-mica zones. A form of this anomaly indicates that it can be examined as thick bed
(or intermediate model between thick bed and thin plate). Results of interpretation position of angle
points and center of the upper edge of the anomalous target (see Figure 3) coincide well with geological
data. PM calculated for this target (coefficient k′m was obtained from [43]) consists of ≈300 μV.
 
Figure 3. Quantitative analysis of piezoelectric measurements at a gold-bearing quartz deposit
Ustnerinskoe (Yakutia region, Russia) (initial geological-geophysical data from [14]): (1) deluvium;
(2) limestone; (3) quartz-mica shales; (4) veined quartz; and (5) obtained parameters for the model of
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5.1.2. Gold Quartz Deposit (Central Yakutia, Russia)
A gold-quartz deposit of central Yakutia occurs in conditions of very rugged relief (Figure 4).
It should be noted that upper part of the crystal-quartz body is influenced by different weathering
processes and its piezoelectric properties were eliminated. For transfer from fictitious to real coordinates
of the anomalous object, Equation (4) was applied. Results of interpretation (here a model of thin bed
was used) are in line with the available geological data.
The following terms are taken from the plot:
d1 = distance between the maximum and minimum of the anomaly;
d2 = distance between the left and right branches at the level of semiamplitude;
d3 = difference in abscissae of the points of intersection of an inclined tangent with horizontal tangents
on one branch;
d4 = the same on the other branch (d3 is selected from the plot branch with conjugated extremums,
d3 ≤ d4), and the x-axis is oriented in this direction);
d5 = distance between the middle point of the left and right tangents;
d6 = distance between d3 and d4;
d7 = d3 + d4 + d6;
and
d8 = distance between the ending of parameter d4 and beginning of parameter d5.
Calculated PM factor is 1/2·600(μV)·7(m) = 2100 μV·m.
Figure 4. Quantitative examination of piezoelectric anomaly observed at one of gold-quartz deposits
of Yakutia region (Russia) (initial geological-geophysical data from [30]: (1) soil-vegetation layer;
(2) oxidized upper part of quartz vein; (3) quartz vein; (4) sandstone; (5) siltstone; and (6) determined
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5.1.3. Crystal-Quartz Deposit Pilengichey (Subpolar Ural, Russia)
Piezoelectric profile across the central zone of the crystal-quartz deposit Pilengichey (Subpolar
Ural) displays two clear anomalies with intensity about 1000 microVolt (Figure 5). Anomaly “A”
and “B” were interpreted uding the HCC and thin bed models, respectively. The obtained results
indicate that, if position of the upper edge center of thin bed received a good fit to the geological data,
HCC position occurs above the geological body. This not large discrepancy may be explained by some
host media inhomogeneities. PM for anomaly A is ≈1300 μV·m2, and for anomaly B—720 μV·m.
 
Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of piezoelectric anomaly in the crystal-quartz deposit Pilengichey of the
Subpolar Ural (Russia) (initial geological-geophysical data from [30]. (1) ore-quartz zone; (2) host rocks,
siltstone; results of quantitative examination ((3) and (4)): (3) position of the center of HCC inscribed to
the upper part of the anomalous body; and (4) position of the center of upper edge of a thin bed.
5.2. Case Study at the Archaeological Site Tel Kara Hadid (Southern Israel)
Field piezoelectric observations were conducted at an ancient archaeological site Tel Kara Hadid
with gold-quartz mineralization in southern Israel, within the Precambrian terrain at the northern
extension of the Arabian-Nubian Shield [14]. The area of the archaeological site is located eight
kilometers north of the town of Eilat, in an area of strong industrial noise. Ancient river alluvial
terraces (extremely heterogeneous at a local scale, varying from boulders to silt) cover the quartz veins
and complicate their identification. Piezoelectric measurements conducted over a quartz vein covered
by surface sediments (approximately of 0.4 m thickness) produced a sharp (500 microVolt) piezoelectric
anomaly (Figure 6). Values recorded over the host rocks (clays and shales of basic composition) were
close to zero. The observed piezoelectric anomaly was firstly quantitatively interpreted by the use of
methodologies developed in magnetic prospecting for the model of thick and intermediate bodies [48].
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Figure 6. Quantitative analysis of piezoelectric anomaly from gold-containing quartz vein
(Tel Karra Hadid, southern Israel) (initial geological-geophysical data after [14]). Results of interpretation:
(1) location of angle points of anomalous target; and (2) position of the center of the upper edge of
anomalous target.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
The presented physical characteristics of piezoactive rocks, ores and minerals give a wide
spectrum of targets for searching of which seismo/piezoelectric method may be employed. Examined
peculiarities of seismo/piezoelectric signals propagation in near-surface enable accepting these
observations as quasi-potential ones.
For the first time, it was shown in detail that seismoelectric/piezoelectric anomalies in the
near-surface geophysics may be analyzed using effective and reliable methods (improved version of
characteristic points, tangents and areal) earlier developed in magnetic prospecting. It was proposed
to employ such parameter as “piezoelectric moment” for classification of seismoelectric/piezoelectric
anomalies. Effectiveness of this methodology was tested on several ore targets (Russia) and
archaeological object (Israel). Obviously, further employment of seismoelectric/piezoelectric
modifications in archaeology may include (besides quartz bodies), first, any clay (fired clay) targets
(clay was widely used in antiquity as a building material and as a matter for construction of various
domestic targets). Boulytchov [19] has shown applicability of seismoelectric/piezoelectric method for
delineation of underground caves (ancient caves account for at least 5–7% of archaeological targets).
At the same time, it must be underlined that proposed technology does not contradict to the
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For effective integration of piezo/seismoelectric interpretation results with other geophysical
methods, some apparatus developed in theory of information [51] and wavelet theory [52] can be
effectively applied.
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Abstract: Geophysical survey methods are broadly used to delimit and characterize archaeological
sites, but the archaeological interpretation of geophysical data remains one of the challenges. Indeed,
many scenarios can generate a similar geophysical response, and often interpretations can not be
validated without access to the subsoil. In large geophysical surveys many anomalies are detected and
validation through archaeological trenches can not be afforded. This paper analyses the validity of
geoarchaeological core survey to check the archaeological interpretations based on geophysical results.
The Roman site located at Auritz/Burguete and Aurizberri/Espinal (Navarre), provides a great case
of study as many investigations have been carried out. After the gradiometer survey performed in
2013 a sediment core survey was designed. 132 cores were drilled using a hand-held coring machine
and the sediments were analysed in situ. Site delimitation and archaeological interpretations based
on magnetic data could be improved or corrected. In this regard, the core survey proved to be an
useful methodology as many anomalies could be checked within reasonable time and resources.
However, further geophysical investigations trough GPR revealed unexpected remains in areas where
no archaeological deposits were identified through coring. Excavations showed poor conservation
level in some of those areas, leading to thin archaeological deposits hard to identify at the cores.
The sediment core survey, therefore, was proved to be inconclusive to delimit the archaeological site.
Keywords: Geoarchaeology; Geophysics; Archaeological Interpretation; Roman; Navarre
1. Introduction
Geophysical prospection has proved to be a useful tool in helping archaeologists improving
their knowledge of archaeological sites. In last decades, their use has notably grown and specialized
literature has been developped (e.g., [1–5]).
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Thanks to the improvement in both the sensitivity of the sensors and the spacial resolution of the
acquired data, high fidelity images of the subsurface can be now produced. Moreover, the development
of multichannel geophysical systems allows large areas to be surveyed in a moderately short time
(e.g., [6–9]).
The archaeological interpretation of geophysical data consists in offering plausible explanations
for anomalies detected by geophysical systems [10], and is one of the challenges of the archaeological
geophysics. Indeed, many scenarios can generate a similar geophysical response and, in most
circumstances, it is the expert knowledge of the surveyor, alongside insight into the site’s geophysical
and archaeological characteristics, which guides further interpretation. However, any interpretation
process is limited and the possibility of scenarios with erroneous or inaccurate interpretations should
be considered.
In most cases, the validation through excavation would be the best option in order to check the
interpretations. Nevertheless, it is not always possible, particularly in commercial projects, or only
a small fraction of the surveyed area can be excavated. Often the least invasive approach is preferred,
particularly in non-threatened sites. The sediment core survey is less invasive and less time-consuming
than archaeological trenches. Therefore, more anomalies can be checked with this method, which
is one of the benefits of this methodology. However, the amount of recovered information is highly
dependent on the drilled location and, due to the limited view of sediments, interpretation problems
can arise [11]. Therefore, the context is more limited than the archaeological trenches and it could not
be sufficient for answering some questions.
This paper analyzes the validity of geoarchaeological survey to check the archaeological
interpretations based on geophysical results, as an extension of a previous contribution [12].
1.1. The Background of the Research
The sediment core survey is a broadly used technique to characterize the stratigraphical sequence
in geological investigation. After the 1970s, it has also been extensively used in archaeological
research [11]. A typical application is related to the reconstruction of the past landscape and its
relationship to archaeological record (e.g., [13,14]). In some projects, sediment coring is used as
a cost-effective archaeological evaluation tool to delineate archaeological sites, analyse sediment or soil
sequences and built geoarchaeological site formation models, which can be used to support subsequent
excavation work or further research (e.g., [11,15,16]).
Some studies combine the use of geoarchaeological and geophysical investigations, but relative
few studies have described the use of core sampling to target geophysical anomalies and validate the
archaeological interpretation based on geophysical data (e.g., [17,18]). In many cases, the sediment core
sampling is used, together with archaeological trenches, to access to soil samples that are characterized
to have complementary data or to analyse the interactions between soil physical properties and
geophysical techniques (e.g., [19–21]). Indeed, the understanding of this interactions helps improving
further interpretations. However, in some low budget projects, or in commercial projects where time is
a constraint, there is no access to soil characterization techniques. This paper provides an example
from a Roman site, where a sediment core sampling was used to target geophysical anomalies and
validate the archaeological interpretation.
The site was discovered during a walk over survey in 2008, and the archaeological trenches
excavated in 2012 revealed substantial Roman masonry building foundations [22]. Since then,
geophysical survey methods have been used to delimit and characterize the settlement.
The site is situated south of the town of Auritz/Burguete, on a high plateau close to the crest line
of the Pyrenees (Figure 1a). The Pyrenees are characterized by complex structural geology and form
a natural boundary between the Iberian Peninsula and the continent [23,24]. A number of mountain
streams rise in the area to the north of the site and flow south to combine as the River Urrobi. The site
is situated on the banks of this River, on a spacious plain or terrace surrounded by higher mountain
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and parallel to the Urrobi river in a north-south alignment along the length of the site. There is not
a detailed geomorphological study of the Urrobi basin but it is known that the geological context is
formed by quaternary fluvial terrace deposits of clay, silt and gravel [25].
Figure 1. (a) Geographical location of the studied archaeological site on an elevation map created from
the LiDAR data provided by the c© Instituto Geográfico Nacional de España (5 m cell). (b) Magnetic
response map in the overall explored area (−8 nT black, +8 nT white). The Roman road and the
necropolis area excavated are indicated. Modified from [26] and reproduced by permission of
ARANZADI Society of Science.
A magnetic survey performed in 2013 covered ca. 18 ha and revealed the main layout of the
settlement [26]. Results revealed differences in the magnetic response that had not been well explained
and became, together with the archaeological description of the site, one of the main concerns of the
investigation team (Figure 1b).
2. Research Objectives
Following the magnetic survey, a sediment core sampling strategy was designed to refine
interpretation of the prospection data. The main goal was to better characterize the archaeological
deposits of the site, and to correlate the distribution and characteristics of the archaeological deposits
with the magnetic response. In addition, some of the core sampling was undertaken with the specific
goal of evaluating the geophysical interpretations [27]. This paper will focus in this second goal.
Besides this, the validity of cores to identify occupation areas will be discussed on this paper.
3. Applied Methodology
The strategy is based on different techniques applied at different scale, starting from a broad
context and focusing on the interesting areas for more detailed investigations (Table 1).
The methodology and results of the magnetic survey can be found in [26].
Cores were drilled with a mechanical petrol-driven 2-stroke power auger (Van Walt window
corer equipped with a Cobra TT engine). This is a hand-held coring machine, which drives 1 m long,
open-sided steel gouges into the ground (Figure 2A). The sediment-filled gouge is then recovered
from the ground using the two-person jacking device (Figure 2B). Two gouges (of 100 mm and 60 mm
diameter) were fitted with 1 m long steel extension rods to reach a maximum of 3 m depth. In general,
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Table 1. Applied survey techniques.
Technique Extension Resolution Device
Magnetometer Survey 18 ha 0.25m × 0.5 m Bartington Grad 601-dual
Sediment core survey 132 cores (18 ha) not regular Van Walt window corer
GPR survey 3.3 ha 0.2 × 0.025 m IDS Hi-Mod (200 MHz–600 MHz)
Excavation 186.5 m2 - -
Figure 2. (A) Photograph of the power auger (Cobra TT engine) used for drilling; (B) Photograph of
ARANZADI and MOLA team removing the gouge manually.
Once the gouges were retrieved, the deposits were cleaned and recorded on-site from the
open-sided auger sample. Sediments were photographed and described according to standard
sedimentary criteria [28,29]. Preliminary interpretations of the depositional conditions represented by
the soils and sediments within each core were made, and the deposits or contexts grouped into broad
stratigraphic units.
GPR prospecting was performed using an IDS Hi-Mod instrument with a single multi-frequency
antenna (200 MHz and 600 MHz). Measurements were taken every 2.5 cm along parallel traverses,
generally 0.2 m apart, and in zigzag mode. The time window was set at 90 ns for the 200 MHz antenna
and at 60 ns for the 600 MHz antenna. Data were processed using GPR_SLICE software to generate
horizontal maps [30].
Archaeological excavation was carried out in accordance with MOLA recording techniques as
set out in the Museum of London Archaeological Site Manual [31]. Selected features and layers were
additionally recorded with the total station theodolite.
4. The Layout of the Surveys
4.1. The Core Survey
Based on the magnetic survey, the area of investigation was divided into four zones. In a first
campaign 105 locations were drilled across the site, but the cores were not equally distributed.
The main focus of the survey was on Zaldua area, which contains the most of the settlement.
Here, the survey comprised cores acquired on nine east–west transects (Figure 3a). The transects were
positioned to create a grid of points covering the entire zone but also to include a number of specific
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In 2014 survey of the Otegi zone was less intensive and cannot be considered representative of the
whole area. In 2016, some more cores were drilled in order to complete information about unanswered
questions (Figure 3b).
Figure 3. (a) Location of the cores drilled in 2014 over the geological plan and areas of the magnetic
survey (T: Terrace; C: Colluvium). The cores showing archaeological deposits are highlighted as positives,
and the ones where no archaeological remains were identifies as negatives. (b) Location of the cores
drilled in Otegi area in 2016, over the magnetic response map.
4.2. Complementary Geophysical Surveys and Archaeological Excavations
After the first campaign of sediment core survey was finish in 2014, new investigations were
carried out on the site. In particular, some areas with low magnetic contrast or without clearly
identified anomalies were analysed using GPR as the main system [32,33] (Figure 4a). In addition, four
verification trenches and an area of 165 m2 were excavated in 2015 and 2016 respectively (Figure 4b).
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Comparison with Geophysical Anomalies
In areas where well defined magnetic anomalies were targeted, the cores generally confirmed
the interpretation from the geophysical survey. Furthermore, the extracted sequences allowed these
interpretations to be refined and permitted a better understanding of the origin of the anomalies.
However, some discordance was found and new areas of interest were identified.
5.1.1. Target: Buildings
The magnetic survey had provided a great amount of information regarding building location
and characteristics. It could be established that the buildings are mainly organized along the road
and oriented perpendicularly to it, leading to an irregular urban layout. In general, the magnetic
contrast allowed a good description of the main walls and the inner distribution of the buildings.
Some areas, however, had shown a lack of magnetic contrast or poor definition of anomalies, even
where the existence of archaeological deposits was known [26]. The cores were mainly drilled in
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Figure 4. (a) Location of areas where complementary surveys (GPR and electric survey) have been
performed, over the magnetic results (−7 nT black, 9 nT white); (b) Location of the archaeological
trenches excavated in 2015 and 2016 over the magnetic results (−7 nT blue, 9 nT white)
The cores BH1, BH2 and BH3 had been located at the south-west part of the Zaldua area.
Archaeological remains (walls and pavements) had been observed during installation of a water
channel. The magnetic contrast was, however, weak and the anomalies were not clearly defined
(Figure 5a). One of considered possibilities was that the remains were deeper in comparison with
other areas. The sedimentary sequence of BH1 was a natural sequence consisting of turf and top
soil layers over fluvial terrace silt and gravels (Table 2). The other two encountered solid stone
obstructions at 0.22 m and 0.37 m respectively. As BH1 demonstrated bedrock is situated below 2.0 m
bgl, the obstructions are likely to be walls or stone/rubble from a collapsed wall. Because the remains
are located just below the organic layer, the lack of magnetic contrast in not related to an increase of
the deepness. The sequence, however, has no evidence of charcoal or pottery flecks. Therefore, it can
be conjectured that only the basement levels have been conserved, which would explain the lack of the
magnetic contrast.
Figure 5. (a) Location of the BH1, BH2 and BH3 over the magnetic survey results, where some linear
anomalies attributed to a building are identified. The area is highlighted in the general context of
Figure 6. (b) Location of the BH43 over the magnetic survey results, where an area without remarkable
magnetic anomalies and surrounded by buildings have been attributed to a possible open area. The area
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Figure 6. Core location over the magnetic response map. The areas highlighted in other figures are
indicated. The transects 1 and 14 mentioned further are indicated in yellow dashed lines.
Table 2. Description of cores BH1, BH2 and BH3. Occ: Occasional; Mod: Moderate; Med: Medium.
Core Thickness Lithology Description Interpretation
BH01 0–0.5 m Turf Topsoil
0.05–0.3 m Silt, clayey mod light brown friable sandy silt with roots Topsoil
0.3–0.78 m Silt, sandy as above but fewer roots Archaeology
0.78–1 m Clay, silty firm orange brown silt clay with manganese Fluvial siltsand iron staining (flecks) occ. small clasts
1.22–2 m Silt, clayey as above 0.78 m (increasingly firm with depth). Fluvial siltsNo archaeology Increase in clay occ. small/med clasts.
BH02 0–0.05 m Turf mod light brown friable sandy silt with roots Topsoil0.05–0.22 m Silt, sandy Obstruction
BH03 0–0.05 m Turf mod light brown friable sandy silt with roots Topsoil0.05–0.37 m Silt, sandy Obstruction
The cores BH6 and BH7 had been drilled at the south-east part of the Zaldua area. Analysis of
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removing the superficial turf layer. This building was not detected in the magnetic survey, but was
clearly distinguished in GPR and electric surveys (Figure 7).
Figure 7. (a) Pictures of the sediment cores extracted on locations BH6 and BH7; (b) Magnetic results
of the area where the location of the cores can be seen; (c) GPR results over the same area, where the
building is clearly defined (time slice at 0.37–0.54 m bgl, v = 8 cm/ns, high reflection in dark). The area
is highlighted in the general context of Figure 6.
The BH7 targeted the south of the building. A clean and very stiff layer of silt/clay was observed
between 0.66 m and 0.87 m bgl, attributed to a clay floor. The deposits above this layer didn’t show
neither charcoal or pottery flecks, but had been considered preliminarily archaeological based on
disturbation evidences (i.e., unsorted gravels). The BH6 was drilled outside of the inferred building.
Results show a thick archaeological deposit between 0.22 and 0.95 m consisting on differentiate layers
where frequent charcoal and building material flecks had been observed. In this case, the archaeological
layer found in the inner part of the building consisted in a clean levelling layer without evidence of
magnetically enhanced deposits. However, the thick archaeological layer outside the building suggests
that the walls could show a negative magnetic contrast.
Finally, the cores BH41 and BH42 were drilled on the main part of the settlement, were the
magnetic contrast is strong (Figure 8). A series of floor layers were observed in BH41 (0.64–1.42 m bgl).
In BH42, a possible collapsed mortared wall or mortar-rich construction debris interrupt a sequence of
archaeological dumps (0.52–1.1 m bgl). The existence of thicker archaeological layers in those cores is
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Figure 8. (a) Pictures of the sediment cores extracted on locations BH41 and BH42. (b) Magnetic results
of the area (±10 nT) where the location of the cores can be seen. The area is highlighted in the general
context of Figure 6.
5.1.2. Target: Combustion Signatures
Magnetic data had provided several combustion evidences on the surveyed area. Some of them
were attributed to kilns or massive fires, whereas others seem to be related to hearths. Some of those
location had been included into the core survey in order to validate the interpretations based on
magnetic data.
The core BH23 was drilled on the north limit of the P5 area, where magnetic data showed
evidences of combustion processes but without any coherent shape of anomalies (Figure 9A). It contains
archaeological deposits between 0.3 m and 0.9 m consisting in a silt matrix where many heat affected
clay, charcoal lumps and red sandstone clasts can be observed (Figure 10). The absence of well defined
stratification agrees to the characteristics of magnetic data, and it can be conjectured that a conflagration
happened in this location.
Core 12 targeted an anomaly interpreted as a kiln (Figure 9B). A series of archaeological layers
containing fragments of slag were observed over a floor of firm clay with charcoal flecks. The absence
of any heat scorching on the clay surface suggests that the core did not locate a kiln. However the
abundance of slag in the above layers suggests metalworking was taking place nearby. Therefore,
observations support the interpretation of a building associated with fire industry.
Core 33 targeted an intense magnetic anomaly isolated from the main occupation area, attributed
to the traces of combustion related activity (Figure 9C). The core showed a burnt clay surface
immediately below the superficial layer (Figure 10). The anomaly was then attributed to a recent fire
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Figure 9. (A) Location of the sediment core 23 over the magnetic response map; (B) Location of the
sediment core 12 over the magnetic response map; (C) Location of the sediment core 33 over the
magnetic response map. The magnetic contrast is the same in all the figures (−10 nT black, 10 nT
white). The areas are highlighted in the general context of Figure 6.
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5.1.3. Target: Open Areas
The magnetic data layout revealed some areas without relevant anomalies surrounded by
anomalies attributed to buildings. Those areas where preliminarily attributed to open areas that
could be integrated into building complexes.
In the west part of Zaldua, magnetic data suggested the existence of a rectangular area surrounded
by coherently oriented buildings (P5). Standing in a small hill, this area was preliminarily interpreted
as a possible singular area of the site [26,32]. Four cores were drilled within this area: BH17, BH19,
BH24 and BH25 (Figure 11a). In BH17 archaeological layers were encountered and comprised 2
possible gravel surfaces with levelling or dumped layers beneath (0.24–0.33 m bgl and 0.42–0.53 m bgl).
The same sequence was observed 15 metres north-west in BH24 (0.25–0.39 m bgl and 0.5–0.64 m bgl).
The levels and thickness of the gravel layers suggest than this area had been surfaced twice at least
in the south-east corner of P5. In contrast, the sedimentary sequence observed in BH25 and BH19
consisted of turf and topsoil layers over fluvial terrace silts and gravels, and had no evidence of gravel
floors. Given the contrasting results, the core survey cannot corroborate the interpretation of P5 as an
archaeological unit.
Further investigations focused in this area. The GPR surveys show complementary information
to that obtained in the magnetic survey [32]. The south-eastern limit of the P5 rectangle appears clearly
on the time-slice sequence, allowing a more detailed description than the one obtained from magnetic
data. Furthermore, new buildings could be described, improving notably the architectural information
obtained from the magnetic survey. As it can be seen in Figure 11b, the cores where the gravel levels
were found have been drilled in areas where the GPR energy is reflected, whereas the others are located
in areas without reflection. The non homogeneous stratigraphy of that areas was then confirmed, but
as the coherent orientation of buildings is corroborated by the GPR results, the unity of the area is
not discarded.
Figure 11. P5 area. (a) Location of cores over the magnetic data; (b) Location of the cores over the
GPR data. Time slice at 39–56 m bgl (v = 8.34 cm/ns). The area is highlighted in the general context of
Figure 6.
Core 43 was drilled through another potential open space (Figure 5b). In contrast to P5 this much
smaller area is surrounded by buildings. The sedimentary sequence is also very different to that of
P5, no evidence was found of buildings or floor layers so the core supports the interpretation of an
open space (Table 3). The use of the area also differs, since a massive and homogeneous layer of mixed
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Table 3. Description of core BH43. Mod: Moderate; Freq.: Frequent; CBM: Common Building Material.
Core Thickness Lithology Description Interpretation
BH43 0–0.06 m Turf Topsoil
0.06–0.3 m Silt, clayey Mod compact light brown friable sandy silt with roots Topsoil
0.3–0.5 m Clay, silty Mod compact mid brown silty sandy clay Topsoilwith small clasts; further subsoil
0.5–1.13 m Silt, clayey Mod compact/friable grey brown clay silt Archaeologywith sand with freq flecks charcoal and CBM
1.13–1.30 m Silt, sandy Mod compact yellow sandy silt with some clay; Fluvial Siltsorange-black patches at 1.16–1.20
1.30–1.50 m Gravel Mod compact mid yellow brown gravel Fluvial Gravel
1.50–1.60 m Silt, clayey Grey brown silt with some sand and clay Fluvial Silts
1.60–2 m Gravel Orange brown clast supported gravel, poorly sorted gravel of Fluvial Gravelmixed lithology in a yellow silty matrix
5.1.4. Target: The Road
The road is detected as a linear and weakly magnetic zone which is easily identifiable when is
surrounded by other anomalies, but difficult to discern in other areas, as for example at the north of
the main occupation area in Zaldua. Borehole 62 in transect 14 was drilled through the missing road
section (Figure 6). The road is visible as a compact gravel horizon (0.16–0.57 m bgl). The continuity of
the road in that point was confirmed.
5.1.5. Magnetic Disturbance in Otegi Area
In Otegi area the geophysical survey revealed variations in background magnetic disturbance,
that difficult the identification of archaeological remains [26]. This disturbance had been preliminarily
attributed to differences in soil properties, not related to archaeological occupation.
A series of cores were drilled in 2014 in order to clarify the origin of this magnetic disturbance,
and no archaeological evidence was observed [27]. It had been appointed that the disturbance could
be related to differences in soil horizon composition and its thickness.
Finally, additional cores were drilled in 2016, in order to clarify the origin of this magnetic
disturbance (Figure 12). The magnetically stable areas coincide with areas where sedimentary deposits
were identified, whereas in disturbed areas the deposits are related to the erosion of the bedrock
and alterite type thin soil formation. Based on this data, the difference on magnetic response can be
attributed to the activity of sedimentary processes related to the nowadays canalised water string.
In that campaign soil samples have been collected to be analysed in laboratory in order to better
understand the mineralogical composition that leads to the magnetic disturbance. This research is still
ongoing and the result will be published in the future.
5.1.6. Geophysical Anomaly Parallel to the Road in Otegi Area
In the north of the necropolis a positively contrasted magnetic anomaly was detected running
parallel to the road and located next to it. The GPR survey results show a reflective horizon consistent
with magnetic data at approximately 80 cm below ground level (bgl), but without homogeneous
intensity or coherent shape, as might be expected for a construction element (Figure 13).
The sedimentary sequence in BH89 targeting this anomaly, comprised natural sequences of fluvial
terrace silts above fluvial terrace gravels at 0.80 m bgl (Table 4). The core survey cannot explain the
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Figure 12. Detail of the location and results of cores drilled in 2016 to clarify the origin of magnetic
disturbance in Otegi area. The area is highlighted in the general context of Figure 6. A horizon:
Topsoil; surficial organic-rich mineral layer; B horizon: Subsoil; contains lixiviated and precipitated
iron oxides and illuviated clays; C horizon: Parent material; barely edaphized but fragmented rock;
R horizon: Bed rock; partially weathered bedrock, marls and limestone, at the base of the soil profile;
S: Sedimentary layers.
Figure 13. Detail of the geophysical anomaly parallel to the road in Otegi area (The area is highlighted
in the general context of Figure 6). GPR results over magnetic response map (−5 nT black, 6 nT
white). (a)Time slice at 0.36–0.55 m bgl; (b) Time slice at 0.61–0.80 m bgl. (c)Interpretation scheme of
GPR results.
Table 4. Description of core BH80.
Core Thickness Lithology Description Interpretation
BH80 0–0.05 m Turf Topsoil
0.05–0.3 m Silt, clayey Topsoil Topsoil
0.3–0.8 m Silt Very compact mid orange brown silt with some clay Fluvial silts
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5.2. Presence and Absence of Archaeological Deposits
Between the 105 drilled cores, 73 showed archaeological deposits including the road and shallow
obstructions, which had been attributed to walls. The majority of the cores reached undisturbed
alluvial terrace deposits (silts or gravels) at between 1 and 2 m below modern ground level [27].
The excavations performed in 2012, however, had revealed thicker archaeological deposits, near to 2 m
thick, especially on the main area of Zaldua. That means that the trenches had been placed in areas
where stratigraphy was especially thick and that the volume of archaeology across the site is lower
than estimated until the core survey. An interpolated raster of the archaeological deposit thickness is
shown for the Zaldua area in Figure 14a.
Figure 14. (a) Cores of Zaldua area over the interpolated raster for the thickness of the archaeological
deposit. (b) Cores over the magnetic gradiometer results. Cores where no archaeological deposits
were identified are signalled in red. The arrow’s colour reflects the thickness of the identified
archaeological deposits.
Comparing with magnetic results, cores that showed natural sequences with no archaeology are
mainly those at the edge of the surveyed area, outside the main focus of settlement area. Specifically,
the northern transect (transec 14, Figure 6) confirmed an absence of archaeological material and
strengthened the interpretation of this area as the northern edge of the main settlement [26].
Similarly, the western transect (transect 1, Figure 6) did not detect any archaeological deposits
apart from the BH23 located on the north-western limit of a possible square P5. Then, the western
limit of the occupation seems to be coincident with that deduced from the magnetic survey.
The core survey across Otegi zone was less intensive and archaeological deposits were recorded
in only five of the 19 holes drilled. The archaeological origin of the magnetically altered areas
was, therefore, discounted. The occupation seems to be restricted to the necropolis area and to the
surroundings of the road.
Therefore, the core survey across the site mirrors the presence and absences seen in the magnetic
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areas were the core survey did not identify any archaeological evidence. Those areas are coincident
with the areas where the magnetic contrast is not enough to detect any significant anomaly.
Figure 15 shows the location of the cores BH22 and BH22A over magnetic and GPR results.
The first encountered an obstruction and, because of that, the second one was drilled. In this one no
archaeological deposits were identified. The GPR results, however, clearly show a reflective rectangular
anomaly attributed to the remains of a building.
Figure 15. (a) Cores BH22 (Obstruction) and BH22A (negative) over the magnetic results; (b) GPR
results where showing that the core BH22 encountered a wall whereas the BH22A was located within a
building. The area is highlighted in the general context of Figure 6.
Similarly, Figure 16 shows the location of a group of cores drilled in 2016 in Otegi area. Core
Ark24 revealed a gravel deposit at 0.35 m bgl, corresponding to the reflective area detected in GPR
results. Even that it is clear from the GPR that they have been drilled in the interior of buildings,
no evidence of archaeological deposits were encountered in cores Ark25 and Ark26. Excavations
performed in trench E revealed thin archaeological layers where only the building basements were
preserved (Figure 17). In that condition, the identification of archaeological sediments in the core is
almost impossible, as they are the same materials of the geological sequence.
Figure 16. Detail of cores drilled in Otegi area in 2016. The trenches D and E (TR_D and TR_E,
respectively), together with the significant encountered archaeological features are also indicated. The
area is highlighted in the general context of Figure 6. (a) Over the magnetic results; (b) Over GPR
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Figure 17. Photographs of the archaeological remains encountered at the trench E. (A) Stone basement
of a rectangular building; (B) The road and some of the post-pads. Photographer: Antonietta Lerz.
6. Conclusions
The sediment core survey approach to complement geophysical data has proven to be useful to
improve the archaeological interpretation of this Roman site. Indeed, many anomalies could be targeted
with limited cost in time and resources. The cores provide feedback on observations and assumptions
based on geophysical data, which are hard to validate without access to the subsoil. Even the limited
amount of extracted sediments, interpretations could be mainly validated and complemented. Some
interpretations were discovered to be erroneous, and further investigations could be designed to
resolve those anomalies.
However, the research highlights the necessity of using complementary analysis in order to have
a better understanding of the geophysical properties of the involved soils. This was demonstrated in
particular by the magnetic disturbance at Otegi area. It could be correlated to the shallowness of the
bedrock, but the specific mechanism that produces the disturbance in not still understood. Soil analyses,
such as the measurement of the magnetic and electric properties and micromorphological studies,
could help to characterize better the extracted soils and determine the origin of such disturbance.
While the sediment core survey is sometimes proposed as a tool to delimit the extent of the
archaeological sites (e.g., [11,34]), in this study it revealed to be less efficient. Results mainly mirror the
presence and absences seen in the magnetic survey but, in some areas classified as non archaeological,
indisputable evidence of remains had been found in further GPR investigations. Archaeological
excavations conducted in 2015 and 2016 revealed that in those areas only the basement of the building
remains, without evidence of any other archaeological deposit. The lack of magnetic contrast and
the non identification of archaeological deposits in the cores can be therefore understood. This study
proves that the identification of archaeological areas can be difficult through this method.
In summary, this study demonstrates that sediment coring is a powerful technique to target
geophysical anomalies and provide feedback on archaeological interpretation in a reasonable time
and cost. While the support of further analysis would help to better characterize the interactions
of the environmental features and processes with the geophysical techniques, many of the targeted
anomalies could be resolved by a simple observation. In addition, the extracted sediments can be
sampled to further geoarchaeological investigation at inconclusive areas. Therefore, a combination
between geophysical survey and sediment coring enables a more accurate archaeological interpretation
and provides a robust basis for further research.
It is interesting to remark that the example outlined here is based on a Roman site of Navarre,
a chronology in which often clear traces of human activity lie into the ground. Although the principles
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variations producing the targeted geophysical anomalies can be indiscernible by simple observation.
In those cases, the validity of sediment coring to obtain a quick feedback would be compromised.
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Abstract: A combination of geophysical methods could be very a useful and a practical way
of verifying the origin and precise localisation of archaeological situations identified by different
remote sensing techniques. The results of different methods (and scales) of monitoring these fully
non-destructive methods provide distinct data and often complement each other. The presented
examples of combinations of these methods/techniques in this study (aerial survey, LIDAR-ALS and
surface magnetometer or resistivity survey) could provide information on some specifics and may
also be limitations in surveying different archaeological terrains, types of archaeological situations
and activities. The archaeological site in this contribution is considered to be a material of this study.
In case of Neolithic ditch enclosure near Kolín were compared aerial prospection data, magnetometer
survey and aerial photo-documentation of excavated site. In the case of hillforts near Levousy we
compared LIDAR data with aerial photography and large-scale magnetometer survey. In the case
of the medieval castle Liběhrad we compared LIDAR data with geoelectric resistivity measurement.
In case of a burial mound cemetery we combined LIDAR data with magnetometer survey. In the case
of the production area near Rynartice we combined LIDAR data with magnetometer and resistivity
measurements and result of archaeological excavation. Fortunately for successful combination
of geophysical and remote sensing results, their conditions and factors for efficient use in archaeology
are not the same. On the other hand, the quality and state of many prehistoric, early medieval,
medieval and also modern archaeological sites is rapidly changing over time and both groups
of techniques represent important support for their comprehensive and precise documentation
and protection.
Keywords: archaeological prospection; remote sensing; data integration; condition assessment
1. Introduction
Remote sensing techniques represent the quickest and fully non-destructive source of information
on the scale of whole archaeological sites and/or particular segments of cultural (archaeological)
landscapes. Their main advantages are new extensive identification of sites and quick and long-time
possibility of passive/active collecting of various data. For archaeological heritage is also very
important the progressive documentation and qualitative monitoring of condition changes (including
various hazard risks) of different archaeological situation or landscapes. Aerial survey and later
LIDAR have been for a few decades the most intensively applied RS methods with many published
results [1–4]. Current increasing importance of wider RS techniques in archaeology confirms more
about this issue oriented publications [5–11]. Results of RS data were also in some conferences
compared with results of ground non-invasive prospection methods [12,13]. From the beginning
of their application in archaeology geophysical methods in the sphere of archaeological prospection
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have had different goals, scale or accuracy based on the surface monitoring of changes in physical
properties of subsurface layers [14,15]. From the point of view of the methodology of measurement
(use of terrestrial sensors), geophysical methods are sometimes included in a broader group of various
remote sensing techniques. However, from a practical point of view of surveyed responses of
subsurface physical changes, geophysical prospection in archaeology can offer 2D (or also 3D)
information about archaeological sites and especially about individual archaeological features,
structures and layers [16,17]. Therefore from an archaeological point of view, the specific application
of the geophysical method in archaeology is more often ranked among archaeological prospection
methods, methods of non-destructive (or non-invasive) archaeology, methods of field archaeology or
near-surface geophysical methods. All of these views are based on the use of geophysical methods in
archaeology and are justified.
In the Czech Republic, various remote sensing techniques have been applied in archaeology
up until now in varying intensities and scales of use. Aerial photography and LIDAR (respectively
ALS —airborne laser scanning) have been the most intensively used results of RS by archaeologists
for a longer period of time [18–23]. In recent years, some interdisciplinary projects and works have
extended these data to include multispectral data and drone surveys results [24]. Comparison of
potential of chosen satellite images (from satellite systems IKONOS, QuickBird and CORONA
purchased through a Czech company ArcData to Dept. of Archaeology at the University of
West Bohemia in Pilsen) with aerial archaeological survey photographs has been done in four
selected regions [25]. The subsequent cooperation of archaeologists specialised in aerial archaeology
and geophysicists working in archaeology also had a rather long tradition with many projects,
outputs and compared results. The examples presented in this paper should demonstrate different
ways of subsequent application of remote sensing techniques and surface geophysical methods,
their interdependence and differences in use for archaeology.
2. Materials and Methods
As study material of this contribution, we use surface and subsurface relics of selected
archaeological situations and sites. Five chosen examples compare results from different types of
archaeological sites (enclosure, fortified area, medieval settlement, funeral and production area),
but there are also examples from sites with other characteristic human activities (for example mining
area, communication, military area or polyfunctional site).
As study methods, we use the complexity of applying various remote sensing techniques and
geophysical methods and, above all, comparison of their results. Suitable methods for the geophysical
survey of any archaeological situation are closely related to the current field conditions of measurement.
For years, magnetometer surveys have been the main and most intensively applied geophysical
method in Bohemian archaeology. Two types of magnetometers have been used over the past
two decades. Since 1998, a gradient variant of the caesium vapour magnetometer Smartmag SM-4g
(Scintrex Ltd., Concord, ON, Canada) was performed, with an approximate network of 1.0 × 0.25 m
(Kolín, Rynartice), with some details in a 0.5 × 0.2 m density (Údraž). Since 2010, a five-channel
Magneto-Arch magnetometer system with FMG-650B (Sensys GmbH, Bad Saarow, Germany) fluxgate
gradiometers has been used with a data density of 0.5 × 0.2 m (Levousy) or 0.25 × 0.1 m. This is the
most powerful method for the identification of various sunken features or burned situations on arable
fields, meadows or pastures, but on a much smaller scale we can also use it also in some forested
terrains. Magnetic susceptibility measurement in open archaeological situations (in situ) is also used
in archaeological excavations. Geoelectric resistivity measurement as a second geophysical method
also has a long tradition of use in Bohemian archaeology. Since the beginning of the 21st century,
the RM-15 instrument (Geoscan Research, Bradford, UK) has been used for geoelectrical resistivity
surveys primarily in a Wenner or Schlumberger configuration and a common data density of 1 × 1 m
(Liběhrad), some details in 0.5 × 0.5 m (Rynartice). This method was applied in various agricultural
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stone construction and their destructions. The results of these geophysical methods are presented in
this paper. However, in some other specific cases we combine their results with other geophysical
methods: electromagnetic or radar measurement (detection of stone structures or unfilled areas beneath
pavements, tiles or floors) or thermometry (unfilled areas inside sacred architecture or buildings).
Geophysical data were in paper compared with aerial photographs (from the archive of the Institute
of Archaeology, CAS, Prague, v.v.i.) or Digital Terrain Model of the 5th generation (DMR 5G provided
as fully public service from the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre [26]. In this study,
were used oblique aerial photographs of M. Gojda, but also in partial cases some orto-photographs
from fully public web services (at present time five different years of public aerial photography are on
public web server [27]). LIDAR-ALS data were also public and in case of filtered Digital Terrain Model
of the 5th generation (DMR 5G) they represents image of the natural or man-modelled terrain with
total mean error of the height 0.18 m in an open terrain or 0.3 m in a forested terrain (previous DMR




Neolithic roundels, Eneolithic interrupted ditch enclosures, Bronze Age oval ditch enclosures
and La Tène quadrangular enclosures are common types of different ditch enclosures or enclosed
systems found in the Czech landscape. Most of them have been identified on agricultural land
thanks to characteristic crop marks from aerial photographs, and only a few of these enclosures can
be distinguished in forested areas from LIDAR data. Long-term or deep ploughing of fields did
not allow the preservation of sufficiently distinguished anthropogenic relief formations (low chance
for identification in LIDAR). However, possibilities of aerial prospection are also highly variable
depending on soil pedology and the geology of ploughed fields. For example, Neolithic roundels are
very often localised on sloped (eroded) terrains with varying layer of loess. For aerial prospection,
these conditions are not optimal for the identification of sunken features such as ditch enclosures,
but are very suitable for successful geophysical (magnetometer) prospection [28]. In the case of the
Neolithic roundel (1) near Kolín (Kolín district), preliminary magnetometer survey helped precisely
before the start of the rescue archaeological excavation of the Kolín bypass road. Remains of the
Neolithic roundel with a diameter of over 200 m were identified on three fields around the junction
of present roads (Figure 1b). The results were locally disturbed by different electric power lines
and also subsurface cable and metallic gas pipe lines (high magnetic violet-blue lines in Figure 1b).
The roundel probably originally had four entrances, and subsequent archaeological excavations in
the corridor of the bypass confirmed three circular ditches and a fourth unfinished ditch [29,30].
The Neolithic roundel was never identified on loess from aerial photographs (see Figure 1a), and the
aerial documentation of uncovered parts of the enclosure was carried out during rescue excavations
(see Figure 1c–e). Additional magnetic susceptibility measurements in situ on vertical profiles also
documented changes in the fills of open ditches-more about fills in [31]. Another measurement of
magnetic susceptibility observed the superposition of the end of the outer unfinished ditch of the
roundel with a Neolithic long house (different phases of Neolithic settlement and activities at the
site). Result of magnetometer survey in this case helped (without any previous successful RS data)
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Figure 1. Kolín, district Kolín–Neolithic roundel. The combination of results of (a) aerial photography
before excavation, (b) results of magnetometer survey in place of planned corridor of bypass road
and (c–e) aerial photodocumentation of uncovered remains of enclosure and other settlement (source:
archive of the Institute of Archaeology, CAS, Prague, v.v.i.–photo: M. Gojda, surveyed area: approx.
2.15 ha, geophysical survey: Křivánek 2008).
3.2. Fortified Settlement Areas
Prehistoric and early medieval hillforts were the most common types of fortified and often
internally structured settlements in Bohemia (until the 13th century AD). Their positions in the
landscape were targeted at strategic places, on promontories, hilltops, near important communications,
rivers, sources of raw materials, etc. Aerial photography is very intensively used for the overall
documentation of hillforts situated in agricultural areas, whereas LIDAR is often more helpful
in forested areas. Preserved remains of fortification systems can be identified on the surface from
identified linear elevations or depression, while some subsurface remains of destroyed fortifications
can be observed from vegetation (linear crop marks) or soil changes. The application of geophysical
prospection then offers much more detailed information about the real extent, structure, entrances,
internal settlement and other activities at hillforts [32,33]. Magnetometer measurements are often
focused on the verification of large-scale unexcavated areas of sites or on the verification of particular
new situations from aerial photographs or field artefact collections. In some specific areas (such as
gates, parts of ramparts, paths, places with an expected stone construction), these data then add
particular geoelectric resistivity measurements. The final interpretation of geophysical data then
depends on more regionally and/or locally specific limits (variability of geology, pedology, level of
soil erosion or modern-recent disturbances of measurements, preservation of the original terrain, etc.),
also including the often repeated use of the same site in different periods. In the case of the Late
Bronze Age and early medieval hillfort near Levousy (Litoměřice district), a magnetometer survey of
all accessible terrains of fields includes sunken or locally burned features with highly varied dating
of these activities. LIDAR images of the fortified site show how the strategic claystone promontory
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ramparts by trenches confirmed the first settlement in the Neolithic and Eneolithic periods, while
the first fortification of part of the site is expected in the Late Bronze Age; settlement continuation
in the Iron Age has been confirmed. The Slavic hillfort (9th and 10th century AD) was enlarged to
an area of over 12 ha of the fortified site [34]. However, the promontory also played an important
military function during the Austro-Prussian War in the second half of the 19th century. Results of
a magnetometer survey then include magnetic anomalies (sunken features) from various prehistoric
periods, remains of the ploughed-out perimeter rampart, remains of internal divisions (baileys) of
the early medieval hillfort, but also later lines of military polygons (the remains of two “reduta”
fortifications) from the 19th century and also local magnetic disturbances from modern agricultural
and orchard activities at the site (see Figure 2c). Military remains and different types of settlement
were also confirmed by aerial photographs (straight lines in Figure 2b). Additional local resistivity
survey confirmed the ploughed-out stone construction of destroyed parts of the perimeter rampart.
Result of a large-scale magnetometer survey in this case could be (with results of aerial surveys) used
as a new level of information for evidence and protection of immovable archaeological monument
(hillfort with repeated prehistoric and early medieval settlement and modern military use).
3.3. Abandoned Medieval Sites
The Bohemian countryside today includes many ruins of abandoned medieval strongholds,
villages and small castles. These settlement areas and places of lower regional nobility were later
abandoned, destroyed, forgotten or deeply changed by the modern landscape and land-use changes.
Their remains in agricultural areas are in a very poor condition and often without any possibility
to identify regular shape and extent of origin medieval structures. The situation seems to be somewhat
better in forested areas, where better surface and subsurface remains with stone components can be
found. Details in LIDAR data is also used for the preliminary identification of these remains in often
forested and not easily accessible areas (Figure 3a,b). Their precision is highly variable and is connected
with the present state of the original terrain of sites, with qualitative changes in the landscape and also
with recent timber harvesting and new afforestation. Systematic surface geodetic and archaeological
documentation is then important for more precise evidence of these sites. Geophysical survey could
also help in some cases of preserved clear situations and landscapes. This was also the case of the
ruins of small Liběhrad Castle near Libčice nad Vltavou (Praha-západ district) abandoned in the
16th century; a medieval village known from written sources from the end of 10th century with later
Zbraslav Monastery property during the 13th/14th century [35]. Modern landscape changes meant
that geodetic-archaeological surface documentation and application of geophysical methods were very
limited. The northern part of the original castle was partly destroyed by the construction of the railway,
and the state of the remodelled and forested landscape within the electro-magnetic disturbances
of the electrified railway line did not facilitate the efficient use of magnetic or electromagnetic
methods. Newertheless, the results of a geoelectric resistivity survey of the accessible inner part
of castle identified some subsurface remains of internal castle settlement structures (Figure 3c,d).
High resistivity anomalies confirmed remains of the collapsed perimeter wall on the rampart and
other stone destructions (blue areas in Figure 3d). Low resistivity anomalies indicated the possible
destruction of another structured settlement (sunken features, platforms) inside (yellow areas in
Figure 3d). A detailed geodetic survey of the surface combined with geophysical measurement
showed an efficient way for the detailed documentation of evidence and the protection of a highly
remodelled archaeological site. Result of limited resistivity survey (combined with LIDAR-ALS data
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Figure 2. Levousy, district Litoměřice–prehistoric and early medieval hillfort. The combination
of results of (a) LIDAR–DMR 5G in shaded relief (left bottom corner), (b) aerial photography and
(c) large-scale magnetometer prospection of site including linear remains of ploughed out rampart
(short triangular arrows), ditch fortifications and modern military activities (longer arrows) from
19th century (source: archive of the Institute of Archaeology, CAS, Prague, v.v.i.–photo: M. Gojda
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Figure 3. Libčice n. V., district Praha-západ–medieval Liběhrad Castle. The combination of results
of (a) LIDAR–DMR 5G in shaded relief and (b) inclination of slopes (arrows points place of castle),
(c) 3D-presentation of resistivity measurement results and (d) geodetic plan of remains of abandoned
castle with resistivity data (source: [35] (Figures 15 and 22) and www.geoportal.cuzk.cz-Copyright ©
ČÚZK, surveyed area: approx. 1100 m2, geophysical survey: Křivánek 2006–2007).
3.4. Funeral Sites
Prehistoric or early medieval burials and barrow cemeteries are a very typical type
of archaeological sites, especially in forested parts of south and west Bohemia. Most of these
remains with funeral activity have been looted, and some barrow cemeteries were also excavated by
archaeologists very early (beginning in the 19th century), some on agricultural land were ploughed-out,
and others in forests were damaged or remodelled by repeated afforestation. However, due to
characteristic elevations, many of them were (or their remains) inside forests can still be safely
distinguished by LIDAR data, and it is possible to separate groups of burial mounds, different shapes
of burial cemeteries and/or the different sizes of individual burial mounds. As a second step, we can
then apply more surface archaeological methods, including geophysical techniques. Magnetometer
measurements are often combined with geoelectric resistivity measurements, but sometimes also
with electromagnetic and even GPR measurement. The efficiency and choice of suitable geophysical
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of landscape, geology or the funeral activity. In the case of the Bronze Age barrow cemetery near
Údraž (Písek district), a magnetometer survey was aimed at verifying potential outer flat graves and
observing the state of the subsurface preservation of a chosen group of three funeral features (Figure 4b).
The result confirmed the anticipated coincidence of three elevations, from LIDAR (Figure 4a) or surface
geodetic documentation [36,37], with magnetic anomalies of barrows (the slightly magnetic layers of
burial mounds) and a few another anomalies in the flat terrain, possible sunken feature outside of
barrows [38–40] (red small areas out of barrows in Figure 4b). Results from the magnetometer most
likely showed the not fully oval shape of burial mounds. The varied character of magnetic anomalies
over individual barrows could indicate the different state of subsurface preservation of barrows and
burials inside. In the case of two barrows, interruptions are visible inside features (probably remains
of old excavations or illegal looting with a metal detector); in the case of the third barrow, it seems
to be the central place without any disturbed or relocated material. Result of a partial magnetometer
survey (together with LIDAR-ALS data and without successful aerial prospection-forest) helped to
verify the state and extent of partially excavated prehistoric burial mound cemetery.
3.5. Production Areas
Abandoned medieval or modern archaeological sites with specific production activity
(glass-works, charcoal pens, pitch-production) are typical for the more mountainous border regions
around Bohemia. In the case of the Czech-Saxon Switzerland National Park in north Bohemia, the
remains of more pitch-production centres were identified during field surveys in forested areas [41].
Due to the typical quite high waste heaps from this production, we could identify also some of these
elevation details from LIDAR (Figure 5a). However, due to highly variable and rugged terrain
with typical sandstone formations and valleys, identification is quite complicated and limited by
the character of the local terrain. More suitable geophysical methods were used to distinguish
between smaller production features such as pitch-furnaces and the scope of waste materials. The
combination of detailed field surface survey with magnetometer prospection seemed to be best way
to identifying the remains of abandoned medieval or Early Modern production sites in intensively
forested regions. In the case of the medieval pitch-production centre near Rynartice (Děčín district),
a magnetometer survey helped distinguish the most highly magnetic parts of the terrain (Figure 5b)
between two elevations formed by massive layers of burned ashes (violet-blue high magnetic anomalies
between magnetic red areas in Figure 5c). This result provided a better and much more efficient
verification of the site by archaeological excavation [37,39]. Subsequent archaeological trenches [42]
uncovered the remains of a furnace from the 14th/15th century for pitch distillation (Figure 5e,f). The
original source of the highly magnetic anomaly was shown to be a combination of heavily burned
clay materials and also partly the stone construction of the furnace with neovolcanic material [43].
The results of the excavation with the uncovered pitch-furnace were also supplemented with another
geoelectric resistivity measurement combined with magnetic data (Figure 5d). A survey of the wider
area confirmed the presence of more pitch-production activities—the wider extent of production near
a water source with a partly preserved path. Result of combined magnetometer and resistivity survey
in this case could (with result of archaeological excavation, partial result of LIDAR-ALS data and
without possible results of aerial survey) illustrate efficient combination of methods in the study of
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Figure 4. Údraž, district Písek–Bronze Age burial mound cemetery. The combination of
(a) LIDAR–DMR 5G documentation of the whole site (yellow arrow points group of verified barrows)
and (b) detail of 3D-presentation of magnetometer measurement result over three barrows (source: [38]
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Figure 5. Rynartice, district Děčín–medieval pitch production area. The combination of results of
(a) LIDAR–DMR 5G, (b) photodocumentation of site before excavation, (c) result of magnetometer
survey of areas A and B, (d) results of resistivity surveys of area B, (e) plan with archaeological trenches
and (f) final uncovered medieval pitch-furnace (arrow points place of pitch-furnace; source: [40,42]
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4. Discussion
In this paper, five examples from various types of archaeological sites document different
possibilities of the chosen remote sensing techniques and applied geophysical methods.
Their information is irreplaceable and their subsequent cooperation is very often necessary and
leads to the more efficient study of archaeological sites. However, from the view of specific and
different principles of collecting data we can see also some specific advantages and disadvantages of
particular methods and techniques. The quality and level of results of remote sensing techniques is
very often dependent on suitable time and the conditions of application of airborne or space-borne
sensors. For example, quality of data from passive satellite systems is limited by the type of low
(CORONA), high (LANDSAT) or very high (IKONOS) spatial resolution. Quality of active ALS-LIDAR
is for example very connected with density of data collection but also with subsequent processing,
classification, filtration or interpolation of origin data. Active aerial archaeology is then for example
very dependent on actual conditions of monitored areas (existence of crop/soil/snow/shadow-marks)
and height above the terrain. However, success of all of passive and active remote sensing methods is
closely related to other field conditions like terrain surface variability or level of impact of land-use
changes. Another very limiting factor of many RS techniques, except the LIDAR-ALS, is vegetation and
mainly intensity of afforestation of terrain. A big advantage of all RS techniques is then the possibility
of use of changing data in longer horizon of collecting data. These sets of repeated data could illustrate
how fast and important are modern changes of archaeological sites and terrains. Their most efficient
use is on the scale of whole archaeological sites or the cultural (archaeological) landscape, where we can
observe surface changes of individual sites in time as spatial contexts of different archaeological sites
and wider areas. Collected data from RS techniques play an important role in protection and recording
of immovable archaeological heritage, but also in other archaeological disciplines (like for example
regional history, settlement dynamics, networks or environmental archaeology). Disadvantages
of successful application of geophysical method in archaeology are very often connected with the
actual state of preservation of physically distinguishable archaeological situations beneath the soil.
The results of geophysical measurements are always dependent on the state of the archaeological site
and field conditions, the quantity and intensity of land-use changes, landscape changes, pedology
and geology of studied area. In very variable conditions of archaeological sites we cannot always
use the same geophysical methods for identification of similar remains of subsurface situations or
activities. For example somewhere we can find clear results from aerial photographs with less readable
results from magnetometer measurements (sand-gravel sediments and terraces), somewhere else
we can see clear results from magnetometer surveys without clearly visible features from aerial
prospection (loess or clay sediments). Regional and local pedological and geological conditions play
a very important role in archaeo-geophysical prospection. Possibilities of geophysical prospection by
various methods are then also very dependent on vegetation and/or local disturbances for different
methods. Their most efficient use is on the scale of particular archaeological sites or their parts (only
some newly extensively and intensively applied geophysical techniques offer monitoring of some parts
of the archaeological landscape). The main advance of geophysical methods is in the possibility of
identifying or distinguishing the subsurface remains of smaller individual features and archaeological
situations. Various geophysical methods (in the field, but sometimes also in the laboratory) can be
applied at different scales of new archaeo-geophysical information. Some geophysical measurements
we can use before archaeological verification of the site, others during archaeological investigation and
another also after finished particular destructive excavation of site. However, from the perspective of
archaeological sites and landscape protection, we can see a very close interdependence between these
methods. Neverthless, an effective combination of these methods cannot be done without the support
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5. Conclusions
Valid for all non-destructive geophysical methods and remote sensing techniques is that
agricultural activities such as the ploughing of fields, afforestation, mining or building activities
play a very important role in the real preservation of surface and subsurface archaeological layers.
Together with subsequent erosion or irreversible landscape changes they play also a very important role
in the real preservation of surface and subsurface archaeological layers, preservation and possibilities
for monitoring archaeological sites. From all of combined data it is clear that quality (and in some
regions also quantity) and state of archaeological sites is rapidly, and somewhere also dramatically,
changing over short time. Archaeology together within cultural heritage management will need more
complex and precise documentation of endangered sites and landscapes.
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Abstract: The paper investigates the superficial layers of an archaeological landscape based on
the integration of various remote sensing techniques. It is well known in the literature that
shallow depths may be rich in archeological remains, which generate different signal responses
depending on the applied technique. In this study three main technologies are examined, namely
ground-penetrating radar (GPR), ground spectroscopy, and multispectral satellite imagery. The study
aims to propose a methodology to enhance optical remote sensing satellite images, intended for
archaeological research, based on the integration of ground based and satellite datasets. For this
task, a regression model between the ground spectroradiometer and GPR is established which is
then projected to a high resolution sub-meter optical image. The overall methodology consists of
nine steps. Beyond the acquirement of the in-situ measurements and their calibration (Steps 1–3),
various regression models are examined for more than 70 different vegetation indices (Steps 4–5).
The specific data analysis indicated that the red-edge position (REP) hyperspectral index was the
most appropriate for developing a local fusion model between ground spectroscopy data and
GPR datasets (Step 6), providing comparable results with the in situ GPR measurements (Step 7).
Other vegetation indices, such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), have also been
examined, providing significant correlation between the two datasets (R = 0.50). The model is then
projected to a high-resolution image over the area of interest (Step 8). The proposed methodology
was evaluated with a series of field data collected from the Vésztő-Mágor Tell in the eastern
part of Hungary. The results were compared with in situ magnetic gradiometry measurements,
indicating common interpretation results. The results were also compatible with the preliminary
archaeological investigations of the area (Step 9). The overall outcomes document that fusion
models between various types of remote sensing datasets frequently used to support archaeological
research can further expand the current capabilities and applications for the detection of buried
archaeological remains.
Keywords: enhancement; fusion; ground spectroscopy; ground-penetrating radar (GPR); GeoEye;
geophysics; remote sensing archaeology
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1. Introduction
The scientific field of remote sensing has exhibited great potential over the last years for
archaeological investigations, even in challenging environments [1–7]. Optical and radar satellite
datasets have been used to reconstruct the archaeo-environment [8,9], to map recent land use and land
cover changes in areas with archaeological interest [10–12], to detect traces linked with archaeological
remains [13,14] or even to investigate spatial patterns between archaeological sites [15].
The integration of various remote sensing data has attracted the interest of scholars. For instance,
in [16,17], the potential use of multispectral satellite images and archive aerial imageries with
ground geophysical prospection was demonstrated over the same archaeological area. In addition,
Morehart [18] has exploited various forms of landscape information like historic records and maps
together with archive aerial images, and medium- and high-resolution satellite multispectral datasets,
in order to study and identify buried features. Others have applied a multi-disciplinary study in the
area of the Vésztő-Mágor tell, Hungary, using archive aerial images, high resolution multispectral
datasets, ground spectroscopy and geophysics to reconstruct pre-historic landscapes [16].
Despite the wide use of various such non-invasive remote sensing techniques, these are frequently
employed separately. Indeed, in most cases the different processed and geocoded remote sensing data
were inserted in a Geographical Information System (GIS), followed by simple superimposition of the
diverse ortho-rectified datasets for visual and/or semi-automatic multilayer analysis (e.g., [8,9,19,20]).
Some studies have also presented interesting results on data integration and fusion by employing
quantitative means for multiple data sources [21–25]. Some other similar cases studies related to the
exploitation of multi-sensor data for archaeological research can be found in [24,25].
The synthesis and interpretation of the overall results from the different remote sensing sensors
help researchers to identify “hot spots” which can be considered as potential archaeological targets.
Table 1 summarizes some of the most basic advantages and limitations of the three remote sensing
methods used here: (a) satellite datasets; (b) ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and (c) ground
spectroscopy. The table provides basic attributes of these methods, such as spatial resolution and
spectral range; spatial extent; potential extraction of 3D underground information; soil penetration,
and the capability to use archive datasets. It is therefore understood that none of these technologies
can be considered as “ideal” for archaeological research. For instance, high-resolution multispectral
images can see beyond the visible part of the spectrum and therefore detect vegetation anomalies but
at the same time their spatial resolution (e.g., 0.5 m in the panchromatic band) can be problematic for
identification of small-scale localized buried features. In contrast, ground spectroscopy can be used
to collect “accurate” spectral signatures (ground truth) for small targets with limited spatial extent.
The GPR method is the only one of the three methods that penetrates the upper layers of ground
surface and produces a 3D reconstruction of the underground targets with increased spatial resolution.
Table 1. General characteristics of satellite remote sensing; ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and ground
spectroscopy for archaeological research.
Characteristics
Satellite Remote Sensing
(for Optical High Resolution)
Ground-Penetrating Radar Ground Spectroscopy
Spatial resolution Medium–High High–Very High (adjustable) High–Very High (adjustable)
Spectral range Visible-Near Infrared (Multispectral) Microwave Vis-NIR (Hyperspectral)
Spatial extent Several km2 Several Hectares Several m2
3D visualization No Yes No
Soil penetration No Yes No
Archive data Yes No No
Type of information Raster Point Raster
2. Aims
Buried archaeological remains can have a different response to the backscattering signal captured
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in a distance (Figure 1). For example, both satellite images and ground spectral signatures have
the capability to record the vegetation status over archaeological landscapes and therefore sense
any vegetation-stressed conditions. This vegetation stress formed due to the presence of buried
archaeological remains (known in the archaeological research as “crop marks phenomenon”), is
detectable in the near infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e., passive sensors). This indirect
approach allows researchers to “examine” the upper layers of the archaeological context (up to 0.50 m
below the surface) without any real penetration as occurs with active sensors like GPR.
Figure 1. Detection of buried remains either using an indirect method (left, passive sensors) or
a direct method (right, active sensors). The first category can include both satellite and ground
spectroradiometer measurements (i.e., reflectance values in several bands) over cultivated areas where
vegetation stress is used as a proxy for the presence of buried archaeological remains in the upper layers
of soil. In contrast, direct methods such as GPR can penetrate soil and record the backscattering signal.
Since each remote sensing technique uses different technology, their results can provide useful
but still partial information regarding the concealed archaeological remains. Thus, the integration of
various technologies is considered as a key step towards the holistic understanding of the landscape.
However, the fusion and integration of data gathered from different sensors is quite challenging.
Although some fusion techniques already exist, like pan-sharpening between multi-spectral and
panchromatic bands of the same or different satellite sensors [26,27], or as more recently shown, fusion
between archive greyscale and recent multispectral satellite images [28], fusion methodologies of
more diverse datasets need to be developed and tested for archaeological research. Studies have
shown that it is feasible to scale-up ground spectroradiometric data (i.e., ground spectral signatures) to
existing [29] or even forthcoming satellite sensors [30].
This study aims to go a step forward by investigating the integration of ground spectroradiometric
and GPR data, based on a fusion regression model and then projected to a high resolution optical
image. The result is an enhanced optical satellite image capable of improving the initial raw
satellite information.
3. Methodology
The enhancement of the final satellite image was based exploring three different datasets: (a) a
high-resolution GeoEye image with spatial resolution of 50 cm; (b) ground hyperspectral signatures
collected from the GER-1500 spectroradiometer (Spectra Vista Corporation, New York, NY, USA ) with
a spectral range between 350–1050 nm (Visible-Near Infrared spectrum) and (c) GPR measurements
with a 250 MHz antenna. Both GER-1500 and GPR measurements were collected moving along parallel
transects 0.5 m apart with 5 cm sampling along the lines. The ground spectroradiometer and GPR data
have been used to develop the local fusion regression model.
All the datasets have undergone the initial pre-processing steps: geometric and radiometric
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signatures, sun irradiance was measured using a calibrated spectralon panel. The latter allows us to
standardize the results and minimize the sun illumination noise. More details regarding the different
datasets and their result can be found in [16,31]. The methodology applied consists of nine (9) steps,
described in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Overall proposed methodology for the enhancement of the optical remote sensing image
based on the application of the fusion regression model between the ground data gathered from GPR
and ground spectroscopy (* see Supplementary Table S1; ** see Table 2). RSR: relative spectral response;
AGC: Automatic Gain Control; DC: Direct Current.
Step 1 is with regard to the collection of ground remote sensing data over an archaeological area
of interest. GPR and spectroradiometric measurements have been collected concurrently to minimize
any background noise from climatic changes such as rainfall, humidity etc. These datasets were then
processed separately using standard techniques which are described in more detail in [16] (Step 2).
Several filters have been applied for the GPR measurements, while hyperspectral reflectance values
with a 1 nm interval have been calculated based on the incoming and backscattering radiance values.
The following step (Step 3) employs the calculation of the broadband reflectance values of the selected
satellite sensor (i.e., GeoEye-1) using its relative spectral response (RSR) filter (see more in [16]).
The RSR filter is used as the band-average relative spectral radiance response of the specific sensor.
As is known, each satellite sensor has its own RSR filter which describes the capability of the sensor
to capture the electromagnetic radiation. The calculation of vegetation indices, including both the
broadband (i.e., based on multispectral bands—Step 3) and narrowband (i.e., based on hyperspectral
bands—Step 2) reflectance values is performed in Step 4. Overall, 71 vegetation indices have been
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The next step (Step 5) considers the regression analysis between these 71 vegetation indices and the
GPR measurements for the upper layers of soil (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m). In detail, linear; exponential; Fourier;
Gaussian; polynomial (second–third order); power; rational and sum of sin regression models have
been evaluated. In the various regression models the GPR measurements were considered as the
independent X variable, while the vegetation indices (from the spectroradiometer) were considered
as the dependent Y variable. Based on the regression analysis (Pearson correlation coefficient—R)
the optimum fusion model was selected (Step 6). Before the application of the selected model to the
satellite image (Step 8), an evaluation of the proposed model was performed over the common area of
interest using the ground data (see Step 7). Finally, the overall results are evaluated (Step 9). It should
be mentioned that the proposed enhancement technique to the GeoEye-1 image or in any other satellite
image is easily applicable to any GIS environment using raster calculators.
4. Case Study: The Vésztő-Mágor Tell
The Vésztő-Mágor Tell is located in the southeastern Great Hungarian Plain, at a latitude of
46◦56′24.36” and longitude of 21◦12′32.67” (Figure 3). The tell covers about 4.25 hectares and rises
to a height of about 9 m above mean sea level. A monastery on top of the tell was the main focus of
the archaeological excavations that were initiated in 1968. Excavations revealed cultural layers dated
from the Late Middle Neolithic period continuing until the Late Neolithic period (ca. 5000–4600 B.C).
After the Late Neolithic (Tisza Culture) the site was abandoned to be reoccupied in the Early Copper
Age (Tiszapolgár Culture). Habitation of the settlement continued until the Early/Middle Bronze Age
(Gyulavarsánd Culture) with a small interruption during the end of the Middle Copper Age [33–36].
In the 11th century AD a church and then a monastery of the Csolt-clan were established on the
Vésztő-Mágor Tell. The monastery continued to operate until the end of the 14th century, while the two
towers of the church were standing until 1798. During the early 19th century, the monastery, which
was constructed at the southern part of the tell was completely destroyed by the operations carried out
during the construction works of a wine cellar [33,35,37]. Since the 1980s the site has been one of the
Hungarian National Parks.
Figure 3. Area covered from the different techniques: Grey and blue polygons indicate the areas covered
from the geophysical surveys (magnetic and GPRsurvey, respectively), the red polygon indicates the
area covered from the ground spectroradiometric measurements while the whole area is covered by
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The area was intensively investigated in the previous years as part of the Körös Regional
Archaeological Project [38] with various non-invasive techniques aiming to reconstruct the organization
of Neolithic tell-based settlements of Vésztő-Mágor and Szeghalom-Kovácshalom. These techniques
included intensive, gridded and surface collections as well as magnetometry, ground-penetrating
radar, electrical resistance tomography, hyperspectral spectroradiometry, and soil chemistry. Based on
the stylistic attributes of the recovered ceramics, it appears that the tell at Vésztő-Mágor was inhabited
during the Neolithic period, possibly for several centuries [38].
The area covered by ground spectroscopy is indicated in Figure 3 with red dashed polygon,
while geophysical surveys from GPR and magnetic methods are shown with blue and grey polygons,
respectively. Measurements taken from ground spectroradiometer and GPR were used to set up the
model (see Steps 1 and 5).
5. Results
5.1. Results from GPR and Spectroradiometer
Details regarding the overall results of the in-situ investigation around the Vésztő-Mágor tell
can be found in [16]. Sometimes similar interpretations were noticeable, for instance the NDVI—as
calculated from the ground spectroradiometer—with the first GPR depth slice of 0.00–0.20 m below
ground surface (Figure 4). Indeed, a linear anomaly at around 80 m in the Y-axis (indicated with
red arrow in Figure 4) was highlighted by both techniques. This feature is supposed to be part of a
ditch which surrounded the tell (see more in [38]). In the GPR depth slice of Figure 4 (right) positive
waveform values indicate that the polarity of the signal is same as the incident wave, or negative if the
polarity of the reflected wave is opposite to the incident wave.
Figure 4. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) as calculated from the ground
spectroradiometer over the red area of Figure 3 (left) and the first depth slice (i.e., 0.00–0.20 m below
ground surface) from the GPR measurements. A linear anomaly, indicated with red arrows, at around
80 m of the Y-axis was detected by both methodologies.
GPR sensor could penetrate up to a depth of 2 m below ground surface, providing 10 depth slices,
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of the first peak selection; AGC (Automatic Gain Control), Dewow and DC (Direct Current ) shift
filters were used to amplify the average signal amplitude and remove the initial DC bias. A velocity
of 0.1 m/ns for the transmission of the electromagnetic waves (250 MHz antennas) was assumed
based on the hyperbola fitting. GPR interpretation can be very complicated since each slice should
be treated separately, but at the same time the overall interpretation is linked with the archaeological
context of the site. As shown in Figure 5, scatterplots between the first depth slice of the GPR (0–20 cm
below the ground surface) and the last depth slices beyond the 1 m depth, are completely uncorrelated.
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) starting from top of the surface until a depth of 2 m is shown in
Table 2. The R value was selected to be shown (instead of R square) since the aim was to identify any
existing correlation between the two datasets. The upper layers of soil, which are considered as the
“optimum depth” for indirect methods such as satellite images and ground spectroscopy, are indicated
in the first row (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m) of Figure 5.
Figure 5. Scatterplots of the first slice of the GPR results (i.e., depth 0.00–0.20 m below ground surface)
against the rest of the depth slices of thickness 0.20 m until 2.00 m below ground surface. The Pearson
correlation coefficient starting from the top of the surface to a 2 m depth was estimated as −0.74 for
the slice 0.20–0.40 m; 0.67 for the slice 0.40–0.60 m; −0.22 for the slice 0.60–0.80 m; −0.07 for the slice
0.80–1.00 m; −0.04 for the slice 1.00–1.20 m; −0.01 for the slice 1.20–1.40 m; 0.03 for the slice 1.40–1.60 m;
0.06 for the slice 1.60–1.80 m and 0.10 for the slice 1.80–2.00 m. The upper layers of soil (i.e. 0.00–0.80 m)
are shown in the first row.
Table 2. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) starting from top of the surface down to a 2 m depth for
GPR results of the first slice compared to the rest of the slices.
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Similarly, Figure 6 presents the scatterplot of the NDVI index against the GPR measurements for
various depth slices. It is noticeable that the variance of the data in the slices representing depths larger
than 0.80 m below ground surface is increasing. The R value from this analysis is shown in Table 3.
The variance observed in Figure 6 is linked to the fact that both NDVI and GPR results are influenced
by different factors: on one hand NDVI indicates vegetation status on top of the surface, while on
the other hand GPR results depend on the electromagnetic properties of the underground targets
and the surrounding soil. Figure 6 also demonstrates the difficulty in achieving a high correlation
regression model between different remote sensing datasets even though the spectroradiometer and
GPR measurements have been acquired concurrently over the same area and in the same conditions.
Figure 6. Scatterplots of the NDVI index against the 10 depth slices with a width 0.20 to 2 m below
ground surface. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the NDVI compared to the GPR measurements
starting from top of the surface to a depth of 1.80 meters was estimated as −0.35 for the slice 0.00–0.20 m;
0.12 for the slice 20–0.40 m; −0.39 for the slice 0.40–0.60 m; −0.01 for the slice 0.60–0.80 m; −0.03 for
the slice 0.80–1.00 m; 0.01 for the slice 1.00–1.20 m; 0.05 for the slice 1.20–1.40 m; 0.08 for the slice
1.40–1.60 m and 0.05 for the slice 1.60–1.80 m. The upper layers of soil (i.e. 0.00–0.80 m) are shown in
the first row.
Table 3. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) starting from top of the surface until a 2 m depth
between GPR results and the NDVI.
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5.2. Setting up the Local Regression Model for the Enchacement of the Optical Data
In order to find an “optimum” fusion model between the spectroradiometric and the GPR
measurements, the first three upper layers corresponding to a depth up to 0.60 m have been used.
The GPR measurements and the various vegetation indices mentioned in the Supplementary Table S1
(including also the Vis—NIR bands) were correlated with the following mathematical models shown
in Table 4:
Table 4. General mathematical equations used for the regression model between the spectroradiometric
measurements and the different GPR amplitude value slices.
No. General Equations Name
1. f (x) = a × x + b Linear
2. f (x) = a × exp(b × x) Exponential (one term)
3. f (x) = a × exp(b × x) + c × exp(d × x) Exponential (two terms)
4. f (x) = a0 + a1 × cos(x × w) + b1 × sin(x × w) Fourier (one term)
5. f (x) = a0 + a1 × cos(x × w) + b1 × sin(x × w) + a2 × cos(2 × x × w) + b2 × sin(2 × x × w) Fourier (two terms)
6. f (x) = a1 × exp(−((x − b1)/c1)2 Gaussian (one term)
7 f (x) = a1 × exp(−((x − b1)/c1)2) + a2 × exp(−((x − b2)/c2)2) Gaussian (two terms)
8. f (x) = p1 × x2 + p2 × x + p3 Polynomial (second order)
9. f (x) = p1 × x3 + p2 × x2 + p3 × x + p4 Polynomial (third order)
10. f (x) = a × xb Power (one term)
11. f (x) = a × xb + c Power (two terms)
12. f (x) = (p1 × x + p2)/(x + q1) Rational (first degree)
13. f (x) = (p1 × x2 + p2 × x + p3)/(x + q1) Rational (second degree)
14. f (x) = a1 × sin(b1 × x + c1) Sum of Sin (one term)
15. f (x) = a1 × sin(b1 × x + c1) + a2 × sin(b2 × x + c2) Sum of Sin (two terms)
Where f (x) refers to the pseudo GPR amplitude value per slice and x is the vegetation index/band (see
Supplementary Table S1).
The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) was estimated for each combination (i.e., 10 slices of
GPR × 71 vegetation indices and four spectral bands). The final analysis indicated that the linear
model (Model 1 of Table 4), despite its simplicity, performed superior results compared to the rest of
the mathematical models mentioned in Table 4. Some of them showed very low performance (e.g.,
power models, numbers 10–11 of Table 4) and therefore could not assist towards the aims of this study.
Table 5 displays the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) results of the linear regression model
(Model 1 of Table 5) for each vegetation index (see Table S1) and depth slice (up to 0.80 m). Below this
depth, the coefficient was found to be extremely low (R → 0.00). Within the first three depths of GPR
slices (i.e., depth range 0.00–0.60 m, “optimum depth” for the passive remote sensing techniques)
a higher Pearson correlation coefficient (R) (up to almost R = 0.5) is recorded, which indicates that
a regression model between the optical images and geophysical measurements can be established.
Among the various vegetation indices examined, it seems that the red-edge position (REP) index
(Equation (37), of Table S1) is the most suitable for use, at least for this linear correlation and for the
specific depth between the two datasets. However, the REP (hyperspectral) index cannot be applied to
multispectral and high spatial resolution sensors such as the GeoEye. On the contrary, the broadband
NDVI index, which has also provided some promising results for a couple of surface depth slices, is
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Table 5. The results of the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) with range of −1 to +1 for each vegetation
index and for each depth slice (up to 0.80 m) for the linear regression model. Higher correlation (either
negative or positive) is highlighted in the table.
Depth/Index BAND1 BAND2 BAND3 BAND4 EVI Green NDVI NDVI SR MSR MTVI2
0.000 to 0.200 m 0.23 0.15 0.22 −0.33 −0.32 −0.41 −0.37 −0.29 0.28 0.32
0.200 to 0.400 m −0.12 −0.11 −0.07 0.11 0.09 0.22 0.15 0.10 −0.10 −0.10
0.400 to 0.600 m 0.26 0.17 0.27 −0.33 −0.38 −0.44 −0.41 −0.33 0.32 0.37
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.00 −0.01 0.00 −0.02 0.02 0.00
Depth/Index RDVI IRG PVI RVI TSAVI MSAVI GEMI ARVI SARVI OSAVI
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.38 0.24 −0.37 0.38 −0.37 −0.38 −0.32 −0.35 0.40 −0.37
0.200 to 0.400 m 0.14 −0.01 0.12 −0.16 0.15 0.16 0.09 0.13 −0.20 0.15
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.41 0.31 −0.39 0.42 −0.41 −0.42 −0.34 −0.40 0.43 −0.41
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 −0.01 −0.03 0.00
Depth/Index DVI SRxNDVICARI GI GVI MCARI MCARI2 mNDVI SR705 mNDVI2
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.36 0.00 0.07 −0.19 0.21 −0.14 −0.34 −0.30 −0.36 −0.41
0.200 to 0.400 m 0.12 0.00 −0.14 −0.02 0.01 −0.09 0.09 0.06 0.16 0.20
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.38 0.02 0.06 −0.27 0.29 −0.20 −0.36 −0.36 −0.39 −0.45
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.04 0.01 0.05 −0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 −0.01 −0.01 0.00
Depth/Index MSAVI mSR mSR2 MSR MTCI mTVI NDVI NDVI2 OSAVI RDVI
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.36 −0.14 −0.37 −0.30 −0.45 −0.34 −0.35 −0.40 −0.35 −0.37
0.200 to 0.400 m 0.14 0.02 0.17 0.09 0.29 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.13 0.12
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.40 −0.19 −0.40 −0.35 −0.45 −0.36 −0.40 −0.44 −0.40 −0.40
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.00 −0.02 0.00 −0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
Depth/Index REP SIPI SIPI2 SIPI3 SPVI SR SR1 SR2 SR3 SR4
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.49 0.38 0.30 0.30 −0.36 −0.26 −0.34 −0.29 −0.37 0.23
0.200 to 0.400 m 0.38 −0.16 −0.08 −0.08 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.09 0.18 0.00
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.47 0.42 0.36 0.36 −0.38 −0.32 −0.38 −0.34 −0.40 0.30
0.600 to 0.800 m −0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 −0.02 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.00
Depth/Index TCARI TSAVI TVI VOG VOG2 ARI ARI2 BGI BRI CRI
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.10 −0.35 −0.33 −0.40 0.39 0.17 −0.06 0.32 −0.06 −0.24
0.200 to 0.400 m −0.11 0.12 0.08 0.20 −0.22 0.02 0.16 −0.12 −0.11 0.11
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.14 −0.39 −0.36 −0.42 0.40 0.22 0.00 0.36 −0.14 −0.29
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.05 0.00 0.04 −0.01 0.01 −0.05 −0.03 0.00 −0.01 −0.05
Depth/Index RGI CI LIC NPCI NPQI PRI PRI2 PSRI SR5 SR6
0.000 to 0.200 m 0.26 −0.02 −0.06 0.06 0.27 −0.24 0.29 0.26 −0.30 −0.24
0.200 to 0.400 m −0.03 −0.14 −0.10 0.14 −0.25 0.05 −0.08 −0.03 0.13 0.34
0.400 to 0.600 m 0.33 −0.09 −0.14 0.15 0.26 −0.28 0.34 0.33 −0.33 −0.16
0.600 to 0.800 m 0.00 −0.01 −0.02 0.02 −0.03 −0.01 0.01 0.00 −0.02 0.01
Depth/Index SPRI VS MVSR fWBI SG max min
0.000 to 0.200 m −0.24 −0.34 −0.33 −0.37 0.16 0.40 −0.49
0.200 to 0.400 m 0.34 0.13 0.12 0.09 −0.11 0.38 −0.25
0.400 to 0.600 m −0.16 −0.38 −0.38 −0.38 0.18 0.43 −0.47




Relative strong negative correlation
5.3. Comparison of the Fusion Model from the Spectroradiometric Measurements with the GPR Results
Based on the previous findings a linear enhancement was applied to the spectroradiometric data
using the REP and NDVI results. The first three columns of Figure 7 demonstrate the original GPR
depth slices for the upper layers of soil (range from 0.0 to 0.60 m depth) which have been collected
over the area indicated with red polygon at Figure 3, while the next six columns of Figure 7 show
the enhanced images derived from the linear regression models after the REP and NDVI indices.
All the results of Figure 7 share the same range as the original GPR measurements for direct visual
comparison. The interpolation between the point samples of the GPR measurements and enhanced
spectroradiometric results was performed using the kriging method.
Enhanced images derived from the REP index tend to give generally very comparative
interpretation results with the actual GPR section for the upper layers of soil. Enhanced images
below this “optimum” depth (i.e., >0.60 m below ground surface) cannot be considered reliable as
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The linear anomaly indicated in the first upper layers of the GPR section at around 80 m in the Y-axis
(see dashed parallel lines in the first image of Figure 7) is also visible in the enhanced vegetation
image generated from the REP index. According to the GPR data, this anomaly seems to consist of
two parallel features, about 2 m apart, running in a west to east direction [16]. This feature has been
hypothesized to belong to the north boundary of the old monastery’s yard which acted possibly as
Neolithic fortifications ditches [38].
Figure 7. First three columns from the left: GPR real data for the upper layer of soil (depth from
0.0–0.6 m); next three columns: enhanced results generated from the red-edge position (REP) regression
model; the last three columns: enhanced results generated from the NDVI regression model. The two
parallel linear features are indicated in the first column while some circular false positive marks are
indicated within the yellow sqaure in the NDVI regression results (Latitude: 46◦56′24.36”; Longitude:
21◦12′32.67”, WGS84).
Similar interpretation results between the original GPR data and the enhanced NDVI sections
are also observed for the first three depth slices (i.e., 0.0–0.60 m depth). Again, the results are very
poor below this “optimum” depth. Some circular “false positive” marks were also observed at around
50 m in the Y-axis of the enhanced NDVI images for all slices (see Figure 7, yellow squares). Overall,
the results and especially those originated by the employment of the REP index, are found to be very
promising in enabling the enhancement of the optical remote sensing data.
5.4. Application to the Vésztő-Mágor Tell Case Study
The final steps (Steps 8 and 9 of the overall methodology) refer to the application of the regression
model to a satellite imagery. Due to current limitations (i.e., spatial resolution) of existing hyperspectral
satellite sensors—such as the Earth Observing (EO)-1 Hyperion sensor with 30 meters of spatial
resolution—the projection of any fusion model generated from hyperspectral vegetation index—like
the REP index—is still restricted. In contrast, fusion models generated from broadband vegetation
indices—such as the NDVI index—can be applied to high resolution multispectral images. A GeoEye
image was selected since the spatial resolution of the sensor (0.50 m) is similar to the ground transects
applied for both GPR and spectroradiometric measurements. The Red Green Blue (RGB) composite
of the GeoEye image is shown in Figure 8a, while the overall results from the GPR and magnetic
prospection are shown in Figure 8b,c, respectively. Figure 8d is an enhanced NVDI image after the
linear regression model was applied to the GeoEye image (shown in Figure 8a). Some linear features
have been already identified from the GPR prospection in the northern part of the site, while other
anomalies have been also detected around the old monastery’s yard (see more about the geophysical
results in references [16,38]). Magnetic survey, GPR and soil coring suggest that the Vésztő-Mágor tell
may have been surrounded by a system of three large ditches and palisades, with a possible entrance
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may exceed 4 m in depth. Structural similarities with other Neolithic fortifications led archaeologists
to suspect that part of the ditch and palisade system at the Vésztő-Mágor Tell was established during
this period. The number of geophysical anomalies located outside the ditch and palisade system drops
dramatically, suggesting that the Late Neolithic occupations were restricted to the tell itself (i.e., no
evidence for a surrounding settlement around the tell), and a substantial horizontal settlement was not
established in the surrounding area [38].
Figure 8. (a) GeoEye image shown in the RGB composite; (b) GPR anomalies results; (c) magnetic
prospection results and (d) enhanced NDVI image for the upper layer between 0.20–0.40 m below
the surface, overlaid with GPR and magnetic results (Latitude: 46◦56′24.36”; Longitude: 21◦12′32.67”,
WGS84). Two areas (Area A and Area B) have been selected for further interpretation (see Figure 12).
A comparison between the enhanced NDVI images and the magnetic prospection results is
provided in Figure 9. The magnetic data after despiking and equalization of dynamic range lay in
the range of ±15 nT/m. Figure 9a,b shows the overall results from the magnetic prospection and the
interpretation of the magnetic anomalies, respectively (see more in [16]). The NDVI index derived
from the GeoEye image is presented in Figure 9c. The next figure (Figure 9d) presents the enhanced
NDVI image for the upper layer between 0.00 and 0.20 m below ground surface, derived from the
linear regression model. The latest image can provide additional information compared to the initial
NDVI image. Linear features on the north of the Tell (part of the large ditches and palisades acting
as fortification of the Tell?) are clearly identified in the enhanced image (Figure 9d) as well as in the
magnetic results (Figure 9b). The eastern part of the same feature and other circular features on the
southern part are also noticeable. It should be mentioned that this region was explored in past by
excavations. All these features, indicated with arrows in Figure 9d, are aligned with the magnetometer
results and the rest of the non-invasive techniques applied in the area around the Tell. Of course,
magnetic results provide more details and visible results compared to the enhanced NDVI image, since
the correlation results and the regression model could explain only a portion of the in-situ geophysical
measurements. It should be mentioned that similar outcomes (features) have been also spotted in the
following slices (i.e., 0.20–0.60 m) thus permitting all this information to be used for extracting the 3D
profile of the hidden features.
It is important to stress the advantages of the proposed methodology in relation to the standard
interpretation of the satellite images. As seen in the RGB GeoEye and the NDVI images (Figures 8a
and 9c respectively), the interpretation results of these images are limited, while only a small part
can be detected through interpretation process (e.g., part of the lower circular feature south to the
tell in Figure 9c). In contrast, the enhanced NDVI image overcomes these interpretation limitations,
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Figure 9. (a) Magnetic prospection results around the Vésztő-Mágor Tell (see more in [14,36]);
(b) interpretation results of the magnetic prospection (see more in [16,38]); (c) raw NDVI image
and (d) enhanced NDVI image for the upper layers at 0.00–0.20 m below the surface. Linear and
circular features in correspondence to the 8b interpretation are indicated with yellow arrows (Latitude:
46◦56′24.36”; Longitude: 21◦12′32.67”, WGS84).
In order to further improve the interpretation of the enhanced NDVI images, pseudo color
composites and spatial filters have been also applied. Figure 10, shows the pseudo RGB color composite
of the enhanced NDVI image for three different slices (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m below surface, with a 20 cm
depth interval). The pseudo RGB color composite could enhance further the results derived from the
individual NDVI enhanced image. As revealed, several linear and circular features found near the Tell
are detectible and in line with the magnetometer interpretation results (see Figure 9b). The southern and
eastern fortification ditches (?), with an either linear or circular ground plan (shown with yellow arrows
in Figure 9), are outlined due to their different contrast from the surrounding area. Other anomalies
with lower contrast values on the northern part of the Tell can also be noticed, especially a feature
which is linked to a path or wall going to the north and then running to the west, nowadays invisible.
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which become visible from the reflective signals of the GPR and in a relative good correlation to
the magnetic results. Figure 11, presents the same pseudo RGB color composite as in Figure 10,
superimposed to a Sobel spatial filter image. The latest filter has been applied for the most top upper
layer of soil (i.e., 0.00–0.20 m). A Sobel filter can improve the enhancement of various edges, detected in
the images and therefore can be used to advance the interpretation practice. The gain of this approach,
in addition to enhancing the above-mentioned anomalies, is that it allows for capture of the linear
anomaly on the north of the Tell which was not detected before (i.e., in Figure 10). According to the
GPR data this anomaly seems to consist of two parallel features, about 2 m apart, running in the
direction west to east.
Figure 10. Pseudo RGB composite of the enhanced NDVI images for three different slices of the “optimum”
depth (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m below the surface). Linear and circular features in correspondence to the 8b
interpretation are indicated with yellow arrows (Latitude: 46◦56′24.36′′; Longitude: 21◦12′32.67′′, WGS84).
The Sobel spatial filter was also found to be very useful in enhancing other linear features around
the Vésztő-Mágor tell. Figure 12 demonstrates this application with specific focus on two areas
(see Area A and Area B in Figure 8). The Sobel filter could minimize the background noise, and
enhance some of the most prominent edges of the image. Slices below the “optimum” depth (i.e.,
>0.60 m depth) bear much noise (see Figure 12, slice 0.60–0.80 m) and therefore are difficult to be
interpreted. In contrast, the upper layers of soil (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m) have revealed some linear and
circular features. While a good contrast can be observed in the most top layer of soil (i.e., 0.00–0.20 m)
of Figure 12, this is decreasing as we move lower in depth (i.e., similar findings with the model 1 of
Table 4). However, for the next two slices (i.e., 0.20–0.60 m) some linear features are still visible, as
indicated with the arrows of Figure 12. It should be mentioned that these features go beyond the area
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Figure 11. Pseudo RGB composite of the enhanced NDVI images for three different slices of the
“optimum” depth (i.e., 0.00–0.60 m below surface) superimposed to a Sobel spatial filter applied to the
most top upper layer of soil. Linear and circular features, in correspondence to the 8b interpretation,
are indicated with yellow arrows (Latitude: 46◦56′24.36′′; Longitude: 21◦12′32.67′′, WGS84).
 
Figure 12. Enhanced images using the NDVI index for the slices between 0.00 and 0.80 m below the
ground surface after the application of the Sobel filter. Top: Focus on the northern area (Area A) for
each depth. Bottom: Focus on the southern area (Area B) for each depth. Area A and Area B are
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6. Discussion
The proposed methodology aims to enhance optical satellite data intended for archaeological
research based on the integration of different remote sensing datasets. The proposed regression
approach provided acceptable but not completely satisfactory results. Evidently, there are many
considerations regarding the regression model and some of the most important ones are discussed here.
Essentially, when the regression model is established between the ground data and then projected
to the satellite image (or part of this image) it is normally considered that the areas have similar
context (i.e., same soil properties; same archaeological findings etc.). However, this is only an
assumption, which is not always valid. The proposed enhanced methodology can provide more
reliable results in cases were the archaeological background knowledge permits us to assume a
relatively “homogenous” area. In addition, as the results of Figure 7 indicated, someone should
proceed with caution when interoperating the data as the enhancement processing might provide
false positive alarms or by-products of the processing (e.g., the linear anomaly observed in Figure 7
at around 50 m from NDVI model). Moreover, it is also expected that reflectance values (either from
satellite image or calculated from the spectroradiometer) have good correlation with the geophysical
prospection measurements. This is only valid if either crop or soil marks can be detected from the
reflectance values for the “optimum” depth. Therefore, a correlation threshold between the optical and
active data (i.e., geophysical measurements) can be set by the researchers to avoid any potential errors.
Additionally, the correlations between GPR and the vegetation indices from the ground data
seem to vary with each depth but nonetheless each regression model in this “optimum” depth is a
linear function of the input optical data. Therefore, as a linear enhancement, the generated enhanced
optical image can only improve the initial optical image and its information. Of course, this is a usual
limitation for any other enhancement technique including also the vegetation indices. Moreover, GPR
variations that are not already in the optical image, and therefore cannot be explained by the regression
model, cannot be mapped in the enhanced optical image.
Concerning the collection of ground data, both spectroradiometer and GPR sensors have been
collected simultaneously to eliminate the influence (i.e., noise) from other external factors (mainly
climatic changes i.e., rainfall). Though this limits the applicability of the proposed technique, future
research is expected to be carried by the authors in proposing an “image-based” regression model. It is
expected that noise which will be recorded within these regression models will be removed by setting
gains and offset values.
Most important is the fact that such enhanced methodology should be a primary step prior to
a larger archaeolandscape analysis, and not the final “model”. As for every fusion, this technique
will only work well in the case where both techniques produce satisfactory results. The purpose of
enhanced techniques is primarily to identify “hot spot” areas where ground truth data (i.e., geophysical
prospection) can take place. However, regression models—such as those discussed here—allow
scientists to exploit the current capabilities of optical remote sensing to detect buried relics. Given
the fact that such approach is quite new, further developments can additionally improve the final
outcomes and provide more reliable results.
7. Conclusions
This paper discusses an approach applicable to any existing high-resolution satellite sensor in
order to enhance image interpretation for the detection of hidden archaeological remains. The overall
methodology consists of nine steps, with the most significant ones being those determining the
optimum “regression” model based on the ground data (Steps 5 and 6).
The linear regression model developed in this study for the “optimum depth”, was found to be the
most encouraging (with Pearson coefficient up to almost 50%), providing promising results especially
when elaborating the various hyperspectral indices (see Figure 7, REP index). Even though such high
resolution hyperspectral datasets are not currently available, the use of airborne/ unmanned aerial
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The proposed approach can be also applied in areas that have been partially examined through
geophysical prospection in the past. In this case, these (archive) results can be further exploited for
developing regression models and for calibration purposes in order to examine a wider area of interest.
As in this case study presented here, archaeological excavations that will be carried out in the area can
be used as a “calibration factor” to improve and enhance further the results.
Despite its simplicity, the linear regression model was found to be the most appropriate for the
integration between the two datasets, which can be used for the enhancement of the satellite image.
The application of the regression models in several satellite images acquired during different periods
and therefore in different phenological stages of the crops can improve the interpretation for the
detection of buried archaeological remains.
The final outcomes have demonstrated that further enhancement of optical remote sensing data is
feasible, contributing in the prospection of archaeological targets. Nevertheless, additional experiments
are expected to be carried out under different environmental conditions (e.g., climate and soil
characteristics) and employing different satellite datasets. This will allow us to maximize its possible
use as a supporting tool to archaeological investigation using also more advanced mathematical
models such as machine learning and neural networks.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3263/7/2/40/s1, Table S1:
Vegetation indices applied in the study (see more details in [32]).
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Abstract: The IGEAN (Innovative Geophysical Approaches for the study of Early Agricultural
villages of Neolithic) Thessaly project focused on Early and Neolithic settlements in Thessaly, Central
Greece. The aim of the project was to highlight in an extensive way differences in settlement layouts
while investigating commonalities as a way to understand Neolithic use of space. To accomplish
this, a suite of geophysical prospection techniques (geomagnetic, electromagnetic induction, and
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)), aerial platforms (historic aerial imagery and Remotely Piloted
Aerial Systems (RPAS)) as well as very high resolution spaceborne sensors were integrated to
acquire comprehensive pictures of settlements. Results of the IGEAN project provide archaeological
information on the dynamic character of enclosures, the structure of architectural features and
open spaces within sites as an indication of economic or communal spaces. At the same time, they
demonstrated the importance of employing a suite of different geophysical techniques to reveal
different aspects of the hindered prehistoric settlements that could not be highlighted with a single
geophysical approach.
Keywords: Neolithic Thessaly; geophysical prospection; integrated approaches; enclosures;
settlement patterns
1. Introduction
The Neolithic period in Europe is widely considered as an important period because migrant
hunters and gatherers gave way to permanent agrarian societies preoccupied with the cultivation
of food-crops and animal husbandry for sustenance. Neolithic dwellers conceptualized their
surroundings for the first time in durable architectural forms as a community in flat extended
settlements, but most notably on large habitation mounds—or combining the above two.
The southern Balkan Peninsula served as a gateway for the Neolithization of Europe [1].
In particular, early farming communities appeared on an extensive scale in Thessaly, Greece and
provided the seeds for a new cultural landscape. The early chronology and high density of Neolithic
tell-settlements (locally called magoules) make Thessaly a key area for understanding the pathways in
which the Neolithic emerged and spread towards the continent.
In consideration of the significance of the region, the IGEAN (Innovative Geophysical Approaches
for the study of Early Agricultural villages of Neolithic Thessaly) (http://igean.ims.forth.gr) [2] project
investigated the intra-site patterns of Neolithic settlements using a suite of multi-scalar geospatial
methodologies. Furthermore, the project surpasses conventional remote sensing studies, deviating
from the recent multi-sensor practice and adopting a manifold approach [3]. As a result of this
strategy, Thessaly now provides a wide range of instrumental datasets and makes it possible to pose
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key questions related to: potential geographical factors behind the establishment of early farming
communities, the spatial development of agriculturalist villages, the variations in the use of space
and land-use patterns, the internal organization of structures, the differences in types of settlements,
and the functions of settlement enclosures.
The IGEAN Project focused on numerous prehistoric sites in Thessaly. Due to the nature of
geospatial practice, it is rarely possible to determine exact periods of habitation. In order to have better
chronological control over archaeological information inferred from geospatial data, this paper solely
focuses on five settlements with only Early Neolithic and Middle Neolithic habitation phases. Among
these sites, Almyros 2, Karatsantagli, Perdika 2, and PerivleptoKastraki 2 are dated to both periods,
whereas Kamara is dated only to the Middle Neolithic.
2. Background
Thessaly is a lowland area located in Central Greece (Figure 1). It isa closed geographic region
with mountainous borders on three sides. Karditsa Basin in the west and Larisa Basin in the east cover
most of Thessaly [4]. These major basins are elongated in northwest–southeast and are divided by
low ridges. Sometime during the Plio-Quaternary, lakes filled in the submerged basins, but the land
was eventually formed again with uplifting. Despite its dynamic tectonic evolution, Thessaly is a
relatively smooth-relief area. Specifically, in Larissa Basin, the maximum altitude difference does not
exceed 50 m [5].
 
Figure 1. Thessaly is located in Central Greece. Larisa Basin in the east and Karditsa Basin in the west
forms the majority of region; these basins are separated by low hills. Sites under investigation are:
(1) Almyros 2; (2) Kamara; (3) Karatsantagli; (4) Perdika 2; and (5) Perivlepto/Kastraki2.
The Pineios River is the bearer of the active hydrographic network of Thessaly. It runs about
200 km and empties into the Aegean Sea while forming a delta [6].The Pineios River and its tributaries
have been important features in shaping the landscape and the human activities since the prehistoric
times; alluviation as well as periods of pedogenesis must have heavily affected the locations of
prehistoric habitations [7]. In consideration of episodic floods for every 25 to 50 years [6], one can
further argue that the Pineios River had greatly influenced agricultural production since the onset of
early farming communities.
Thessaly contains remarkable evidence of continuous habitation in all phases of the Neolithic
period, mainly in the form of magoules of which almost 350 have been identified to date. These
habitation mounds have attracted the interest of scientific inquiries since the beginning of the twentieth
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Dimini [8]. Wace and Thompson [9] added further scholarly contributions and their work is still
widely referenced today. This fortunate and early initiation of scientific work, however, also created a
“Thessalocentrism”, transforming Thessaly into a homogenous cultural core and currently shaping the
archaeology of neighboring regions [10].
During the 1980s (and onwards), the research in Neolithic Thessaly was geared towards the
identification of new sites, understanding environmental contexts, and constructing settlement
patterns. Halstead [11] suggested that Neolithic settlements were established within a wide range of
micro-environments, rather than on exclusively arable lands. Gallis [12] produced the first catalogue of
the magoules and provided information about their physical characteristics, extent, and chronological
framework. The analysis carried out by Van Andel and Runnels [13] proposed that Neolithic
communities were built on floodplains in order to take advantage of spring floodwater farming.
Perlès [1] examined the distribution of Early Neolithic sites and argued that they were not concentrated
near water sources, but instead were clustered in territories, resulting in variations in site densities as
well as distances between sites.
A rejuvenated approach to Neolithic Thessaly has been emerging around the discussions on
formation of agencies [14], detecting complexities in social organizations [15], and negotiating
identities [16]. These studies make use of existing rich datasets thanks to the long research
history of the Neolithic Thessaly while providing in-depth discussions on Neolithic praxis. Recent
advancements in computational technologies tacked with theoretical paradigms also provide means
for an understanding of the everyday life in Neolithic Thessaly [17].
3. Aims
Within a new scientific framework of investigating Neolithic cultures, the GeoSatReSeArch
Lab of the Foundation of Research & Technology, Hellas (FORTH) initiated from 2013 to 2015 a
multi-year geophysical and remote sensing campaign to study the physical landscape and living
dynamics of Neolithic settlements within the coastal hinterlands of eastern Thessaly. The IGEAN
project is the first systematic and extensive geophysical survey of Neolithic magoules in Thessaly.
A suite of innovative multi-technique (manifold approach), multi-sensor geophysical instruments and
geospatial technologies (magnetometry, ground penetrating radar (GPR), electromagnetics, Remotely
Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS), and historic aerial imagery as well as very high resolution satellite
data) has revealed massive information related to the spatial characteristics of Neolithic settlements.
It is anticipated that the results of this study will assist to achieve further archaeological inferences.
The focus of this study is two-fold. Methodologically, it shows the importance of following manifold
geospatial approach to draw a complete or close-to-complete picture of past habitations. The claim
is that only using various sensors/approaches the actual settlement biographies can be achieved.
Deploying a single type of sensor/techniques (ground-based, airborne, or space-borne) may not
only provide deficient information, but it may also lead into erroneous inferences about the past use
of space.
From an archaeological point of view, the study aims to reveal significant spatial variations
between Neolithic settlements while emphasizing peculiar commonalities in the Neolithic use of
space. This holistic approach is an important step towards a better understanding of everyday life
in Thessalian farming communities. These differences and shared traits can only derive through an
integrated geoinformatics methodology that has advantages over traditional excavations.
4. Methodology
4.1. Aerial Photography and Satellite Remote Sensing
For the broader exploration of prehistoric settlements and the documentation of their
environmental contexts, the IGEAN Project employed satellite and aerial remote sensing. Very
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The spatial resolution of these sensors (panchromatic: ~0.5 m and multispectral: ~2.0 m) enables the
detection of small details on the ground. Following the orthorectification process, pansharpeningfurther
increased the spatial resolution of multispectral bands for a more detailed representation of sites and
their immediate surroundings.
In addition, 26 historical aerial photographs were acquired from the Hellenic Military
Geographical Service (GYS). Historic imagery was georeferenced using available higher accuracy
spatial data. Furthermore, the IGEAN Project also used the orthophotography archive of the National
Cadastre and Mapping Agency (Ktimatologio). These images covered the time spam between 2007
and 2009.
A Droidworx CX4 RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aerial System), also referred as UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle), was used for the acquisition of visible light imagery of Neolithic settlements. Moreover,
thanks to the capability of collecting data from the near-infrared portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum, the system provided information on archaeological proxy data. Finally, high-resolution
high-accuracy digital elevation models (DEMs) of settlements created from the RPAS assisted in
making archaeological interpretations and broader inferences.
4.2. Geophysical Prospection
The manifold geophysical research of the IGEAN consists of single and multi-sensor geomagnetic
prospection, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) surveys, and multi frequency Electromagnetic
Induction (EMI) investigations. Details of instrument sampling parameters and approximate depth
of investigations are given in Table 1. The integrated approach drastically increases the efficiency of
detection of subsurface archaeological features, and thus, provides a more complete picture of past
occupation [18].
Table 1. The instrumentation of the IGEAN project and their parameter values.
Instrument Transect (Dx in m) Sampling (Dy in m) ~Sensing Depth (m)
Bartington G601 0.5 0.125 1.0–2.0
SENSYS 0.5 0.05 1.0–2.0
Noggin 0.5 0.025 0.5–3.0
Geophex GEM-2 1.0 0.25 1.0–2.0
Sensorik & Systemtechnologie (SENSYS) MX Compact Survey System was used for the
geomagnetic data collection. The SENSYS MX is a multi-channel measurement system equipped
with FGM600 magnetometers. The selected sensor configuration was an 8-sensor setup with 50 cm
separation in order to optimize between prospection coverage and investigation resolution. A Javad
Triumph 1 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver was used for the positioning of the
multi-channel system. A custom data processing methodology was developed for the analysis of
magnetic data [19].
The rugged Mediterranean topography does not always make it possible to conduct a geomagnetic
survey with a wide array system. Tall and sturdy bushes, orchards, vineyards, and rock outcrops
create obstacles so that it is sometimes necessary to employ single sensor gradiometers. Bartington
G601 gradiometers replaced the SENSYS MX array when such challenging areas were encountered.
For the GPR data collection, a Noggin system with a 250 MHz antenna was used. For the
prospection, grids were designated to the areas of interest and data were collected in parallel transects.
Data were recorded along each line of every grid with a constant step of 0.025 m, along parallel transect
0.5 m apart. The transects that derived from GPR were processed using EKKO View Deluxe, GFP
Edit4, EKKO Mapper4, and EKKO Project 2 by Sensors and Software.
A broadband multi-frequency Geophex GEM-2 electromagnetic sensor was operated at five
different frequencies (5010, 13,370, 22,530, 31,290, and 40,050 Hz). The instrument is carried at a
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A custom-built Python script allowed the transformation of the EM data into magnetic susceptibility
and electromagnetic conductivity based on vertical electric sounding (VES) measurements for
instrument calibration [18].
5. Results
5.1. Almyros 2 (22.736◦ E, 39.168◦ N)
The WorldView-2 image (acquisition date: 4 June 2012) reveals four major soil marks related to
the site (Figure 2). M0 is located to the east of the proposed location of the settlement. It may be due to
past human activities. The grey colored patch is surrounded by a darker rectilinear feature in the west
and the south. Due to the sharp turn it makes, this feature is less likely to be related to a Neolithic ditch,
but later occupational phases cannot be ignored. M1 represents the extent of Almyros 2. The brighter
core of M1 overlaps with the core of the settlement and the circular shape of the soil mark coincides
with the extent of the site. At a first glance, M2 seems to be unrelated to M1. However, geomagnetic
survey (see below) suggests M2 was also bounded by a settlement enclosure, and thus, must have been
of anthropogenic origin (suggesting two neighboring tell sites?). To the south of Almyros 2, M3 has
also the potential to represent past human activity. On the other hand, the geomagnetic survey results
over M3 indicate the opposite, and, thus, M3 must be a natural soil formation. These two opposing
cases between M2 and M3 marks suggest the need for the cautious interpretation of aerial and satellite
imagery of archaeological features.
 
Figure 2. The true color WorldView-2 imagery (acquisition date: 4 June 2012) revealing soil marks
related to the settlement.
5.1.1. Geomagnetic Survey
Geomagnetic data reveal a wide enclosure (A1) running around the settlement (Figure 3).
A secondary and thinner enclosure is located closer to the core of the settlement supporting the
outer one in the eastern section. In consideration of their shapes and positive magnetic signatures,
they were most likely to be ditches. A2 is another similar feature encircling the core of the settlement.
Even though not complete in its shape, the feature is much thinner and better defined than other
documented enclosures. In addition, taking into account well-defined openings/gates in A2, it is
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Figure 3. Geomagnetic prospection results from Almyros 2. Red stars indicate possible entrances
through the ditch system.
Of additional interest is the enclosure formed by (A3) and (A7) where its half-circular shape
suggests a smaller neighboring site. Even though the geomagnetic data coverage is not complete,
satellite data provide evidence for its extent and size as a soil-mark. Due to the nature of the geophysical
data, it is not possible to comment on the contemporaneity of habitation or use. However, considering
the relatively large size of A3 with respect to the small-scale site, which it is bounded, one may suggest
this “settlement” had some significant meaning for the Neolithic dwellers of Almyros 2. A similar
possible enclosure (A4) is located to the north of Almyros 2. Unlike A3, it lacks context and useful
geophysical information for further analysis. Thus, the feature is excluded from the final interpretation.
Geomagnetic data also reveal information on a series of buildings at the core of the settlement
which are primarily aligned in East–West direction. Their signatures suggest these features were mainly
made of stone walls and possibly clay floors. Even though it seems like they suffered a burning event
the buildings remained intact in most of the cases. This is also to say that their destruction must have
been minimal and maybe so in control. The wall-enclosure (A2) further complicates the settlement
pattern. In consideration of its circular shape and spanning area, A2 divides the distribution of the
buildings into two spatial clusters. When investigated with this division in mind, it becomes clear that
in their interior buildings are better defined and their shape and orientation are more consistent. It is
harder to delineate buildings outside of A2, suggesting different architectural structures or a different
treatment during and after use.
Finally, an empty zone (A5) to the north of the core of the settlement attracts attention. The zone is
magnetically quiet suggesting a decision for keeping the area free of human occupation; or a “cleaning”
prior to the destruction/abandonment of the settlement. A similar observation can be made for the
arching space between the outer ditch (A6) and the wall-enclosure (A2).
5.1.2. Electromagnetic Induction Survey
The magnetic susceptibility map confirms the circular shape of the settlement (Figure 4a).
The ditch system and the wall-enclosure are also clearly defined in the data. Overall, the susceptibility
increases towards the core and south of the settlement, most probably of the anthropogenic activities
in the particular sections of it. The empty zone also traced in the geomagnetic data (A5, A6) further













Figure 4. Magnetic susceptibility (a); and electromagnetic conductivity (b) results from Almyros 2.
Investigated in relation to geomagnetic data (Figure 5), susceptibility map may be used to
distinguish architectural, if not cultural phases in Almyros 2. Although the settlement phasing cannot
be proposed in an absolute certainty, there is reasonable doubt thanks to different penetration depths
of instruments; magnetic susceptibility (due to in-phase component of the electromagnetic induction)
measures features shallower than geomagnetic measurements. Under the assumption that shallower
features belong to a later phase of occupation the spatial shifts of archaeological features (as one
progresses from one depth to another) indicate a change in the layout of settlement pattern.
Figure 5. The overlay for the prospection coverage by different methods at Almyros 2.
In the geomagnetic data, the end point of feature A7 (the earlier phase) joins with the end point of
A3, closing the space for the secondary site. In magnetic susceptibility map the terminal of A7 (the later
phase) was shifted and was bent towards the Almyros 2, suggesting that the secondary site was linked
to the main settlement at a later period.
The second phasing information is related to the eastern portion of the ditch system. In the
geomagnetic data (the earlier phase), there is clear evidence for a double ditch system; the main outer
ditch and the secondary inner ditch. In the magnetic susceptibility map (the later phase), the secondary
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Specific areas with low magnetic susceptibility values require elaboration. The first is the smaller
site bounded by the ditch (A3 andA7). Susceptibility values are in contrast with the main settlement,
suggesting low level of human presence; at least for the area covered by the EMI survey. The second is
the arching space (A6). Susceptibility values reveal that the space contained almost no anthropogenic
activities. The only exception for this is the break with relatively higher susceptibility values due to the
gate in the wall-enclosure A2. Next, the linear feature (A10) running on northeast–southwest direction
seems to be a later intrusion to the site, as it cuts through a series of geomagnetic features. If A10
indeed depicts an event, which cleared the marks of past anthropogenic activities, abovementioned
archaeological areas with low susceptibility values indicate excessive clearing during the habitation of
the site or just prior to its abandonment. Finally, minimal human activity alongside the ditch-system is
evident through documented lower susceptibility values. Particularly, it is significant to encounter
these areas at critical gateways of the ditch.
Electrical conductivity map shows a clear distinction between the northeast (resistive) and
southwest (conductive) surroundings of the settlement (Figure 4b). As expected, the site itself is
part of the high resistivity section, related to the compaction of the soil, due to intensive human
activities of the past. It is possible that anthropogenic soils “spilled” towards northeast; or there was
another locus of habitation in this area, as already suggested by the geomagnetic data.
The conductivity data further expose the circular shape of the Neolithic settlement. Its shape
is particularly well defined in the north and east thanks to higher conductivity area between the
wall-enclosure (A2) and the main ditch system. This layout further supports the reconstruction of
the circular wall-enclosure to the south. Finally, resistivity values further increase towards the south
where structural remains appear to be denser in contrast with the north of settlement.
5.2. Kamara (22.880◦ E, 39.078◦ N)
The most informative high-altitude view of Kamara comes from a 1971 aerial photograph
(Figure 6). Recent intrusions, including a mid-size construction on the site, hinder a complete
evaluation. This transformation of the landscape emphasizes the importance of historic imagery,
especially for the areas witnessing industrial scale agriculture and urbanization. The remnants of the
main settlement are visible after the soil mark M4. Feature M5 further suggests that Kamara was also
extended towards the south. The geophysical prospection could not cover this southern portion due
to modern obstacles, and, thus, the aerial photography remains in use for determining the possible
extent of the site.
 
Figure 6. The 1971 historic aerial imagery from Kamara with modern elevation contours. The data
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Geomagnetic Survey
Geomagnetic data from Kamara reveal the location and sizes of architectural features related
to potentially Neolithic houses (Figure 7). They are not well preserved and there is indication of
collapse. Nevertheless, their geomagnetic signatures suggest they were rather rectangular in shape and
were mainly built by clay rich material. Considering its compact layout and relatively heterogeneous
magnetic distribution in comparison to the rest of the settlement, B1 might have been the core of
the site.
Figure 7. Geomagnetic prospection results from Kamara.
Other rectangular magnetic features are detected in the north. They are separated from the rest
of the Neolithic settlement with a distance of ~80 m. These northerly features do not bear a similar
soil mark in historic aerial photography and their sizes are significantly larger than the architectural
features of Kamara. Therefore, it can be suggested that they were most probably dated to a later period
than Middle Neolithic Period.
There is no indication of a settlement enclosure in the form of a ditch or a circuit wall. If the soil
mark on the historic aerial imagery is an accurate indicator for the size of the settlement, the enclosure
should have been encountered immediately to the north of the soil mark. A weak candidate for
an enclosure is B2. However, its magnetic signature (negative magnetic gradient) is contra to the
well-established signatures (positive magnetic gradient) of other surveyed Neolithic settlements.
A wall-enclosure may be ruled out due to the irregular shape of the feature. Therefore, B2 must have
been a formation with natural origins.
5.3. Karatsantagli (22.701◦ E, 39.161◦ N)
Historic aerial photography from 1945 shows two features (possibly enclosures) which are most
probably related with the site (Figure 8). M5 (north) is a semi-arc bounding the settlement in the north.
A high resolution Digital Terrain Model (DTM) acquired from the RPAS additionally supports the claim
that M5 (north) was built in part of the site as the elevation contour of the settlement succinctly traces
this feature (Figure 9). Furthermore, the extent of the site to the east and to the south as documented
by the geomagnetic prospection (see below) merges with this feature, providing a better representation
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North–south running anomaly M5 (south) must delineate the limit of the site in the west.
The feature slightly cuts the elevation counters, and thus, raises a doubt for its prehistoric origins.
Nevertheless, the feature appears to be the continuation of the ditch-enclosure (C2) as documented in
the geomagnetic dataset. Evaluated together, geophysics data, historic aerial photography, and RPAS
imagery offer the most complete picture.
 
Figure 8. Historic aerial photograph dated to 1945 reveals two potential ditches, which are no longer
visible in modern imagery. The modern elevation contours range between 160 m and 180 m within
the area.
 
Figure 9. A Digital Terrain Model is processed from RPAS imagery. The details of the model provide
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5.3.1. Geomagnetic Survey
Geomagnetic data show a clear separation between anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic areas
(Figure 10). This is most evident in the southern and eastern side of the settlement where there is a
drastic increase in the homogeneity of the readings. In the west, a wide (~3 m) and highly magnetic
feature (C1) is probably a ditch-enclosure and tightly bounds the settlement. Further to the west of
C1, the remnants of a curvilinear feature (C2) with a larger span might have been another enclosure,
but poorly preserved. Magnetically homogenous area in between C1 and C2 suggests minimum
anthropogenic activity. Neither of these ditch features are detected in the south and in the east, but
rather the settlement terminates abruptly without any specific architectural marker.
Within the habitation limits of the site, there are architectural features with visible internal
partitions. Their magnetic signatures indicate that they had stone wall foundations and probably
mudbrick walls and/or clay floors. A clear evidence for the former comes from C3 where the walls
have apparent negative magnetic gradient within the clay rich soil, as suggested by the high magnetic
susceptibility values of the background. Feature C4 provides evidence for burning; high magnetic
values after burning with respect to the background indicates the architectural use of magnetically rich
material, i.e., clay.
Figure 10. Geomagnetic prospection results from Karatsantagli.
5.3.2. Electromagnetic Induction Survey
Magnetic susceptibility values are high and exhibit a close correlation with magnetic results
(Figure 11a). The proposed ditch-enclosure (C1) has high susceptibility values, further supporting the
hypothesis for its use. Further to the west of the C1, high susceptibility values highlight the core of
the settlement. In the eastern edge of the survey area, values are lower than the average susceptibility
readings, and thus, further marking the end of habitation. Another low susceptibility area is detected
abutting the ditch-enclosure C1. Like in the case of Almyros 2, the area might be indicating minimal
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Due to its lower spatial resolution, the EMI survey does not provide architectural details of
domestic dwellings. However, it further helps to discriminate buildings which faced pyro activities
and their variable intensities. This is the most visible for the burnt structure, C4.
Electrical conductivity dataareanother evidence for the separation between the site
(lower-conductivity) and off-site (C5) (higher conductivity) (Figure 11b). A sizeable area at the center
of the site (C6) has the lowest conductivity values as a hint towards built environment. Geomagnetic
data, however, do not reveal any structures for the same area (Figure 10; also see Figure 12 for an
overlay of extent). Therefore, it is probable that the area was devoid of buildings, but had a very
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Figure 12. The overlay for the prospection coverage by different methods at Karatsantagli.
5.4. Perdika 2 (22.613◦ E, 39.245◦ N)
GeoEye-1 imagery (acquisition date: 3 June 2010) provides the most useful information when
viewed in false color (bands 4-2-1) (Figure 13). Due to limited vegetation coverage on site, the use of
near-infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum is not optimal. Nevertheless, this band combination
is still useful for emphasizing the soil marks. For instance, northwest–southeast running M6 is
identified as a ditch-enclosure and the shape and the extent of Perdika 2 is visible in the south.
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5.4.1. Geomagnetic Survey
Geomagnetic data reveal a complex site layout (Figure 14). Multiple settlement cores and
enclosures indicate various architectural and even cultural phases. It is almost impossible to provide
secure chronologies of features due the nature of geophysical prospection. On the other hand,
superimposition of magnetic signatures can be tentatively used to define the occupational history
of Perdika 2.
 
Figure 14. Geomagnetic prospection results from Perdika 2.
Survey results suggest three settlement cores. Cluster D1 appears to be the oldest core that
most probably had expanded towards the east acquiring its ellipsoidal shape. The expansion of
ditch-enclosures, first D4, then D5, and finally D6 supports this hypothesis. As such, we can say that
Perdika 2 was initially a smaller settlement and eventually expanded, in both its core and the area
bounded by its ditch-system.
Cluster D2 must have been a later core since its primary enclosing ditch (D6) cuts the core D1. The
secondary ditch makes use of northern section of D1 and expands the settlement area. If the proposed
reconstruction and superimposition of D2 system is correct, the outermost ditch of D2 must have made
use of existing southern ditch of D1. This also suggests that the previous layout of the site was known
to its new inhabitants, further suggesting little to no hiatus in between the phases.
The third and the youngest core (D3) is the largest and bears no spatial relationship with the
first two. It was built on top of the outermost ditch of D2 and thus can be dated to a later period
than the largest extent of D2. There are no immediately visible architectural elements in D3, but the
heterogeneity and the strength of geomagnetic data suggest that the area was the host for concentrated
anthropogenic, and probably domestic activities.
Geomagnetic data provide limited information on architectural environment and this is valid for
all three proposed phases. Even though it is possible to map areas of occupation (e.g., settlement cores)
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5.4.2. Electromagnetic Induction Survey
Magnetic susceptibility map confirms the multifaceted ditch system as well as the location and
extent of settlement cores (D1, D2, and D3) (Figure 15). Both of these feature sets are characterized
by high susceptibility values. There are areas of low susceptibility values within the bounds of the
settlement, suggesting relatively constricted anthropogenic use. There is no evidence for architectural
features other than a possible two roomed building (D8) within core D1.
 
Figure 15. Magnetic susceptibility survey results from Perdika 2.
Electrical conductivity data show pockets of high conductivity (low resistivity) areas (Figure 16).
These pockets do not form a major pattern. Nevertheless, the cluster in the north (D9) mimics the
orientation of outermost enclosure of D2, albeit with a slight rotation. The major high conductivity
area is the core D3 itself.
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5.4.3. Ground Penetrating Radar Survey
GPR signals document a structure with multiple rooms aligned in east–west direction (D10) and
located at ~70–80 cm below the surface (Figure 17). The particular structure is located at the central
section of the site, which was the locus of the GPR survey (Figure 18). The fact that this multi-room
building is vaguely visible in magnetic data suggests intact, non-burnt architecture with substantial
stone wall foundations. To the south of D10, there are indications of another structure (D11) with little
to no preservation. This structure appears to be smaller than D10, but is still within the bounds of
settlement core D2. There is no substantial evidence for built environments outside of the D2. This is
particularly important for relative dating of the D1 with respect to D2. GPR signals do not pick up
building material even at deeper levels within D1, supporting the hypothesis that D1 is dated to an
earlier period than D2 and its associated ditch enclosures.
 
Figure 17. GPR survey results from Perdika 2 at 70–80 cm depth. Reddish colorsindicate high
reflectance anomalies.
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The enclosures are completely absent in the GPR data. The lack of high reflections in the form
of building materials further supports the hypothesis that these enclosures were ditches rather than
circuit walls. Therefore, GPR data compliment other geophysical prospection methodologies for the
determination of building materials making these enclosures (Figure 18).
5.5. Perivlepto/Kastraki 2 (22.707◦ E, 39.296◦ N)
Droidworx RPAS imagery reveals two circular soil marks. Feature M7 represents the Perivlepto/
Kastraki 2 (Figure 19). The southern circular core and two arching marks to the northeast match with
the results of geophysical prospection (see below). The jagged edges in the north reveals the impact
of modern plowing and raises concerns for the preservation of material culture. Feature M8 is an
unexpected extension to the site. The separation further suggests a dual occupation at Kastraki 2,
M7 representing the main habitation.
 
Figure 19. Droidworx RPAS imagery (acquisition date: 23 April 2015) reveals two soil marks.
5.5.1. Geomagnetic Survey
Traces of enclosures are visible surrounding the core of the settlement (Figure 20). Their higher
magnetic values and shapes suggest these enclosures were probably ditches. Immediately, to the north
of the core, the half-circular features E1 and E2 bound the settlement. It is not certain if these ditches
were initially complete enclosures, but filled/destroyed later or if they were purposefully built as such.
There is a similar setting in the southern portion of the settlement. Ditches bound the site, but are only
visible in parts (E8 and E9). In consideration of their spanning angles, enclosures in the north (E1, E2)
and in the south (E8, E9) were not built to meet. Therefore, it is possible to argue that Kastraki 2 never
had a complete ditch running around the site, but they were opportunistically located in order to serve
for specific uses.
Southern portions of E1 and E2 are magnetically empty. In comparison to the rest of the data,
these two areas (E3 and E4) must have contained very limited number of features and must have
hosted a different kind of human use of space, but not habitation. The prospection further reveals
highly burnt structures to the south of the settlement (E5). They are aligned on east–west axis except
for the one located further north from this cluster (E6). Their magnetic signatures suggest intensive
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To the north of the settlement, and 50 m away from the northernmost, there exist indications of
habitation in the form of free standing buildings (E7). Moreover, in consideration of the documented
soil mark on satellite imagery, a secondary site to the Kastraki 2 is also a possibility. It is speculative
to suggest their contemporaneity. However, if their habitations had overlapped sometime during
the Neolithic, this layout of spilled-over buildings outside of the bounds of Kastraki 2 remains as a
curious case.
Figure 20. Geomagnetic prospection results from Perivlepto/Kastraki 2.
5.5.2. Electromagnetic Induction Survey
Magnetic susceptibility confirms locations and extent of ditch-enclosures (E1 and E2) in the
north (Figure 21a). Furthermore, E3 and E4 have lower magnetic susceptibilities indicating minimal
cultural transformation of soils. Only three of the structures in cluster E5 show up as high magnetic
susceptibility localities. This might be explained by differential post-deposition of structures or initial
variations in terrace levels.
The conductivity map reveals an area with high resistivity values, initially suggesting the
concentration of architectural elements (Figure 21b). Contrary to the expectations, however, structures
are located at the fringes of this area. Furthermore, areas E3 and E4 show low level of human activity
and no architectural features as revealed in magnetic susceptibility and geomagnetic datasets. These
contrasting observations can be resolved by suggesting that these areas were compacted surfaces for
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(a) (b) 
Figure 21. Magnetic susceptibility (a); and electromagnetic conductivity (b) results from Perivlepto/
Kastraki 2.
5.5.3. Ground Penetrating Radar Survey
GPR successfully maps a series of structures (Figure 22). The survey provides further details of
the east–west aligned building cluster (E5). To the north of this cluster, a group of scattered buildings is
visible. Geomagnetic and magnetic susceptibility data (Figures 20, 21a and 23) do not suggest a firing
event for this second group, suggesting a different treatment of architectural features in close vicinities.
Within the bounds of the site, GPR supports the hypothesis of significant surface compaction for the
areas of E1 and E2. High reflectance zones overlap with high resistivity and low magnetic susceptibility
values. The soil mark on RPAS imagery (M7) succinctly describes this compaction as well.
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Figure 23. The overlay for the prospection coverage by different methods at Perivlepto/Kastraki 2.
GPR survey adds E8 to the building inventory. In consideration of the soil mark on satellite
imagery, the E7–E8 group further increases the possibility of a secondary site in the north. In this
secondary site, the buildings surround the soil mark as in the case for Kastraki 2. Therefore, one may
claim a similar use of space.
6. Discussion
6.1. Methodological Advancements
The IGEAN Project emphasized the importance of integrated geospatial methodologies for the
solution of archaeological problems. Through the manifold approach, the limitation of one sensor
is compensated by another. Therefore, a more complete picture of past use of space can be drawn.
This case became especially evident for Almyros 2; geomagnetic prospection and electromagnetic
induction surveys were helpful in exploring the changes in settlement pattern in two consequent
architectural (or cultural) phases. Despite the power of this approach, it would be naïve to suggest
geospatial technologies will eventually substitute the norm of archaeological surveys and excavations.
Site enclosures, locations of houses, preservation conditions, pyro-activities, deliberately avoided
areas within sites and many other spatial and attribute data were gathered thanks to the workhorse of
archaeological geophysics, i.e., the magnetometer. Furthermore, multi-sensor (multi+) geomagnetic
prospection provided large area coverage due to instrument’s high data collection efficiency. It is
now possible to explore geomagnetic landscapes and locate archaeological features in much wider
contexts [20]. On the other hand, one can further argue that it is only possible through the
manifold approach (multiple methods) to truly investigate differences and commonalities in inter-site
settlement patterns.
Electromagnetic induction proved to be useful both for providing information on variations
in use-of-space within and between settlements and for complementing the results of geomagnetic
prospection. In particular, the evaluation of magnetic susceptibility in relation to geomagnetism made
it possible to observe architectural transitions from one phase to another. Electrical conductivity data
reveal possibly compacted surfaces within sites and differentiate between ditches and fortification
walls. The study of architectural plans further supported the existence of these open spaces, hinting at
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GPR survey exposed features that were not detected by other geophysical instruments, refining
the shape and extent of buildings that were documented with other methods, and provided further
proof for land-use practices. Specifically, the GPR, in tandem to magnetic survey, was instrumental
in discriminating between types of building materials, mudbrick or stone foundations. Finally, the
methodology offered means to understand the structure of ditch-enclosures.
Despite their strengths, geophysical sensors also have intrinsic limitations. These limitations are
further pronounced in Neolithic contexts where the detection of prehistoric anthropogenic activities
requires high resolution and highly sensitive data collection. Especially, electromagnetic induction
surveys tend to have low spatial resolutions, hindering a finer delineation of Neolithic use of space.
Furthermore, the major raw material of the Neolithic period, i.e., the clay, presents opportunities and
obstacles for the collection and interpretation of geophysical data. Magnetic features located closer
to the surface tend to mask anomalies of a lower magnetization or deeper strata [21]. This magnetic
superimposition creates a bias for the interpretation of geomagnetic maps and over emphasizes the
use of materials with mudbrick content; a Neolithic fact one can enthusiastically accept. The same
setting, however, works against the favor of GPRs where high clay content tend to attenuate GPR
signals. Overall, these Neolithic limitations are minimized using manifold methodology.
Integration of aerial and space-borne systems to the ground arsenal is now almost a standard
procedure. RPAS is becoming an ordinary tool in archaeological projects and very high resolution
satellite imagery is more available due to an increase in the number of space platforms. Furthermore,
online data repositories keep providing invaluable spatial datasets. The IGEAN project capitalized over
these advancements and complimented the results of geophysical prospection while contextualizing
settlements in their larger environmental settings.
6.2. Archaeological Advancements
The IGEAN project produced comparable Early and Middle Neolithic settlement layouts. These
plans are invaluable for revealing variations and commonalities between settlements in great clarity
(Figure 24). Discrimination between ditch-enclosures and circuit walls, investigating the reasons
behind “incomplete” ditch features, observing the dynamics of enclosure evolution, resolving burnt
and unburnt buildings, delineating highly compacted surfaces within the settlements, locating the
areas with minimum anthropogenic activities all contribute for a better understanding of everyday life
in Neolithic Thessaly.
It appears that settlement agglomeration resulted in a clear separation of inside from the outside
world. The demarcation is the most evident when there is an enclosure around a Neolithic settlement
as the results of the IGEAN project suggest. The interpretation of enclosures which amounts to a
growing presence in recent archaeological data, directly affects the image of the relations between
communities (e.g., warfare [22]) or within the community (e.g., neighbors [23]). Second, it is now clear
that ditch-enclosures were not static features despite their monolithic sizes, but they were part of the
settlement dynamics. In this regard, they were not the determinants of the Neolithic inside/outside
binary opposition, but were signifiers of it.
The separation between burnt and unburnt buildings is a complex one. At Almyros 2 and Kamara,
all documented structures were burnt, accidentally or deliberately. In addition, in consideration of the
data from Karatsantagli and Kastraki 2, deliberate burning might have been the case, as suggested by
Stevanović for Neolithic domestic architecture [24]. Under the assumption of contemporaneity, the
IGEAN Project reveals selective burning of the houses within the same settlement.
Finally, the IGEAN Project is instructive for details of use of space. It seems like Neolithic
inhabitants provided extra care to minimize activities around enclosure entrances. This must have
been necessary for the ease of movement between the site and the off-site. This is most evident at
Almyros 2. Similarly, open air surfaces within settlements might be hinting towards a specific economic
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Figure 24. Proposed settlement layout reconstructions from: (a) Almyros 2; (b) Kamara;
(c) Karatsantagli; (d) Perdika 2; and (e) Perivlepto/Kastraki 2. These vector data can also be viewed
with the help of an online GIS served at http://igean.ims.forth.gr.
7. Conclusions
This study explores Early and Middle Neolithic settlements in Thessaly, Greece using a manifold
geospatial approach. Integration of satellite, aerial, and ground remote sensing methodologies fully
exploit individual sensor capabilities to hypothesize “close-to-complete” settlement layouts. Therefore,
it is now possible to highlight variations and commonalities between these settlements and provide a
grounded speculation of a “Neolithic way of use of space”.
First, settlement enclosures show a greater variation than previously anticipated. There is
convincing evidence for ditches thatare not fully encircling settlements. This suggests that these
features were not always necessarily built for warfare. Second observation is related to the openings in
these enclosures. Successive cleaning of doorways appears to be a societal habit of Neolithic dwellers.
Third, clean and compacted Neolithic surfaces inside settlements point towards a specialized use of
space. It is not possible to further comment on these features without archaeological excavations, but
the lack of anthropogenic markers speculatively suggests exclusionary/prohibitionary use. Finally,
discriminatory house burning may be indicating social differentiation.
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Abstract: This article presents a methodology to process information from a Terrestrial Laser Scanner
(TLS) from three dimensions (3D) to two dimensions (2D), and to two dimensions with a color
value (2.5D), as a tool to document and analyze heritage buildings. Principally focused on the loss
of material in stone, this study aims at creating an evaluation method for loss control, taking into
account the state of conservation of a building in terms of restoration, from studying the pathologies,
to their identification and delimitation. A case study on the Cathedral of the Seu Vella de Lleida was
completed, examining the details of the stone surfaces. This cathedral was affected by military use,
periods of abandonment, and periodic restorations.
Keywords: Terrestrial Laser Scanning; orthoimage; heritage; remote sensing; preservation; archaeology
1. Introduction
Historic buildings in urban areas often show accelerated deterioration. In historic stone buildings,
many different types of damage can occur including: loss of stone material, discoloration, deposits,
detachment, fissures, deformation, and damage from previous intervention [1]. Detection of material
degradation in historic buildings with traditional methods, such as manual mapping or simple eye
examination by an expert [2], are considered time-consuming [3] and laborious procedures, so TLS
(Terrestrial Laser Scanner) technology and image processing methodologies are being developed,
allowing for the detection of pathologies [4,5], their evolution [6], identification of deformations [7],
changes in material [8], and stone façade documentation [9–11].
Understanding this need, this article proposes a methodology for the geometric analysis of stone
façades, based on TLS surveys, focusing on the information generated to preserve the architectural
heritage [12,13] and its diffusion, as a means to study and analyze [14,15] historical contexts [16,17].
The methodology developed in this article proposes the conversion of three-dimensional (3D) data
to two dimensions (2D) [18,19], and two dimensions plus a color value (2.5D) as depth databases
(Figure 1).
With precise control of data transformations, the conversion of 2.5D to 3D can be achieved, which
is a necessity for the patrimonial documentation [20–24], to the point of generating programs for the
work of 3D images [25–28]. This analysis is possible thanks to the use of a geographic information
system (GIS) on complex buildings [29,30]. With an emphasis on 3D GIS applied to restoration [31–34].
The goal of applying this process is to perform an analysis that emphasizes the geometric detail of
the patrimonial façades, composed mainly of stone. This information would be useful for the diagnosis
of stone alterations. As a complementary process, the metric images were used to generate planes in
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vectorial format using a semi-automatic process [35–38], given the quality of definition and thickness
of the lines generated.
 
Figure 1. Methodology and structure of the article.
The case study is on the Cathedral of the Seu Vella de Lleida, which is located on the hill known as
Turó de Lleida that dominates the city in the Segrià region. The cathedral is designed in a transitional
style between Romanesque and Gothic. The Seu Vella de Lleida has Romanesque forms and the
monumentality of the Gothic era; it has Gothic cross-vaults. This patrimonial building has suffered
damage from several military contests as well as from periods of abandonment [39]. The military uses
damaged the building, the most serious of which was caused by civil war bombings—primarily in the
terraces and decks—ruining decorative elements like the pinnacles, gables, gargoyles, and the sills of
the roof terrace.
During the second half of the 19th century, with the Catalan movement of the Renaissance, the
Cathedral was revalued, and around 12 June 1918 it was declared a national monument [40]. In 1948,
the army ceded it and restoration began in 1949. During this restoration, the architects Francisco Pons
Sorolla and Alexander Ferran made modifications and even replaced some elements. These elements
include the traceries and mullions of the Gothic windows, which were reconstructed copying the
originals with molds and cement.
There are two types of stone in the study area: the Lleida stone and the Vinaixa stone. They both
have intergranular porosity, which is more visible in the Vinaixa stone. A major part of the walls and
the base of the cloister of the church are composed of Lleida stone; it is a sandstone rich in carbonates
and the texture allows classification like a calcarenite. The Vinaixa stone is found in all the elements
that are more or less worked, including arches, capitals, frontons, and traceries. Almost the entirety of
the upper part of the cloister is also built with Vinaixa stone [39].
The case study involved surveying the stone with the laser scanner technology, and focused
mainly on the gallery of the cloister, which is the green zone shown in Figure 2, which was also a
viewpoint of the city of Lleida in the 13th and 14th centuries [39]. This methodology was also applied
to other areas of the cathedral with similar stone type characteristics, including to an area of medieval
wall, the perimeter of the building, and the door of the Apostles.
Figure 2. Construction phases: the blue represents the 13th century; the green represents the 14th
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2. Survey with Terrestrial Laser Scanner Technology
For data collection, a phase difference scanner was used, the Focus3D 120 (FARO®, Stuttgart,
Germany), which allows a wide 360º H·305º V capture range, with an accuracy of 0.6 mm to 10 m,
and 0.95 mm to 25 m. With a systematic error of ≤±2 mm at 25 m, it also captures the information of
reflected intensity of the laser and photographic color, with RGB color information assigned to the
points, through an integrated camera of 70 megapixels.
Positions were chosen on each arch of the scanned corridor, in the courtyard of the Seu Vella.
The scanning resolution was 1/8, with 4× quality in relation to the scene program, which was used to
operate the scanner. The position was obtained by an average of 38 million measures. In total, seven
positions were chosen for the gallery of the cloister. In the other zones of the cathedral, 17 positions
were selected.
3. Information Stored in the 3D Point Cloud
With the aim of documenting the surface geometry of the scanned elements, a set of high
resolutions measures, of at least one point every 2 mm [3], was required. The information generated
was stored as scalar values as a 3D cloud of points, which would later be converted into 2D raster
databases. The resolution used and the ability store data in 3D clouds of points and 2D raster maintains
the following analyses in the database: curvature analysis of the surfaces, direction of surfaces,
classification of surfaces, and controlled lighting on surfaces, as shown in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. 3D point cloud. CANUPO classification and illumination by ambient occlusion [11].
Classification: floor is shown in gray, the walls are blank, the ornamental elements are shown in
blue, and the linear elements in red.
3.1. Classification of the 3D Point Cloud
The technique used for this classification, CANUPO, is a set of applications designed for the
classification of natural environments, including rivers, coastal environments, cliffs, etc. This process
is defined as:
. . . a multi-scale measure of the point cloud dimensionality around each point.
The dimensionality characterizes the local 3D organization of the point cloud within
spheres centered on the measured points and varies from being 1D (points set along a line),
2D (points forming a plane) to the full 3D volume. By varying the diameter of the sphere,
we can thus monitor how the local cloud geometry behaves across scales [41].
Classification was completed by dividing walls as planes, and the other surfaces, on scales
between 5 cm and 30 cm, as shown on the right side of Figure 3. Linear and ornamental elements
are also classified, on scales between 2 cm and 10 cm, with red denoting linear elements, dark blue
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This classification not only included constructive elements; CANUPO classifies everything in the
architectural heritage, which requires the interpretation of a specialist. An example of these possible
interpretations is the description of isolated elements that make up the building, like the tombs of
nobles. In the classification, we identified changes in surfaces, such as edges, planes, or volumes.
The identifier of the point cloud was introduced as data, and a number for each point was assigned.
The return field was used as a second classification, which can hide elements that are not taken into
account in subsequent steps of conversion to raster images—such as the ceiling, furniture, or the floor
itself—so that clear information on walls of the façade remained.
3.2. Details of Surfaces with Lighting Processes
For geometric analysis, apply lightning processes to the point cloud is useful. These techniques
allow the identification of areas that are poorly visible, including concavities of the surface in rough
areas, alterations of the material, or simply holes in the surface.
For this kind of analyses, we used the Screen Space Ambient Occlusion [42], with the Plugin
qSSAO in Cloudcompare. This is a shading 3D method which adds realism to the models, through
the attenuation of the light due to reflection and occlusions that are produced by the geometry of the
model (Figure 4).
The calculation of the surface occlusions starts from a virtual lighting process. This lighting
obscures the areas in which light rays bounce between nearby surfaces; the more concave the surface
the more impacts it receives, and the greater value it acquires. If the surface is more exposed to the
exterior, the fewer impacts it receives. If the surface is perpendicular to the sky, it will not darken,
keeping its base color.
 
Figure 4. 2D raster from an environmental occlusion generated in 3D: (a) loss of material; (b) holes and
alterations of the stone; and (c) disintegration of stone.
4. 3D to 2D and 2.5D Conversions
In order to efficiently communicate the desired information in the results of the analyses,
a conversion of the 3D database to 2D must be completed without losing any information in the
process, while maintaining the possibility of reverting to a 3D model. For the front façade, the façades
perpendicular to this had to be developed in 2D (2.5D).
To do this, the proposed method starts in LiDAR format, and the LAS dataset, which allows the
organization of the topology of the points, including variables such as color, elevation, class, and return
as a second classification and intensity. The LAS dataset is able to include extensive point clouds, and
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to the distance. An example is an LAS dataset with depth information and a roughness raster with a
roughness range of red to black.
These files allow the generation of the LAS dataset to raster with a GIS. In this case study, the
conversion was completed with the ArcGIS program (version 10.1, Environmental Systems Research
Institute, Redlands, CA, United States). With a 2-mm subsampled point cloud, this LAS was converted
to raster images with a cell value of 2 mm.
The zones that do not have a measurement every 2 mm were interpolated, applying the maximum
distance range between cells function, in this case with a maximum of 3 pixels, 6 mm in terms of
measurements, so that interpolating surfaces that are not related were avoided.
Differences and Relationships between 3D and 2D (2.5D) Information
Transforming 3D information to 2D as a metric map facilitates on-site work, allows a direct
verification of the information developed, and provides true dimensions of all the elements.
As a graphic representation, these are all advantages because an architectural plane provides a better
reading and references all aspects of the surface of the building, thus giving a better understanding of
complex heritage buildings. However, 3D information is also fundamental, since it allows a volumetric
understanding of the building; 3D and 2D (2.5) are complementary [43,44]. Working only in 3D limits
the inspection of the building and the work of different disciplines involved. Working only in 2D
requires over-segmentation of the façade, avoids self-occlusion of the surface, each one with different
deformations, and would thus prevent reading the façade as a whole.
The 3D representation of a point cloud depends on the position of the camera from which the
3D point cloud is rendered and the point size (Figure 5a), while in 2D it depends on the chosen
metric image resolution (Figure 5b). Both 3D and 2D information allows operations to be performed.
For example, the information of the point cloud allows the performance of operations between the
data, generating new databases without altering the base information. As scalar values, the 3D point
cloud can store as many scalar value fields as needed.
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Layers of information in: (a) 3D point cloud information with factor scales: ambient occlusion
and classification; (b) superimposed raster images.
In 2D, the images with scale generate specific documentation; each image is a layer of information
with a determined purpose, and these images can be superimposed or interpolated to analyze
specific aspects.
Since raster information is controlled, it is possible to return that information to a 3D model.
In this process, it is essential to maintain the metadata of the data conversions to be able to reverse the
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supports other disciplines that work in specific formats by maintaining the metric precision and the
position of the data.
5. Raster Information
TLS technology makes it possible to generate images with a high degree of precision, providing
geometric information on the façades. This information allows the generation of derivative products,
such as a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The DEM complements the 2D data with the information in
2.5D [45], merging this information with the raster. This allows performance analysis, emphasizing the
geometric variables of the building, using topography or aerial LiDAR, while retaining the possibility
of returning to a 3D model.
5.1. Geometric Details with Illumination Process
A DEM not only contains explicit information about elevation in a surface, but also regarding
distance and neighborhood relationships. Operations can then be performed on the superficies, which
is common in topographic analyses, such as hillshade or slope analysis, Figure 6.
Figure 6. Raster hillshade 315◦ azimuth 45◦: (a) surface roughness not visible from photographs,
(b) surface roughness not visible to the naked eye, and (c) carved symbols, barely visible on site.
This process can be avoided by applying a mean filter on the points, eliminating the points outside
the average, so in this case, the ones corresponding to the points of the lower plane are removed
because they are random data due to lack of data in the upper plane. This mean filter was applied to
all the images, ensuring information relevant to the objectives of the case study was not lost.
5.2. Representation of Façade Details from a Slope Analysis
A slope analysis in GIS identifies the boundaries between surfaces; making it possible to obtain
details at different scales and with different magnitudes. Slope analysis is understood as the maximum
height change ratio between one cell and the eight neighboring cells. Slope analysis can also be defined
as the angle between the vector normal to the surface at that point and the vertical.
As metric planes, the images allow a clear interpretation of the building. The images identify,
for example, the patterns in the stones, which is useful for different disciplines, such as for the
identification of stratigraphic units of a façade in archaeology [46,47]. Details with little relief have a
lower line value than jumps between surfaces or larger planes.
In this case study, the slope analysis was performed with the ArcGIS program, with the technique
developed by Burrough et al. [48]. A slope analysis, in which an accurate representation of the shapes
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. Identification of previous interventions with different materials: (a) identification of
alterations in geometric patterns and (b) slope raster obtained through DEM spatial analysis.
6. Identification of Alterations in the Stone by Combining Raster Images
Stone decay can be either additive or subtractive [1]. The DEM identifies the depth differences
between planes of a surface and from this, can identify the boundaries between these surfaces
(Figure 8a). Even in this image, whether the material is loose or will gain material as part of the
decay mechanism cannot be identified. For this reason, the metric image of Figure 8b is generated.
The ambient occlusion is projected onto the 3D model and generates an image that identifies the
concavities of the surfaces, and with it, the loss of the material. In this zone, the sandstone and
disintegration of the stone is identified. This occurs because of the presence of clays in the Lleida stone;
these clays degrade with a certain speed, and the water in the stone causes the clay to expand, creating
internal tensions that lead to the disintegration of the material near the surface of the element.
(a) (b)
Figure 8. Deterioration of the stone: (a) the boundaries between surfaces, the slope, is identified; and
(b) the sandstone is identified as well as the disintegration of the stone (ambient occlusion).
Identification of different materials, using RGB images combined with images of lighting
techniques and observation on site, shows complete blocks of restored stone, different from those
around them. This information helps to delimit the area that has been restored and identify blocks that
suffer from disintegration (Figure 9). The stone substitutions were made with Vinaixa stone, as it does
not suffer from the same degradation as that from Lleida.
The stone degradation is also visible in other areas, like in the lower area on the left side of the
Nave del Aepístola (Figure 9). In this area, a different type of material loss is present, seen in the loss
of its clay base caused by water [49]. The generated images identify the limits of the alterations and
quantify the loss of material. A study of this type would enable management actions of the patrimonial
property, would provide more information to help better manage the conservation processes, and
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(a) (b)
Figure 9. Identification of previous interventions with different stone: (a) RGB left; and (b)
disintegration of stone (hillshade).
Using only one color image with RGB information is not sufficient to perform an analysis for
directing restoration efforts on a heritage building. The singular image lacks important information.
For example, the roughness of the surface, shown in Figure 10, is shown as a continuous surface in a
RGB image, but the ambient occlusion shows the actual stone deterioration.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. Efflorescence in the stone: (a) the RBG image showing a smooth surface; and (b) deterioration
of the stone by alveolization of the materials shown by ambient occlusion.
This deterioration, the loss of material by alveolization, is a phenomenon characterized by the
formation of voids or cavities of different sizes and morphologies, called alveoli. Its appearance
depends on the composition of the rock and environmental factors [50].
A partial loss of the volume or an erosion of the stone can occur due to the consolidation of the
stone, for example, with the application of replacement mortar. This erosion or loss of material must
be documented for its control.
Semiautomatic Process to Convert Vector Planes
To obtain images that can be edited and are ready for specialists, the 2D images must be vector
planes. Converting this information to a 2D vector plane is performed through a semiautomatic
process, in which a raster image is created and converted to a vector plane.
The first step is performing a curvature analysis in relation to the scale of the desired vector plane,
accounting for the detail that would be seen on the determined scale. In this process, it is important to
consider the resolution of the data acquisition and the noise generated in the data capture [51].
Next, the raster lines are converted to vector lines, with a program like AutoCAD Raster Design,
which allows image analysis and subsequent vectorization (Figure 11). In this process, manual editing
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simplify or clean areas of difficult interpretation. In the same way, manual editing is necessary to
separate the layers [52], taking into account the value of the line and the representation of the plane.
The complete process from point cloud conversion to DEM generation, slope analysis, and
vectorization required two hours to complete, plus 15 min of zone correction per occlusion, and 30 min
to reorder layers, depending on the value of the line. Drawing only one of the doors in CAD, manually,
took a day of work [3]; the entire façade would be a week due to the complexity of the decorations.
 
(a) (b)
Figure 11. Raster to vector conversion: (a) curvature analysis; and (b) vector planimetry from the
curvature analysis.
7. Conclusions
As shown in the literature, there is a growing use of GIS and image processing with TLS surveys,
which relate the 3D models to 2D maps; low-resolution models are created and mapped, documenting
the starting information in 3D and expanding the information as images [18–24]. A new methodology
is developed in this article—a 3D controlled conversion to 2D and 2.5D—that operates without
interpolations and reduces the loss of base information, enabling the conversion of new information
generated in 2D and 2.5D to a 3D model (point cloud), recording the rasters as a database. This allows
for comparison of the differences in the storage of information between raster and point cloud.
According to the methodology, a case study is developed, establishing parameters of graphical
representations and highlighting features associated with stone pathologies, such as analysis of the
patrimonial building surface, which complement the field work of the restoration.
For the Seu Vella, the raster images showed the delimited areas with deterioration in the stone,
and the behavior of the Vinaixa and Lleida stone in the cathedral were identified. We determined that
the Lleida stone, the predominant rock in this cathedral, suffers significant erosion, both in loss of
material and in alveoli formation in all orientations, produced by the presence of water and by the
mineralogy of the stones rich in clays.
This comparison between layers of raster images and their relationship to the 3D model with an
on-site review, allows us to detect the change in stone type through surface roughness, stone relief,
stone erosion or alteration, the boundaries between surface planes, and the color of the stones.
This study helps work toward achieving preservation of buildings, with a focus on prevention
and maintenance work, which contributes to their protection. This raster information allowed us to
generate vectorial plans, and the adopted technique leads to an improvement of the heritage register
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Abstract: This paper presents the methodological approach and the actual workflow for creating the
3D digital reconstruction in time of the ancient Roman Circus of Milan, which is presently covered
completely by the urban fabric of the modern city. The diachronic reconstruction is based on a proper
mix of quantitative data originated by current 3D surveys and historical sources, such as ancient
maps, drawings, archaeological reports, restrictions decrees, and old photographs. When possible,
such heterogeneous sources have been georeferenced and stored in a GIS system. In this way the
sources have been analyzed in depth, allowing the deduction of geometrical information not explicitly
revealed by the material available. A reliable reconstruction of the area in different historical periods
has been therefore hypothesized. This research has been carried on in the framework of the project
Cultural Heritage Through Time—CHT2, funded by the Joint Programming Initiative on Cultural
Heritage (JPI-CH), supported by the Italian Ministry for Cultural Heritage (MiBACT), the Italian
Ministry for University and Research (MIUR), and the European Commission.
Keywords: digital heritage; knowledge representation; 3D survey; data integration; GIS;
4D reconstruction
1. Introduction
The 3D digital representations through time of cultural heritage sites can be useful in order
to study and preserve their memory, to properly communicate them to the public even when bad
conservation conditions occur, and to plan their maintenance and promotion.
Usually, 3D modeling involved in the study of Cultural Heritage includes two definitively distinct
categories: reality-based and reconstructive [1].
Reality-based 3D models are generally intended, as those obtained with high accuracy thanks
to both active and passive 3D acquisition technologies, are nowadays largely available, such as laser
scanners or Structure from Motion (SfM)/Image Matching (IM) photogrammetry, that allow one to
sample the exterior surfaces of the object, building, site, or landscape of interest at high resolution.
The dense 3D cloud provided is then meshed and possibly texturized, originating what is usually
indicated as a reality-based 3D model [2,3].
On the other hand, reconstructive 3D models are those originated by a much less dense set of
geometrical information, due to the fact that they are referred to objects, buildings, sites, or landscapes
not existing anymore in their original form [4,5].
Paul Reilly introduced the concept of Virtual Archaeology in the early 1990s [6], pointing out
how reconstructive models play a crucial role in archaeological studies for the possibility to visualize
interactively non-existing architecture [7]. It is a tool for the shared synthesis of knowledge, for
interactive interpretation of archaeological ruins, and for cultural dissemination [8]. In addition,
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virtual reconstruction in archaeology has been introduced as a novel method for finding archeological
discoveries [9].
However, differently from reality-based models, a virtual reconstruction is necessarily based
on a set of assumptions, and the acceptance of a certain level of uncertainty [10] that can be
limited by integrating historical sources, providing, even in an indirect way, additional geometrical
constraints [11]. In order to define shared methodologies for approaching the problem of 3D
reconstruction of partially or totally non-existing archaeological structures, in the past two decades,
different relevant initiatives have been taken including the Virtual Archaeology Special Interest Group
(VASIG) of the international organization “Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in
Archaeology” (CAA), the Cultural Virtual Reality Organization (CVRO), and the European project
EPOCH (www.epoch-net.org). These and other contributions have laid the foundation of the
“London Charter”, whose main aim is to establish internationally-recognized principles for the use of
computer-based visualization of cultural heritage [12].
Different projects have faced the issues of virtual reconstruction in archaeology e.g., aiming at
the digital reconstruction of large cities [13], the digital reunification of an ancient structure on site
with decoration conserved in a different location [14], the construction of knowledge models behind
the studied site [15], the different interaction typology between user and digital contents [16], and the
public engagement and the dissemination of archaeological data [17].
Technically, the reconstruction activities might be oriented more to the study of a structure using
engineering tools [18,19], to the accurate visualization of the reconstructed scene [20,21], or to the
exploration of a particular site through time [22].
Even if a reconstruction can simply be based on drawings originated by previous studies,
several works appeared in the literature [23–26] which have shown that a serious reconstruction
work should start from the accurate digitization of the existing remains, enriched with additional
pieces of information provided by various non-uniform sources.
However, there are cases where the three-dimensional diachronic reconstruction is particularly
complex. There are several reasons for this: (i) the nearly total absence of remains to be surveyed;
(ii) one or more time periods of an artefact’s life with little historical documentation; (iii) uncertainty of
sources; (iv) difficulty to correlate documents and data to a three-dimensional representation.
This paper presents an experimental activity defined by the project Cultural Heritage Through
Time—CHT2 (http://cht2-project.eu), funded in the framework of the Joint Programming Initiative
on Cultural Heritage (JPI-CH) supported by the Italian Ministry for Cultural Heritage (MiBACT), the
Italian Ministry for University and Research (MIUR), and the European Commission. Its goal is to
develop time-varying 3D products, from landscape to architectural scale, to envisage and analyze lost
scenarios, or visualize changes due to anthropic activities or intervention, pollution, wars, earthquakes,
or other natural hazards. The main aim of the CHT2 project is to merge heterogeneous information and
expertise to deliver enhanced four-dimensional (4D) digital products of heritage sites. CHT2 is working
on the full integration of the temporal dimension, its management and visualization, for studying and
analyzing Cultural Heritage structures and landscapes through time. The proposed methodology for
the whole project described in [27], suggests different ways to reconstruct the diachronic life of an
historical object, monument, or landscape.
Regarding the case presented in this paper, given the limited detectable findings, the work began
with an in-depth philological analysis from the collection of historical and archival data, integrating
the various contributions in the area, beginning in early 1939 [28–31].
The case study covers the south-west area of the city center of Milan that corresponds to the
Roman Circus area, where it is possible to see several traces of different historical periods from ancient
times, to the densely urbanized structure of the present days. According to some archaeological
findings, Milan was inhabited since the 5th century BC in the area corresponding to the current
Via Meravigli, Via Valpetrosa, and the Piazza del Duomo. In this area, some protohistoric tracks
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connected Milan with some towns and villages to the northwest neighborhoods belonging initially to
the Golasecca culture, a prehistoric civilization located in the Ticino River area from the Bronze Age
until the 1st century BC.
In the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, excavation and leveling took place, in order to adapt the ground to
the Roman urban model. At that time, the first urban planning was put in place, probably maintaining
the Golasecca road network. The entire settlement occupied an area of 80 hectares, with a spatial
organization influenced by differences in height, watercourses and by the existing routes. In the second
half of the 1st century BC, the Romanization of the territory was completed [31,32]. In the first Roman
city plan, the investigated area, now occupied by the Archaeological Museum, was first dedicated to
housing and production activities. These activities were probably related to metal extraction from
the sediments of the Nirone River and the related processing. This hypothesis has been confirmed by
recent excavations, which revealed the presence of a pre-imperial domus. At the end of the 1st century
BC, good quality residences and production activities would have been present. A subsequent domus,
built in the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, was later transformed into a prestigious domus in the 3rd
century AD. For none of these buildings, unfortunately, is a complete plan known [33].
In the year 286 AD, Milan became the capital of the Western Roman Empire, under the emperor
Maximian. During the imperial period, up to 402 AD, the area was modified by the construction of
major buildings, such as the imperial palace, the circus, and the defensive walls [29,34].
The Circus was the open-air venue for chariot and horseraces; or rather, the place dedicated to
the celebration of the Emperor’s greatness. For this reason, circuses were generally located near the
Imperial Palace [35].
Milan’s circus was also adjacent to the defensive walls, with which it shared the western part. This
particular location probably resulted in a number of peculiarities, such as the absence of a Triumphal
Arch on the apex of the curve. Although the circus of Milan was one of the most important in the late
Roman empire, only a few traces are still available: a tower of the city walls, a tower of the carceres
reused as a bell tower (formerly belonging to the Monastero Maggiore), and some sections of the
walls or foundations in private properties nearby [30,35,36]. Historical sources report the existence of
the circus until the Lombard era. From that period, as happened to other monuments in Milan, the
materials of the Roman structures were reused in new construction projects.
Archaeological studies were conducted mostly at the beginning of the 1900s and after World War
II, during the reconstruction of some private and public buildings, when it was possible to see the
archaeological remains. Unfortunately, nowadays, only small portions of the monument remain visible;
moreover, much of the historical documentation was lost in a fire during World War II. Starting from
the 1960s, the area was used as the headquarters of the Archaeological Museum of the Municipality
of Milan (Civico Museo Archeologico di Milano), that still takes care to preserve the memory of the
various eras represented in this part of the town. The rest of the area occupied by the ancient Roman
circus is instead almost entirely occupied by residential buildings [37]. This area also includes the
Church of San Maurizio, whose nucleus is of early Christian origin, and which was built in the form we
know today at the beginning of the 1500s. Small remains of the circus are still visible in the basements
of modern buildings in that area. Many questions are still open about the structure of the building and
its relation to the surrounding area, including the imperial palace and the town fortification walls.
2. Materials and Methods
In some cases [26,38], diachronic reconstruction of a monumental complex started with the
three-dimensional survey of the actual state of the monument, and an investigation of the traces of
different phases of the building, along with suitable philological research. In the case of the Roman circus
of Milan, given the limited detectable findings, the work started with an in-depth philological research
campaign, beginning with historical and archival data. All kinds of sources (texts, maps, drawings,
archaeological reports and restriction decrees, photographs) have been integrated to hypothesize
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The research began with the bibliography related to the study of the monument. This was useful
for gathering all the information available about the previous research and the excavations done during
the past centuries.
Especially important for the study of the monument was the book of De Capitani D’Arzago [28],
an archaeologist who thoroughly studied the Roman circus of Milan in the late 1930s. His studies
confirmed the existence, location, and essential size of the circus, thanks to the discovery of the parallel
walls, some portions of the foundations, and a large part of the curve.
Another important book is that of Humphrey [35], in which many Roman circuses, among them
also the circus of Milan, were investigated. Thanks to this information, it was possible to interpret the
missing parts of the monument by comparing its shape to others from the same period. This research
is fundamental when analyzing and reconstructing an ancient building that is no longer visible.
Another step of the work was the collection of maps, drawings and images concerning the various
topics covered in the research (Figure 1). Drawings and historical paintings are fundamental for
gathering information no longer available today. This kind of approach was useful for gathering
typological indications and validating the reconstructive hypotheses proposed by scholars. In our case,
we have found sources regarding: (i) the domus of the pre-imperial era; (ii) Roman circuses built in the




Figure 1. Different types of archival data: (a) reconstructive drawing of the Circus and the Imperial
Palace (F. Corni, courtesy of Civico Museo Archeologico di Milano); (b) drawing of an archaeological
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Unfortunately, in the case of Milan, only modest graphic representations of the involved
monuments were available, with reference to their active period. As far as more recent times are
concerned, all the drawings of survey campaigns carried out in the area have been collected. Since
many buildings destroyed by bombing during World War II (WW2) were rebuilt, in the post war period,
the excavations for the foundations of the modern buildings, in some cases, revealed archaeological
finds that sometimes were used as the basement for the new building. In other instances, for example,
in correspondence to new roads or other unbuilt areas, such findings were simply covered. Sometimes,
notes and sketches made during previous excavations revealed crucial pieces of information for
defining the structure of the monument.
Next, a thorough iconographic research campaign was carried out, collecting different maps from
various periods that could highlight the urban structure of the area. About 60 city maps representing
different historical periods from the Renaissance to the present day have been identified at the “Civica
Raccolta delle Stampe Achille Bertarelli” in Milan and analyzed to study the evolution of the urban area.
Another type of data taken into account were the photographs taken mainly during the post-WW2
excavations, as for example, those shown in Figure 2. Images of artefacts and structures inside the
urban area, taken from different points of view and sometimes referred to two or more different
periods of their existence, are a valuable support for the three-dimensional reconstruction process.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Photographs of the remains of the external wall of the circus visible in a private garden of a
building in via Vigna 1: (a) the entire portion of the remains; (b) a detail of the arches sustaining the
podium visible on the wall (courtesy of Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali e del turismo).
In addition, a research campaign in the photographic archive at the Superintendence office was
made regarding to the area of interest. About one thousand images were found, and about 100 of
them were selected for use in this project. The selection regards artefacts visible during construction
projects (e.g., the metro, new skyscrapers) or inspections of the Superintendence office. These images
are a valuable documentary heritage because many artefacts, embedded in the foundations of modern
buildings, are no longer visible.
The next step of the research, propaedeutic to the 4D reconstruction, involved the identification
and survey of all the visible portions of the monument.
Starting from a detailed map of the circus made in the late 1930s, the accurate positioning of all
the remains of the circus and its connected structures was checked.
This part of the work dealt also with a capillary search, in connection with the inspectors of the
Superintendence of Milan, of all the street numbers of the actual buildings where the remains are still
visible in the basements. During this search, it was observed that all the private houses of interest, due
to archaeological findings, are under restrictions, but given the period in which these restrictions were
defined, most of them are brief and unclear. Hence, it was difficult to identify the individual structures,
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All areas subjected to archaeological restrictions have been screened along with the
Superintendence office, in order to assess the actual presence of remains, their state of conservation
and the opportunity to do a three-dimensional survey.
The 3D survey of all the selected remains is a crucial stage for generating a reliable starting point
for the reconstruction. Depending on the conditions of operation, such 3D digitization is being made
with both SFM photogrammetry and laser scanning, depending on the available conditions of lighting,
working space, etc. The monument portions that are detected and suitably georeferenced are used to
validate the archaeological excavations of the past, and to give the main constraints over which the
three-dimensional reconstruction have been progressively generated.
In addition to the validation of historical plans, the three-dimensional portions are fundamental
as elements of proportion, in relation to the examples of the same type of monument highlighted
by other sources, to define the elevation of the building, typically, the most critical parameter in the
reconstruction of any ancient building not existing anymore. The survey work started first on an
unrestricted area belonging to the Archaeological Museum of Milan, which was a supporting partner
in the CHT2 project. The first two components of the circus that have been digitized are: (i) the
so-called “square tower”, originally belonging to the carceres of the circus, and nowadays used as the
bell tower of the church dedicated to San Maurizio; and (ii) the so-called “polygonal tower”, part of
the defensive walls of the city. The two buildings were surveyed both with laser scanning, using a Faro
Focus 3D scanner, and with photogrammetry, using a Panasonic DMC GH4 with a 12 mm lens and
a Canon 5D MkII with a 20 mm F 2.8 lens. The resulting digital models are shown in Figure 3.
 
(a) (b)
Figure 3. 3D models of structures still standing in the area: (a) square tower, belonging to the carceres
of the circus. The model was created by the integration of photogrammetry for the interiors and laser
scanning for the exteriors; (b) polygonal tower, which was part of the late roman city walls. In this case
the model was originated exclusively by photogrammetric data.
Another useful contribution to our study comes from a significant part of the outer circus wall,
nowadays belonging to the garden of a private condominium in Milan, via Vigna 1 (Figures 2, 4 and 5),
and a smaller remnant of the inner wall, also called the podium wall. It corresponds on one side to the
limit of the circus racetrack, and on the other side to the lower limit of the cavea. This latter portion of
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The external wall was surveyed using both photogrammetry, with a NEX 6 camera coupled with
a 24 mm F 1.8 Zeiss lens and laser scanning, using a Faro Focus 3D 120 device. The small portion of
the podium wall was surveyed with the Faro laser scanner only, connecting the inside to the outside
through a set of redundant scans taken from several positions along the path from the cellars to
the exterior garden. The last survey performed relates to a portion of a wall inside the basement of
a building in via Luini. It refers to a western portion of the external wall of the circus. What is visible
today is a 2–3 m long foundation, cut by a modern wall. The survey was performed using a Faro Focus
3D 120 device.
 
Figure 4. Documentation of the main portion of the circus outer wall still standing through an
orthoimage, providing the measurement of the arches supporting the audience seats.
 
Figure 5. Documentation of the main portion of the circus outer wall still standing: laser scan including
a small remnant of the inner wall found in a private basement, providing the height of the wall in this
point of the structure, and its distance from the inner one.
3. Results
These surveys in via Vigna 1 were important for measuring several crucial geometric elements,
needed for the 3D reconstruction: (i) the height of the remains of the outer wall of the circus in this area,
corresponding to 7 m. Several sources, however, stated that this is not the whole height of the circus.
This was confirmed by other measurements, taken at the curved end of the circus on the side
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inner side of the exterior wall, that identify the starting point of the vaults, located at 3.98 + 0.44 =
4.42 m (Figure 4); (iii) the periodicity of the arches representing the traces of the vaults in the exterior
wall, equal to 3.02 + 1.22 = 4.24 m (Figure 4); and (iv) the precise distance between the inner and the
outer wall (4.75 m) shown in Figure 5.
This latter information, together with the incline of the seating tiers, which according the
bibliographic sources in other circuses of the same period is around 45◦ [35], allowed us to calculate
the positioning of the tiered seats with maximum likelihood, as shown in Figure 6.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. Hypothetical cross-section of the circus showing the distribution of seats, according to the
measurements coming out from the laser scanning campaign (in red are the measurements taken on
the field): (a) subdivision between different social classes (b) Hypothetical inclination of the vault.
As already suggested in the literature [29], the typical subdivision of the crowd into social classes
would lead to the hypothesis of two orders of three seats, with 30 cm for seating and 30 for the feet,
as shown in Figure 6a. This would give six rows of seats divided in two orders, separated by a space,
with the double function of a walking lane for reaching the seats, and for separation between the
nobles, typically placed closer to the racetrack, and those of the plebeians, in the upper zone.
An element that might seem peculiar in this reconstruction is the positioning of each seat on a plane
different from that of the feet, which would be more economical. However, the arrangement shown in
Figure 6a was typical of late Roman circuses, like the Circus of Maxentius in Rome, belonging to the
same period. In addition, the latter seat organization would give a smaller inclination of the seats zone.
Actually, a single large area of 60 cm for the seat of the lower person and for the feet of the upper person
would lead to an increase in height of 40 cm, corresponding to the minimum height for a seat with
respect to the floor level. This would give an angle of 37◦, not compliant with the various considerations
in the literature and to the global height of the outer wall. Contrarily, the seat organization shown in
Figure 6a would give a global height increase of 5.50 m for 4.75 m of distance, corresponding to an
angle of 49◦. This reconstruction also fits better with the global height of around 9 m for the exterior
structure. The sources give a 2 m height of the planking level of the first (the lower) row of seats,
corresponding to the height of the podium wall shown in Figure 6a. This height, plus the 5.50 m needed
for accommodating the six rows of seats, gives a height of 7.50 m for the last (the upper) seating. Behind
the shoulder of the upper row of seats, a small wall is expected, with a height not lower than 0.9 m for
preventing accidental falls from the upper level of seats. This gives a total height of 8.40 m from the
arena level that is coherent with the measurement found in another area of the circus.
A second element that could be measured refers to the structure of the arches connecting the outer
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foundations, as shown in Figure 4 and represented schematically in Figure 6b. This structure refers to
the support of the podium, thus also having a corridor function for the passage of the public.
Considering the construction techniques in use during the Roman period, and comparing the
remains of the circus of Milan with other performance buildings, the most probable structure was
composed of a vault forming the ceiling of the corridor, intersected by architraves sustaining the
podium. This structure is still visible, for example, in the Circus Maximus and the Colosseum in
Rome (Figure 7). Even if these two buildings are earlier than the Circus in Milan, they represent




Figure 7. Examples of the structure built as a support of the podium with a double purpose, upholding
the structure of the seats and corridor for the public to reach their seats: (a,b) Circus Maximus in Rome;
(c) Flavius Amphitheatre (Colosseum) in Rome.
Although there is evidence of the sustaining arches and pillars on the external wall, it is not
possible to identify the same structure on the ruins of the internal one, due to the insufficient height of
the remains. For the following 4D reconstruction, the only way is to analyze comparable structures
and to utilize the model.
The connection should be close to the top of it on the interior side of the podium wall for limiting
the slope of the vault. This defines a lower end of the vault at 2 m from the foundation level, rising to
4.42 m, corresponding to a vertical difference of 4.42 − 2 = 2.42 m. Such displacement, on a horizontal
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3.1. Georeferencing and Harmonization of the Different Sources
All the data collected are crucial for hypothesizing and reconstructing the circus. In order to have
a shared basis from which to start, a commercial GIS platform was used (ArcMAP by ESRI). The first
step was for georeferencing the most important survey of the past, represented by the hypothetical
map of the circus made in the late 1930s [31] using the 3D technologies available at that time. Even if no
precise measurement of the underground remains was made with respect to the modern city, this map,
nevertheless, represents a reasonable starting point for the following reconstruction phases. The first
step was, therefore, the orientation of the De Capitani map with respect to the cadastral map provided
by the municipality of Milan. The drawing was georeferenced using the Helmert transformation, using
as references, the profiles of some recognizable modern buildings visible also on the De Capitani map.
The remains of the circus highlighted on the map were then transformed from raster to vector drawings
with AutoCAD, in order to have them as curves to be used for extruding a 3D/4D reconstruction of




Figure 8. Georeferenced representation of the circus maps corresponding to different periods in time:
(a) De Capitani’s map indicating various information about the walls of the circus excavated or guessed;
(b) Mirabella Roberti’s update highlighting the different paths of the river, before (blue dashed line)
and after the intervention (blue continuous line) for building the circus.
The map of Mirabella Roberti [29], who updated the one from De Capitani in the 1980s, was then
georeferenced and drawn. Added to this was other information about the hypothesized ancient city
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in order to underline the changes in the topography of the city after some huge interventions occurred
in the historical phase before the building of the circus. The most important of these regarded the
change of the course of the river Seveso that used to flow in the area where, during Maximian’s rule,
the circus and the new city walls were built (blue dashed line in Figure 8b).
The route of the river was diverted to make space for the construction of the circus just beside the
imperial palace, and follows the itinerary of the new city walls. This is clearly highlighted in Figure 8b
by the different paths of the river, before (blue dashed line) and after the intervention (blue continuous
line). Here, the only excavated structure is the imperial palace (colored in green in the top left corner
of the figure).
The two maps of the circus were then overlapped; as is clearly evident in Figure 9, this makes
some differences evident. The first one is that Mirabella Roberti’s map seems more complete, with the
indication of both the external and internal walls, and the indication of few structures along the Circus
length, for example, the tower in correspondence with the southern part of the buildings, or the one
with an apse along the western part of the Circus. The main difference, however, is the divergence
in length of 10 m between the two maps. The De Capitani map gives a total internal length of 460 m
while the Mirabella Roberti one gives 470 m. This information will be confirmed or updated at the end
of the surveys of all the visible and existing portions of the circus walls, but, as of now, it seems that
Mirabella Roberti’s map is more reliable, being drawn around 50 years after De Capitani’s, and so,
more complete because it includes all the most recent excavations.
 
Figure 9. The overlapping of the two maps of the Roman Circus of Milan: De Capitani’s map in red,
and Mirabella Roberti’s map in blue.
This georeferenced map was then connected to a geodatabase that includes all the information
collected during the archival review (Figure 10). The fields of the tables were chosen coherently
with the previously existing metadata associated with the archival documents. To each portion of
wall identified, the information about excavations, documentation, restriction decrees, and images,
was connected.
3.2. 4D Reconstruction
The so-called 4D reconstruction is usually intended as the process for obtaining the shape of real
objects and their changes along a temporal dimension, based on a methodology for integrating the
various sources of non-uniform data [27]. In addition, the surveys described above, georeferenced to
the topographic network of the city, helped to identify the accurate positioning of the buildings, and
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the current state of the monument with the vast archival material collected, a rearrangement of the
historical representations was made, including the normalization of the historical plans in a uniform
scale. From such an integrated base of information, a 4D reconstruction is ongoing, together with the
archaeologists’ input, in order to better identify the proper reconstruction of the ancient building and
all the changes that affected the area from the late Roman period until the present time.
 
Figure 10. The creation and implementation of the geodatabase connected to all the different portions
of the circus’ walls identified and surveyed with the metadata related to the ruins and to the archival
images collected.
The reconstruction began with the georeferenced maps of De Capitani and Mirabella, which
served as a starting point for the 3D model (Figure 11), giving the total length of the monument, which
will be confirmed at the end of the surveys, and the connection of all the parts that are not visible in
the present time.
 
Figure 11. The reconstruction of the circus starting from the documentation provided from the past
studies reported on different layers of the same GIS.
Starting with the plan, the 3D reconstruction (Figure 12a) added the information collected during
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different parts of the structure. From the documentation of the excavations, it was possible to know
that the external wall was higher in the southern part, where it served also as city walls, while the
height in the eastern part was ascertained from the traces of the wall of the circus on the square tower





Figure 12. The reconstruction of the circus: (a) prospective view; (b) a plan view overlapped to the city
map from which it is possible to see the change of direction of the exterior walls in correspondence
with the starting line, a technical expedient to permit all the chariots to run the same length before
arriving at the starting line.
From the surveys, on the other hand, it was possible to exactly place the two towers, one of the
carceres, and one related to the city walls, and it is expected to confirm or update the map with the
future surveys. Other important information was gathered during the survey in Via Vigna shown in
Figures 4 and 5, where the discovery of a few remnants of the internal wall of the Circus allowed us
to set the exact distance between the two walls, and consequently, as noted previously, the slope of
the seats shown in Figure 6. One part of the main data that has yet to be verified, is the divergence of
the walls of the circus in the western part, made to provide the same starting line for all the chariots.
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with the Mirabella Roberti hypothesis as its basis, based in turn on comparisons with other circuses.
This hypothesis is under verification, with specific 3D surveys in the basements of private houses
containing a few remains of these structures.
Most of the reconstruction, unfortunately, was made by comparing similar structures still visible,
such as the circus of Maxentius, the Circus Maximus and the Flavian Amphitheatre in Rome. No traces
were found of the spina, the central line whose function was to divide the track, and on which, there
was the lap-counter. In the Circus of Milan, most probably, it was marked by marble eggs, one of
which was lowered for each lap finished by the first chariot. This hypothesis is based on the discovery
of one of these eggs during the excavations in the area of the circus.
For this reconstruction, in addition to the discussion and hypothesis with the archaeologists,
and the comparison with similar structures built in the Roman period, the archival and bibliographic
documentation is used to better identify the proper structure of the building, especially the drawings
by Corni (Figure 13). Although these drawings are very hypothetical, and sometimes contain
reconstructive errors, they can be used as a starting point to figure out how the elevated structures




Figure 13. Drawing by Corni (courtesy of the Directorate of the Archaeological Museum) about the
reconstruction of some parts of the Circus: (a) the tower of the city walls facing the tower of the carceres
as they were during the late roman time; (b) as they look now inside the garden of the archaeological
museum; (c) the view from the starting point of the races; (d) the hypothesis of the dais where the
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Finally, the 3D reconstruction of the circus was imported in a GIS platform and overlapped on
the 3D model of the corresponding portion of the city (Figure 14), georeferenced with markers on
the same coordinate system of the GIS map. On the continuation of the project, the georeferencing
of the structures of the Circus and the city plan will be improved with other topographical and 3D
surveys. Such work involves the laser scanning of each remain in the basements of private apartments.
The laser survey covers both the underground structure (where the GPS cannot work) and the external
part of the building, in order to catch the GPS signal. On some natural point a differential GPS is used
for gathering precise georeferenced coordinates of at least three points of the scanned structure. The
same points are then extracted by the laser scanned model, and through the two sets of coordinates,
the roto-translation matrix from the laser scanner coordinate system to the georeferenced coordinate
system is calculated, thanks to a procedure based on the quaternion method [39].
This alignment of the ancient structure with the existing urban fabric is important for several
reasons: (i) the city can have a better perception of a lost monument, probably the second most
important after the imperial palace, during the last years of the western Roman Empire; (ii) it will help
to define, in an accurate way, the position of the remains, and to identify a buffer zone in which it
might be possible to find them; (iii) it will help to better organize the urban intervention in the area;
(iv) some elements of the structure, still missing, can be placed in a precise way, helping to identify the
probable areas in which to intervene with excavations.
 
Figure 14. The overlapping of the georeferenced reconstruction of the circus on 3D map of the
related area.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The purpose of the digital reconstruction of the ancient Roman circus of Milan was to give a visual
representation to a structure whose formal details, although studied by several authors in the past 70
years, was not very clear.
This large structure of the past had a huge impact on the city at the time of its construction,
involving the change of the course of a river, and the complete redefinition of the southern part of the
city of Milan.
The digital reconstruction of such a monument was particularly complex, due to the presence of
the few remains, in the underground of an active and lively city, mostly in the basements of private
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agree to a proper survey action with the national authority for the protection of archaeological heritage
(Archaeological Superintendence of Milan), adding a heavy load of bureaucratic activity to the typical
research work; (ii) the technical issue of having most of the 3D surveys referred to the basements of
private houses, imposed to generate laser scanned 3D models of larger areas in order to include in
the same model both the underground and parts of the exteriors. In this way, it has been possible
to relocate in space each small portion of the circus remains, with a GPS, thus obtaining important
clues related to the orientation of the structure in space. Such information allowed us to reconstruct
the position of some elements of the circus, never studied before; and (iii) the digitally reconstructed
structure of the circus will allow us to communicate to the citizens of Milan, and to visitors in general,
the impact on the city and on its future development of such a gigantic historical artefact.
Thanks to geoscience, it was possible to identify and place in space the different portions of the
monument, most of them not visible because they are hidden in basements or gardens of private
houses. This will be a big step in the study of the Roman city of Milan, helping archaeologists to better
define the structure. The work done with the Superintendence regarding the different hypothesis of the
reconstruction is truly useful even for scholars, because it forces them to analyze all the documentation.
On the other hand, the possibility of seeing the structure in 3D helps them to have a clear idea of the
monument, and so to identify the best way to reconstruct the building.
Finally, this work will make it possible for anyone who is interested to understand and appreciate
a lost, important monument of their city, because most of the people do not even know of the existence
of the circus. Having the perception of the structure among the modern streets and buildings is the best
way to help non-experts to understand the dimensions and the importance of the monument, while
the tridimensional reconstruction will help people to gain a better comprehension of the building itself.
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Abstract: Digital investigations of the real world through point clouds and derivatives are changing
how curators, cultural heritage researchers and archaeologists work and collaborate. To progressively
aggregate expertise and enhance the working proficiency of all professionals, virtual reconstructions
demand adapted tools to facilitate knowledge dissemination. However, to achieve this perceptive
level, a point cloud must be semantically rich, retaining relevant information for the end user.
In this paper, we review the state of the art of point cloud integration within archaeological
applications, giving an overview of 3D technologies for heritage, digital exploitation and case
studies showing the assimilation status within 3D GIS. Identified issues and new perspectives are
addressed through a knowledge-based point cloud processing framework for multi-sensory data,
and illustrated on mosaics and quasi-planar objects. A new acquisition, pre-processing, segmentation
and ontology-based classification method on hybrid point clouds from both terrestrial laser scanning
and dense image matching is proposed to enable reasoning for information extraction. Experiments
in detection and semantic enrichment show promising results of 94% correct semantization. Then, we
integrate the metadata in an archaeological smart point cloud data structure allowing spatio-semantic
queries related to CIDOC-CRM. Finally, a WebGL prototype is presented that leads to efficient
communication between actors by proposing optimal 3D data visualizations as a basis on which
interaction can grow.
Keywords: point cloud; data fusion; laser scanning; dense image-matching; feature extraction;
classification; knowledge integration; cultural heritage; ontology
1. Introduction
Gathering information for documentation purposes is fundamental in archaeology. It constitutes
the groundwork for analysis and interpretation. The process of recording physical evidence about the
past is a first step in archaeological study for a better understanding of human cultures. In general,
the goal is to derive spatial and semantic information from the gathered and available data. This is
verified in various sub-disciplines of archaeology that rely on archaeometry [1]. In this setting, remote
sensing is particularly interesting as a means to not only safely preserve artefacts and their context for
virtual heritage [2], but also to complement or replace techniques presenting several limitations [3].
An archaeological breakthrough given by this technique is the moving of interpretation from
the field to a post-processing step. The possibility to gather massive and accurate information
without transcripts interpretation or in situ long presence is a revolution in archaeological workflows.
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It started with stereo-vision and photogrammetry to derive 3D information, but recent development
deepened the representativity of digital 3D data through higher resolution, better accuracy and possible
contextualization [4]. The study of materials is often linked with on-site related information, forever
lost if not correctly transmitted. Digital preservation is therefore necessary to document a state of
the findings, and this at different accessible temporal intervals. Visions shared by [5,6] for the digital
documentation and 3D modelling of cultural heritage states that any project should include (1) the
recording and processing of a large amount of 3D multi-source, multi-resolution, and multi-content
information; (2) the management and maintenance of the 3D models for different applications; (3) the
visualization of the results to share the information with other users allowing data retrieval “through
the Internet or advanced online databases”; (4) digital inventories and sharing “for education, research,
conservation, entertainment, walkthrough, or tourism purposes”. In this paper, we propose such
a solution.
The information as we see it is mostly 3D: “when we open our eyes on a familiar scene, we form
an immediate impression of recognizable objects, organized coherently in a spatial framework” [7].
Therefore, tools and methods to capture the 3D environment are a great way to document a 3D state of
the archaeological context, at a given time. Analogous to our visual and cognitive system, 3 steps will
condition the completeness of the surveyed object. First, the perception, i.e., how the visual system
processes the visual information to construct a structured description of the shape of the object/scene.
Second, the shape recognition or how the product of the perceptual treatment will contact stored
representations in the form of known objects (it will construct a perceptual depiction that will be
a representation of the same nature stored in memory). Finally, the identification (labelling), i.e., when
a stored structural representation is activated, it will in turn activate the unit of meaning (concept) that
corresponds to it, located in the semantic system. Sensors are the analogue to our perception, and aim
at extracting the visual stimuli it is sensitive to (spatial information, colour, luminance, movement,
etc.). At this stage, neither the information on the shape of the object nor the label is extracted. In
the case of 3D remote sensing, the quality of observation is therefore critical to enable high quality
and relevant information extraction about the application. As such, the sensory perceptive processing
capable of extracting visual primitives must be as objective and complete as possible, making sensors
for point cloud generation favourable. Constituted of a multitude of points, they are a great way to
reconstruct environments tangibly, and enabling further primitive’s extractions (discontinuity, corners,
edges, contour„ etc.) as in our perceptive visual system (described in [7]). However, their lack of
semantics makes them a bona-fide [8] spatial representation, thus of limited value if not enhanced.
Deriving semantic information is fundamental for further analysis and interpretation. This step
is what gives a meaning to the collected data, and allows to reason on sites or artefacts. All this
information must be retained and structured for a maximum interoperability. In an archaeological
context, many experts must share a common language and be able to exchange and interpret data
through ages, which necessitate the creation of formalized structure to exchange such data. Multiple
attempts were made, and the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) is a formalization that goes
in this direction. “It is intended to promote a shared understanding of cultural heritage information
by providing a common and extensible semantic framework that any cultural heritage information
can be mapped to. It is intended to be a common language for domain experts and implementers to
formulate requirements for information systems and to serve as a guide for good practice of conceptual
modelling. In this way, it can provide the semantic glue needed to mediate between different sources
of cultural heritage information, such as that published by museums, libraries and archives”. It is used
in archaeology such as in [9] and provides semantic interoperability. Ontologies offer considerable
potential to conceptualize and formalize the a-priori knowledge about gauged domain categories [10]
that relies primarily on expert’s knowledge about real world objects. If correctly aggregated and linked
to spatial and temporal data, digital replicas of the real world can become reliable matters of study that
can survive through times and interpretations, which reduces the loss or degradation of information
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However while promising structures and workflow provide partial solutions for knowledge
injection into point clouds [11,12], the integration, the maturation state as well as the link between
semantic and spatial information is rudimentary in archaeology. Concepts and tools that simplify
this process are rare, which complicates the merging of different experts’ perceptions around cultural
heritage applications. Being able to share and exchange contextual knowledge to create a synergy
among different actors is needed for planning and analysis of conservation projects. In this context,
we explore ways to (1) better record physical states of objects of interest; (2) extract knowledge from
field observations; (3) link semantic knowledge with 3D spatial information; (4) share, collaborate and
exchange information.
This paper is structured in a dual way to provide both a background of 3D used techniques
in archaeology, and technical details of the proposed point cloud workflow for quasi-planar
heritage objects.
In the first part, we carefully review the state of the art in digital reconstruction for archaeology.
This serves as a basis to identify research perspectives and to develop a new methodology to better
integrate point clouds within our computerized environment.
Secondly, we propose a framework to pre-process, segment and classify quasi-planar entities
within the point cloud based on ontologies, and structure them for fast information extraction. The
methodology is illustrated on the case of the mosaics of Germigny-des-Prés (France) and then applied to
other datasets (façade, hieroglyphs). Finally, the results are presented, and we discuss the perspectives
as well as data visualisation techniques and WebGL integration.
2. Digital Reconstruction in Archaeology: A Review
3D digital exploration and investigations are a proven way to extract knowledge from field
observations [13,14]. The completeness and representativity of the 3D data gathered by sensors are
critical for such digitalization. Equally, methodologies, materials and methods to “clone” a scene
are important for the extensiveness of any reconstruction. The 3D-capturing tools and software
drastically evolved the last decade; thus, we review the current state of the art in digital reconstruction
for archaeology.
2.1. Archaeological Field Work
Even if an increasing number of archaeological contributions deal with 3D and related
management of information, archaeologists are still sceptical about 3D technologies and often use
manual drawings for cautious observations and first analyses on the field [15]. The literature
gravitates around a controversial or diverging hypothesis which illustrates this reticence to adopt
new technologies in remote sensing [14,16]. During an empirical recording of monuments or sites,
measurements are taken (by hand), taking distances between characteristic points on the surface of the
monument. The definition of the coordinates is done on an arbitrary coordinate system on a planar
surface of the structures. The method is simple, reproducible and low-cost but limiting factors such as
limited accuracy, time demand and necessary direct contact makes it unfavourable in many scenarios
including for inaccessible areas. However, archaeologists will often use such an approach over remote
sensing to gather insights that are otherwise considered incomplete. The 3D methods are frequently
regarded as intricate, expensive and not adapted to archaeological issues [17]. On most sites, for
buildings studies or in excavations, the data gathering and acquisition are made with drawings and
pictures in 2D. In some cases, 3D can come after the analyses process and is used as a “fancy” means
to present results and rebuilt a virtual past. As noticed by Forte [18]: “there was a relevant discrepancy
between bottom-up and top-down processes. The phase of data collecting, data-entry (bottom-up)
was mostly 2D and analogue, while the data interpretation/reconstruction (top-down) was 3D and
digital”. However, the new possibilities given by 3D remote sensing extend the scope of possible
conservation and analysis for digital archaeology, and can progressively move to post-processing
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different reading and conclusions can be mined. Yet, such techniques cannot replace a field presence
when complementary semantics (from other senses such as hearing, taste, smell, touch) are necessary.
The different data types from these remote sensing platforms played a vast role in complexifying
the diversification in methodologies to derive the necessary information from the data (data-driven).
However, the 3D spatial data extracted from the bottom-up layer for most of these techniques are
surveyed points, in mass, creating point clouds. They are driven by the rapid development of reality
capture technologies, which become easier, faster and incur lower costs. Use cases in archaeology
show the exploration and acceptation of new techniques, which are assessed not only in regard to their
accuracy, bust mostly in accordance to their fit to a specific context, and the associated costs. Following
the categorization defined in [16], we distinguish “(1) the regional scale, to record the topography of
archaeological landscapes and to detect and map archaeological features, (2) the local scale, to record
smaller sites and their architecture and excavated features, and (3) the object scale, to record artefacts
and excavated finds”. In their article, the authors reviewed some passive and active sensors for 3D
digitization in archaeology at these different scales. They conclude that the principal limiting factor
for the use of the different remote sensing technologies reviewed (Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
interferometry, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), Satellite/Aerial/Ground imagery, Terrestrial
Laser Scanning (TLS), Stripe-projection systems) is the ratio added value of a digital 3D documentation
over the time and training that inexperienced users must invest before achieving good results. In their
paper, [19] state that 3D recording is the first step to the digitization of objects and monuments (local
and object scales). They state that a 3D recording method will be chosen depending on the complexity
of the size and shape, the morphological complexity (Level of Detail—LoD), and the diversity in
materials. While this is accurate looking purely at a technical replication, other factors such as user
experience, available time or budget envelope will constrain the instrument or technique of choice.
They propose a 9-criteria choice selection as follows: cost; material of digitization subject; size of
digitization subject; portability of equipment; accuracy of the system; texture acquisition; productivity
of the technique; skill requirements; compliance of produced data with standards. While this extends
the global understanding and 3D capture planning, it lacks a notion of time management (implied
in productivity) or constraints in line with contextual laws and regulations (no contact survey only,
etc.). Although they separate “accuracy” from “texture acquisition”, both can be related, as well as
additional features provided by the sensors (e.g., intensity) that can extend the criterion table.
We note a large discrepancy between scales of the remote sensing and related costs/methods
tested for point cloud generation.
At a regional scale, airborne LiDAR is sparsely used in archaeology, mostly as a 2.5 D spatial
information source for raster data analysis. It is a powerful tool to analyse past settlement and
landscape modification at a large scale. Use cases such as in [20–23] helped remove preconceptions
about settlements size, scale, and complexity by providing a complete view of the topography and
alterations to the environment, but while it provided new research and analysis directions, the
LiDAR data did not leverage 3D point clouds considered too heavy and too raw to provide a source
of information.
At both the local scale and the object scale, several use cases exploit active sensoring, specifically
terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) using phase-based and time-of-flight technologies [24]. Archaeological
applications vary such as in [25] to reconstruct a high-resolution 3D models from the point cloud of
a cave with engravings dating back to the Upper Palaeolithic era, in [26] to study the damage that
affected the granitic rock of the ruins of the Santo Domingo (Spain), or in [27] for the 3D visualization
of an abandoned settlement site located in the Central Highlands (Scotland). More recent procedures
make use of TLS to reconstruct the Haut-Andlau Castle (France) [28], or in [29] to map the Pindal
Cave (Spain). These showed that to capture fine geometric details, laser-scanning techniques provide
geometric capabilities that have not yet been exceeded by close-range photogrammetry, especially
when concave or convex forms need to be modelled. Rising from the static concept, Mobile laser
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using other sensors including GNSS position and inertial measurements for rapid street point cloud
generation and public domain mapping. New concepts and technology including Solid State LiDAR
and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) have pushed dynamic acquisition for quickly
mapping with a lower accuracy the surroundings, extending cases using HMLS (Hand-held mobile
laser scanning) [31], MMS (Mobile Mapping System) [32], or more recently MMBS (Mobile Mapping
Backpack System) [33]. At the object scale, active sensors namely for active triangulation, structured
light and computer tomography for 3D modelling is widely used due to its high precision, and
adaptation to small isolated objects [34]. Moving to ground technologies, surveys are precise in
detecting sub-surface remains. Different geophysical processing techniques and equipment (such
as ground penetrating radar (GPR), magnetometry and resistivity) are usually integrated together,
to increase the success rate of uncovering archaeological artefacts, for example in [35] to delineate the
extent of the remains of a small town that has been submerged (Lake Tequesquitengo, Mexico).
Passive sensing gained a lot of attention in the heritage community following terrestrial use
cases and image crowdsourcing, allowing a wide range of professionals and non-expert to recreate
3D content from 2D poses (exhaustive software list from [36–46]). The rapidly growing interest for
light aerial platforms such as UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) based solutions and software based on
multi-view dense image matching [47,48] and structure from motion [49] swiftly provided with an
alternative to active sensoring. Use cases for 3D archaeological and heritage reconstruction are found at
the object scale through terrestrial surveys [4,14,50,51] and the local scale through light aerial platforms,
making this technique a favourable way to obtain quick and colour balanced point clouds. Moreover,
the cost and accessibility (hardware and software) of dense-image matching reconstruction workflows
have allowed its spread in archaeological studies. For example, in the Can Sadurní Cave (Spain),
Nunez et al. [52] successfully reconstructed an object via dense-image matching and georeferenced
the obtained 3D model using TLS point cloud data of the Cave. They state that capture from different
positions is fundamental to generate a complete model that does not lack important information.
While reconstruction accuracy is increasing [53], remote sensing via active sensors is favoured
in the industry for local scales. There are discussions in which computer vision would replace
LiDAR [28,54]; however, practical cases tend to a merging of both (Reconstruction of the Amra and
Khar-anah Palaces (Jordan) [55], the castle of Jehay (Belgium) [56]), and predilection applications for
each techniques, combining strength of natural light independence with low-cost and highly visual
image-based reconstruction [56]. Particularly in the case of mosaics, decorations and ornaments, the
combination of features from sensors generating accurate and complementary attributes permits the
overcoming of limits arising from a small set of features. Indeed, use case such as in [57] results in
a high richness of detail and accuracy when combining TLS and close range photogrammetry which
was not achievable otherwise. Thus, multisensory acquisition provides an interesting method that will
be investigated.
The high speed and rate generation of 3D point clouds has become a convenient way to obtain
instant data, constituting datasets of up to Terabytes, so redundant and rich that control operation can
take place in a remote location. However, they often go through a process of filtering, decimation and
interpretation to extract analysis reports, simulations, maps, 3D models considered as deliverables.
A common workflow in archaeology concerns the extraction of 2D profiles and sections, 2D raster to
conduct further analysis or to create CAD deliverables, particularly looking at ornaments, mosaics or
façades. This induces several back and forth movements within the pipeline, and the general cohesion,
storage system often lack extensibility. This challenge is particularly contradictory, and a solution
to automate recognition such as [58] in the context of mosaics would therefore provide very solid
ground for tesserae detection, extended to 3D by combining many more sets of features. This will be
specifically studied in Section 3.
While all the reviewed literature specifically points out the problems linked with data acquisition
and summarize the strength and weakness of each regarding the recorded spatial information, few
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observation, the measurements often rely on specific interest points. While this is handy looking at
one specific application for one archaeologist, this practice is dangerous regarding the problematic
of curators and conservation. Indeed, preserving at a later stage the interpretation through sketches,
drawings, painting or text description based on interest points makes any possible data analysis
impossible from the raw source. Therefore, 3D point selectivity should not arise at the acquisition
step, but in a post-processing manner, to benefit of the flexibility given by 3D data archives, which was
impossible before the emergence of automatic objective 3D capturing devices.
We postulate that when designing data processing workflow, specific care must be given to the
objectivity linked with the spatial data, which multisensory systems and point clouds specifically
answer. As such, they can constitute the backbone of any powerful spatial information system, where
the primitive is a 0-simplex [59]. Their handling in archaeology, however, is a considerable challenge
(often replace by 3D generalization such as meshes, parametric models, etc.) and thus presents many
technical as well as interpretation difficulties.
2.2. Integration of 3D Data
As demonstrated in [60], the evolution of remote sensing for archaeological research and the
acceptance in archaeology has grown linearly since 1999 looking at the number of publications (Sources
SCOPUS, ScienceDirect & Web of Science search engines) related to remote sensing per year. While
this provides new possibilities, the reliability and heterogeneity of the spatial information are issues in
heritage for the conservation, interoperability and storage of data. 3D GIS linked to archaeological
databases have been thought and proposed for the management of this information at different scales
and on different type of sites such as large excavated sites [61–64]. In their paper [62], the authors
discuss the possibility and the ultimate goal of having a complete digital workflow from 3D spatial
data, to efficiently incorporate the information into GIS systems while relying on formal data model.
After stating the limits and difficulties of integrating efficiently 3D data (as well as time variations),
they interestingly express the domain specifications and formalization through ontologies. Within a
knowledge system, standards and procedures are key to warrant the consistent meaning of collective
contents and to trace the “history” of the processed data [63]. In their use case, they create a 3D model
segmented regarding semantic information to allow the independent manipulation as well as GIS
query between elements. They claim to provide new standards in 3D data capture to be usable by all
archaeologist, but their method is empirically defined and the integration of knowledge sources is
blurry regarding segmentation and semantic injection. Building archaeology is also a field where 3D
applications are used mainly for conservations purpose [65–67]. In these contributions, the authors
highlight two characteristics of archaeological cases: the heterogeneity of data and the difficulty of
processing 3D spatial entities from irregular archaeological objects (artefacts, buildings, layers, etc.).
Several solutions have been offered in the mentioned papers and specific software have been designed
(see [68] for a relevant 3D GIS use case and [69] for the most recent summary). In these studies, the
definition of archaeological facts rests on their representation as raster data, specific point of interest,
polygons and 3D shapes, but never the direct source of spatial information: point clouds.
At this step, several criterions should be considered to choose the most suitable spatial data
model. Many researchers proposed 3D grid representation (voxels) as the most appropriate data
format for handling volumetric entities and visualizing continuous events [70,71]. Generalizing
point cloud entities by volume units such as a voxels allows 3D GIS functionalities such as object
manipulation, geometry operations and topology handling regarding [72]. Although Constructive
Solid Geometry (CSG) and 3D Boundary representations (B-rep) can roughly depict a spatial entity, the
level of generalization of the underlying data has an impact on the accuracy and representativity of
GIS functionalities’ results. Thus, point cloud brings an additional flexibility by giving the possibility
to recover the source spatial data information. The limits with available commercial and open source
database GIS systems (which are mostly used by archaeologist) made point clouds a secondary support
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potential of archaeological findings, as the interpretation behind data modelling workflows is unique
and irreversible (one-way). As such, to our knowledge, no 3D archaeological GIS system is directly
based on 3D point cloud. They are rather considered heavy and uninterpretable datasets. Furthermore,
the constitution and leveraging of knowledge sources is still limited, with some experiences by manual
injection reviewed in [61–64]. This of course constitutes a major issue that needs to be addressed
for scaling up and generalizing workflows. The different literature involved in the constitution of
3D GIS delineates the need of standardization, especially regarding the variety of data types. In
this direction, one specific use case in [62] demonstrated that the main advantage of the 3D GIS
methodology is the link between attribute information to discrete objects defined by the archaeologist.
Their implementation is done regarding the CIDOC-CRM ISO 21127 standard and the design patterns
from the ontological model of the workflow of the Centre for Archaeology to achieve semantic
compatibility. As opposed, the approach presented in [73] allows linking of 3D models of buildings
and graph-based representation of terms. It describes its domain-linked morphology to provide new
visual browsing possibilities. In this approach, one expert creates a graph for one specific application.
This allows the comparison of semantic descriptions manually established by experts with divergent
perspectives but lacks extensibility to match general rules. Indeed, while the description flexibility
within one field can benefit from this, it can lead to interoperability problems when a formalization
needs to be established, especially regarding geometrical properties or for structuring the semantics
according to a pattern. Even though there are several works dedicated to ontology-based classifications
of the real-world entities, the ontologies developed so far are rarely integrated with the measurements
data (physical data). As such, [74] proposes an observation-driven ontology that plays on ontological
primitives automatically identified in the analysed data through geo-statistics, machine-learning, or
data mining techniques. These provide a great standpoint to semantic injection and will be further
studied. In particular, the possibility to specialize the ontology through extensions such as CIDOC
CRMba (an extension of CIDOC CRM to support buildings archaeology documentation) or CIDOC
CRMgeo (an extension of CIDOC CRM to support spatiotemporal properties of temporal entities and
persistent items) provides new solutions for higher interoperability.
The literature review showed a shift at an acquisition phase toward better means to record
physical states of an environment, an object. TLS and dense-image matching showed an increase in
popularity, and their combination provide new and promising ways to record archaeological artefacts
and will thus be investigated. However, both methods generate heavy point clouds that are not joined
directly with knowledge sources or structured analogously to GIS systems. Rather, their use is limited
to providing a reference for other information and deliverables (2D or 3D). While this is a step forward
toward higher quality documentation regarding other reviewed field methods, this is not a long-term
solution when we look at the evolution of the discipline, the quantity of generated data and the ensuing
ethics. The identified problem concerns the link between domain knowledge and spatial information: it
evolves in parallel, partially intersects or is hardcoded and manually injected. Moreover, the flexibility
regarding possible analysis is often null due to interpreted documents that force a vision over elements
that no longer physically exist, or which were poorly recorded. Therefore, a strong need for ways to
integrate knowledge to point clouds is essential. This “intelligence spring” is categorized regarding 3
sources as identified in [11], being device knowledge (i.e., about tools and sensors), analytic knowledge
(i.e., about algorithms, analysis and their results) and domain knowledge (i.e., about a specific field of
application). Their rapprochement to point clouds is, however, a bottleneck that arises early in the
processing workflow. If we want to better integrate point clouds as intelligent environments [75], we
must correctly assemble knowledge sources with the corresponding “neutral” spatial information.
This relies on different procedures to (1) pre-process the point cloud; (2) detect the entities of interest
within the initial point clouds and (3) attach the knowledge to classify and allow reasoning based
on the classification. As such, our work proposes to leverage the use of ontologies as knowledge
sources, as well as defining a workflow to directly process and integrate point clouds within 3D GIS
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knowledge within reality based point-clouds from TLS and close-range photogrammetry. While the
following methodology can be extended to different applications with examples such as in Section 5,
it is illustrated and applied to quasi-planar objects of interest.
3. Materials and Methods
The applied workflow of object detection and classification is organized as follows: in the data
pre-processing step, the different point clouds are treated using the procedure described in Section 3.1
(Step 1, Figure 1). Subsequently, point cloud descriptors as well as object descriptors such as the extent,
shape, colour and normal of the extracted components are computed (Step 2, Figure 1) and imported
into the next classification procedure using a converter developed in this study (Step 3, Figure 1). In the
last step, the objects are classified based on the features formalized in the ontology (Step 4, Figure 1).
 
Figure 1. Overview of the methodology developed in this paper. (1) Data pre-processing; (2) Feature
computation and segmentation; (3) Object features to ontology; (4) Object classification in regard
to ontology.
The process to identify features of interest within the signal is the foundation for the creation
of multi-scale ensembles from different datasets. The work described in [76] extensively reviews
data fusion algorithms defined by the U.S department of Defense Joint Directors of Laboratories
Data Fusion Subpanel as “a multilevel, multifaceted process dealing with automatic detection,
association, correlation, estimation and combination of data and information from single and multiple
sources to achieve refined position and identify estimates, and complete and timely assessments
of situations and threats and their significance”. The combination of different sensors generating
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creates a multisensory system [77]. Thus, following the postulate of the state of the art, we decide to
adopt a multi-sensory workflow for maximizing information (Section 2.1).
3.1. Point Cloud Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
A pre-processing step is necessary to obtain a highly representative signal of the value measured
as defined in [78]. Indeed, to avoid external influential sources that degrade the information, this step
demands adapted techniques to minimize errors including noise, outliers and misalignment. Filtering
the data strongly depends on device knowledge [11].
Several sets of data from various contexts were acquired to perform different tests. The Carolingian
church located in Germigny-des-Prés (Loiret, France) houses ancient mosaics dating from the 9th
century, composed of about one hundred thousand tesserae (the average surface of a tessera is 1 cm2,
square of 1 cm by 1 cm). The preserved works offer a unique opportunity for the study of mosaics
and glass. Indeed, the tesserae that composes it are mainly made in this material, which is rare in the
archaeological context of the early Middle Ages [79]. However, part of the mosaic was restored in the
19th century; therefore, tesserae are from two periods; thus, we must first distinguish the different
tesserae types (based on their age) for accessing alto-medieval glass information. The study could
reveal important predicates, considering each tessera taken independently or by analysing different
properties, while conjecturing with expert’s domain knowledge. The mosaic of the vault culminates at
5402 m above the ground, presenting many challenges for 3D capture from active and passive sensors.
The dome is protected, and the limited accessibility tolerates only a light scaffolding, too narrow for
the positioning of tripods, illustrating the need to adapt means to the context Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. The vault of Germigny-des-prés being captured for dense-image matching processing.
The first sample was acquired using a phase-based calibrated terrestrial laser scanner: the Leica
P30. The different scans were registered using 1338 reflective targets, of which 127 were shot by
a total station (Leica TCRP1205, accuracy of 3 mm + 2 ppm) and used for indirect georeferencing
afterwards. The mean registration error is 2 mm, and the mean georeferencing deviation is 2 mm
(based on available georeferenced points measured from the total station). Two point cloud segments
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8 different positions with varying range and resolutions, and one high resolution point cloud (HPC)
from one optimized position by using an extended mounted tribrach. A comparison emphasized the
influence of the angle of incidence and the range over the final resolution, precision and intensity of
the point cloud. Thus, we chose the HPC for its higher representativity (Figure 3).
 
Figure 3. Point cloud of the church of Germigny-des-Prés. Top View (left) and zone of interest (right).
The TLS was operated at 1550 nm for a maximum pulse energy of 135 NJ. Initial filtering was
conducted such as deletion of intensity overloaded pixels (from highly retro-reflective surfaces) and
mixed pixels to flag problematic multi-peak scan lines and keep the right return via full-waveform
analysis. The final accuracy of a single point at 78% albedo is 3 mm. The final HPC is composed of
30,336,547 points with intensity ranging from 0.0023 to 0.9916, and covers solely the mosaic. Several
pictures were taken at different positions to obtain a 3D point cloud of the mosaic. These pictures were
shot using a Canon EOS 5D mark III camera equipped with a 24–105 mm lens. In total, 286 pictures
of 5760 × 3840 in RAW, radiometrically equalized and normalized, were used to reconstruct the
photogrammetric point cloud (Figure 4).
 
Figure 4. Point cloud from a set of 2D poses reconstructed via dense-image matching using the software
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The knowledge around the acquisition methodology provides important information as
missing/erroneous data, misadjusted density, clutter and occlusion are problems that can arise from
an improper or impossible capture configuration on the scene [80], resulting in a loss of transmitted
information or data quality. Combining different sensors with diverse acquisition methodologies
allows the overcoming of this challenge and provides a better description of the captured subject
through (1) higher quality features (i.e., better colour transcription, better precision, etc.); (2) specific
and unique attribute transfer; (3) resolution and scale adaptation, sampling or homogenizing [81]. The
knowledge extracted from a device, analytical knowledge or a domain formalisation constitutes the
fundamental information repository on which a multi-level data structure is constructed (Section 3.2).
The first step is therefore to correctly reference point clouds, known as data registration. The
method is derived from previous work to perform accurate attribute transfer [56]. The main idea is
that a priority list processing is established and influences data fusion regarding knowledge. When
combining different point clouds, their geometry and attributes in overlapping areas are then properly
addressed. The complementary information needs to be combined from the different available sources
if relevant, keeping the most precise geometry as a structure. Avoiding heterogeneous precisions is
essential, leading to point deletion rather than point caching and fusing. Once correctly registered,
every point cloud data source goes through a pixel and attribute level fusion (if not previously fused
at the sensory level).
3.2. Knowledge-Based Detection and Classification
Our approach for object extraction relies on domain knowledge that relays through point
cloud features. Segmentation [82] and feature extraction are well studied areas within point
cloud processes. However, the integration of knowledge is still rare, with few example of hybrid
pipelines [83,84]. Our proposed approach constitute a hybrid method inspired by previous
work in shape recognition [85–88], region growing pipelines [80,89,90] and abstraction-based
segmentation [91–95] relying on 3D connected component labelling and voxel-based segmentation. As
such, different features presented in Table 1 constitute the base for segmentation.
Table 1. Point features computed from the point cloud data after data fusion, before segmentation.
Type Point Features Range Explanation
Sensor desc.
X, Y, Z Bounding-box Limits the study of points to the zone of interest
R, G, B 1 Material Colour
Limited to the colour range that domain
knowledge specifies
I Clear noise and weight low intensity values for signalrepresentativity
Shape desc. RANSAC 2 - Used to provide estimator of planarity
Local desc. Nx, Ny, Nz 3 [−1, 1] Normalized normal to provide insight on point and objectorientation
Density 4 -
Used to provide insights on noise level and point
grouping into one object
Curvature [0, 1] Used to provide insight for edge extraction and break lines
KB 5 Distance map
Amplitude of the spatial error between the raw
measurements and the final dataset
Structure desc. 6 Voxels - Used to infer initial spatial connectivity
1 [96]; 2 [97]; 3 [98]; 4 [98]; 5 Knowledge-based; 6 [11].
The point cloud data processing was implemented using the programming interfaces and
languages MATLAB, Python, SQL, SPARQL, OWL, Java as well as the C++ Library CCLib from
CloudCompare [93] and the software Protégé [99].
First, the point cloud is segmented regarding available colour information by referring to the
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gap is enhanced by superimposing intensity values over colour information (this allows us to refine
and better access point filtering capabilities) as in Equation (1).
Re = R × I, Ge = G × I, Be = B × I (1)
A statistical outlier filter based on the computation of the distribution of point to neighbour
distances in the input dataset similarly to [100] is applied to obtain a clean point cloud. This step can
be avoided if the colour range and the datasets are perfectly in line.
The segmentation developed is a multi-scale abstraction-based routine that decomposes the 3D
space in voxels at different abstraction levels and by constructing an octree structure to speed up
computations. The three-dimensional discrete topology (3DDT) proposed by [101] generates a voxel
coverage by intersection with another representation model (parametric or boundary) of an object.
This is possible by playing on the different configurations of voxel adjacencies. A voxel has 6 neighbour
voxels by one face, 18 neighbour voxels by a face or an edge and 26 neighbours by a face, an edge
or a vertex. Our approach is based on a 26-connectivity study that groups adjacent voxels if not
empty (i.e., voxels containing points). It is conditioned by the analytical knowledge where the density
information constrains the initial bounding-box containing the point cloud. An initial low-level voxel
structure is then computed, retaining the number of points as attribute. Let vi ∈ R3 be a voxel. Let vi
be its neighbour voxel. We define VCEL as the connected element (segment) as in Equation (2):
∀ vi ∈ R3, ∃ vj= n(v i) | VCEL =
[
vi, vj
] ↔ vj = ∅ (2)
where n(v i) is the neighbour voxel of and vi, VCEL is the group segment from a 26-connectivity
adjacency study.
The topological grouping also permits us to clean the remaining noise N from difficult colour
extraction regarding the equations Equations (3) and (4). Let pn ∈ R3 be the n-th point of VCEL. There
exists PCEL as follows:
∀ p1, . . . , pn ∈ R3, ∃ PCEL | P CEL = {p1, . . . , pn}1 (3)
PCEL = N ↔ SNumber_CEL < d(PCEL)× min(Sm) & SSize_CEL < min(Vm)2 (4)
1 where p is a point (x, y, z) in space, 2 where N is the remaining noise, SNumber_CEL is the number
of points in PCEL, d(P CEL) is the point density of PCEL, min(S m) is the minimum of the surface
of the material Sm, SSize_CEL is the voxel volume occupancy of the CEL, min(V m) is the minimum
of the volume of the material Vm; therefore, N is the group composed of fewer points than the
knowledge-based assumption from the density achievable from the sensor, the minimum surface of
the object and the minimum volume of the object.
Then, our multi-scale iterative 3D adjacency algorithm at different octree levels recursively
segments under-segmented groups (detected by injecting analytical knowledge regarding minimum
bounding-box size of processed material as in Equation (4)), refining the voxel-based subdivision until
the number of generated voxels is inferior to the density-based calculation of estimated voxel number.
When subgroups dimensions correspond to material’s available knowledge, segments are added to
the “Independent Tesserae” segments. Otherwise, a convolution bank filter is applied regarding the
longest side of the calculated best fit P.C.A Bounding Box. For absorbent materials or objects sensitive
to the sensor emitting frequency (implies low intensity, thus high noise), the 3D distance map as in
Table 1 is used to detect points that belong to each object of interest. The accuracy of the extracted
segments is assessed by ground truth manual counting of different samples.
Then, on each detected segment, every point is projected on the RANSAC best fit plane, and
we extract the 2D outline through the convex hull of the projected points pi to constrain the plane.































where Conv(PpCEL) is the convex polygon of PCEL as a finite point set (x, y) in R2 (x, y, z). It can be
extended to 3D, nD if necessary.
We calculate the compactness (CS) and complexity (CP) of the generated polygon in regard to the
work of [102], as well as its area, and its statistically generalized (gaussian mixture) colour (Table 2).
Table 2. Segment features computed from the extracted segments.
Type Point Features Range Explanation
Sensor
generalization
Xb, Yb, Zb barycentre Coordinates of the barycentre
Rg, Gg, Bg 1 - Material unique colour from statistical generalization
I - Intensity unique value from statistical generalization
Shape desc.
CV 2 -
Convex Hull, used to provide a 2D shape generalization of the
underlying points
Area - Area of the 2D shape, used as a reference forknowledge-based comparison
CS, CP [0, 1] Used to provide insight on the regularity of the shape envelope
Local
generalization Nx, Ny, Nz
3 [−1, 1] Normalized normal of the 2D shape to provide insight on theobject orientation
1 [96]; 2 Convex-hull; 3 [98].
The final classification of the delineated objects is based on the available and constituted domain
ontology of point cloud features for archaeology. The idea behind the ontology is that the integrated
cultural information from a variety of sources is brought together into an integrated environment
where we can ask broader questions than we can ask from individual pieces.
Ontologies can be expressed using different knowledge representation languages, such as
the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
or the Web Ontology Language 2 (OWL2) specification. These languages contrast in terms of the
supported articulateness. The SKOS specification, for instance, is widely used to develop thesauri,
the CIDOC CRM is mainly used for describing heritage sites, the Basic Formal Ontology [103] at
a higher conceptualization level to incorporates both 3D and 4D perspectives on reality within a single
framework. The OWL2 ontology language is based on the Description Logics (DL) for the species of the
language called OWL-DL. DL thus provides the formal theory on which statements in OWL are based
and then statements can be tested by a reasoner. The OWL semantics comprise three main constructs:
classes, properties and individuals. Individuals are extensions of classes, whereas properties define
relationships between two classes (Object Properties), an individual and a data type (Data Properties).
We used the OWL and the RDF languages to define ontologies for their high flexibility and
interoperability within our software environment (Protégé & Java). As for the study of mosaics,
the ontology is set upon the point cloud data and its attributes, thus indirectly leveraging domain
ontologies. Indeed, sensor related knowledge is needed to understand the link between features and
their representativity. The following meta-model is formalised in UML and provides a conceptual
definition for implementations. We therefore used the model to provide a clear vision and
comprehension of the underlying system, but the ontology creation slightly differs from privilege
performances; therefore, adaptations are made at the relation scheme modelling level.
The characterization (knowledge representation and data modelling) in Figure 5 is a Level-2 domain
meta-model, that can plug to a Smart Point Cloud structure [104]. The general idea is that different
hierarchical levels of abstraction are constituted to avoid overlapping with existing models and to
enhance the flexibility and opening to all possible formalized structure. The core instruction is that the
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they impose their constraints. The overall structure is a pyramidal assembly, allowing the resolution of
thematic problems at lower levels with reference to constraints formally imposed by the higher levels.
 
Figure 5. UML meta-model of the ontology. Tesserae have one or multiple geometries, which are
characterized by their regularity (determined by the ontological reasoning framework), and an area.
Tesserae also have a temporality (characterized as a time interval, being placed at early Middle Ages
or during a restoration at the 19th century) and different materials. These materials retain various
properties including light sensitivity.
The ontology implementation was structured as triplets. Each triplet corresponds to a relation
(subject, predicate and object), which expresses a concept. The end goal is to reason based on the
constituted ontology to extract information about the tessera geometric regularity, its material and
temporal classification (ClassifiedTessera) as in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Sub-ontology for the classification of point cloud tessera objects. Blue arrows represent links
regarding the tree structure (these are “subClassOf”). The oranges links represent the “hasProperty”
relationship that we created to describe the relationship between a Tessera and its properties. It is
a simple relationship from domain (Tessera) to Range (Properties).
The ontology is then populated with the domain knowledge as detailed in Figure 7, and the
different predicates are established to obtain a final classification of the point cloud. Note that
a tolerance of 20% regarding the definition of geometries was used to allow relative variations within
one tesserae family. Analogously, any quasi-planar object may be substituted and described by the
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Figure 7. Detailed ontology for the classification of the mosaic's point cloud. The yellow lines are
the links of sub-assumptions, of reasoning. They are in fact links of equivalence between a class and
its definition.
The different results allow to classify the point cloud, after determining the regularity of the 2D
outline regarding different constraints (examples in Table 3).
Table 3. Example of tessera classification using RDF constraints.
RDF Triple Store Effect
((CS some xsd:double[> “1.1”ˆˆxsd:double]) or (CS some xsd:double[<
“1.05”ˆˆxsd:double]))
and (CP some xsd:double[> “4.0E-4”ˆˆxsd:double])*
Tessera is irregular (1)
(CP some xsd:double[<= “4.0E-4”ˆˆxsd:double])
and (CS some xsd:double[>= “1.05”ˆˆxsd:double, <= “1.1”ˆˆxsd:double]) Tessera is square
(1) and (hasProperty some ColorGold)
and (hasProperty some NonReflective)
and (Area some xsd:double[<= “1.2”ˆˆxsd:double])
Tessera is alto-medieval
(hasProperty some ColorWhite)
and (Area some xsd:double[>= “16.0”ˆˆxsd:double, <=
“24.0”ˆˆxsd:double])
Material is Faience
The domain knowledge including size, geometry and spatial distribution leads to object
classification. For enhancing its interoperability, the developed DSAE (Digital Survey-based
Architectural Element) ontology can directly be extended using the well-established CIDOC-CRM
formal ontology. Indeed, the CIDOC-CRM is purely descriptive, and does provide only “factual”
tests (a node is linked to an arc, which is linked to another node). The provided DSAE ontology can
reason based on complex declaration of conditions (such as AND, OR, ONLY, etc.), thus is much more
structured than the CIDOC-CRM, and allows to reason. As such, it permits automatic classification
that can be plugged to the CIDOC-CRM enabling archaeologists to better understand the underlying
point cloud data. In the case of tesserae, each tessera material is then considered as a E57 Material
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and Color can be seen as S9 Property (it describes in a parametric way what kind of properties the
values are) and Area, CP and CS as SP15 Geometry attributes (which comprises the union of geometric
definitions and the linked declarative places) from the extension CIDOC-CRMgeo (based on the
ontology GeoSPARQL), as in Figure 8.
 
Figure 8. Connectivity relationship between the CIDOC-CRM and the DSAE ontology to extend
interoperability and allow descriptive knowledge for archaeologist to be included.
Finally, semantic information is transferred to the point cloud that can be used for information
extraction. Once extracted semantics have been successfully linked to the spatial information, we
address structuring for interaction purposes. The data structuration is made in regard to [104].
The main idea is that the structure is decomposed in three meta-models acting at three different
conceptual levels to efficiently manage massive point cloud data (and by extension any complex 3D
data) while integrating semantics coherently. The Level-0 describes a meta-model to efficiently manage
and organise pure point cloud spatial data information. The Level-1 is an interface between the level-0
and the level 2 (specific domain-based knowledge). As such, the data integration methodology relies
on incorporating the point cloud data in the Smart Point Cloud data structure [104] in regard to the
workflows described in Section 3. The structuration therefore follows the object decomposition, where
points of each object are grouped together to form world objects (i.e., Independent Tesserae) once
concepts and meaning have been linked. This constitutes the entry point of the ontology which acts as
a Level-2 specialization to inject relevant knowledge. To facilitate the dissemination of information,
query results from specific queries need to be visualized properly. For users to access and share
a common viewpoint result of a semantic query, we enhanced the approach in [105] by applying
over each object (i.e., tessera) one unique colour per instance for each class (e.g., faience pieces); all
non-requested tesserae are coloured in black as in Figure 9.
For each class of object, we compute a bounding box and we locate its centre. The bounding
box centre becomes the centre of the sphere on which the camera will move to determine the optimal
camera position. The coordinates of the camera on the sphere are computed according to the following
formulae [105]:
X = xcenter + r × cos(φ)× cos(θ), Y = ycenter + r × sin(φ), Z = zcenter + r × cos(φ)× sin(θ)1 (6)
1 where X, Y and Z are the camera coordinates, xcenter, ycenter and zcenter are the coordinates of the
centre of the sphere, r is the radius of the sphere, φ is the vertical angle, θ is the horizontal angle.
From each camera position, we compute the number of visible tesserae from the user request
observed in the produced image. Since each instance of one sort of tesserae is coloured uniquely, the
algorithm performs by counting the number of different pixels colours. Hence, the number of distinct
colours in the image corresponds to the number of tesserae seen from this camera position. The camera
position that maximises the view of requested tesserae corresponds to the optimal viewpoint. If two
camera locations present the same number of observed tesserae, we apply a maximisation criterion
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Figure 9. Unique colourisation of a group of golden tesserae (bottom-up view).
4. Results
We tested the method on different samples from different zones of the mosaic to identify the
influence of the segmentation and the classification in different scenarios, as well as another point cloud
from terrestrial laser scanner captured in Jehay (Belgium). To assess the quality of the segmentation,
knowledge-based tessera ground truth was extracted from the point cloud and compared to the
segmentation method extracts. Results (Table 4) show an average 95% segmentation accuracy for point
cloud gold tesserae, 97% for faience tesserae, 94% for silver tesserae and 91% for coloured glass.





Ground truth Tesserae C.
Gold
Sample NO. 1 10,891 10801 99%
Sample NO. 2 10,123 11,048 91%
Sample NO. 3 10,272 10,648 96%
Sample NO. 4 11,778 12,440 94%
Faience
Sample NO. 1 27,204 28,570 95%
Sample NO. 2 23,264 22,978 99%
Sample NO. 3 23,851 24,440 98%
Sample NO. 4 22,238 22,985 97%
Silver
Sample NO. 1 1364 1373 99%
Sample NO. 2 876 931 94%
Sample NO. 3 3783 3312 88%
Sample NO. 4 1137 1098 97%
C. Glass
Sample NO. 1 1139 1283 87%
Sample NO. 2 936 1029 90%
Sample NO. 3 821 736 90%
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The tesserae recognition pipeline including segmentation, classification and information extraction
was conducted over 3 different representative zones of the point cloud to be exhaustive and to be
able to count manually each tessera for assessing the results. In the first zone containing 12,184,307
points, three types of tesserae were studied: 138 Gold tesserae from the 19th century renovation (NG),
239 ancient gold (AG) and 11 faience pieces (FT) (Figure 10). The automatic segmentation correctly
recognized all FT (100% accuracy) and 331 golden tesserae (GT) (88% accuracy), remaining ones being
5% of under-segmentation (in groups of 2/3 tesserae), 7% of tesserae not detected. The classification
correctly labelled respectively 100% FT, 98% NG, and 99% AG.
 
Figure 10. Zone 1: Classification workflow of tesserae in Zone 1. From left to right: Colour point cloud;
abstraction-based segmented point cloud; classified point cloud; 2D geometry over point cloud.
In the second zone containing 12,821,752 points, 313 gold tesserae (195 NG and 118 AG) and
269 silver tesserae (ST) were processed. In total, 284 (91%) golden tesserae were correctly segmented,
of which 93% were correctly labelled NG and 95% AG, and 93% of ST were correctly segmented,
of which 87% were correctly labelled. The third larger sample composed of 34,022,617 points includes
945 gold tesserae and 695 CG (coloured glass) tainted in black. The other tesserae in the sample
had an insufficient resolution for ground truth generation. In total, 839 (89%) golden tesserae were
correctly segmented, of which 86% were correctly labelled NG and 95% AG. Concerning CG, (494)
71% were correctly segmented, and 98% were correctly labelled. While classification results are very
high, segmentation is heavily influenced by the quality of the data; hence, CG shows lower results
because of its harsh sensor representation (tesserae are not easily discernible).
Globally, 59,028,676 points and 2610 tesserae were processed; 2208 (85%) were correctly detected
and segmented, of which 2075 (94%) were correctly labelled (Table 5).
Table 5. Recapitulation of tesserae detection results.
ID
Tesserae Segmentation Classification Res.





AG 239 196 99% 43





AG 158 139 95% 19





AG 549 471 95% 78
CG 695 494 71% 486 98% 209
Total 2610 2208 85% 2075 94% 535
The full workflow was also conducted over a point cloud acquired using a TLS at a local scale
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comprises around 95 million points and has an uneven density due to the acquisition set-ups. The
segmentation allowed us to correctly detect calcareous stones as in Table 6, as well as openings
regarding the surface of reference (best fit plane through convolutional bank filter) and the full
limestone bay frames.
Table 6. Segmentation accuracy of the façade of the castle of Jehay over calcareous stones.
Elements
Segmentation




Sample NO. 1 37,057 35,668 96%
Sample NO. 2 30,610 27,100 88%
Sample NO. 3 34,087 32,200 99%
Sample NO. 4 35,197 30,459 86%
The same reasoning engine was used based on the DSAE ontology. The DSAE-based classification
first studied the material Limestone (related to the property colour, same as S9 from CIDOC-CRM)
and the geometry regularity (related to SP15 attribute from geometry) in regard to CS, CP and Area (in
the case of 3D objects, the area was extended to a volume feature by taking into account every spatial
dimension.), then differentiated openings through dimension-based predicates (SP15 Geometry) as
presented in Figure 11. The CIDOC-CRM and its extension CIDOC-CRMba [106] provide an added
descriptive value for archaeologists that can be directly plugged as in Figure 11.
 
Figure 11. DSAE ontology and plugged CIDOC-CRM + CIDOC-CRMba for the detection of objects of
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The detected segments are classified, with 85% accuracy for independent calcareous stones, and
100% for woodworking openings (differentiated by size and geometric regularities) and limestone
bay frames. The results over the Renaissance façade recognition pipeline are illustrated in Figure 12.
We notice the fine detection for each element and the irregularity for some stones due to the uneven
quality of the point cloud colorization. Calcareous stones classification was largely impacted by the
segmentation inaccuracy within certain zones that led to over-segmentation and thus incorrect labels
due to shape irregularity. These influential factors are discussed in Section 5.
 
Figure 12. Ontology-based classification of the South-South-West façade of the castle of Jehay. From
left to right: the façade studied; the result of the segmentation (stones only); the result of the full
segmentation; the result of the classification for quasi-planar objects of interest.
It is interesting to note that the DSAE ontology can be further used for distinguishing wide
woodworking openings from smaller ones based on Area (or Volume) properties, and their geometric
regularity. However, their label is considered weak for archaeological purposes, and extending the
ontology as in Section 5 would provide a better automatic characterization for archaeological analysis.
The established data infrastructure gravitate around a client-server protocol that allows maximum
flexibility and extensibility in regard to the 4 prerequisites of digital archaeology as defined in [5,6].
The platform can scale up to multiple simultaneous connexions and handles multi-source datasets.
Every client that connects to the server as in Figure 13 benefits of functionalities from both the ontology
reasoner and SQL statements (e.g., in Section 4). The implementation was made using PostgreSQL
DBMS enhanced with plugins (PostGIS and pgPointCloud). The software Protégé alongside the
programming toolkit JENA (Java) was also used to create and link ontologies.
As for the client-side, it was constructed to be as open and accessible as possible. As such, the
World Wide Web is a democratized way to share and exchange information. It constitutes a long-term
means to collaborate, and is independent of the location which is very important considering the need
to be able on site to work with digital copies. Indeed, an application accessible anywhere and by
multiple users at the same time is key for an archaeological 3D platform. Thus, we implemented the
application in WebGL, a JavaScript API for rendering 3D graphics within any compatible web browser.
We used Three.js, a cross-browser JavaScript library which uses the WebGL framework and enhances
it. By a simple interaction with the GUI, the users can access and share a common viewpoint result of
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Figure 13. Server-side data management system. Point clouds go through different processing steps
regarding Section 3, and point groups based on the definition of objects regarding domain knowledge
are constituted and populate the SPC database.
 
Figure 14. Query result in the WebGL prototype of the optimal viewpoint for faience pieces and gold
tesserae in an extracted zone through SQL query.
The complete workflow therefore us allows to (1) pre-process multi-sensory point cloud data,
(2) compute features of interest, segment and classify the point cloud according to domain knowledge
formalized in ontologies; (3) structure the data in a server-side SPC point cloud 3D GIS; (4) disseminate
the information through a client-side app built upon WebGL with a specific visual processing engine
to provide optimal viewpoints from queries.
5. Discussion
The democratization of TLS and dense-image matching in archaeological workflows makes them
a preferred way to record spatial information. Point clouds are very interesting for their objectivity
and flexibility in interpretation processes. If the acquisition is complete, they transcript every visual
element that was observed on the field. However, other components that can arise to our other senses
such as mechano-reception (touching, hearing) or chemo-reception (taste, smell) are not captured
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as they constitute another source for better comprehension of the observed subject. Sensors that
can capture such information as objectively as possible would be another step toward a possible
better acquisition automatization. Today, archaeologists rely mostly on field-work to extract necessary
information from human senses, eventually with the use of other sensors to detect additional patterns
(e.g., x-fluorescent characterization in Germigny-Des-Prés). Exploring combination of multisensory
surveys with sensor-level data fusion provides a great opportunity for further research and to keep a
record of a more complete context. Indeed, archaeological studies deal with more and more information
including archaeological observations but also data coming from other sciences (e.g., geology, chemistry,
physics, etc.) and all these must be organized and considered together for an optimal understanding
of the site. To avoid loss of information, recording of the fact and interpretation must be integrated in
the same process [18] and specific tools should be investigated.
Regarding spatial information, 3D point clouds constitute a very exhaustive source for further
archaeological investigations. However, their lack of integration in workflows narrows the possibilities
and interpretation work. We identified their main weakness to propose better handling and
combinatory potential between different information sources: how to coherently aggregate semantics,
spatial (and temporal information in a later stage). With respect to the number of observations (points),
autonomous processing is very important. When dealing with thousands of archaeological objects
of interest (composed of millions of points) in a scene (composed of billions of points), manually
segmenting and classifying would be a very time consuming and an error prone process. In this paper,
we presented an effective approach to automate tesserae recognition from terrestrial laser scanning
data and dense image-matching. Knowledge-based feature constraints are defined to extract gold,
silver, coloured glass and ceramic tesserae from a hybrid point cloud. Then convex hull polygons are
fitted to different segment separately. Knowledge is introduced again to generate assumptions for
problematic parts. Finally, all polygons, both directly fitted and assumed, are combined to classify
and inject semantics into the point cloud. Tests on three datasets showed automated classification
procedures and promising results (Figure 15).
Figure 15. Classification results over the different zones of the mosaics.
The developed method tackles data quality challenges including heterogeneous density, surface
roughness, curvature irregularities, and missing, erroneous data (due to reflective surfaces for example).
We see that in zones where the colour quality is good and blur is low, classification results exceeds 95%
accuracy. However, the method is very sensitive to 3D capture conditions and representativity such as
colour, intensity, resolution and sharpness. Therefore, segmentation will fail when the input data does
not allow correct feature extraction and abstraction-based connectivity estimation. More complete
tesserae knowledge will help to better understand and detect complex shapes and patterns. While the
classification results using domain knowledge are promising, the full point cloud labelling scheme
could be enhanced by improving specifically the segmentation step. The data quality influences the
final results. As illustrated, a challenge is brought about by varying densities and poor point-feature
quality that can lead to over-segmentation when predominant features rely on point-proximity/density
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constitute a hindrance for heterogeneous density or uneven datasets. Equally, colour/intensity that
create imprecise colorization/featuring leads to rough classification. A solution would be to move
the colour-based segmentation to the DSAE ontology to provide new discriminative possibilities.
Also, the combination of dense image matching with laser data and 3D distance map improves the
outline generation in a later stage, and allows a better shape estimation (Figure 16). Yet, an efficient
registration is mandatory for accurate results. To improve the classification results, the segmentation
can be enhanced using a watershed algorithm as well as obtaining higher representativity colour
attribute for example. These are research directions that will be investigated. Also, to improve the
robustness of the segmentation, a region-growing from a seed point located at every centroid of each
detected connected element potentially provides a solution to under-segmentation, and investigations
are necessary in this direction.
 
Figure 16. Classification and semantization of dark coloured glass.
The constituted ontology provides a reasoning engine based on available information that can be
further enhanced to integrate new triple stores. As such, an acquisition campaign using a portable X-ray
Fluorescent device was carried out to quantify the relative quantity of chemical component within
some tesserae. Integrating this semantic information could provide new reasoning capabilities such
as detecting every gold tesserae that contain a quantity X of Plumb. The method will also be refined
and extended to the full point cloud by implementing a machine learning framework using obtained
labelled data as training data. First results are encouraging using supervised classification [107], and
other approaches such as reinforcement learning will be investigated for they high reasoning potential
and complementarity to ontologies. However, the computer memory-demand of point clouds may
impose a link to 2D projective raster’s and to leverage existing training datasets (e.g., DeepNet).
The data structure relies on PostgreSQL RDBMS while indirectly integrating ontology reasoning
results. It allows specific queries over the classified point cloud to extract spatial, semantic or
a combination of both information. The blend of SPARQL and SQL allows us to combine efficiently
the strength of both the relational database structuration and block-wise storage capabilities with the
powerful reasoning proficiencies provided by ontologies. Different queries are therefore available,
which are big leap forward regarding point cloud processing for archaeology (e.g., in Table 7).
However, while the temporal integration was inferred, only static intervals and fixed point in
time were treated. Better integration such as continuous data or the storage and reasoning over
datasets covering one location at different time intervals has yet to be further investigated. Indeed,
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Table 7. Example of queries over the point cloud.
Language RDF Triple Store Effect
SPARQL
PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX npt: <http://www.geo.ulg.ac.be/nyspoux/> Return all alto-medieval
SELECT ?ind tesserae (regarding initial
WHERE { data input)
?ind rdf:type npt:AltoMedievalTessera
} ORDER BY ?ind
SQL SELECT name, area FROM worldObject WHEREST_3DIntersects(geomWo::geometry, polygonZ::geometry);
Return all tesserae which are
comprised in the region
defined by a selection polygon
and gives their area
SPARQL & SQL
SELECT geomWo FROM worldObject WHERE
ST_3DIntersects(geomWo::geometry, polygon2Z::geometry) AND
area > 0,0001;
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> Return all renovated
PREFIX npt: <http://www.geo.ulg.ac.be/nyspoux/> tesserae in the region 2
SELECT ?ind where the area is superior
WHERE { to 1 cm2
?ind rdf:type npt: XIXCentTessera
} ORDER BY ?ind
The proposed methodology (described in Section 3) was as general as possible to be extended to
other use cases, at the object and local scales. It provides a potential solution for bringing intelligence
to spatial data, specifically point clouds as seen in [104]. For example, we tested a point cloud from
dense-image matching captured in Denmark (Ny-Calsberg Museum) and processed using Bentley
ContextCapture (Figure 17). It constitutes an interesting object scale dataset where the interest lies in
deciphering the hieroglyphs.
Figure 17. 3D point cloud of the statue of the Egyptian priest Ahmose and his mother, Baket-re.
Diorite. C.1490–1400 BC. 18th Dynasty. New Empire. Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek Museum. Copenhagen.
Denmark. From left to right: 3D point cloud; feature extraction and segmentation; 3D visualization.
The methodology was applied, and each hieroglyph was successfully detected independently.
As the spatial context is conserved, we can locate the relative position of each hieroglyph regarding the
others, and using a lexicon or a structured ancient hieroglyph ontology, each sign could be detected by
shape matching (e.g., RANSAC), and a reading order extracted as in [108]. Thus, the methodology is
suitable to reason from information extraction, and possibilities are very encouraging. Deepening the
classification through well-established ontologies such as CIDOC-CRMba as illustrated in Section 4
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the level of detail within the tree depth. If we consider the Renaissance façade of the castle of Jehay,
the CIDOC-CRM ontology as well as the CIDOC-CRMba and the CIDOC-CRMgeo add flexibility
for moving deduction capabilities from the analytic part to the ontology. This is very interesting
as it maximizes the DSAE reasoning capabilities instead of determining analytically discriminative
features (such as bounding-box “is contained in” relationship from coordinates). As an example, the
classification of the façade can be related to the specialization levels from B1 to B5 of the CIDOC-CRMba,
and directly plugged as in Figure 12. Then, specifically looking at full limestone bay frames (same
as B5 Stratigraphic Building Unit), an element that is contained within a limestone bay frame is
classified as an empty section regarding Figure 18. The topological relations are introduced with the
use of the well-known GeoSPARQL ontology to allow the detection of openings based on a AP12
“contains” relationship.
 
Figure 18. CIDOC-CRM ontology for the detection of objects of interest: calcareous stones and
openings. Considering the castle of Jehay (B1), it has a building section (BP1) being the studied façade
(B2), composed of different elements such as calcareous stones (B3), embrasures (B3) and openings (B4).
Therefore, by integrating attributes such as Color and ProjectedArea of the different elements (as
well as topological “is Within” test), the ontology can be used for reasoning. Based on general axioms,
it semantically recognises building parts of a façade as in Table 8.
Table 8. Classification of elements based on numerical attributes and topological relations.
Language Equivalent To Definition Effect
OWL (Protégé)
(hasProperty some ColorLimestone)
and (hasProperty some NonReflective)
and (CP some xsd:double[<= “4.0E-4“ˆˆxsd:double]) Defines an element as
and (CS some xsd:double[>= “1.05”ˆˆxsd:double, <=
“9.0”ˆˆxsd:double]) a BayFrame
and (ProjectedArea some xsd:double[>= “0.05”ˆˆxsd:double, <=
“0.4”ˆˆxsd:double])
OWL (Protégé)
(not (hasProperty some ColorLimestone))
and (sfWithin some BayFrame)
and (BoundingBox some xsd:double[>= “2.9”ˆˆxsd:double, <=
“3.5”ˆˆxsd:double])
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It is interesting to note that further reasoning is made possible due to extended knowledge over
Renaissance-style mullioned windows. Indeed, double mullioned openings are a complex architectural
element present over this façade. They are 2 mullioned openings where the separation by stones is
inexistent. Each can be described regarding CIDOC CRMba as: 1 frame (B5) and 6 openings (B4 Empty
morphological Building Section). Thus, an extended ontology can recognize double mullioned
windows and a reason such as the one presented in [109] would provide extended automatization.
The final step for the visualization and presentation of the results is to share and distribute the
information to other users and relies on virtual environments with specific interaction. The perception
in 3D spaces is a dynamic phenomenon and concerns firstly behaviours and effects [110]. Data
visualization is important to explore the data, to obtain some idea of what they contain, and therefore,
to develop some intuitions about how to go about solving a problem from that data, determining what
features are important and what kinds of data are involved. Visualization is also important when
looking at the output of data science systems: data summarization for creating useful exploratory
statistics, essential to understanding what was collected and observed. Although used before for
tackling models and algorithms to avoid missing crucial information, data visualization is important
for translating what might be interpretable only to a specialist for a general audience. In the context of
point cloud, semantics and domain can highly influence the type of rendering used to directly transmit
the correct information in a correct way to the end user. New ways of interacting with the data—Virtual
reality, augmented reality, real time exploration and collaboration, holograms—are redefining possible
interactions and exploration. Remondino, 2003 [111] list different surface representations that can
be used to represent and use a point cloud, including parametric modelling, implicit and simplicial
representation, approximated and interpolated surfaces. The time-consuming task of accurate 3D
surface reconstruction from point cloud requires many steps of pre-processing, topology determination,
triangular mesh generation, post-processing and assessing. For example, Hussain, 2009 [112] propose
two simplification algorithms for LoD generation by decimating and simplifying meshes, thus reducing
accuracy and quality. The development of an Internet browser-based solution allows maximum
flexibility regarding theses identified problems, including data indexation vis-à-vis [113] to provide
streaming capabilities independently of the size of the dataset.
Based on the algorithm developed by [105], we manage the 3D viewpoint so as to determine
an optimal position and orientation of the camera for the visualisation of three kinds of tesserae
distinguished by their material: faience, gold and silver. Through the previous steps of recognition
and semantization described, we are now able to exploit the semantically rich point cloud data
structure [11] to visualise efficiently the different sorts of tesserae. To achieve this, we performed
a pre-processing step, totally transparent to users, in which we compute the optimal camera positions
on a 3D COLLADA model of the mosaic which is constituted of the minimum convex hull of each
tesserae information stored in the database. This technical implementation will be enhanced to enable
more direct integration of the geometry generalizations from the database. The algorithm looks at the
pixels of the computational display which avoids the under-object recognition phenomenon. It also
allows us to directly work on the final rendering of the 3D model which already integrates the use of
an algorithm to process hidden faces. Finally, it can be used on any kind of 3D data structure (vector,
raster or point cloud). It is worth mentioning that additional viewpoints could be computed which
depends on the initial query. For instance, we can calculate multiple optimal camera positions for one
specific sort of tesserae, depending on a needed surface, distance to rotation center, density estimate,
etc. The latest could be particularly interesting for the golden tesserae since they are quite scattered in
space. Furthermore, we can also investigate the impact of the statistical parameter used when two
viewpoints present the same number of objects (maximum, average, etc.).
To integrate the semantically rich point cloud and the viewpoint management of queried tesserae,
we developed web software using jQuery, Three.js, Potree (an Open Source JavaScript library for point
cloud rendering) and tween.js. The platform includes a tool to directly allow semantic extraction
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between actors. The web application is accessible on any HTML5-compatible browser. It enables real
time point cloud exploration of the mosaics in the Oratory of Germigny-des-Prés, and emphasises the
ease of use as well as performances. However, the integration of a natural language processor would
allow us to extend the possibilities for users to formulate queries that are translated into SQL and
SPARQL analogues.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we first reviewed the state of the art in digital archaeology. We pointed out gaps
in the integration of spatial information with semantic components and the limited management of
3D point clouds within 3D GIS. The recording and processing of 3D multi-source complex data were
addressed, as well as their management, conservation, visualization and presentation for different
users. In this paper, we propose a new solution to integrate archaeological knowledge within point
cloud processing workflows. Specifically, we decompose point clouds regarding available features and
estimated geometric properties that generate ontologies to classify and reason based on information
extraction. We developed a data-driven ontology for point cloud analysis to facilitate interoperability to
other formal ontologies such as the CIDOC-CRM, and applied the workflow over different point clouds.
Quasi-planar objects (doors, windows, tesserae, calcareous stones, hieroglyphs) were successfully
detected, and an HTML-5 cross-platform web application was created to facilitate the knowledge
dissemination such as ancient mosaic located in the oratory of Germigny-des-Prés. Then, we extracted
the necessary requested information from the semantically rich point cloud data to efficiently visualise
user’s request based on computed optimal camera positions and orientations that maximise the
visibility of requested objects (e.g. tesserae). Then, the optimal viewpoints are dynamically rendered
to users through the platform on which interactions can grow.
Supplementary Materials: The ontology is available online at: http://www.geo.ulg.ac.be/nyspoux/.
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Abstract: This paper presents certain reflections concerning an interdisciplinary project between
medieval archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and computer science researchers
from CNRS, National Center for Scientific Research, (France), aiming towards a connection between
3D spatial representation and archaeological knowledge. We try to develop an integrated system for
archaeological 3D survey and all other types of archaeological data and knowledge by incorporating
observable (material) and non-graphic (interpretive) data. Survey plays a central role, since it is both a
metric representation of the archaeological site and, to a wider extent, an interpretation of it (being also
a common basis for communication between the two teams). More specifically, 3D survey is crucial,
allowing archaeologists to connect actual spatial assets to the stratigraphic formation processes (i.e.,
to the archaeological time) and to translate spatial observations into historical interpretation of the
site. It is well known that laser scanner, photogrammetry and computer vision are very useful tools
for archaeologists, although the integration of the representation of space, as well as archaeological
time has not yet found a methodological standard of reference. We propose a common formalism
for describing photogrammetric survey and archaeological knowledge stemming from ontologies:
indeed, ontologies are fully used to model and store 3D data and archaeological knowledge. We equip
this formalism with a qualitative representation of time, starting from archaeological stratigraphy.
Stratigraphic analyses (both of excavated deposits and of upstanding structures) are closely related
to Edward Cecil Harris’s theory of the “Unit of Stratigraphication” (referred to as “US”, while a
stratigraphic unit of an upstanding structure Unita Stratigrafica Murale, in Italian, will be referred to
as “USM”). Every US is connected to the others by geometric, topological and, eventually, temporal
links, and these are recorded by the 3D photogrammetric survey. However, the limitations of the
Harris matrix approach led us to use another formalism for representing stratigraphic relationships,
namely Qualitative Constraints Networks (QCN), which was successfully used in the domain of
knowledge representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence for representing temporal relations.
Keywords: medieval archeology; photogrammetry; 3D survey; ontology; stratigraphic analysis;
Harris matrix; temporal relations
1. Introduction
This paper presents a set of reflections based on sixteen years of interdisciplinary cooperation
between medieval archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and computer science
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researchers from CNRS of Marseille (France), aiming towards a connection between 3D spatial
representation and archaeological knowledge for interpreting the Mediterranean Middle Ages [1].
In the last decade, we witnessed significant improvements in photogrammetric techniques, starting
with the SIFT descriptor in 2004 [2], used to automatically match thousands of homologous points.
This opened the way to increased automatization of the photogrammetric process, auto-calibration
and automatic 3D dense point cloud generation. These new photogrammetric tools now can easily
replace the terrestrial laser scanner still used at the turn of this century in archeology, but offer no
improvements and remain unable to link semantic data with this plethora of accurate geometric data.
At the same time, the stratigraphic analysis applied to upstanding buildings in the framework of
medieval archeology is, on the one hand, absolutely mandatory and, on the other hand seems, to have
reached a crucial point in its evolution. Italian Medieval Archeology, in parallel with a close relationship
with historical research, contributed to the development of archaeological methodologies at European
and world levels. A specific and particularly outstanding contribution was provided in the field of
non-destructive urban and territorial analysis. Such was indeed the (successful) attempt to embed
stratigraphic theory in the study of historical buildings, extending the principles of the site-formation
process to the architectural-formation process [3]. The translation of the Harris paradigm [4] in
upstanding structures [3,5], i.e., in full 3D context, brings some inconsistencies, which become more
and more visible with the development of new 3D surveying tools. Many scholars argue the possibility
to increase the Harris matrix with specific fields suitable for better defining and analyzing upstanding
building stratigraphy. In Italy, where the use of upstanding building stratigraphy is commonly used,
especially among medieval archaeologists, see the status quaestionis in Gallina [6]. At the same
time, recent advances in knowledge representation, as the development of ontologies also in cultural
heritage, change the way to manage knowledge and extend the possibilities to connect with other
research fields. The presented work aims at merging photogrammetric survey and temporal relations
in order to propose a new representation of temporal relations stemming from temporal qualitative
networks thanks to the Allen approach. This is done by developing a common framework describing
knowledge used in photogrammetry, as well as in stratigraphy fully based on ontologies. An ontology
describing the photogrammetric process and the measured artifact (ashlar block, observed relevant
surface and then the Unit of Stratigraphication (US) and connected concepts) is aligned with the
well-known ontology used now since a long time in cultural heritage: International Committee for
Documentation, Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) [7]. The use of ontologies to manage
cultural heritage is increasing every year, opening the door for many interesting perspectives [8–11].
Significant advances developed in CIDOC CRM [12–14] (and now with CIDOC-CRMba, an ontology
to encode metadata about the documentation of archaeological buildings [15]) are also very useful for
exploring certain theoretical concepts underlying the construction of the Harris matrix. CIDOC CRM
is now well adopted by cultural heritage actors from a theoretical point of view [16–19], as well as
applicative works [16] and a very interesting direction toward Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
applications [20].
We have developed an ontology to represent both the photogrammetric process and the measured
objects, ashlar blocks and US. The objects are modeled according to the point of view of the
measurement process but indeed, these artifacts or concepts as US can also be seen from a cultural
heritage or conservation point of view. This is the reason why we have aligned our ontology with
CIDOC CRM. This modeling work is based on a previous study that started from the premise
that collections of measured items are marred by a lack of precision concerning their measurement,
assumptions about their reconstruction, their age and origin. It was therefore important to ensure
the coherence of the measured items and potentially propose a possible revision. This previous work
was done in the context of underwater archeology with similar problems. For more information,
see [21–24]. The case study of this work is the Montreal Castle in Showbak, Jordan. Where the
University of Florence has been working since the 1980s and LSIS since 2001 [25]. We are thus working
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the team evaluation. We present in this paper both photogrammetric surveys and their link with
archaeological data through a common formalism based both on pure XML and on ontology.
2. Managing Time in Archeology
One of the first interesting computing applications in archeology concerning the temporal domain
was probably due to David George Kendall [26,27], a statistician at the University of Cambridge.
He worked on seriation (“The purpose of seriation is to order the individuals of a population in
order that exhibits in the most coherent way the evolutionary structure of their descriptive traits.
The principles according to which order—which reflects temporal evolution—is obtained may be
diverse, even if they explicitly express the notion of evolution” [27], cited by Guenoche and Tchernia
in [28]) in archeology by treating the data of Flinders Petrie. Petrie, a pioneer of modern and scientific
archeology, proposed a method for determining a relative chronology of artifacts according to their
characteristics and to the context in which they were discovered. The analysis of the relationships
between all the significant details of the objects found during the excavation also makes it possible to
group the objects into families and to highlight evolutionary trends in a group of objects. Seriation is
still relevant [29,30], although the management of time in archeology has been recast with the work of
Harris and the stratigraphic approach [31] where the relations between stratigraphic units are both
temporal and topological.
Edward Cecil Harris, a British archaeologist, developed in 1979 a matrix method for the
management and verification of spatial-temporal relations between stratigraphic units. The three
temporal relations (anteriority, posteriority and synchronism) associated with topological relations
describing the physical relations (resting on, superimposing, overlapping, etc.) serve to organize
the stratigraphic units in relative time. The stratigraphic unit, referred to as the US, is defined as
the smallest unit of land that can be located before and after neighboring units by examining its
physical boundaries.
The essential difference between Harris’s approach and seriation lies in the fact that the
establishment of the relative chronology of the stratigraphy (Harris method) does not take into
account the artifacts present in the stratigraphic units [32], but only the physical position of each US
and their relationship. The main objective in the field is to recognize the elementary stratigraphic units
and to understand their topological relationships (and, of course, how they were formed). From these
relations, the archaeologist deduces the stratigraphic relations that make it possible to propose a
chronological order according to their physical position. For example, with regard to the stratigraphic
analysis of a building, the different stages of its construction can be observed and decomposed into
stratigraphic units.
During archaeological excavations, hundreds or even thousands of stratigraphic units can be
identified and listed. The development of a graph and its translation into a Harris diagram or matrix
has enabled the detection of inconsistencies in the data, mainly by detecting cycles in the graphs.
Harris’s approach therefore proposes a relative scheduling as a function of time. However,
the use of the typology of artifacts (the typology that is the basis of all seriation) present in the
stratigraphic units may be useful to determine the time that can be quantified using absolute
benchmarks. The two approaches, the relatively ordered time by Harris and the absolute time given by
the typology, but also by the correlation with texts of the time or by scientific methods such as carbon 14
(Radiocarbon dating is a method developed by Willard Frank Libby used to calculate the age of objects
containing organic material. The measurement of the 14C decay is a standard way to roughly calculate
the date of death or fixation of an object containing organic material) dating or dendrochronology
(The dendrochronology dating method, first developed by Andrew Ellicott Douglas, is based on the
growth of tree rings. This method can only be used if one knows the growth curve of the region where
the object that we want to date was found), are both linear approaches.
Djindjian and Desachy resituated Harris’s work from the perspective of graphs resulting from
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MPM (Potential Metrics and Methods) method consist of breaking down the production process into a
series of precise operations, or tasks, separated by stages, each of which constitutes the end of one task
and the beginning of another [33].
2.1. Harris’s Methods for the Temporal Representation of Stratigraphic Units
Figure 1 shows the PERT diagram (a) and the MPM diagram (b) in the corresponding Harris
matrix (c) and Harris diagram (d). It illustrates the relationship between the Harris method and the
pre-existing PERT and MPM methods. In both cases, the graph accounts for the scheduling of the
tasks required to execute a program. In the PERT method, the steps for executing the program are
represented by the vertices, while the arcs represent the task. In the case of the MPM method, it is
the opposite.
The analogy with the archaeological process is strong: the stratigraphic units are represented as
temporally-related tasks, and the very close relationship between the Harris diagram (d) and the MPM
diagram (b) is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Relative temporal representations: (a) PERT diagram; (b) MPM diagram; (c) Harris matrix;
(d) Harris graph.
The relative position of the five stratigraphic units can be seen in the example in Figure 2. On the
left, the perspective view allows us to propose a chronology; a cross-section of the same US is in the
center; and on the right, the Harris diagram is shown.
It is important to note US 12, which is a cut in the layer labeled as US 15. US 12 is a negative US
because it is only a trace of an action of cut. US 12 now separates US 13 and 14, but the archaeological
investigation must be able to understand if these two US before the cut of US 12 are the same US or
not. If this is the case, we will add in the diagram the synchronous relation between US 13 and 14.
This is followed by US 11, which fills US 12 visible at that time.
The Harris formalism which allows one to manage and visualize these US, is well distributed
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Figure 2. Different representations of Unit of Stratigraphication (US) relations, cited from ([37], p. 83).
Earlier software such as ABC FlowCharter 4.0 (originally from Micrografx, in 1995 and then by
iGraphx) was mainly presented as flowchart software with an adaptation for the Harris formalism.
Also in 1985, the old Strata software program from the Computing Laboratory, University of Kent at
Canterbury, used a set of recorded observations of stratigraphic relationships as input and was the
foundation stone of jnet software [38] based on semi-structured formalism (XML). In the same way, we
can mention the Bonn Archaeological Software Package (BASP) [39] developed since 1973 included
in many software packages dedicated to archeology (orthophoto, level curve, etc.). None of these
software packages are available any longer.
Still used by the community, we can cite ArchEd from the University of Vienna, Austria [40], which
allowed one to build stratigraphic graphs, but they were completely disconnected from the survey.
More recently, Intrasis, a Swedish GIS software package dedicated to archeology, is able to manage 3D
files coming from terrestrial laser scanners and linked using ArchEd [41]. In the same direction, based
on the GIS platform, the Harris matrix Composer from Christoph Traxler and Wolfgang Neubauer [42]
tries to fill the gap between survey and the Harris matrix. The most recent one, developed by Jerzy
Sikora and his team [43], plans to use mobile devices in the field that are able to merge visualization,
data and analysis.
The main works on US formalization and visualization have been done as part of archaeological
digs. The latest works include ADS (Archeology Data Service, U.K.) and ISTI-CNR, Italy, where
archaeological dig reports, 3D surveying, 3D visualization on the web and the Harris formalism can
be found in the same tool [44]. Indeed, the Harris formalism has been developed for archaeological
excavation and a transposition on an upstanding structure, in a real 3D context, with stratigraphic
units still functional at the time they were studied, which implies the development of many new issues
to be considered, as well as an accurate formalism.
However, Harris’s representation of time is also limited. Indeed, taking into account only points
on the temporal scale, it cannot express the notion of duration. This restriction due to the linear
representation of time was already perceived in the Nineteenth Century by Flinders Petrie: “The main
value of dates is to show the sequence of events; and it would matter very little if the time from
Augustus to Constantine had occupied six centuries instead of three, or if Alexander had lived only
two centuries before Augustus. The order of events and the relation of one country to another is
the main essential in history. Indeed, the tacit common-sense of historians agrees in treating the
periods of great activity and production more fully than the arid ages of barbarism, and so substituting
practically a scale of activity as the standard rather than a scale of years.”, Petrie in 1899, as quoted by
Lucas ([45], p. 8).
Thus, the formalism proposed by Harris responds well to the need for formatting and control
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Since the 1980s, the concept of palimpsest seems to be necessary to describe the complexity of temporal
superposition already directly observable. “The house where I am writing this paper was built towards
the beginning of this century, in the courtyard of an ancient farm whose structure is still visible.
From my open window, I see an interweaving of houses and constructions, most of them dating back
to the 19th century, sometimes including parts of earlier constructions from the 18th or 17th century.
The 20th century here looks so localized, so secondary: it is reduced to details, such as windows, doors
or, within houses and flats, furniture.... Right now, the present here is made up of a series of past
durations that makes the present multi-temporal.” Laurent Olivier cited by Lucas ([45], p. 37).
Since the 1990s, a new trend has been developing and proposes to use other temporal models in
archeology to take this complexity into account. Ann Ramenofsky, an archaeologist at the University of
New Mexico, USA, suggests using intervals to take into account measurement uncertainties in absolute
chronology assessments ([46], p. 79). Other teams propose to extend the temporal relations proposed
by Harris to the time management formalism proposed by Allen [46]. This results in the number
of temporal relations increasing from 3–13 (see Figure 3), as well as the ability to reason in terms of
duration over intervals and no longer on a succession of ordered instants [47,48]. However, even if
this formalism is much richer (13 relations are proposed to manage time intervals), this approach has
not yet spread in the world of archeology [49].
Figure 3. Allen’s intervals algebra atomic relations.
As we have seen, the topic of time in archeology is most important and very complex, though it
has been too often neglected. The work conducted by G. Lucas [45,50] has been, until now, the most
exhaustive presentation and reflection about it. Following Lucas, time is a theoretical concept used in
different ways in contemporary archeology, but its meanings are not always the topic of discussion.
2.2. Chronology
Therefore, by analyzing and breaking up an archaeological deposit into basic, discrete stratigraphic
units, archaeologists are able to create (relative) chronologies of all activities performed (by man
or by nature) at a site over time, in order to describe and interpret it. The physical relationships
between deposits and interfaces help archaeologists deduce stratigraphic relationships, i.e., the relative
chronology of each US. To allow archaeologists to organize all the stratigraphic relationships between
the different US, Harris also designed a diagram, the matrix. “The Matrix changed the paradigm of
the archeology from the one-dimensional concept embodied in the Wheelerian section drawing to
a four-dimensional model that combines the three physical dimensions with that of time, the forth
dimension. In this sense, it is like the clock face of twelve hours and the Gregorian calendar of a
twelve-month year, which are diagrammatic ways in which time, which does not exist in any material
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Matrix has given that emphasis a revolutionary force in its ability to translate the physical evidence of
stratification into calendar of relative time, unique to each site, but universally comparable through
the Matrix diagrams.“ ([51], p. 10).
As previously stated in this paper, the Harris matrix is an important and not yet out-dated
tool, but which suffers from its inability to express the concept of duration, as well as upstanding
building stratigraphy.
In agreement with certain scholars [52], especially in Italian Medieval Archeology, who wonder
how it applies to the study of upstanding building archeology, we try to work on:
1. Maximum readability and immediacy of the drawings and schedules, avoiding, as much as
possible, obscure symbolism and hypertrophy of the documentation
2. Simultaneous presence in the same media of all kinds of information (text, drawing, pictures),
in order to really simplify the information sharing. It is clear that the Harris matrix itself is not
very easy to understand and lacks meaning, and without photographs and drawings, the US are
equally unclear. This rigid separation of the information must be properly addressed
3. The formalism used to store and represent this complex and heterogeneous knowledge cannot
be rigid and too structured because archaeological data and the knowledge itself change over
time [53].
Despite its lack of the concept of duration, the Harris matrix has been a useful tool for analyzing
archaeological stratigraphy up to now.
Since in archeology the representation of space is the same as the representation of time, our team
started to work on the modeling of archaeological time after 2009 [25,54] in order to embed this aspect
within the system and to eliminate the separation of duration from the temporal sequence of a site.
We were also trying to develop a tool able to automatically generate Harris matrices, as well as integrate
nonlinear time models [45,52,55,56] into the chronological structure of the Harris matrix itself.
3. Photogrammetric Analysis of the Shawbak Castle
Archaeological excavations are always irreversibly destructive, so it is important to accompany
them with detailed documentation reflecting the accumulated knowledge of the excavation site.
However, not only the excavation needs an accurate documentation, also the upstanding structures
research [3], especially before any restoration work, which often deletes the previous historical
information. This documentation is usually iconographic and textual. Graphical representations
of archaeological upstanding structures such as drawings, sketches, watercolors, photographs,
topography and photogrammetry are indispensable for such documentation and are an intrinsic
part of an archaeological survey. However, as pointed out by Olivier Buchsenschutz in the introduction
to the symposium Images and archaeological surveys, in Arles, France, in 2007 [57], even a very precise
drawing only retains certain observations that support a demonstration, just as a speech retains only
some arguments, but this choice is not usually explicit. This somewhat lays the foundation of this
work: a survey is both a metrics document and an archaeologist’s interpretation.
The Castle of Shawbak (Ma’an region, Jordan), also known as the “Krac de Montréal”
(Figure 4), is one of the best preserved rural settlements in the entire Middle East [58]. As the core site
of the Florence archaeologists’ research in Jordan, it has been chosen to develop a new documentation
system. This extensive site (230 m × 80 m) is stratigraphically complex both in depth and in upstanding
structures. According to Brogliolo’s rules of upstanding structures stratigraphy [3], it is subdivided
into 23 CF (Corpo di Fabbrica, which means the same parts of structure, which form a single part of the
building). In order to determine the site’s chrono-stratigraphic sequences, the Florentine archaeologists
started by analyzing the stratigraphy of all CF, which of course, is the first step of the study.
All the examples presented here are only from CF5, a very important archaeological feature of
the castle, which summarizes its different temporal phases (starting with the Crusader and Ayyubid
periods). It has also been used to produce a full-scale 3D model showcased during the exhibition From
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Figure 4. The castle of Shawbak (Ma’an region, Jordan).
Figure 5. The full-scale 3D model of Corpo di Fabbrica 5 (CF5) built for the exhibition From Petra to
Shawbak. Archeology of a frontier.
3.1. How Photogrammetry Helps Archaeological Research
The photogrammetric approach is used to solve two kinds of problems: the first one is to build a
3D or 2D representation, or part of the site, in order to have a representation of the site that can be
used as an interface for the large amount of textual and iconographic data collected and computed by
archaeologists. The second one is the necessity to collect metric data on identified artifacts in order to
be able to perform a dimensional analysis, clustering and other statistical computations.
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• The area that we need to study, which can be represented by an orthophoto, a digital terrain
model (DTM) or, more generally when the studied site is complex and a full 3D approach is
required, by a 3D surface, mainly meshes.
• The artifact that we seek to position in space and for which we have good a priori knowledge (in
our case, the atomic element is the ashlar block, the smallest measurable element of each USM)
Throughout this work, we deal with these two aspects, artifacts and unstructured surface, by
addressing two different approaches; one using a priori knowledge through measurements and the
second based solely on geometry. The first approach, based on the a priori knowledge that we have
about the measured artifact, uses our knowledge of the object to compute its size and position in
space. This method can also reduce the time required for measurements. The second approach, used
to survey land for example, but also the main structure of the castle, uses automatic tools coming from
photogrammetry to compute a dense cloud of 3D points.
Finally, a very important point is the link between geometry and knowledge; a model, 3D or 2D,
representing a site is a relevant interface to access the data known about the site. 3D site representations
provide important added value to archaeologists who are then able to study a three-dimensional overall
picture. Moreover, it should be noted that, by the nature of archaeological research, archaeological
data are incomplete, heterogeneous, discontinuous and subject to possible updates and revisions to
each field season campaign. The documentation system, linked to archaeological data, must be able to
manage these constraints. The archaeological knowledge in this work is represented by ontologies and
we have developed some 3D viewer software able to manage links with ontologies, as well as display
graphical requests on these ontologies. This will be discussed in the next section.
3.2. Dense Cloud of 3D Points and Meshes
Since 2002, with one three-month campaign per year, more than 90,000 photographs have been
taken of the Shawbak site, following the continuous progress of digital camera technology, as well as
photogrammetry software.
These campaigns have produced photographic sets acquired with calibrated digital cameras both
in convergent and parallel coverage with the survey of control points using a total station and DGPS.
These control points are used to reference the photogrammetric models in a common geodetic system.
We are still processing these photographs, using the set of control points, in order to obtain a complete
3D model with dense point clouds of the entire site.
This first 3D elaboration produces a huge quantity of 3D points and meshes with the help of several
photogrammetric software programs mainly Photomodeler from EOS and Photoscan from Agisoft.
The full collection of images is split into several sets of 3000–9000 photographs, which are oriented
independently and then computed in the global reference system with the help of control points.
In 2012, a helium balloon was used to survey the site, which resulted in a small-scale model.
Oriented with DGPS control points, this model of course is not suitable for measuring artifacts, but
allows us to position all the studied buildings in a common 3D model. Figure 6 shows the whole
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Figure 6. 3D models of the entire castle.
3.3. Measuring Artifacts and Querying the Model: Spatial Considerations
Specific photogrammetry tools dedicated to measuring stones individually have been under
development since 2002 to help archaeologists to easily produce photogrammetric surveys. These tools
are now integrated in a more complex system, which allows automatic production of 2D or 3D
representations from archaeological database queries. The graphic 2D documents produced through
this process look like the handmade drawings done by archaeologists using ortho-rectified photos.
Once all the photographs are oriented, the I-MAGE process (Image processing and Measure
Assisted by GEometrical primitive), developed in 2001, is used to support the user during the
measuring process in photogrammetric surveys. Users can make a 3D measurement using
one single photograph, without altering the precision of the result. Previously published at
a CIPA Heritage Documentation symposium [60], (CIPA was founded in 1968 as the Comité
International de la Photogrammétrie Architecturale, in English: “International Committee of Architectural
Photogrammetry”), this method allows the user to concentrate on the archaeological aspects of the
survey and pay less attention to the photogrammetric ones.
We use this approach also to produce 3D models of building blocks (i.e., ashlars) based only on
the visible sides. The morphology of each ashlar block is expressed as a polyhedron with two parallel
sides, or faces. In most of the cases, only one side is visible, sometimes two, rarely three. The survey
process can inform about the dimensions of one face, then the entire polyhedron is computed according
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Computing an extrusion vector can be easy when the architectural entity’s morphology is obvious.
During a wall survey, for example, an extrusion vector can be computed by a least squares adjustment.
This is the plane used by I-MAGE. In this case where the entity’s geometrical properties are simple,
the extrusion vector is calculated before the survey phase, and the block is extruded directly from the
measured points (see Figures 7 and 8).
Figure 7. Ashlar blocks using a plane as an approximation of the exterior face of the wall [53].
In the case of the survey of an arch, the extrusion should be radial, needs the geometrical features
of the entity (intrados, radius, axis) and is therefore processed afterwards.
This approach for measuring blocks was already published in an ISPRS (International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) congress [61] and has been combined with the I-MAGE process
in order to obtain an integrated tool.
The main problem is determining whether a block is an edge block when observing
photogrammetric data. To do this, archaeologists need a document of the highest quality.
We have tried developing an automatic edge detection system for ashlar blocks, but indeed, the
problem is more related to expert knowledge. Since 2016, we have developed a new version of the
I-MAGE tool using both an oriented image and the dense point clouds. The user can describe the block
geometry observing a good quality photograph, and the 3D block geometry is computed using the
dense cloud of 3D points. The extrude value is still given as an hypothesis by the archaeologist.
Since 2014, we stopped using a database to store ashlar block measurements and are currently only
using an ontology describing both the photogrammetric process and the archaeological knowledge
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Figure 8. An example of the stone-by-stone survey using an extrusion vector from CF34 (the Ayyubid
Palace in Shawbak).
The survey process produces a set of measured ashlar blocks linked with both the 3D model and
the archaeological knowledge (stratigraphy, lithotype, stone tool analysis, etc.).
3.4. The Use of Stratigraphic Units in Archeology
Starting from the most important concept of the stratigraphic archeology, the US, we try to
document directly in the survey the main characteristics of each one. Following the publication of the
first edition of E. Harris’s book Principles of archaeological stratigraphy (1979) [4], many archaeologists
follow the idea that all archaeological sites, to a greater or lesser degree, are stratified, and for this
reason, it is necessary to know the main principles of the archaeological stratigraphy to obtain all the
possible information, as we could see before.
As we can see, the forms of US are the result of either natural (deposition or erosion) or human
(construction or destruction) actions. Their position on the entire wall, as well as the physical and
stratigraphical relationships with the other US are necessary to detect the relative chronological
sequence of the entire building (and, when comparing all structures, the relative chronological sequence
of the entire site). The characteristics that distinguish each US of the upstanding building are mainly
the stones’ lithology, the ashlar blocks’ dimension and shape and the kind and the quantity (or also the
absence) of the mortar. Of course, it is extremely relevant to note the physical relationships between
the different US (see Figure 9). Therefore, we need to survey all the dimensional and technological
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Figure 9. Several orthophoto/map generation images based on several queries: (a) the design of USM
perimeters; (b) same as (a) with a reprojection of one of the oriented images; (c) Image (a) with a
reprojection of the texture inside the block perimeter; (d) texture reprojection inside of the US perimeter
(computed with blocks); (e) Image (a) query with a uniform color inside each block according to their
US and an automatic extraction of the cement (computed as the Boolean difference between the global
perimeter of all US and all the individual blocks); (f) the same as (e), but with texture mapping for
each block.
4. Photogrammetry, Knowledge and Time
The 3D GIS, merging photogrammetry and ontologies, is the last step of this chain and aims at the
automatic production of 3D (or 2D) models through ontological queries: these 3D models are in fact
at the same time a graphic image of the archaeological knowledge and the current interface through
which the user can edit the dataset.
This approach enables automatic 3D thematic representation and new archaeological analysis,
through bidirectional links between 3D representation and archaeological data. In this section, we will
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then in Section 4.2, we present briefly certain tools used to easily manage these ontologies. Section 4.3
will show the link with stratigraphy and the use of time relations, and Section 4.4 proposes
a research direction to represent duration in stratigraphy and to solve time constraints in an
archaeological context.
4.1. Ontology for Photogrammetry Process
The ontology developed in the framework of our research takes into account the manufactured
items surveyed, as well as the method used to measure them, in this case, photogrammetry.
The surveyed item is therefore represented from the measurement point of view and has access
to all the photogrammetric data that contributed to its measurement in space. Two ontologies are
aligned in this context; one dedicated to photogrammetric measurement and the geo-localization of the
measured items, whereas the other is dedicated to the measured items, principally the archaeological
artifacts, describing their dimensional properties, ratios between the main dimensions and default
values. These ontologies are developed closely linked to the Java class data structure that manages the
photogrammetric process, as well as the measured items. Each concept or relationship in the ontology
has a counterpart in Java (the opposite is not necessarily true). Moreover, surveyed items are also
archaeological items studied and possibly managed by archaeologists or conservators in a museum.
It is therefore important to be able to connect the knowledge acquired when measuring the item with
the ontology designed to manage the associated archaeological knowledge. CIDOC CRM is a generic
ontology that does not support the items that it represents from a photogrammetric point of view;
a simple mapping would not be sufficient, and an extension with new concepts and new relationships
would be necessary. This modeling work is based on a previous study that started from the premise
that collections of measured items are marred by a lack of precision concerning their measurement,
assumptions about their reconstruction, their age and origin. It was therefore important to ensure
the coherence of the measured items and potentially propose a possible revision. This previous work
was done in the context of underwater archeology with similar problems. For more information,
see [21–24].
The extension of the CIDOC-CRM ontology is structured around the concept of Man-Made Object.
The root of ItemMesurable developed in this project extends this concept (see Figure 10). The mapping
operation is done in Java by interpreting a set of data held by the Java classes as a current identification
of the object: 3D bounding box, specific dimension. These attributes are then computed in order to
express the correct CRM properties.
Several methodologies can be chosen regarding mapping two ontologies. For example,
Nicola Amico and his team [13] chose to model the survey location with the concept of Activity
in CRM. They also developed a formalism for the digital survey tool mapping the digital camera
definition with Digital Machine Event. We see here that the mapping problem is close to an alignment
problem, which is really problematic in this case. Aligning two ontologies dealing with digital camera
definition is not obvious; a simple observation of the lack of interoperability between photogrammetric
software shows the wildness of the problem. We are currently working on an alignment/extension
process with Sensor ML which is an ontology dedicated to sensors. Although some work has already
been achieved [62], it is not enough to clearly hold the close range photogrammetry process, from
image measurement to artifact representation.
In addition, we use the concepts of time representation present in CIDOC CRM in order to
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Figure 10. Partial ontology visualization with CIDOC CRM alignment.
4.2. Tools for Managing Ontologies
The use of ontologies in archeology and cultural heritage, as we have already stated, is becoming
increasingly widespread. Indeed, this formalism is particularly suitable for heterogeneous data and
offers concepts and tools to manage incompleteness, updates and revisions of the involved knowledge.
Therefore, the way ontologies are structured is far from a traditional relational database, and managing
them can be difficult for a person without a solid background in computer science. In addition, even if
many research papers are published in the field of ontology for cultural heritage, the use of ontologies
is not yet a common or widespread tool for managing archaeological excavations. Much research
shows that the ontologies are very suitable for archeology, but only a very few archaeological missions
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This is normal: even if we can demonstrate that a new approach is very interesting, changing
technology is always a high cost decision, and ensuring the continuity of the data, analysis and student
training is a real challenge.
We decided to develop some tools in order to display data stored in ontologies as a virtual
relational database in order to have a simplified view of the stored data. These tools can provide a
static point of view on these ontologies and allow simple manipulations similar to those possible on a
relational database.
The first one is an editor that displays classes, instances and properties present in an ABox (a set
of assertional axioms in an ontology) as if the data were structured by a table in a relational database
(see Figure 11). By reading the ABox, the editor is able to display the classes present in the ontology, all
their instances and offers a simple and dynamic way to display data properties as normal fields of
these instances and the possibility to modify them (also, as we are in the ontology context, to add or
remove fields). This of course gives us many other possibilities as the archaeological work is always in
progress, and a modification of the data structure is always possible and easy to implement through
this interface.
Figure 11. The ontology editor: classes, instances and properties edition from the OWL file.
In addition, the editor is able to display graphs showing the relations between instances classes
and properties. A full bidirectional access is provided and allows one to modify the value of the
properties accessed by clicking on the graph.
The same approach allows us to build an editor dedicated to physical and stratigraphic relations
between US.
This tool is dedicated to stratigraphic relations between US, reading an ABox and displaying
an exhaustive list of the US present in the ABox with all the physical and stratigraphic relations
between them. This tool allows one to add, cancel, modify the relations between US and visualize them
through a graph. We are still working on a consistency check tool to control on the fly the digit (see
Figure 12).
Finally, we developed a tool for 3D visualization of the artifacts stored in the ABox.
Indeed, currently, ontologies are used also as a serialization tool to store all the data relative to
the survey: oriented photographs, 2D and 3D points, relevant points for stone-by-stone surveys,
computed ashlar blocks and archaeological concepts often non-measured directly as stratigraphic
units, Corpo di Fabbrica, etc. The tool is able to read the ABox and, thanks to the procedural attachment
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representation of the instances stored in the ABox. This tool was used to produce the two images
shown in Figure 13 according to the specific request.
Figure 12. Physical and stratigraphic relations editor with graph visualization of all the relations
in which the current USM is involved. A color code is used to separate physical relations from
stratigraphic relations.
Figure 13. Ashlar block visualization, on the left; the colors show the clusterization result based on the
block’s height. Right: the colors show the clusterization result based on USM.
4.3. ARPENTEUR Ontology: A Link between Photogrammetry and Stratigraphy
We propose now to work on the link between 3D measurement and temporal relations.
Indeed, archaeologists use a set of rules to determine temporal relationships by observing physical
relationships. Table 1 describes the physical conditions necessary for establishing the temporal
relationships. The temporal relations are deduced from the physical relations, and often, these physical
relations can be deduced from the relative position of the US between them using the photogrammetric
measurement of their components. As the US are built on measured objects, it will be possible to
compute the veracity of the physical relations in order to deduce the temporal relations if they have
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Table 1. Link between physical and stratigraphical relations.
Physical Relations Stratigraphical Relations
Gli si appoggia (ad A si appoggia B) A Anteriore B
Coperto da (A coperto da B) A Anteriore B
Tagliato da (A tagliato da B) A Anteriore B
Riempito da (A riempito da B) A Anteriore B
Appoggiato a (A appoggiato a B) A Posteriore B
Copre (A copre B) A Posteriore B
Taglia (A taglia B) A Posteriore B
Riempie (A riempie B) A Posteriore B
Uguale a (A uguale a B) A Contemporaneo B
Legato a (A legato a B) A Contemporaneo B
Collegato a (A collegato a B) A Contemporaneo B
4.3.1. Ontology and Graphical Representation
This work is based on a close link between, on the one hand, the software engineering
aspects and the operative modeling of the photogrammetry process, the needed computation
and artifacts measurable by photogrammetry in the context of this project and, on the other
hand, the ontological representation of the same photogrammetry process and surveyed artifacts.
The present implementation is based on a double formalism: the Java programming language, used for
computation, photogrammetric algorithms, 3D visualization of photogrammetric models and cultural
heritage objects, then OWL (Web Ontology Language) for the definition of ontologies describing the
concepts involved in this photogrammetric process, as well as the surveyed artifacts.
For several years, OWL has been used as a standard for the implementation of ontologies (W3C,
2004). In its simplest form, it allows for representing concepts (class), instances (individual), attributes
(data properties) and relations (object properties). The ontology construction in OWL, symmetric
to the Java taxonomy, cannot be produced automatically. Each concept of the ontology has been
constructed with a concern for the representation of accurate knowledge from a particular point of
view: measurement. The same point of view presides over the elaboration of the Java taxonomy,
but software engineering constraints involve differences in the two hierarchies of concepts. For each
ontology concept, a procedural attachment method has been developed with OWLAPI. As each
concept present in the ontology has a homologous class in the Java tree, each individual of the ontology
can produce a Java instance and can benefit from its computational capabilities. In the same way, each
Java class has a counterpart in the ontology and can produce an individual of that ontology.
We have abandoned automatic mapping using Java annotation and Java beans for a manual
extraction even if this is commonly done in the literature [63–65].
Thus, reading an XML file used to serialize a Java instance set representing a statement can
immediately (upon reading) populate the ontology; similarly, reading an OWL file can generate a set
of Java instance counterparts of the individuals present in the ontology. The link between individuals
and instances persists and it can be used dynamically. The huge advantage of this approach is that it is
possible to perform logical queries on both the ontology and the Java representation. We can thus read
the ontology, visualize in 3D the artifacts present in the ontology and graphically visualize the result
of SQWRL queries in the Java viewer.
The approach we have chosen so far, using OWLAPI and the Pellet reasoner, allows for
handling SQWRL queries using an extension of SWRL built-in [66] packages. SWRL provides a very
powerful extension mechanism that allows for implementing user-defined methods in the rules [67].
The photogrammetric survey is expressed as an ABox. An ontology describing the photogrammetric
process, as well as the measured objects was populated by the measurements of each block and a set of
corresponding data (USM owner, etc.). It is therefore this ontology that contains the metric information
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The reading and the geometrical interpretation of this ontology can lead us to validate or invalidate
the physical relations by a topological analysis of the relations between the various components of the
USM, but also to check the consistency of temporal relations by extracting a graph of constraints and
then using a logical solver.
For example, the 3D visualization shown in Figure 13 is done using the ABox and on-the-fly
instantiation of corresponding Java instances. The colorization is the result of an SQWRL request done
on the ontology.
Moreover, a first possible interpretation of these data should be the generation of a graph of
temporal relations where the nodes, instead of having a coded position as in the Harris graphs,
should have as the coordinate of the USM center of mass projected in the USM main plane.
As illustrated in Figures 14 and 15, the graph is superimposed on an unrealistic representation of
the stone-to-stone reading of the building.
4.3.2. Positive and Negative US
As we said before, the US can be positive (i.e., layers), negative (i.e., cuts) or neutral
(i.e., interfaces). In this regards, until now, we have been working mostly on the survey and
representation of positive USM, although since 2009–2010, the research for modeling negative and
interface units was also started (see Figure 16).
The latter ones are in fact 3D surfaces (not volumes) possessing stratigraphic relationships with
other units. They are not formed by ashlars and mortar, since they are only signs of, say, a destruction,
like with the traces left by an earthquake or by human (partial to total) destruction of a material feature.
Figure 16 shows a negative USM represented by a cloud of 3D points extracted using the perimeters
drawn on the photographs by an archaeologist.
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Figure 15. 2D bloc representation with the stratigraphic graph and bloc position. The nodes of the
graphs are computed as centroids of US or block.
Figure 16. Negative USM represented by the set of 3D points extracted using the perimeters designed
on the photographs by an archaeologist.
4.4. Toward Duration for Representing the Stratigraphic Unit
Once the problem of surveying and representing stratigraphic units is solved through ontology
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of the main improvements we are working on is considering US as intervals of time and no longer
as instants.
Indeed, inferring all the Allen’s relations directly from the physical relations between US is not
trivial, and currently, the only way to do that is by using the expertise of archaeologists.
Nevertheless, we start with a few deduced relationships from Harris’s formalism to that of
Allen. Considering Stratigraphic Unit A, it should have a start point named Amin and an end point
named Amax.
For example, the Harris relation A is Contemporaneo to B can be translated by A starts B in
Allen’s relations and the Harris relation A Anteriorita B can be translated by A precedes B or A meets
B using the bound of intervals as expressed in Table 2 (For a typological simplification, here, A and B
designate USM and not instants or intervals as should be done to respect the various formalisms of
Harris and Allen. The determination of the time interval associated with a USM is a difficult choice,
and this aspect is discussed later in this paper.).
In order to represent the stratigraphic unit duration using time intervals, we use Qualitative
Constraints Networks (QCN), which have been successfully used in the domain of knowledge
representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence for representing temporal relations.
Table 2. Harris relations seen from an interval point of view.
Stratigraphical Relations Start and End of US
A Contemporaneo B Amin = Bmin
A Anteriore B Amax anterior Bmin
A Anteriore B Amax = Bmin
A Posteriore B Bmax anterior Amin
A Posteriore B Bmax = Amin
Allen’s interval algebra has been used for representing and reasoning with archaeological
information in the context of archaeological documentation [68] and the dating process [69]; however,
as far as we know, this formalism has not been used yet for stratigraphy in archeology.
Definition 1. Let B be a set of basic relations; a QCN N is a tuple (V, C) where V = {v1, · · · , vn} is a set of
n variables representing temporal entities; C is a mapping that assigns to each tuple (vi1 , · · · , vij) of variables of
V a relation C(vi1 , · · · , vij) ∈ 2B.
The stratigraphic relations between US are temporal binary relations, and several QCN could be
proposed according the choice of the temporal entities and the set of basic relations.
4.4.1. Time Points Algebra
Considering temporal entities as time points, archaeologists can provide temporal relations
between the centers of mass of the US, deduced from stratigraphic relations between US. More formally,
the domain D is defined by the set of rational numbers (line points) D = Q equipped with the linear
order <, and the time points algebra stems from three atomic relations B = {precedes, f ollows, same}
(see Figure 17). These relations are defined as follows:
precedes = {(x, y) ∈ Q×Q : x < y},
f ollows = {(x, y) ∈ Q×Q : y < x},
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Figure 17. Time points algebra atomic relations
The set of time points algebra relations is denoted by 2B, where each relation is a disjunction of
atomic relations. The set 2B is equipped with the operations: union (∪), intersection (∩), composition (◦)
and inverse (−). The following example illustrates the notion of QCN when the temporal entities are
time points.
Example 1. Let A, B, C, D, E, F be US; the stratigraphic relations between these six US according to the
Harris matrix approach are illustrated in Figure 18.
Let a, b, c, d, e, f be the centers of mass of these six US; considering temporal entities as time points,
the QCN denoted by (V, C) is such that the variables are time points, which are the centers of mass of
the US, and the constraints are the temporal relations between US. More formally, the set of variables is
V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}, where v1 = a, v2 = b, v3 = c, v4 = d, v5 = e, v6 = f , and the set of constraints
is C = {C12, C23, C26, C34, C45} (for the sake of readability, the inverse relations and the transitive relations are
omitted), where:
The constraint C12 = {precedes} states that v1 precedes v2;
The constraint C23 = {same} states that v2 is the same as v3;
The constraint C26 = {precedes} states that v2 precedes v6;
The constraint C34 = {precedes} states that v3 precedes v4;
The constraint C45 = {precedes} states that v4 precedes v5.
The QCN is represented in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Qualitative Constraints Networks (QCN) when temporal entities are time points.
4.4.2. Intervals Algebra
However, the stratigraphic relations between US often involve the notion of duration, which
cannot be represented using the Harris matrix approach.
In this case, intervals are more suitable temporal entities. From stratigraphic relations
between US, the archaeologists can assign intervals to US, and we can consider relations between
intervals using Allen’s interval algebra [56]. This algebra stems from 13 atomic temporal relations,
B = {p, m, o, s, d, f , pi, mi, oi, si, di, f i, eq}. More formally, the domain D is defined by the set of intervals
of the rationals line D = {x = (x−, x+) ∈ Q×Q : x− < x+}. Each atomic relation is defined by
constraints on the bounds of intervals. For example, the atomic relation s (for starts) is defined by
s = {(x, y) ∈ D × D : x− = y− and y+ > x+}; the atomic relation m (for meets) is defined by
m = {(x, y) ∈ D × D : x+ = y−}.
The set of Allen’s intervals algebra relations is denoted by 2B, where each relation is a disjunction of
basic relations. The set 2B is equipped with the operations: union (∪), intersection (∩), composition (◦)
and inverse (−). The following example illustrates the notion of QCN when the temporal entities
are intervals.
Example 2. We come back to Example 1; however, we now consider temporal entities as intervals. The new
QCN denoted by (V, C) is such that the variables are intervals consisting of the lower and upper bounds of
duration of the US, and the constraints are the temporal relations between these intervals. More formally,
the set of variables is V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}, where v1 = (a−, a+), v2 = (b−, b+), v3 = (c−, c+),
v4 = (d−, d+), v5 = (e−, e+), v6 = ( f−, f+). The set of constraints is C = {C12, C23, C26, C34, C45} (for the
sake of readability, the inverse relations and the transitive relations are omitted) where:
The constraint C12 = {b, m} states that v1 precedes v2 or v1 meets v2 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that a+ < b− or a+ = b−;
The constraint C23 = { f } states that v2 finishes v3 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can deduce that
b− = c−;
The constraint C26 = {b, m} states that v2 precedes v6 or v2 meets v6 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that b+ < f− or b+ = f−;
The constraint C34 = {b, m} states that v3 precedes v4 or v3 meets v4 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that c+ < d− or c+ = d−;
The constraint C45 = {b, m} states that v4 precedes v5 or v4 meets v5 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that d+ < e− or d+ = e−.
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Figure 20. QCN when temporal entities are intervals.
Note that information on the bounds of the intervals may be incomplete, as illustrated in
Example 2, the constraint C23 only follows from the lower bounds of the intervals v2 and v3 assigned
to US. Table 2 does not provide any relations between upper bounds, and we need more information
than what is provided by Figure 18. Archaeologists should be equipped with suitable tools allowing
them to complete information on the bounds in the best possible way.
Moreover, an important issue is the QCN consistency checking problem. Indeed, a QCN may be
inconsistent for several reasons. Errors can be made on the interpretation of stratigraphic relations;
discontinuities involved with the 3D complexity of studied structures may exist; the survey may be
incomplete (for instance, lack of photographs, etc.). Efficient tools have to be developed in order to
check the consistency and to pinpoint the inconsistencies in each step of the process from the formal
temporal representation to the photogrammetric 3D survey.
Concerning the QCN, three main approaches have been proposed for consistency checking in the
artificial intelligence community, stemming from discrete CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) [70],
from SAT (Boolean Satisfiability Problem) [71] and, more recently, from Answer Set Programming
(ASP) [72].
4.5. From Harris to Allen
The choice we made is to express duration in a US model trying to use an Allen interval to model
the current knowledge expressed with Harris relations. Passing from three time-relations to thirteen
interval relations is not trivial and of course not bijective. More than one solution is possible.
According to the current stratigraphic problem in upstanding building structures, we can propose
the two sets of solutions in Table 3 for passing from Harris to Allen and in Table 4 for the reciprocal
relations. Of course, these proposals reflect the archaeological problem studied, and as we can see,
there are some temporal relationship that we were not able to better refine than using subsequent and
anteriority (without any other specification proposed by Allen temporal relationships) (see Table 4,
Rows 2, 3 and 4).
To study temporal relations between US belonging to a building that we can observe, measure
and survey, we need to define a temporal range in which this analysis will be relevant. The first point
of view we can have, the most trivial, is to consider that all the observed US are still ‘alive’ because we
are able to observe and measure them. In this case, most of the Harris relations jump into a unique
Allen interval: “X finishes y” (see Figure 3); and the end of the temporal interval is the current time
of observation. This point of view was developed by Lucas as stressed in the Introduction of this
paper ([45], p. 48).
This solution, even if it sounds correct, does not fit in with the current state of our work (we need
more time to study and discuss these theoretical models); at this point of our research, we prefer to
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This point of view is the one used by Harris considering the US relations; we simply added the
concept of duration preserving the main goal of Harris’s model: to study the constructive relations
between US in order to understand the evolution of the building over time.
We propose two tables of correspondence (Tables 3 and 4), which is the starting point of a possible
translation of the temporal relations by Harris in intervals expressing the duration proposed by Allen.
The “translation” of the temporal relations proposed by Harris in the thirteen interval relations
proposed by Allen is too ambiguous to be formalized by a function passing from three states to
13 states. In fact, to obtain these three temporal relationships proposed by Harris, archaeologists rely
on the physical relationship between the US (defined in Table 5).
We therefore propose a conversion using the physical relations to Allen relations rather than a
direct conversion of Harris relations to Allen relations.
Such a conversion table is shown in Table 3. Thus, according to the physical relations that were
conditioned the choice of the Harris relation, different Allen relations can be proposed.
Of course, the elaboration of this translation between Harris’s proposition and Allen’s formalism
is based on a clear and univocal definition of these relations (see Figure 21).
Figure 21. Harris to Allen proposal schema.
These concepts have been used for years by the archaeologists of the Florence team, and their
application to the particular case of standing buildings has made it possible to define them in detail.
In order not to deviate from the sense in which they are used in this work and in future work, we have
left their Italian name in the text (in Table 3, Column 2 and 3; in Table 4, Column 2).
Table 3. From Harris to Allen.
n (Harris) Physical Relations (Harris) Stratigraphical Relation
Allen (More Than One
Relation Is Possible)
1 It leans on (y leans on x)Appoggiato a (y appoggiato a x)
y is later than x
y Posteriorità x
y preceded by x
y met by x
2 leaned on by (x is leaned on by y)Gli si appoggia (ad x si appoggia y)




3 It connects (x is connected with y)CollegatoA (ad x si CollegatoA y)






4 Linked to (x is linked to y)Legato a (x è legato a y)






5 Covered by (y is covered by x)Coperto da (y è coperto da x)
x is earlier than y
x Anteriorita y
y preceded by x
y meetby x
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Table 3. Cont.
n (Harris) Physical Relations (Harris) Stratigraphical Relation
Allen (More Than One
Relation Is Possible)
6 It covers (x covers y)Copre (x copre y)





7 It fills (x fills y)Riempie (x riempie y)
x is later than y
x Posteriorità y x preceded by y
8 Filled by (y is filled by x)Riempito da (y è riempito da x)
y is earlier than x
y Anteriorita x y preceded x
9 It cuts (x cuts y)Taglia (x taglia y)
x is later than y
x Posteriorità y x preceded by y
10 Cut by (y is cut by x)Tagliato da (y è tagliato da x)
y is earlier than x
y Anteriorita x y precedes x
11 Equal to (x is equal to y)Uguale a (x è uguale a y)
x is contemporary to y
x Contemporaneo y x equals y
Table 4. From Allen to Harris.
n Allen Harris (Physical) Harris (Temporal) Example
1
x precedes y
y preceded by x (a) x covers y Copre
y is covered by da x
Coperto da
(b) x fills up y Riempie y is
filled up by x Riempito da
(a) x is later than y
y is earlier than x
(b) x is later than y
y is earlier than x
(a) Construction of upper floor,
preparation layer of a brick floor, etc.
(b) Filling of a wall post-hole; filling of a
door, window, arch, etc.
2
x meets y
y met by x x leans on y
Gli si appoggia
y is leaned on by x
Appoggiato a
x is earlier than y
y is later than x
Consecutive building phases. Until now,
we are not be able to distinguish between




y overlapped by x x leans on y
Gli si appoggia
y is leaned on by x
Appoggiato a
x is earlier than y
y is later than x
Building of wall and angle wall in the
same phase; generally speaking, every
time, we are in front of USM built in
the same phase Until now, we were not
able to distinguish between MEETS and




y started by x x is linked to y
Legato a
y is linked to x
Legato a
x is contemporary to y
y is contemporary to x
Two linked walls (their building is
started at the same time, but we cannot
know if they are also finished at the same
time); wall and arch (both are started
at the same moment, but one of them
is finished before the other): we cannot
recognize this stratigraphically, so we
use the contemporary relationship.
5
x during y
y contains x x cuts y
Taglia
y is cut by x
Tagliato da
x is later than y
y is earlier than x
Cut in a wall to realize a post-hole or a
window or a door in the same building
phase of a wall.
6
x finishes y
y finished by y x is linked with y
Legato a
y is linked with x
Legato a
x is contemporary to y
y is contemporary to x
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The definition of these concepts given in Table 5 is based on a previous work of the Florentine
team when defining the database named PetraData [73].
This is the point of view chosen for the future work that we plan to develop on the use of duration
for US.
Table 5. Harris physical and temporal relation definition.
n Harris Relation Definition
1
It is leaned against (y is leaned against x)
Appoggiato a (y appoggiato a x)
One US A is ‘AppoggiatoA’ on a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is
‘Posteriorità’ to B; There is a horizontal plane that touches both A and B. This
connection is mainly used to define the physical relationship between walls or
between layers and structures (between US and USM).
2
It leans against (x leans against y)
Gli si appoggia (ad x si appoggia y)
A US A ‘GliSiAppoggia’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘anteriorità’ B;
there is a horizontal plane that touches both A and B. This connection is
mainly used to define the physical relationship between walls or between
layers and structures (between US and USM)
3
It connects (x is connected with y)
CollegatoA (ad x si CollegatoA y)
A US A is ‘CollegatoA’ to a US B if: A can be in contact with B or there is a
third US in contact with both A and B; A is ‘contemporaneita’ with B; this
connection describes a link, for example, in the case of two wall edges crossed
by a passing bridge pit. Used only for USM. This is a ternary relationship
where the US responsible for the link does not exist, or no longer exists, or is
not observable.
4 Linked to (x is linked to y)Legato a (x è legato a y)
One US A is ‘LegatoA’ to US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘contemporaneita’
with B; the convex volumes of A and B intersect. Often designed to merge A
and B. Only used for USM.
5 Covered by (y is covered by x)Coperto da (y è coperto da x)
A US A is ‘CopertoDa’ by a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘anteriorita’ to
B; there is a vertical plane passing through both A and B. This connection is
mainly used to define the physical relationship between layers and/or
structures (between US and USM).
6 It covers (x covers y)Copre (x copre y)
A US ‘Copre’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘posteriorita’ to B; there is a
veritable plane passing through both A and B. This connection is mainly used
to define the physical relationship between layers and/or structures (between
US and USM).
7 It fills (x fills y)Riempie (x riempie y)
A US A ‘Riempie’ US B if: A is in contact with B; B has a solid concavity, even
partially from A. B is generally, but not always, a negative US.
8 Filled by (y is filled by x)Riempito da (y è riempito da x)
A US A is ‘RiempitoDa’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is partially or in
totality concave and even partially filled by B. A is generally, but not always, a
negative US.
9 It cuts (x cuts y)Taglia (x taglia y)
A US ‘Taglia’ a US B if: A and in contact with B; it physically subtracts
material from B, and A is a negative US.
10 Cut by (y is cut by x)Tagliato da (y è tagliato da x)
A US A is ‘TagliatoDa’ US B if: A is in contact with B; A was physically
subtracted from material B, and B is a negative US.
11 Equal to (x is equal to y)Uguale a (x è uguale a y)
A US A is ‘UgualeA’ to US B if: A is not necessarily in contact with B; A is
consecutive to B; A and B are physically the same US, but there may be a
physical discontinuity between them.
12 x is earlier than yx Anteriorita y An USM A is ‘Anteriorita’ to USM B if A is formed before USM B
13 x is contemporary to yx Contemporaneo y
A USM A is in ‘Contemporaneita’ with B if A and B have been formed at the
same time.
14 x is later than yx Posteriorità y
An USM A is in ‘Posteriorita’ compared to B if A was formed when B was
already formed.
Posteriority
Even if only considered an ‘intellectual challenge’, we are studying the possibility to control
from the beginning the periodization of the archaeological stratigraphy. In fact, after creating the
matrix, the archaeologists’ second step is to build a coherent periodization that considers all the known
elements. We are currently testing this system to ensure better control of the entire pipeline.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper focuses on the main goals obtained by the collaboration between medieval
archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and ICT researchers from CNRS LIS laboratory
of Marseille (France). From the beginning, this fifteenth collaboration is built on a mutual exchange of
knowledge. Our first common field of interest is survey, and our main purpose is to add knowledge to
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producing new tools mean deep changes in the way we work. We change both how photogrammetry
is used and how the observed data are managed; as new photogrammetric tools are developed and
traditional relational databases are replaced by ontologies, new tools become available to manage and
infer data.
Beyond the scientific problems, an important obstacle addressed by this work is that a major
paradigm shift will significantly impact the on-going work. The changing paradigm means also
changing vocabulary, managing new concepts, changing well-known tools for unknown and not
completely debugged tools.
The main problem in fact of such an interdisciplinary project is to both develop new concepts and
new tools while continuing to produce clear, relevant and verified data. On the one hand, the previous
and already existing management system is still used to complete existing data coming from previous
campaigns; and on the other hand, we need to be able to feed the new system with enough data in
order to test it. Of course when, as is the case here, the two systems are very different, the data from
the actual system currently in use will have to be ‘ported’ to the new one. Finally, the decision has to
be made to change systems, which always has a heavy cost at the beginning.
In the framework of this collaboration, archaeologists have learned to create 3D models using
photogrammetry since 2001 when this method was not yet very widespread [2,74].
We have developed a tool for digitizing ashlar blocks in 3D using only one single image so that
archaeologists can remain concentrated on their main task: adding semantics to the 3D model.
Due to the fact that today, photogrammetry can easily produce a dense cloud of 3D points,
we are currently adapting this tool to use both a set of oriented photographs and a dense cloud
of 3D points to digitize ashlar blocks and USM. The underlying ontological model is used here to
immediately produce ABox instances and feed the ontological survey with all relevant data (stone tool
used, lithotype, material and other archaeological and non-graphic observations).
The first step was to obtain a 3D GIS, and we worked very hard to make it possible [25]. Now, our
group is starting to work on the field of ontologies, especially to manage the US and to add knowledge
to the survey [74]. Even if there are some theoretical works on the ontologies, until now, not many
archaeologists have studied and tested ontologies to manage heterogeneous data. To do this, it will be
possible to replace the database, which is a very important tool, but often too rigid. The intensive use
of ontologies to manage both photogrammetric geometry and archaeological data will allow us to first
check the consistency of digitized data and then infer new relationships between US using an inference
engine, such as Pellet, directly from the ontology. For example, we are currently working on producing
Harris relations using known physical relationships between US, and then, we will be able to check and
produce new temporal relationships between US according to Allen’s formalism. We are now working
on developing a complete pipeline based on ontologies to manage both the photogrammetric process
and archaeological knowledge. This pipeline will allow a common formalism for all the heterogeneous
data involved in the archaeological analysis and will allow specific queries on these data with several
kinds of output (textual, 3D, 2D, Harris-like matrix). In doing this, we continue to follow our method
of collaboration, which is truly interdisciplinary, building together our new knowledge base, useful
both for archaeologists and ICT researchers.
The second approach, developed in parallel, is to build a Qualitative Constraints Networks
(QCN) based on the physical relationships between US. This will allow us to check the consistency
between relations. The QCN will be developed in ASP using the solver ASPERIX [75,76]. We plan to
investigate the ASP approach for several reasons. ASP is a unified formalism for both representing
and implementing the consistency checking problem expressed by a logic program that is very
close to natural language. We already used this formalism when dealing with the revision
of geographical information within the framework of the European project REVIGIS (Uncertain
knowledge, maintenance and revision in geographic information systems, ID: 27781, 1998–1999) [77].
More precisely, we compared the CSP, SAT and ASP approaches. CSP focuses on the direct resolution
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identification of inconsistencies. However, an experimental study on a real-world application
benchmark showed that ASP gave better results than SAT [78]. Moreover, ASP can easily interface
with ontologies and Java.
As all the data collected using photogrammetry are in 3D, we will propose to express all the
relations between US and other concepts by 3D graphs to be aware of and overcome several well-known
ambiguities due to the 2D expression.
Finally, this work tries to analyze the temporal problems connected to the Harris matrix, which,
as Lucas and Gallina pointed out, can be divided into two different fields. The first one concerns the
different kinds of time relationships between USM, starting from the physical-temporal relationships
used in the Harris matrix.
The proposed charts (Tables 3 and 4) aim to create an interconnection table between temporal
intervals (Allen) and temporal relationships (Harris). As we can see, there are some temporal
relationships that we are unable to better refine than using subsequent and anteriority (without
any other specification proposed by Allen’s interval relations). On the other hand, the most important
criticality concerning the Harris matrix’s temporality is the lack of expression of duration.
When we analyze a matrix, we are convinced that we will see many instants linked to each other.
When we analyze a matrix, we are convinced to see many instants linked to each other. We propose
in this paper a first step to fill this gap and a way to use Allen’s interval formalism that will enable
archaeologists, as well as researchers to further advance science in regards to knowledge representation
and reasoning in artificial intelligence for temporal relationships.
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